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Abstract 
 

The rapid rise in the prevalence of pathogenic bacteria that are resistant to front-line 

antibiotic drugs has necessitated a simultaneous upsurge in the use of “last-resort” 

antimicrobial agents. Colistin is one such antibiotic of last-resort that is increasingly used in 

the clinic as a salvage therapy to treat infections caused by multi-drug resistant Gram-negative 

microorganisms, including Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichia coli. Unfortunately, 

despite its growing importance, colistin treatment is toxic, frequently fails, and resistance to 

the antibiotic is an intensifying threat. There is, therefore, a crucial requirement to augment 

the efficacy of colistin therapy, but efforts to do so are hampered by a lack of understanding 

about the drug’s mechanism of action. 

The work in this thesis initially uncovered a novel process by which colistin-susceptible 

P. aeruginosa cells survive exposure to the antibiotic, through the extracellular release of 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) molecules that inactivate colistin in the external environment. In 

attempting to overcome this mode of drug tolerance by inhibiting LPS biosynthesis, critical 

insight into colistin’s bactericidal mechanism was obtained – namely, that the antibiotic kills 

Gram-negative bacteria by targeting LPS in the cytoplasmic membrane, not by interacting 

with membrane phospholipids, as previously thought. This finding in turn led to investigations 

about the site where colistin resistance, mediated by cationic chemical modifications to LPS, 

was conferred. It was shown that resistance to colistin in P. aeruginosa and E. coli, acquired 

through the harbouring of diverse plasmid-borne mobile colistin resistance (mcr) genes or 

chromosomal mutations, was in fact conferred at the cytoplasmic membrane, as opposed to 

the outer membrane of bacterial cells. Subsequent experiments revealed that intrinsic colistin 

resistance in Burkholderia cenocepacia was mediated at the outer membrane, and that strains 

of Enterobacter cloacae possess a unique inducible form of hetero-resistance to colistin. 

After characterising the mode of action of colistin and a number of potential causes of 

colistin treatment failure, new combination treatment strategies were designed to improve the 

effectiveness of colistin therapy. Using murepavadin, an inhibitor of the LPS transport system 

in pre-clinical development, to accumulate LPS in the cytoplasmic membrane proved to be 

particularly potent at amplifying the bactericidal activity of colistin in vitro against clinical 

isolates, in an in vivo murine lung infection model, and for overcoming colistin resistance. 

Furthermore, the capacity for colistin to permeabilise the outer membrane of colistin-resistant 

bacteria was exploited to re-sensitise Gram-negative pathogenic organisms to rifampicin, an 

antibiotic which normally cannot traverse the cell envelope. In summary, this work has 

identified how colistin works and why it often fails clinically, as well as providing urgently-

needed novel solutions to enhance colistin efficacy and patient outcomes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 The pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

1.1.1 General characteristics of P. aeruginosa 

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative, rod-shaped organism 

that is a member of the Gammaproteobacteria class, and the Pseudomonadaceae family1. It 

was first isolated in 1882 by Carle Gessard, who observed the organism growing on the 

bandages of patients with cutaneous wounds as a blue-green pus2. This pigmentation is typical 

of P. aeruginosa cultures, and is due to the production of the metabolites pyoverdine and 

pyocyanin, which combine to impart the characteristic blue-green colour3. In modern times, 

the organism is identified diagnostically by being catalase, citrate and oxidase positive, and 

grows as clear colonies on MacConkey agar due to an inability to ferment lactose4. 

The genome of P. aeruginosa is relatively large, with a large circular chromosome that 

can be up to 6.8 Mb in size encoding approximately 6000 open reading frames that can 

undergo translation5. However, research on 389 P. aeruginosa strains revealed that there is 

large inter-strain variability between genomes, with only 17.5% sequence homology between 

these strains6. This shared genome is termed the “core” genome, and the sizeable “accessory” 

genome that remains comprises of numerous genes that can rapidly mutate so that P. 

aeruginosa strains can readily adapt to a wide variety of niches7. Hence, this bacterium has 

evolved to exist in virtually all environments: soil, water, low and high-oxygen atmospheres, 

on plants, animals and humans (including as a commensal organism as part of the skin 

microbiota), as well as on artificial surfaces in clinical settings8. 

The large and versatile genome of this species also confers P. aeruginosa with a high 

metabolic capacity. The bacterium is facultatively aerobic, proliferating in conditions where 

oxygen is present, but also achieving anaerobic growth when nitrate or nitrite is present as a 

terminal electron acceptor9. Even in the absence of nitrate/nitrite, P. aeruginosa can generate 

ATP for cellular processes by substrate-level phosphorylation through fermentation of 

pyruvate and arginine10. Whilst iron is required as a nutrient source for P. aeruginosa growth, 

the bacterium secretes siderophores (iron-chelating compounds) to obtain iron from its 

insoluble ferric form and transport it intracellularly11. 

Adding to its metabolic diversity, many P. aeruginosa strains also readily form biofilm 

structures by releasing extracellular compounds (including exopolysaccharides and DNA) to 

form an enclosed matrix12. Communication between individual bacterial cells in a P. 

aeruginosa community via a process known as quorum sensing, is vital for regulating gene 
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expression to co-ordinate biofilm formation13. In addition to existing in non-motile biofilms, 

P. aeruginosa can also exhibit movement, by swarming in liquid culture or twitching on solid 

media14. In order to display these motile behaviours, the bacterium relies on use of both its 

polar flagellum and type IV pili15. The switch between such a free-swimming lifestyle and a 

biofilm lifestyle is controlled by the intracellular concentration of a single molecule, cyclic di-

GMP, with increased levels of cyclic di-GMP associated with the formation of sessile biofilm 

communities16. Crucially, it is a combination of these abilities – adapting in variable 

environments, extensive metabolic capabilities and rapid lifestyle changes – that have 

provided P. aeruginosa with the opportunity to thrive as a human pathogen. 

1.1.2 P. aeruginosa as an opportunistic pathogen 

In addition to being an extremely prevalent environmental organism, P. aeruginosa is 

also a highly versatile pathogen. Whilst known to cause infections in plant species (Lactuca 

sativa, Arabidopsis thaliana) and invertebrate animals (Drosophila fruit flies, Galleria 

mellonella, Caenorhabditis elegans), the bacterium is best known and studied as an 

opportunistic pathogen of immunocompromised humans17–21. In these individuals, P. 

aeruginosa can colonise a number of different anatomical sites, causing a wide array of 

infections (Figure 1.1). Patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) are especially pre-disposed to lung 

infections with P. aeruginosa, resulting in a virtually chronic diffuse bronchopneumonia22. 

This is due to a mutation causing a loss of function of chloride ion movement across the 

membranes of airway epithelial cells, which triggers a build-up of mucus in the 

bronchi/bronchioles and impairs mucociliary clearance (the primary innate immune defence 

mechanism in the lung)23. This accumulation of mucus also occurs in patients with non-CF 

bronchiectasis, where P. aeruginosa infections are frequently observed for similar reasons24. 

Whilst P. aeruginosa can cause community-acquired infections, it is more often 

associated with being a nosocomial pathogen, with infections usually occurring in healthcare 

settings. The predominant reason for this is the organism’s prolific ability to colonise the moist 

surfaces of medical devices25. For example, P. aeruginosa grows readily on the valves and 

tubes of ventilators, and thus is one of the most common agents responsible for ventilator-

associated pneumonia (VAP) in intensive care units26. Furthermore, the bacterium can form 

biofilm structures on catheters, which can lead to urinary tract infections (UTIs) or necrotising 

enterocolitis in premature infants if orogastric tubes are colonised27,28. Patients in hospital 

with burns or wounds are highly susceptible to P. aeruginosa skin and soft tissue infections, 

and in individuals with deep puncture wounds of the foot (often seen in diabetic patients), 

such infections can even culminate in osteomyelitis29–31. Postoperative infections of the eye 

with P. aeruginosa are also commonly diagnosed, especially following radial keratotomy 

surgical procedures32. 
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Figure 1.1: P. aeruginosa causes a diverse range of infections in human patients. 

 

 

The capacity to thrive in wet environments also makes P. aeruginosa a prevalent cause 

of ear infections and dermatitis acquired from swimming pools or hot tubs where water quality 

is poor33,34. In extremely rare cases where these infections occur in high-risk individuals (e.g. 

with neutropenia, HIV), the organism can infiltrate the bloodstream and trigger septic shock, 

which is associated with the formation of pustulic, necrotic skin lesions known as ecthyma 

gangrenosum35–37. Generally, however, P. aeruginosa is not an extremely virulent pathogen, 

especially compared to other bacterial species that are a major source of human infections 

(Streptococcus pyogenes, Staphylococcus aureus). 

In terms of virulence factors that contribute to P. aeruginosa pathogenesis (Figure 

1.2), the bacterium uses its type III secretion system to release the Exo family of proteins 

(ExoT, ExoS, ExoY, ExoU), which cause lysis of host eukaryotic cells by degrading their plasma 

membrane38. Additionally, P. aeruginosa uses the elastases LasA and LasB to disrupt tight 

junctions between host epithelial cells, as well as exotoxin A to induce ADP-ribosylation that 

inactivates eukaryotic elongation factor 2, resulting in host cell necrosis39,40. Finally, the 

pigmented molecules pyocyanin and pyoverdine released by P. aeruginosa also possess 

virulent properties. Pyocyanin alters mitochondrial electron transport in host organisms, 
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leading to oxidative stress and ultimately cell death41. In contrast, pyoverdine via its 

siderophore activity removes iron from mitochondria, which damages this host organelle42. 

Despite only harbouring this small array of virulence factors, P. aeruginosa infections are 

notoriously challenging to treat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Pathogenesis of P. aeruginosa is influenced by a panel of virulence factors. 

 

 

1.2 Treatment of P. aeruginosa infections 

1.2.1 Prevention 

Due to the high rates of hospital-acquired infections caused by P. aeruginosa, 

strategies to overcome this pathogen begin with preventing patients becoming colonised in the 

first place. This includes extensive good hygiene practices, including regular replacement 

and/or disinfection of medical equipment that may encounter moisture (catheters, tubing 

etc.), as well as regular hand washing43,44. Since P. aeruginosa is also extensively present in 

the environment, immunocompromised individuals are often advised to avoid swimming 

pools and other bodies of water where the organism thrives. More recently, oral probiotics 
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have been investigated as a novel prophylactic treatment strategy in intensive care units to 

prevent or delay colonisation by P. aeruginosa45. Furthermore, immunoprophylactic 

therapeutic options against P. aeruginosa are also in development through several vaccine 

candidates46,47. However, very few of these vaccine candidates have reached clinical trial 

phases, raising doubts over the feasibility and efficacy of this preventative strategy. As such, 

the use of antibiotic drugs remain the predominant treatment options for combatting P. 

aeruginosa (Figure 1.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Front-line antipseudomonal drugs target distinct bacterial processes. 

 

1.2.2 Beta-lactam antibiotics 

Whilst the list of beta-lactam compounds possessing antipseudomonal activity is 

small, these antibiotics are still commonly prescribed as a front-line therapy against P. 

aeruginosa infections. These drugs include the carboxypenicillins (ticarcillin, carbenicillin) 

and the ureidopenicillins (mezlocillin, azlocillin, piperacillin), as well as third-, fourth- and 

fifth-generation cephalosporin compounds (ceftazidime, cefoperazone, cefpirome, cefepime, 

ceftobiprole)48–50. Carbapenem antibiotics, including imipenem, doripenem and meropenem, 

with a broader spectrum of activity are also used to eradicate infections caused by P. 

aeruginosa, as is the monobactam aztreonam, which unlike these other beta-lactams, has no 
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adjacent second ring fused to its beta-lactam ring51,52. It is the beta-lactam ring that confers all 

these drugs with their antibacterial activity by irreversibly binding to penicillin binding 

proteins (PBPs), preventing cross-linking of the peptidoglycan layer to disrupt biosynthesis of 

the cell wall and eventually kill the bacteria53. These antibiotics are used to treat infections in 

virtually all anatomical sites colonised by P. aeruginosa, including in VAP, bloodstream 

infections, intra-abdominal infections, complicated UTIs and skin/soft tissue infections. 

1.2.3 Quinolone antibiotics 

The quinolone compounds ciprofloxacin and levofloxacin are bactericidal agents used 

to treat P. aeruginosa infections. These drugs are widely effective against most strains of P. 

aeruginosa and are often used topically for superficial, limited bacterial infections, such as 

those occurring on the skin or in the ear54–56. Ciprofloxacin and levofloxacin enter bacteria via 

their membrane porins and work by inhibiting the ligase activity of DNA gyrase and 

topoisomerase IV, but have no effect on the nuclease activity of these enzymes57,58. As a result, 

DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV release their DNA containing single- and double-strand 

breaks, the presence of which is fatal to bacterial cells59. Notably, these quinolone antibiotics 

have favourable pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic properties, which make them a front-

line therapeutic strategy against P. aeruginosa60. 

1.2.4 Aminoglycoside antibiotics 

As with beta-lactam antibiotics, the aminoglycosides amikacin, gentamicin and 

tobramycin are used clinically against P. aeruginosa infections arising in the majority of 

human sites colonised, including against sepsis, gastro-intestinal infections, UTIs and deep 

wound infections61. Tobramycin specifically is also extensively used in the treatment of 

exacerbations of chronic pneumonia by P. aeruginosa in CF patients, where a nebulised 

formulation of this antibiotic has revolutionised therapeutic outcomes62,63. The mechanism of 

action of these aminoglycoside compounds is inhibition of protein synthesis, which occurs 

when the drugs bind (in some cases irreversibly) to bacterial ribosomes present in the cytosol 

but associated with cell membranes64. This interaction prevents the 30S subunit of the 

ribosome from elongating, impairing the proofreading process, and therefore mRNA is 

inaccurately translated. Ultimately, the accumulation of aberrant and prematurely truncated 

proteins that results from the activity of these aminoglycosides is fatal to the bacterial cell65. 

The tetracycline derivative tigecycline is another protein synthesis inhibitor targeting the 

bacterial 30S ribosomal subunit that is utilised in the treatment of P. aeruginosa 

infections66,67. However, unlike amikacin, gentamicin and tobramycin, tigecycline is 

bacteriostatic in nature – only preventing bacterial growth, as opposed to initiating bacterial 

killing. 
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1.2.5 Combination therapy 

Medical guidelines for antimicrobial chemotherapy against P. aeruginosa infections 

typically recommend using two antibiotic agents from differing drug classes. This approach is 

termed the “double coverage effect”, with the rationale being to increase the likelihood that at 

least one of the chosen antibiotic agents can eradicate the bacterial infection, as opposed to 

seeking any specific synergistic drug interactions68,69. In the clinical setting, it is recommended 

to administer these combination regimens as early as possible when a P. aeruginosa infection 

is suspected, and subsequently to promptly de-escalate to the single antibiotic with the highest 

antimicrobial activity in vitro when drug susceptibility testing data is available70. 

The most common combination therapy prescribed is an antipseudomonal beta-

lactam antibiotic alongside a second agent from either the aminoglycoside or quinolone 

classes, with this strategy frequently implemented to combat all serious, invasive P. 

aeruginosa infections (VAP, soft tissue infections, sepsis)71,72. Only in cases of contained, 

superficial infections from P. aeruginosa (e.g. ear/eye infections, UTIs) in low-risk patients is 

single antibiotic therapy considered an adequate treatment option73. Unfortunately, despite 

numerous studies examining the benefits of combination therapy versus monotherapy 

strategies, there has been no conclusive evidence demonstrating a clear advantage of using 

two antimicrobials together against P. aeruginosa, either for patient mortality, or for delaying 

the dangerous threat of antibiotic resistance emerging74–76. This highlights the extreme clinical 

challenge of treating patients infected with this pathogen. 

1.2.6 Resistance to front-line antibiotics 

The most threatening characteristic of the pathogen P. aeruginosa, and one which 

makes it especially demanding from a clinical treatment perspective, is its possession of 

multiple mechanisms that confer high-level drug resistance to the majority of commonly 

prescribed antimicrobials (Figure 1.4). Broadly, these mechanisms can be sub-divided into 

two types: “intrinsic” antibiotic resistance, where the natural traits of the bacterium render 

several antibiotic agents entirely ineffective, and “acquired” antibiotic resistance, where 

chromosomal mutations, or the acquisition of mobile genetic elements by horizontal gene 

transfer, are involved in blocking the antimicrobial activity of the drugs77. 

In relation to intrinsic resistance to antibiotics, the first barrier encountered by 

antimicrobial drugs is the cellular envelope of P. aeruginosa. As a Gram-negative pathogen, 

this envelope consists of two bilayer membranes sandwiching a thin peptidoglycan cell wall: a 

symmetrical phospholipid cytoplasmic membrane, and an asymmetrical outer membrane 

with lipopolysaccharide molecules constituting the outermost leaflet, and phospholipids 

making up the innermost leaflet78. It is this outer membrane that is a huge permeability barrier 
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to many antimicrobial agents, especially hydrophobic antibiotics like rifampicin, ethambutol 

and isoniazid which have virtually no activity against Gram-negative bacteria79. Moreover, the 

cell envelope of P. aeruginosa is studded with numerous and diverse active multidrug efflux 

pumps encoded chromosomally in all strains of the species by the mexAB, mexXY and oprM 

genes80. The MexB and MexY proteins produced by these genes are located in the cytoplasmic 

membrane, whilst MexA and MexX are present in the periplasmic space and act as a bridge to 

the outer membrane81,82. OprM is situated in the outer membrane and functions as a pore, 

through which antibiotics that have entered P. aeruginosa cells are expelled, before they can 

exert their antimicrobial effects83. Substrates of these efflux systems include beta-lactams, 

quinolones, tetracyclines and aminoglycoside compounds84–86. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: P. aeruginosa has a range of mechanisms to resist front-line antibiotics. 

 

In addition to intrinsic drug resistance mediated by the impermeability of the cell 

envelope, P. aeruginosa strains also encode on their chromosome a beta-lactamase enzyme 

that degrades a range of beta-lactam-based antibiotics87. This enzyme, AmpC, is a class C 

cephalosporinase, which despite relatively low-level expression, confers resistance to certain 

first-, second-, and third-generation cephalosporin compounds (notably cefotaxime and 

ceftriaxone), as well as aminopenicillins and the carbapenem drug ertapenem88,89. 
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Importantly, expression of the ampC gene can be induced, leading to over-production of the 

enzyme, which dramatically increases the range of beta-lactam antibiotics against which P. 

aeruginosa becomes resistant90. Induction of the ampC gene and subsequent overexpression 

occurs upon exposure to specific beta-lactam compounds, including cefoxitin and imipenem, 

which bind and act on their target PBPs, leading to increased levels of peptidoglycan cell wall 

fragments within the bacterium91. These fragments bind to a protein known as AmpR, which 

undergoes a conformational change and becomes a transcriptional activator that increases 

expression levels of the ampC gene92. 

With regards to acquired antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa, chromosomal 

mutations in the genes or promoter regions of any proteins involved in the induction pathway 

of ampC (including AmpR and AmpD) can lead to derepression of the beta-lactamase gene 

and constitutive over-production of the resistance determinant93. However, the more common 

mechanism of acquired beta-lactamase resistance observed in P. aeruginosa strains is via the 

acquisition of genes encoding these drug-degrading enzymes on mobile genetic elements 

(MGEs)94. These MGEs can take the form of extrachromosomal plasmids, integrons 

(chromosomal gene cassettes primed for genetic recombination) or transposable elements 

containing DNA sequences that readily change position within a genome95. The key trait that 

all these MGEs have in common is the ability to easily and rapidly disseminate throughout 

bacterial species via the process of horizontal gene transfer. 

As a consequence, beta-lactamase enzymes from virtually all Classes have been 

identified in clinical P. aeruginosa strains, including: Class A serine extended spectrum beta-

lactamases (e.g. TEM, SHV, CTX-M, PER), Class B metallo-beta-lactamases (e.g. IMP, VIM, 

NDM, SPM) and Class D oxacillinases (e.g. OXA-1, OXA-2, OXA-10)96–99. Together, these 

enzymes confer resistance to the spectrum of beta-lactams used therapeutically to combat P. 

aeruginosa infections, hydrolysing cephalosporins, ureidopenicillins and carboxypenicillins. 

To overcome the threat of these resistance determinants, it is typically recommended that 

antipseudomonal beta-lactams are only prescribed therapeutically in combination with beta-

lactamase inhibitors100. Tazobactam and clavulanic acid are the two main inhibitor 

compounds used to block the activity of beta-lactamase enzymes in P. aeruginosa, and they 

work by covalently bonding to residues in the active site of beta-lactamases, preventing 

hydrolysis of the antibiotics101–103. Unfortunately, resistance to beta-lactamase inhibitors, 

especially tazobactam, has recently emerged, driven by genetic mutations causing structural 

modifications in horizontally-acquired beta-lactamases104,105. 

As well as obtaining beta-lactam degrading enzymes by horizontal gene transfer, P. 

aeruginosa can also acquire aminoglycoside modifying enzymes, with the genes encoding 

these enzymes typically found on plasmids that readily move between bacterial strains106. 
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Aminoglycoside modifying enzymes can be distinguished into three families based on their 

function – APH phosphotransferases (attach phosphate groups), ANT nucleotidyltransferases 

(attach adenyl groups) or AAC acetyltransferases (attach acetyl groups)107–109. All three 

families attach their respective chemical moieties on the hydroxyl and amino substituents on 

aminoglycoside antibiotics, with ANT and AAC enzymes being particularly prevalent in P. 

aeruginosa isolates110. As a direct results of these chemical modifications, the aminoglycoside 

drugs have drastically reduced affinity for their cytoplasmic target, the 30S ribosomal subunit, 

and thus are unable to exert their antimicrobial activity111. The antibiotics gentamicin and 

tobramycin extensively used against P. aeruginosa infections are especially susceptible to this 

mode of action of the aminoglycoside modifying enzymes. 

Whilst P. aeruginosa strains can achieve aminoglycoside resistance by harbouring 

plasmids encoding drug-degrading proteins, an alternative common mechanism of resistance 

to aminoglycosides in this bacterium is target modification112. This resistance mechanism is 

also conferred by genes carried on MGEs, with plasmids and transposons the major drivers 

behind the horizontal transfer of the rmtA and rmtB genes that mediate non-susceptibility to 

aminoglycosides in P. aeruginosa113. The enzymes produced from these genes, RmtA and 

RmtB, are methylases that catalyse the methylation of 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA)114,115. Their 

activity interferes with the binding of aminoglycoside compounds to the aminoacyl site of the 

rRNA within the bacterial 30S ribosomal subunit, and thus the antibiotics are no longer able 

to inhibit protein synthesis116. This target modification mechanism confers extremely high-

level resistance to gentamicin, tobramycin and amikacin – the three aminoglycoside 

antimicrobials most frequently used to treat infections from P. aeruginosa. 

Modification of an antibiotic’s bacterial target is also a mechanism used by P. 

aeruginosa to acquire resistance to quinolone compounds. In this case, it is chromosomal 

mutations in the quinolone resistance determining region (QRDR) of the gyrA/gyrB genes 

and the parC/parE genes that leads to antibiotic non-susceptibility117–119. The gyrA/gyrB 

genes encode DNA gyrase subunits, whilst the parC/parE genes encode subunits of 

topoisomerase IV, and point mutations in their DNA sequences ultimately result in chemical 

and structural modifications of these key enzymes involved in DNA replication120. This in turn 

blocks the antipseudomonal quinolones ciprofloxacin and levofloxacin from affecting the 

ligase activity of DNA gyrase/topoisomerase IV, promoting bacterial survival and resistance 

even in the presence of the antibiotics. 

Concerningly, there is increasing evidence that the rates of resistance to these front-

line antibiotics in clinical P. aeruginosa isolates is rapidly increasing worldwide121. Two 

important surveillance studies demonstrate this rise in prevalence of antimicrobial resistance 

over the last three decades. The first of these explored the antibiotic susceptibility profiles of 
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13,999 nonduplicate P. aeruginosa strains obtained from intensive care unit patients across 

the United States of America from the years 1993 to 2002122. Using the Intensive Care Unit 

Surveillance Study database, it was found that the percentage of bacterial isolates that 

exhibited resistance to front-line antipseudomonal drugs increased significantly over the ten 

year period for every single antibiotic examined (Table 1.1). Indeed, the study showed that 

the rate of multidrug-resistance in these P. aeruginosa isolates (defined as non-susceptibility 

to three or more drug classes) rose from just 4% in 1993 to 14% in 2002. 

A second similar surveillance study determined how the prevalence of antibiotic 

resistance changed in P. aeruginosa strains isolated from pneumonia patients at a single 

university hospital centre in Germany between 2004 and 2010123. Again, it was observed that 

rates of non-susceptibility to all commonly prescribed antibiotics against P. aeruginosa 

drastically increased during this seven year timeframe (Table 1.2). The most worrisome rises 

in resistance were seen with ciprofloxacin (15-fold increase in percentage of isolates resistant 

between 2004 and 2010), gentamicin (12-fold increase) and piperacillin (9-fold increase). 

Combined, these two studies clearly highlight that resistance to front-line antimicrobial agents 

in P. aeruginosa is a growing, global crisis. Consequently, as the current arsenal of 

antipseudomonal drugs becomes progressively more ineffectual, interest is increasingly 

turning towards alternative antibiotics, both old and new, that could be used to treat P. 

aeruginosa infections. A key target of these alternative antibiotics is lipopolysaccharide 

molecules in the cellular envelope of this Gram-negative pathogen. 

 

Table 1.1: Antimicrobial resistance rates for P. aeruginosa isolates, U.S.A., 1993-2002122 

 Percentage of P. aeruginosa isolates resistant to antibiotic 

Year Ceftazidime Piperacillin Imipenem Aztreonam Ciprofloxacin Amikacin Tobramycin Gentamicin 

1993 15 11 15 26 15 7 9 29 

1994 16 13 15 29 17 12 11 29 

1995 16 11 15 27 19 8 9 26 

1996 18 12 15 27 19 8 10 25 

1997 18 14 16 29 22 8 9 26 

1998 17 13 13 29 25 8 12 32 

1999 18 16 17 33 28 9 14 36 

2000 19 15 16 33 28 9 12 32 

2001 21 19 19 35 34 13 17 NA 

2002 19 15 23 32 32 10 16 NA 
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Table 1.2: Antimicrobial resistance rates for P. aeruginosa isolates, Germany, 2004-2010123 

 Percentage of P. aeruginosa isolates resistant to antibiotic 

Year Ceftazidime Piperacillin Imipenem Ciprofloxacin Tobramycin Gentamicin 

2004 1 1 2 1 1 1 

2005 1 2 1 1 1 1 

2006 1 1 1 2 1 3 

2007 2 3 1 3 3 5 

2008 4 5 4 3 2 3 

2009 1 3 3 4 2 2 

2010 6 9 10 15 11 12 

 

 

1.3 Lipopolysaccharide as an antibiotic target 

1.3.1 Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a complex glycolipid molecule that constitutes the 

principal component of the outermost leaflet of the outer membrane bilayer in Gram-negative 

bacteria, including P. aeruginosa124. There are a number of significant functions of LPS in the 

outer membrane. It is foremost a physical barrier that protects bacteria from damaging 

extracellular factors (e.g. bacteriophages, host antimicrobial peptides, antibiotics)125–128. 

Moreover, LPS is a vital virulence factor for P. aeruginosa, acting as a potent signalling 

molecule to mediate interactions with host immune cell receptors, which ultimately leads to 

damage to host tissues and many of the pathologies associated with severe, invasive P. 

aeruginosa infections129–131. The biological importance of LPS is highlighted by two key 

properties. Firstly, the presence of LPS in the outer membrane is essential for the survival of 

the vast majority of Gram-negative bacteria, sparking significant interest in targeting these 

molecules as a antimicrobial strategy132. Secondly, the structure, biosynthesis and transport 

pathway of LPS is highly conserved between the diverse range of Gram-negative species133. 

Hence, although these processes have been largely studied and characterized in Escherichia 

coli, it is generally assumed with a great degree of confidence that the pathways are identical 

in P. aeruginosa. This assumption is supported by the extensive sequence homology identified 

between the genes involved in LPS biosynthesis and transport in E. coli and those in the P. 

aeruginosa genome134. 

The LPS molecule itself is formed of three constituent parts (Figure 1.5): a lipid A 

domain (a disaccharide backbone attached to numerous fatty acid chains anchoring LPS to the 

outer membrane), a branched nine/ten-sugar core oligosaccharide domain, and the O-antigen 

domain (a repetitive carbohydrate polymer covalently attached to the core domain)135–137. 
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These three domain structures are synthesised by independent metabolic pathways, and 

possess distinct biological properties that together contribute to the variable roles of LPS. For 

example, lipid A is primarily responsible for eliciting an inflammatory response in host 

immune cells via the human Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), and can also confer resistance to 

environmental stresses (e.g. cationic innate host defence peptides)138,139. In contrast, the core 

oligosaccharide domain mediates the internalisation of bacteria, including P. aeruginosa, into 

host epithelial cells, such as those found in the airways and the cornea140,141. Out of all the 

domains, the O-antigen has the most diverse range of functions, being involved in protection 

of the bacteria from host immune defence systems (e.g. phagocytosis, complement-mediated 

killing, oxidative stress), whilst also being essential for virulence traits (e.g. 

swimming/twitching motility, surface colonisation/attachment, immunogenicity)142–146. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Lipopolysaccharides have distinct structural regions with varying functions. 

 

Biosynthesis of lipid A occurs in the bacterial cytoplasm and on the innermost surface 

of the cytoplasmic membrane, and the pathway is mediated by the action of nine highly 

specific enzymes (Figure 1.6)147. Lipid A is assembled from the initial building block UDP-

GlcNAc, which is converted to UDP-diacyl-GlcN following the addition of two 3-OH fatty acid 
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chains to the 2- and 3-positions of UDP-GlcNAc148. This reaction is catalysed by three soluble 

enzymes from the Lpx protein family: LpxA, LpxC and LpxD149–151. Whilst the first metabolic 

step mediated by the LpxA homotrimer is reversible, it is the second reaction catalysed by the 

zinc-dependent enzyme LpxC that represents the first committed step of lipid A biosynthesis. 

The UDP-diacyl-GlcN intermediate is subsequently hydrolysed through the activity of the 

peripheral membrane protein LpxH, forming lipid X152. Next, the enzyme LpxB, which also 

only temporarily associates with the cytoplasmic membrane, condenses both lipid X and its 

precursor compound UDP-diacyl-GlcN, generating disaccharide-1-P as a product153. Four 

enzymes that exist as integral cytoplasmic membrane proteins mediate the ensuing metabolic 

reactions. The kinase LpxK phosphorylates disaccharide-1-P at its 4’-position, producing lipid 

IVA, which is the minimal LPS structure required for bacterial viability154. The bifunctional 

enzyme KdtA then uses the sugar nucleotide CMP-Kdo as a donor in order to incorporate two 

Kdo residues (3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid) at the 6’-position of lipid IVA
155. This 

results in the formation of Kdo2-lipid IVA, which is chemically modified at its distal 

glucosamine unit by the action of LpxL (adds a secondary lauroyl residue) and LpxM (adds a 

myristoyl residue)156. Ultimately, the end-product of these catalytic reactions is the compound 

Kdo2-lipid A. 

The biosynthetic pathway of the core oligosaccharide domain is a rapid and efficient 

process involving numerous membrane-associated glycosyltransferase enzymes that act as a 

co-ordinated complex (Figure 1.7)157. Together, these proteins use nucleotide sugars as 

donors to assemble the core oligosaccharide molecules onto Kdo2-lipid A. The core 

oligosaccharide structure can be separated into two chemically distinct regions – a largely 

conserved inner core directly connected to lipid A, and an outer core that exhibits greater 

structural diversity attached to the O-antigen domain158. The inner core is predominantly 

composed of Kdo and L-glycero-D-manno-heptose (Hep) residues159. Hep biosynthesis is 

catalysed by the GmhA, GmhB and GmhD enzymes, with the heptosyltransferase proteins 

WaaC/WaaF responsible for transferring the Hep residues produced onto Kdo2-lipid A160–162. 

Biosynthesis of Kdo involves four sequentially acting enzymes (KdsD, KdsA, KdsC, KdsB), and 

attachment to lipid A occurs via the Kdo transferase WaaA163,164. In contrast to the inner core 

oligosaccharide structure, the outer core is made up of three sugar types: D-glucose 

(synthesised by Glk, AlgC and GalU), L-rhamnose (synthesised by the RmlABCD pathway) 

and D-galactosamine134,165,166. Attachment of these sugars to the O-antigen domain is 

performed by the transferase proteins WapG, MigA and WapR167,168. 
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Figure 1.6: The biosynthetic pathway of the lipid A domain of LPS. 
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Figure 1.7: The biosynthetic pathway of the core oligosaccharide domain of LPS. 

 

Similarly to the core oligosaccharide, the O-antigen domain undergoes biosynthesis at 

the innermost surface of the cytoplasmic membrane using sugar-based nucleotides as 

donors169. Oligosaccharide units of the O-antigen are assembled on undecaprenyl phosphate 

(a membrane-bound carrier also used in peptidoglycan and capsular polysaccharide 

biosynthesis) by glycosyltransferase enzymes170. These enzymes, as well as the proteins 

required for synthesising the unique O-antigen sugar-nucleotide precursor compounds, are 

encoded by the rfb gene cluster133,147. This family of genes also produce the polymerase 

enzymes and other components necessary for complete O-antigen assembly and transfer of O-

antigen polymers across the cytoplasmic membrane. Once on the periplasmic outermost 

leaflet of the cytoplasmic membrane, the O-antigen undergoes further polymerisation by Wzy 

and Wzz, before being ligated by WaaL onto the core oligosaccharide-lipid A structure to form 

the final, complete LPS molecule (Figure 1.8)171–173. Notably, the O-antigen domain of LPS 

and the enzymes catalysing its biosynthesis exhibit considerable diversity between bacterial 

species174. For instance, the total number of O-antigen subunit groups can differ significantly, 

and the connections between them may be either linear or branched175. Moreover, O-antigens 

can exist in either a homopolymeric or a heteropolymeric form, and the O-glycosidic linkages 
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between unit structures can vary in position and/or stereochemistry. The structure of the O-

antigen can even be heterogeneous at the level of a single bacterial cell – in P. aeruginosa 

strains, for example, there exist two distinct O-antigen forms on the cellular surface. The first, 

termed the common polysaccharide antigen (A band), is a simple homopolymer of D-

rhamnose molecules, while the second, the O-specific antigen (B band) consists of between 

three and five unique dideoxy sugars arranged as a heteropolymer174,175. 

 As a consequence of this lack of conservation, inhibition of O-antigen biosynthesis has 

attracted little attention in terms of novel antibacterial strategies. However, the essential 

biosynthetic pathway of Kdo2-lipid A is a far more conserved metabolic process, and therefore 

is an attractive target for new antibiotics in development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8: The biosynthetic pathway of the O-antigen domain of LPS. 

 

1.3.2 Inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis 

Identification of inhibitors of the enzymes involved in LPS biosynthesis has largely 

focussed on the Lpx family of proteins, and in particular the zinc metalloenzyme LpxC which 

catalyses the second step (and first irreversible reaction) in the lipid A synthetic pathway 

(Table 1.3)176. The first inhibitor of LpxC, termed L-573,655, was identified in the 1980s by 
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Merck & Co. by measuring how synthesis of LPS was affected in Salmonella bacterial species 

using a radiolabelled galactose incorporation assay177. Optimised derivatives of L-573,655 

based around its hydroxamic acid scaffold subsequently displayed potent activity against E. 

coli in a murine septicaemia model. However, a lack of effectiveness of these derivative 

compounds against other Gram-negative pathogens, including P. aeruginosa and Serratia 

species, led to project termination178. To overcome this narrow-spectrum activity, hydroxamic 

acid-containing small molecules were screened against a modified form of LpxC (H19Y), which 

led to the discovery of two compounds, BB-78484 and BB-78485179. These inhibitors reduced 

the enzymatic activity of LpxC in vitro, and also possessed significant antibacterial properties 

against a wide panel of Enterobacteriaceae, Burkholderia and Serratia strains. Nevertheless, 

as with L-573,655, there was unfortunately no further clinical development of these 

compounds. 

Perhaps the most potent LpxC inhibitor was discovered and characterised in the mid-

2000s at Chiron/University of Washington180. Known as CHIR-090, this compound is an N-

aroyl-L-threonine hydroxamic acid that was found to be efficacious against both P. aeruginosa 

and E. coli, displaying comparable activity to ciprofloxacin and tobramycin in antibiotic disc 

diffusion experiments181,182. In contrast to other LpxC inhibitors, where binding and 

dissociation of the small molecule compounds was virtually instantaneous, CHIR-090 is a 

two-step, slow, tight-binding inhibitor of LpxC, where the molecule undergoes an apparently 

irreversible isomerisation reaction with the metalloenzyme183,184. Despite this, progress of 

CHIR-090 into pipelines for clinical approval has been slow. Indeed, there has only been one 

LpxC inhibitor that has entered clinical trials – the small molecule compound ACHN-975185. 

Identified by Achaogen via a high-throughput in vitro screen using deacetylation of a 

radiolabelled UDP-GlcNAc derivative as a read-out, ACHN-975 was shown to possess whole-

cell potency in several Gram-negative pathogens, and in vivo antimicrobial activity against 

Klebsiella pneumoniae in a murine thigh infection model186. However, during the Phase I 

clinical trial of ACHN-975, there were reports of inflammation at the site where the inhibitor 

was being infused, which led to the trial being immediately concluded and ACHN-975 being 

completely withdrawn from the antibiotic discovery pipeline187. As such, there remain no LpxC 

inhibitors approved for therapeutic use, despite decades of research and a highly promising 

target enzyme. 

In addition to LpxC, other enzymes in the lipid A biosynthesis pathway have also been 

the focus of inhibitor development approaches. Screening of a library of 1.9 billion random 12-

amino acid peptides from New England Biolabs identified the compound RJPXD33 that 

bound with moderate affinity to immobilised LpxD188. Interestingly, RJPXD33 was 

subsequently found to also bind and reduce the activity of LpxA189. These two acetyltransferase 
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enzymes mediate the first and third steps of LPS synthesis, making this dual target activity 

especially intriguing. In spite of whole-cell activity against a range of Gram-negative bacteria 

being achieved by fusing RJPXD33 to a membrane-disrupting peptide, it is not clear if this 

inhibitor will be taken forward to clinical trial stages190. 

Similar small molecule compounds blocking lipid A biosynthesis that are stuck in pre-

clinical development include an LpxH inhibitor (only referred to as Compound 1), and the 

KdsA inhibitor PD 404,182. The LpxH inhibitor Compound 1 was discovered using a 

colorimetric outer membrane perturbation assay, and whilst the sulfonyl piperazine molecule 

was efficacious in an efflux-deficient E. coli strain, a lack of activity in the wild-type strain has 

limited progress of the project191. PD 404,182 was identified in a 150,000 compound screen 

using a continuous coupled phosphatase assay as a potent inhibitor of KdsA, which catalyses 

Kdo biosynthesis and is required for formation of essential Kdo2-lipid A192. Although PD 

404,182 possessed whole-cell antibacterial activity against wild-type E. coli when conjugated 

to a peptide as a prodrug strategy, it was unfortunately found that human peptidases rapidly 

degrade such inhibitor-peptide constructs, and thus PD 404,182 is also impractical in a clinical 

therapeutic setting193,194. 

 

Table 1.3: Inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis in pre-clinical development 

Name Structure Mechanism of Action Stage of Development 

L-573,655 

 

Inhibits LpxC in E. coli 
Terminated due to narrow-spectrum 

activity 

CHIR-090 

 

Slow, tight-binding inhibition of 
LpxC in E. coli, P. aeruginosa 

In pre-clinical discovery stages 

ACHN-975 

 

Inhibits LpxC in K. pneumoniae + 
other Gram-negative pathogens 

Withdrawn after Phase I clinical 
trials due to toxicity (inflammation) 

RJPXD33 TNLYMLPKWDIP 
Dual-targeting activity: binds and 

inhibits LpxA/LpxD in several 
Gram-negative bacteria 

In pre-clinical discovery stages 

Compound 1 

 

Inhibits LpxH in efflux-deficient E. 
coli 

In pre-clinical discovery stages 

PD 404,182 

 

Inhibits KdsA in E. coli 
Abandoned due to rapid degradation 

by human peptidases 
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1.3.3 LPS transport 

Transport of LPS from the cytoplasm to the outer membrane is, analogously to LPS 

biosynthesis, an essential process required for cell viability in the vast majority of Gram-

negative bacteria195. If LPS is unable to traverse to the outer membrane, there is a build-up of 

toxic LPS precursor molecules within the cytoplasmic membrane and a reduction in the 

integrity of the outer membrane, which ultimately culminates in bacterial death196. Hence, the 

proteins involved in LPS transport have also been an appealing target in the search for 

urgently-needed, new antibiotic drugs against Gram-negative pathogens. The system by which 

LPS is exported to the cell surface has been resolved predominantly through investigations in 

E. coli; however, it is again widely accepted that these processes are highly conserved amongst 

Gram-negative species, with bioinformatic identification of homologous proteins strongly 

supporting this assumption197. Both precursors of LPS, “core oligosaccharide-lipid A” and the 

O-antigen domain, are synthesised at the innermost surface of the cytoplasmic membrane 

bilayer, and the first step of LPS transport requires these molecules to be transported across 

the cytoplasmic membrane198. This occurs via two discrete pathways involving separate 

proteins (Figure 1.9). 

Core-lipid A transport is performed by the homodimeric enzyme MsbA, which 

functions as an ATPase-binding cassette (ABC) transporter199. As with all members of the 

ubiquitous ABC transporter superfamily, MsbA has two cytosolic nucleotide-binding domains 

and two transmembrane domains arranged across its six transmembrane helices200. Data from 

biochemical studies and crystal structures suggests that MsbA flips core-lipid A to the 

outermost leaflet of the cytoplasmic membrane through an “alternating access” model201. In 

this model, depending on the ATP-binding status of MsbA’s nucleotide-binding domains, the 

protein exists with its lumen open to either the cytosolic or the periplasmic face of the 

cytoplasmic membrane202,203. As the MsbA flippase enzyme alternates between these two 

states in an energy-dependent manner, core-lipid A molecules are moved into the outermost 

leaflet of the cytoplasmic phospholipid bilayer204. Interestingly, the ATPase activity of MsbA 

has been shown to be stimulated by lipid A precursor compounds, as well as by LPS itself205. 

Furthermore, MsbA also has a critical quality-control role, since any core-lipid A constructs 

that are incorrectly synthesised (e.g. where lipid IVA has not been properly converted to lipid 

A by LpxL/LpxM) act as a poor substrate for the enzymatic activity of MsbA206,207. In this 

manner, MsbA acts as a filter, preventing the flipping and eventual export of unsuitable LPS 

molecules to the cell surface which may compromise outer membrane integrity. 

Transport of the fully synthesised O-antigen domain across the cytoplasmic membrane 

occurs under the control of another flippase enzyme, the Wzx protein. Key data implicating 

Wzx in the translocation of O-antigen molecules to the periplasmic face of the cytoplasmic 
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membrane arose from a study demonstrating that a wzx mutant in Salmonella enterica 

accumulates O-antigen subunits in the innermost leaflet of the cytoplasmic phospholipid 

bilayer208. The Wzx enzyme consists of 12 transmembrane segments, and it has been shown 

that the protein functions by recognising the first sugar phosphate of the O-antigen repeat 

subunits that is attached to the membrane-bound carrier undecaprenyl phosphate209–211. 

Interestingly, and in opposition to MsbA, there are no ATP-binding domains observed in the 

primary protein sequences of Wzx212. These protein sequences are notably highly variable 

between different bacteria, with minimal homology or conservation of certain residues 

detected amongst Wzx enzymes213. Nevertheless, Wzx flippases in distinct bacterial species 

share common hydropathy profiles, and can even complement each other in the transport of 

different O-antigen sugar precursors across the cytoplasmic membrane214–217. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9: The transport pathway of LPS from the cytoplasm to the outer membrane. 

 

Once the core-lipid A and O-antigen domains have undergone translocation to the 

outer leaflet of the cytoplasmic membrane and fusion under the control of WaaL, the nascent 

LPS molecule produced is ready for export to the outer bacterial membrane218,219. This 
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transport process is entirely dependent on the Lpt family of proteins, which physically interact 

to form an envelope-spanning bridge between the cytoplasmic and outer membranes220. It is 

this bridge that serves as the complex machinery through which LPS is exported to its ultimate 

destination on the bacterial surface, in an energy-dependent manner driven by the hydrolysis 

of ATP221. The Lpt system is made up of seven proteins (LptA, LptB, LptC, LptD, LptE, LptF 

and LptG) that are all essential for cell viability222. Depletion of any one of these Lpt 

transporter proteins results in the entire bridge structure becoming dysfunctional, and the 

subsequent accumulation of LPS structures in the periplasmic surface of the cytoplasmic 

membrane leads to bacterial death. 

LPS transport mediated by the Lpt machinery can be broadly split into three stages: 

extraction of LPS from the cytoplasmic membrane, translocation of LPS across the periplasm, 

and export of LPS across the outer membrane. The first of these stages, LPS extraction away 

from the periplasmic leaflet of the cytoplasmic phospholipid bilayer, is carried out by the 

LptB2FG protein complex223. This complex is an ABC transporter, where the two LptB 

components are the ATPase nucleotide-binding domains, and LptFG function as the 

transmembrane domains224,225. Since the ATPase activity of LptB2FG is significantly higher 

than that of LptB alone, it is thought that the LptFG transmembrane structure stabilises LptB 

and facilitates its dimerization, which is a requirement for ATP hydrolysis226,227. Evidence from 

crystallography suggests that during ATP hydrolysis by LptB, there is substantial movement 

in this nucleotide-binding domain structure, with this movement predicted to lead to the 

conformational changes in the LptFG transmembrane domains of the ABC transporter that 

remove LPS molecules away from the cytoplasmic membrane224. 

The next stage in LPS transport to the outer membrane is the movement of synthesised 

LPS across a periplasmic bridge fashioned out of the protein LptA. LptA connects to the 

LptB2FG complex through LptC, which spans the cytoplasmic membrane228. LptC interacts 

with LptB2FG via the β-jellyroll structure in its amino-terminal edge, with substitution of a 

single residue in this region sufficient to disrupt this interaction and the formation of the Lpt 

machinery229. By contrast, it is the carboxyl terminus in the transmembrane region of LptC 

that attaches to the N-terminus of LptA, with this LptCA complex observed to co-purify in size-

exclusion chromatography experiments230–232. The transfer of LPS molecules from LptB2FG to 

LptA via LptC is another discrete ATP-dependent step in the LPS transport process233. 

LptA itself exists in a multimeric form, with one crystal structure resolved identifying 

an LptA tetramer composed of monomeric subunits arranged in an end-to-end manner234. 

Along the backbone of each LptA monomer, there is a 90° twist, which gives a helical 

conformation to the periplasmic-spanning filament created from the stacking of LptA 

proteins. It was initially thought that LptA functions as a soluble chaperone molecule, 
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shielding the six fatty acyl chains in the lipid A domain of LPS molecules during transit across 

the periplasm197. However, the demonstration that LPS is still transported to the outer 

bacterial membrane even after removal of any soluble periplasmic components through pulse-

chase experiments has led to a complete revising of this model235. Data from biochemical 

studies with epitope-tagged versions of the cytoplasmic membrane proteins LptB, LptC and 

LptF revealed that the LptA structure co-purifies with the outer membrane proteins of the Lpt 

machinery (LptD and LptE)236,237. This provided conclusive evidence that rather than acting 

as a chaperone for LPS across the periplasm, LptA molecules form a physical bridge that 

directly connects the two phospholipid bilayers in Gram-negative bacteria. Newly-synthesised 

LPS moves along this LptA bridge during translocation to the outer membrane, although the 

precise nature of the interaction between LPS compounds and LptA proteins remains unclear. 

It is thought that a continuous hydrophobic groove present in certain domains of LptA (the 

organic solvent tolerance protein A, OstA domains) may be key in periplasmic LPS transit, 

shielding the lipid A moiety from the surrounding aqueous environment230. 

The final stage in transport of LPS to the bacterial surface is the export of LPS 

molecules off the LptA bridge and into the outermost leaflet of the outer membrane. This 

process is performed by an outer membrane translocon complex containing the proteins LptD 

and LptE238–240. The C-terminus of LptA interacts with the N-terminus of LptD in a conserved 

manner involving the edges of β-jellyroll structures present in the respective domains of both 

proteins, with deletion of LptD’s amino-terminus disrupting this interaction230,232. In turn, the 

carboxyl-terminus of LptD interacts very strongly with LptE, with an extracellular loop in the 

β-barrel of LptD’s C-terminal region providing the site where the two proteins crosslink241–243. 

LptD is essentially an outer membrane pore, and LptE resides within this pore in a so-called 

“two-protein, plug-and-barrel conformation”244. However, the function of the LptE “plug” is 

more than simply occluding the lumen of the LptD channel – it also has a role in promoting 

LptD assembly in a slow-folding pathway requiring disulphide bond rearrangement, and it 

may even directly interact with LPS molecules and regulate their assembly at the cell 

surface245,246. 

The lumen of the crenellated β-barrel structure of LptD is the largest identified thus 

far for Gram-negative outer membrane proteins, and it is sufficient in size to allow the passage 

of fully-synthesised LPS molecules across the cell surface bilayer247,248. The arrival of LPS 

molecules after transit along the LptA bridge at the periplasmic amino-terminus of LptD is 

hypothesised to trigger a conformational change in the LptDE translocon, allowing the entry 

of LPS molecules to the interior of the β-barrel247. It has been proposed that whilst the majority 

of the LPS structure subsequently moves through the lumen of LptD’s β-barrel, the 

hydrophobic lipid A moiety instead passes through the lipophilic intramembrane opening 
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between the N-terminal and β-barrel domains of LptD197,248. Ultimately, LPS molecules exit 

the lateral opening of the LptDE transolocon complex, where they insert into the outermost 

leaflet of the outer membrane, facing extracellularly in their final destination. As with the other 

members of the Lpt family, LptD and LptE are essential, conserved proteins, raising 

considerable interest in targeting this complex as a novel antibacterial strategy. 

1.3.4 Inhibitors of LPS transport 

Antimicrobial drug discovery approaches seeking to inhibit the LPS transport 

machinery have predominantly revolved around three proteins: the flippase MsbA, the ATPase 

LptB, and the outer membrane pore LptD (Table 1.4). The first inhibitor of MsbA was 

identified through an extensive in vitro screen of 3 million small molecule compounds that 

could block the enzymatic activity of the cytoplasmic membrane protein249. This led to the 

discovery of a quinolone-based compound known as G592, which underwent subsequent 

scaffold optimisation steps to produce G907, a molecule with enhanced potency against MsbA. 

The mechanism of action of G907 is to uncouple the two cytosolic nucleotide-binding domains 

of the ABC transporter MsbA by trapping the protein in an inward-facing conformation250. As 

a consequence, core-lipid A structures cannot be flipped across the cytoplasmic membrane, 

leading to a breakdown in LPS transport and a loss of cell viability, as demonstrated by the 

extensive bactericidal activity of G907 against both E. coli and K. pneumoniae strains249. 

Nonetheless, attempts to transfer this in vitro efficacy into the clinical setting have failed 

because G907 binds readily to plasma proteins, resulting in a total alleviation of its potent 

antibacterial effects176,249. Despite numerous attempts to chemically modify G907 to minimise 

plasma protein binding, the once-promising inhibitor has now been discarded as a lead 

antimicrobial compound. 

Attempts to target MsbA have not been abandoned in spite of the failure of G907, with 

a whole cell-based screen of 150,000 potential inhibitors investigated using an Acinetobacter 

baumanii strain which, uniquely for Gram-negative pathogens, can tolerate LPS 

deficiency251,252. By looking for hit compounds that could reduce the growth of wild-type A. 

baumanii but not an LPS-deficient form of the bacteria, an unnamed MsbA inhibitor here 

termed Compound 2 was discovered. In contrast to G907, Compound 2 in fact stimulates ATP 

hydrolysis by MsbA, however simultaneously decouples this ATPase activity from the flippase 

protein’s effects on core-lipid A translocation across the cytoplasmic membrane252. This 

culminates in the toxic build-up of LPS precursor molecules in the innermost leaflet of the 

cytoplasmic phospholipid bilayer which interfere with other essential membrane processes. 

Translational progress of Compound 2 into clinical pipelines has thus far been slow, but the 

drug is certainly a highly promising inhibitor of the LPS transport pathway. 
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The first protein in the Lpt LPS translocation complex, LptB, has also been the subject 

of drug discovery screens for new antimicrobial agents against Gram-negative bacteria. One 

such screen used 244 kinase inhibitors commercially available from two libraries composed 

largely of ATP-competitive inhibitor molecules253. This identified a compound, also unnamed 

and here referred to as Compound 3, that blocked the ATPase activity of LptB. Unfortunately, 

the cytoplasmic nature of LptB has posed a significant barrier to clinical development of 

inhibitors of this enzyme, since any such molecule needs to cross both the impermeable 

bacterial membranes in order to exert any potency. Indeed, Compound 3 only displays 

antibacterial properties against an E. coli strain with a hyperpermeable outer membrane, and 

no efficacy against wild-type E. coli. Moreover, the ability of Compound 3 to inhibit LptB-

mediated ATP hydrolysis is dramatically reduced when the protein exists as part of the multi-

enzyme machinery LptB2FGC – its native state in whole bacterial cells227. Together, these 

properties of Compound 3 have proved damaging to its potential use as a therapeutic agent. 

Interestingly, it has recently been observed that novobiocin, an antibiotic traditionally used to 

target bacterial DNA gyrase, also binds to LptB and actually stimulates the ATPase activity of 

this ABC transporter254,255. However, the downstream consequences of this effect of 

novobiocin on LPS transport and cell viability have yet to be fully explored. 

Whilst LptB inhibitors require passage across both bacterial membranes to access their 

cytoplasmic target, small molecule compounds blocking the activity of the outer membrane 

translocon structure LptD have a surface-exposed target; LptD has thus been the most studied 

protein of the LPS transport machinery in terms of novel drug development. A screen of a 

library containing β-hairpin peptidomimetic compounds based on the chemical structure of 

protegrin I (a membrane-disrupting host defence peptide) by Polyphor uncovered numerous 

hit compounds that target LptD and impact bacterial growth256. These hit compounds 

underwent several iterations of library optimisation, focussing especially on stability in 

plasma, reduced red blood cell haemolysis and potent antimicrobial activity against P. 

aeruginosa strains. This eventually resulted in synthesis of murepavadin (POL7080), a 14-

amino-acid cyclical peptide representing a highly-specific, first-in-class novel 

antipseudomonal antibiotic257. Murepavadin interacts with the β-barrel structure of LptD, 

blocking the movement of LPS molecules across the outer membrane through its lumen and 

thus interfering with the essential LPS transport process258. 

Preclinical testing of murepavadin was highly successful, with the inhibitor displaying 

a great degree of bactericidal activity against more than 1500 strains of P. aeruginosa obtained 

from across the globe, as well as isolates from human CF patients, but no cross-resistance with 

current front-line antipseudomonal drugs259,260. Moreover, studies using murepavadin in a 

wide range of murine infection models (thigh, lung and sepsis) concluded that the antibiotic 
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had outstanding in vivo efficacy, and from a pharmacokinetic standpoint, exhibited good 

penetration into epithelial lung fluid261–263. This encouraging data enabled murepavadin to 

enter Phase II clinical trials, where the LptD inhibitor demonstrated efficacy at treating VAP 

caused by P. aeruginosa264. Regrettably, in a subsequent Phase III trial of murepavadin, 56% 

of patients in the treatment group suffered kidney injury, with only 20% of individuals in the 

control group affected by the same pathology, leading to an immediate and premature 

termination of the clinical study176. It is now being investigated whether delivery of 

murepavadin via an inhaled route of administration could minimise these nephrotoxic side-

effects while maintaining its potency especially in CF patients, with nebulised murepavadin 

due to enter clinical trials shortly. 

As such, despite the wealth of research into inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis and 

transport, there are no new antibiotics blocking these processes that can currently be clinically 

used to combat multidrug-resistant P. aeruginosa. The urgent requirement for antimicrobial 

strategies against infections caused by such P. aeruginosa strains has led to a renewed interest 

in physically targeting LPS itself to cause outer membrane disruption and bacterial death. This 

has led to a resurgence in use of an old class of antibiotics, the polymyxins. 

 

Table 1.4: Inhibitors of LPS transport in pre-clinical development 

Name Structure Mechanism of Action Stage of Development 

G907 

 

Inhibits MsbA in E. coli, K. 
pneumoniae - traps protein in 

inward-facing form  

Terminated due to significant binding to 
plasma proteins 

Compound 2 

 

Stimulates MsbA ATP 
hydrolysis in A and decouples 
protein ATPase activity from 

flippase activity 

In pre-clinical discovery stage 

Compound 3 

 

Inhibits ATPase activity of LptB 
in hyperpermeable E. coli 

Abandoned due to lack of activity against 
native LptB2FGC in wild-type E. coli 

Murepavadin 
(POL7080)  

 

Interacts and inhibits the 
function of the LptD β-barrel 

Intravenous form withdrawn after Phase III 
clincal trials due to toxicity (kidney damage); 
nebulised form in pre-clinical development 
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1.4 Colistin, a last-resort antibiotic 

1.4.1 Colistin discovery, structure and chemistry 

The polymyxin family of antibiotics consists of five chemical compounds, termed 

polymyxin A-E, of which two drugs are currently available and prescribed for the treatment of 

Gram-negative pathogenic infections – polymyxin B and polymyxin E (colistin)265. Colistin 

was first discovered in Japan in 1949, when it was isolated as a secondary metabolite from a 

flask of fermenting Paenibacillus polymyxa var. colistinus266,267. All polymyxin compounds 

are produced by strains of P. polymyxa, a nitrogen-fixing Gram-positive bacterial species 

commonly found in soil, plant tissues, hot springs and marine sediments268–270. In these 

bacteria, colistin and polymyxin B are produced by nonribosomal peptide synthetase 

systems271. In order to understand this biosynthetic pathway of the polymyxin antibiotics, it is 

first important to consider their chemical structure. 

Colistin and polymyxin B are both cyclic lipopeptide compounds composed of 10 

amino acids, arranged as a circular heptapeptide linked to an exocyclic tripeptide, which in 

turn is attached to a fatty acid residue (Figure 1.10)272. In the case of colistin, this fatty acid 

residue can be either a 6-methyl-octanoic acid group (colistin A) or a 6-methyl-eptanoic acid 

group (colistin B)273,274. In the clinical setting, colistin exists as a complex mixture of colistin A 

and colistin B, with the relative proportions of these two components varying between 

pharmaceutical preparations275,276. Polymyxin B and colistin differ only by a single amino acid 

residue at position 6 of the antibiotics’ chemical structure – colistin has a D-leucine group at 

this position, whereas in polymyxin B this is replaced by a D-phenylalanine isomer277. The 

other nine amino acids of polymyxins are a variety of D-leucine and L-threonine residues, as 

well as five conserved L-α-γ-diaminobutyric acid (DAB) residues at positions 1, 3, 5, 8 and 9 

of the antibiotic molecules278. These DAB residues are crucial for conferring the heptapeptide 

ring in the C-terminus of polymyxin compounds with a net positive charge at a physiological 

pH, and the cationic, hydrophilic nature of this macrocycle is essential for colistin’s 

antimicrobial properties279. In contrast, the amino-terminus of colistin and polymyxin B, 

which contains the saturated, branched fatty acyl segment of the antibiotics, is hydrophobic 

and data from structure-activity relationship (SAR) studies has again revealed that this N-

terminal hydrophobicity is critical to the antibacterial effects of polymyxins280–282. 

Nonribosomal biosynthesis of polymyxin molecules occurs via synthetases with 

multiple modules, each containing a set of four enzyme domains: an adenylation domain, a 

peptidyl carrier protein domain, an epimerization domain and a condensation domain283. 

Colistin and polymyxin B synthesis commences with the fatty acyl chain (the loading module) 

associating with an adenylation domain and a peptidyl carrier protein domain, which leads to 
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the addition of the first DAB residue284. Subsequently, the remaining amino acids are 

sequentially assembled on this DAB residue, with a linear chain of amino acid groups 

extending through peptide-bond formation and condensation reactions285–287. Once the linear 

form of the polymyxin compounds is complete, cyclization is accomplished through the action 

of a thioesterase enzyme situated in the C-terminus of the final synthetase module288. The 

leads to the cyclic lipopeptide molecule being liberated from the enzyme, forming the fully 

synthesised polymyxin molecule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10: Chemical structures of colistin (A and B) and polymyxin B. Cationic amino 

acid residues in the heptapeptide macrocycle are shown in red; the N-terminal lipophilic fatty acyl 

chain is shown in blue. 
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1.4.2 Clinical use of colistin 

As a therapeutic agent against infections caused by Gram-negative pathogens, colistin 

is available in two different forms – colistin sulfate and colistimethate sodium289. Importantly, 

these two derivatives of the colistin molecule cannot be interchangeably used, since they 

possess distinct chemical properties. Colistin sulfate is a stable, cationic compound that is 

active in its native state290. It is typically prescribed only as a topical agent for infections of the 

skin, eye or ear, and in rare cases, it is administered orally to achieve decontamination of the 

bowels, since colistin sulfate absorption into the gastrointestinal tract is poor291–293. In 

contrast, for the treatment of more invasive infections where parenteral colistin 

administration is indicated, the antibiotic is given in the form of colistimethate sodium294. This 

formulation, which is prepared by treatment of colistin with sodium bisulfite and 

formaldehyde, has reduced toxicity compared with colistin sulfate, and hence is thought to be 

safer for systemic use295,296. 

Colistimethate sodium in an anionic compound that is highly unstable in both in vitro 

and in vivo aqueous solutions, where it readily undergoes hydrolysis to generate colistin 

sulfate in addition to other partially sulfomethylated colistin derivatives297,298. This hydrolytic 

reaction is vital for the success of the antibiotic, since by itself colistimethate sodium is an 

inactive prodrug that exerts minimal antibacterial activity. Colistimethate sodium is typically 

injected intravenously, though occasionally it can be administered intramuscularly, or by 

intrathecal/intraventricular routes (specifically in the treatment of meningitis or 

inflammation of the brain’s ventricles)299–302. More commonly, a nebulised formulation of 

colistimethate sodium is utilised against VAP and infections from Gram-negative bacteria in 

CF patients to allow for aerosolised antibiotic administration directly into the lungs303–305. 

Colistin was first used clinically in the late 1950s across Europe and Japan as a broad-

spectrum antimicrobial agent to combat Gram-negative pathogens, with colistimethate 

sodium achieving FDA approval in the USA in 1959 for the treatment of UTIs and infectious 

diarrhoea306,307. Up until the mid-1970s, colistin was readily prescribed in human medicine for 

the treatment of a wide range of infections caused by Gram-negative bacteria, and even 

developed extensive use in veterinary medicine both as a prophylactic agent for livestock 

growth promotion in agriculture, and as a common therapeutic option308,309. However, the 

development of numerous aminoglycoside antibiotics that exhibited minimal toxic side-effects 

as front-line antimicrobial drugs meant that the therapeutic use of colistin was virtually 

abandoned across the globe for two decades across the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, parenteral 

administration of colistimethate sodium was severely restricted, with this formulation only 

remaining in clinical practice as a an antipseudomonal agent in patients with CF310–312. Since 

the mid-1990s, the emergence of multi-drug resistant Gram-negative pathogens that exhibit 
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non-susceptibility to all commonly used front-line antimicrobials has prompted a resurgence 

in the use of colistin as a so-called “antibiotic of last resort”313. This means that in patients 

infected with bacteria against which beta-lactam, quinolone and aminoglycoside-based 

therapies are ineffective, colistin is the final treatment option utilised to try and eliminate the 

pathogen and keep the patient alive. 

Indeed, as the prevalence of life-threatening, multi-drug resistant Gram-negative 

pathogens has rapidly risen over the past two decades, there has been a concurrent increase 

in the number of doses of colistin being administered in clinical settings. In England, evidence 

supporting this surge in colistin prescriptions is apparent in two key studies. The first of these, 

conducted by the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, explored antibiotic use in hospitals in 

England between 2010 and 2015314. Their data revealed that the number of Defined Daily 

Doses (DDDs) of colistin given to patients rose 23% between 2010 and 2013 (from 237,068 

doses to 293,918 doses), before a much more sudden jump of 65% (up to 485,024 doses) in 

only two years till 2015. The second investigation looking at trends in prescriptions of colistin 

was the English Surveillance Programme for Antimicrobial Utilisation and Resistance 

(ESPAUR) study, conducted by Public Health England in 2018315. This study reported that 

colistin consumption increased in the five-year period between 2013 and 2017 in virtually all 

NHS Acute Trust Types (Small, Large, Multiservice, Specialist and Teaching Trusts). However, 

this surge was largely driven by changes in Acute Specialist Trusts, where colistin use rose 

66.3% between 2016 and 2017, reaching a peak of 315.6 DDDs per 1,000 admissions. A 

particular increase in inhalational administration of nebulised colistin for the treatment of CF 

and non-CF bronchiectasis in Trusts specialising in respiratory diseases was likely responsible 

for this jump, with the use of aerosolised colistin rising more than 6-fold (1.788 to 11.739 DDDs 

per 1,000 admissions) in the five years till 2017. 

1.4.3 Colistin dosing and pharmacokinetics 

When colistin was first approved for clinical use in 1959, drug regulatory bodies across 

the world were not stringent with mandating a pharmacological evidence-based approach for 

the development of antibiotic dosing strategies. Consequently, there were almost no official 

guidelines for rational, optimised use of the polymyxin antibiotic to maximise efficacy whilst 

minimising toxic off-target effects and the emergence of drug resistance316,317. The avoidance 

of colistin as an antimicrobial therapeutic agent in the 1980s and 1990s further compounded 

this problem. Today, dosing regimens for colistin can vary wildly depending on geographic 

location, route of administration, the manufacturer of pharmaceutical preparations and any 

underlying health conditions of patients318,319. One of the key hurdles and sources of confusion 

in terms of colistin dosing is the absence of a universal dosing unit, with certain products 

providing recommended dosage regimens in milligrams, and other formulations using 
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international units (IU)320. Although a formula for converting milligrams of colistin to IU has 

been deduced (1 mg = 12,500 IU), further complexity is added by the fact that some 

manufacturers of colistimethate sodium report dose measurements as milligrams of “colistin 

base activity”, as opposed to stating milligrams of the colistin derivative compound itself278. 

Colistin base is known to be substantially more active than the inactive prodrug form 

colistimethate sodium, often necessitating an additional conversion step when deciding on 

dosage strategies (1 mg of “colistin base” = 2.67 mg of colistimethate sodium)320. 

In the U.S.A., manufacturers recommend that intravenous colistimethate sodium is 

administered at a daily dose of 2.5-5 mg/kg, with administration divided into between 2 and 

4 doses spread equally across a day274. However, this dosing strategy is modified in patients 

suffering from renal failure. In patients with mild renal dysfunction (serum creatinine level 

between 1.3 and 1.5 mg/dl), it is recommended that 2 million IU of colistin is administered 

every 12 hours, with this same dose prescribed every 24 hours for moderate renal failure 

(serum creatinine level between 1.6 and 2.5 mg/dl), or every 36 hours in severe renal failure 

(serum creatinine level above 2.6 mg/dl)321. If a patient is undergoing dialysis due their renal 

dysfunction, colistimethate sodium dosing is further adjusted to 2-3 mg/kg (post- 

haemodialysis) or 2 mg/kg (during peritoneal dialysis)322,323. 

Contrastingly, in the U.K., it is recommended that colistimethate sodium is given 

intravenously at a dose of 80-160 mg every 8 hours in individuals with a body weight greater 

than 60 kg320. In children or adults with a body weight less than 60 kg, manufacturers advise 

a dosing regimen of 4-6 mg/kg of colistimethate sodium per day, administered in three 

equally-spaced doses across a day294. In its nebulised formulation for administration by 

inhalation, it is recommended that every 12 hours, 40 mg colistimethate sodium is given to 

patients weighing less than 40 kg, and 80 mg colistimethate sodium is given to patients 

weighing more than 40 kg274. In the rare cases where colistin has been injected directly into 

cerebrospinal fluid for the treatment of meningitis and ventriculitis, dosage of colistimethate 

sodium has ranged from 3.2-10 mg given once a day for intrathecal administration, and 1.6-

20 mg per day in up to two doses for intraventricular administration324–330. In most cases, 

colistimethate sodium treatment is continued for between 10 and 14 days. 

As with the paucity of scientific data regarding optimal colistin dosing, there was also 

until recently a dearth of studies investigating the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic 

properties of colistin. It is established that the primary route by which colistin salts are 

excreted following systemic administration is via glomerular filtration in the kidneys, with no 

reports in human patients of the antibiotic being excreted via the biliary route274,298,331. 

However, a high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-based study in rats revealed 

that the clearance value of colistimethate sodium following intravenous administration was 
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0.010 ml/min/kg, which is substantially lower than the expected clearance value for a drug 

being excreted by glomerular filtration332. It was subsequently found that this slow renal 

excretion of the colistin derivative was due to a high degree of tubular reabsorption of the 

antibiotic333. Interestingly, following clinical administration of colistimethate sodium, not all 

of the compound is hydrolysed and converted to active colistin salts, with up to 60% of the 

formulation being excreted in urine in the form of the unchanged inactive prodrug within the 

first 24 hours after initial dosing334–336. In CF patients receiving intravenous colistimethate 

sodium, it was determined that the prodrug had a mean half-life of 124 ± 52 minutes, whilst 

the colistin sulfate compound formed from the initial formulation had a mean half-life of 251 

± 79 minutes331. Colistin binds tightly and extensively to body tissue in numerous mammalian 

organs, including to cells in the brain, heart, lung, liver and kidney, as well as to plasma 

proteins in rats, dogs and calves, where 55% of antibiotic molecules can be found associated 

with proteins present in blood plasma337–340. 

The development of novel chromatographic techniques, including HPLC and liquid 

chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry processes, has enabled accurate and sensitive 

measurements of plasma colistin levels to be made. One study using these techniques 

concluded that in rats treated intravenously with a range of colistimethate sodium doses, the 

active colistin salt formed exhibits linear pharmacokinetic properties341. In human patients, 

the pharmacokinetics of colistin varies markedly between the two key clinical groups where 

the antibiotic is commonly used – individuals with CF, and critically-ill patients308. In CF 

patients administered with intravenous colistimethate sodium, it was reported that the half-

life of the colistin antibacterial agent generated from the prodrug was more than 4 hours. In 

stark contrast, the half-life in critically-ill individuals is more than 3-times greater (14.4 

hours), with this difference hypothesised to be due to reduced conversion of colistimethate 

sodium to active colistin, or the fact that many of these patients suffer from multi-organ 

failure, including severe renal dysfunction342. 

Notably, despite this difference in antibiotic half-life between CF and critically-ill 

patients, three important studies have revealed that there does not appear to be a significant 

discrepancy in the peak steady-state plasma concentration (Cmax) of colistin in these two 

clinical cohorts. The first investigation of colistin pharmacodynamics in 12 CF individuals in 

the U.K. found that formed colistin reached a Cmax of 1.2-3.1 µg/ml331. Analogously, two studies 

looking at 13 critically-ill individuals in Italy and 14 intensive care unit patients in Greece 

established that the Cmax of colistin following intravenous colistimethate sodium was 0.68-

4.65 µg/ml and 1.15-5.14 µg/ml, respectively343,344. Crucially, and as expected, the dosing 

regimen of colistin plays a vital role in determining the ultimate Cmax of the antibiotic. In 

another clinical investigation in Greece, 18 critically-ill subjects were administered an 
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intravenous infusion of colistimethate sodium in four doses every 8 hours342. After the first 

dose of the antibiotic, the mean formed colistin Cmax measured in venous blood samples was 

only 0.6 µg/ml. However, once patients has been treated with the fourth infusion of 

colistimethate sodium, the Cmax of the polymyxin antibiotic increased nearly four-fold, up to 

2.3 µg/ml. This study also indicated that it required 2-3 days of continuous colistimethate 

sodium dosing before colistin Cmax values are achieved in most critically-ill individuals. A study 

using an in vitro pharmacodynamic model also reported that a multi-dosing strategy of 

colistin was beneficial, since although it did not improve the antibiotic’s bactericidal effects, 

reducing the duration of the delay between doses minimised the emergence of colistin 

resistance345–348. 

1.4.4 Colistin toxicity 

The most frequent and serious adverse effect of clinical colistin administration is 

nephrotoxicity349. Indeed, the extensive reports of renal toxicity associated with colistin 

treatment in the 1970s were a predominant factor in the withdrawal of use of polymyxins as 

antibiotic therapeutic agents in the 1980s-199os350. A first major trial of colistin safety during 

317 cases of therapy reported adverse renal reactions occurring in 20.2% of utilisations301. 

Similar results were observed in intensive care unit patients treated with high doses of colistin, 

where all fourteen patients enrolled in the study exhibited symptoms of reduced kidney 

function351. These symptoms of nephrotoxicity typically manifest as decreased clearance of 

creatinine, increased serum creatinine levels and increased serum urea stemming from acute 

tubular necrosis352–357. In most cases, these renal pathologies are reversible and normal kidney 

function is restored in the weeks and months following cessation of colistin administration, 

which can occur immediately upon clinical detection of nephrotoxicity358. Nonetheless, in rare 

instances, there have been reports of irreparable damage to the kidneys occurring post-colistin 

exposure, with symptoms of kidney damage persisting even in the absence of polymyxin 

therapy301. The nephrotoxic side-effects of colistin treatment are dose-dependent, and in fact 

more related to the total cumulative dose of colistimethate sodium administered, rather than 

the single or even daily dose274,294. This can be particularly important to monitor when colistin 

is used to treat infections from Gram-negative pathogens in overweight/obese patients, since 

excessive dosing based on body weight can frequently occur and often leads to renal injury359. 

It has been suggested that the nephrotoxic adverse consequences of administering 

colistin therapeutically may have been overstated in the 1970s, potentially due to at the time 

there being more toxic formulations of the antibiotic, poor monitoring of renal function and a 

lack of supportive treatments for critically-ill patients274. In support of this, more recent 

studies have identified that rates of nephrotoxicity in individuals receiving intravenous colistin 

are between 8-14.3%, which is lower than the incidences of renal damage reported in the 
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1970s360,361. However, polymyxin antibiotics remain potently nephrotoxic drugs, and the 

establishment of the RIFLE (Risk, Injury, Failure, Loss, End-Stage) progressive criteria for 

accurate diagnosis of Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) has served to highlight this point362–364. In 66 

patients at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center, the incidence of AKI categorised by the 

RIFLE system following intravenous administration of colistimethate sodium was 45%, 

resulting in premature termination of colistin treatment in 21% of subjects355. Importantly, 

although some of these individuals suffering from AKI had evidence of acute tubular necrosis 

in urine microscopic diagnosis, none of the patients were classified as being in the Loss or 

End-Stage categories of the RIFLE criteria, suggesting that the nephrotoxic consequences of 

colistin therapy may be common but not severe. Similar rates of AKI post-colistin treatment 

have been described in a retrospective cohort study of 71 adult patients in the Samsung 

Medical Center (53.5% of individuals placed on the RIFLE system), and in 119 patients spread 

across four tertiary university hospitals in South Korea (54.6% of individuals placed on the 

RIFLE system)365,366. 

In addition to nephrotoxicity, colistin use in humans is also associated with neurotoxic 

side-effects, although the incidence of brain injury following administration of the polymyxin 

antibiotic is substantially lower than that of renal damage294. Two clinical studies have found 

that the rate of neurotoxicity is as low as 5.9-7.3% in critically-ill patients treated with colistin, 

with several other investigations observing no cases of neuropathy at all in cohorts301,367–372. 

Unusually, neurotoxic side-effects appear to develop more readily in CF patients administered 

colistin, with 6 out of 19 individuals (29%) exhibiting such pathologies when treated with 

intravenous colistimethate sodium373. The most frequent symptoms of colistin-induced brain 

injury include facial and peripheral paraesthesia (the predominant adverse neurotoxic 

events), as well as vertigo/dizziness, weakness, visual disturbances, confusion, neuromuscular 

blockade and ataxia374,375. As with nephrotoxicity, in the vast majority of cases these 

neurological effects are only observed during prolonged colistin administration, and usually 

are readily reversible once antibiotic dosing is halted376–380. In extremely rare instances, there 

have been clinical case studies of colistin causing a range of alternate adverse events, such as 

allergic/hypersensitivity reactions (skin rash, itching, urticaria), gastrointestinal disorders 

(e.g. pseudomembranous colitis), and bronchoconstriction/chest tightness following inhaled 

administration of aerosolised colistin305,381,382. 

1.4.5 Colistin’s mechanism of action 

Polymyxin antibiotics including polymyxin B and colistin are bactericidal compounds, 

and the first stage by which they exert their effects on killing bacteria is through binding to 

LPS molecules in the outer membrane of Gram-negative organisms (Figure 1.11)383,384. More 

specifically, the primary target of colistin is the negatively-charged phosphate groups within 
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the lipid A domain of LPS present in the extracellular-facing surface of bacteria, explaining 

why polymyxin compounds only possess antimicrobial properties against Gram-negative 

strains280,385. The amphipathic nature of colistin’s chemical structure is critical to its function, 

with three-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments revealing that the 

binding of the antibiotic to LPS is mediated by electrostatic interactions between the 

positively-charged Dab residues in the polymyxin’s heptapeptide macrocycle and the anionic 

lipid A moiety282,386–388. The arrangement of LPS molecules in the outer membrane of Gram-

negative bacteria is stabilised by divalent cations, in particular Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, which form 

electrostatic bridges between individual lipid A domains in the outermost leaflet of the cell 

surface bilayer389–391. Importantly, the binding affinity of colistin’s cationic peptide ring for 

lipid A is three-times greater than the affinity of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions for the same moiety272,392. 

Thus, the immediate consequence of colistin binding to LPS is the competitive displacement 

of these cations away from the negatively-charged lipid A structure, and a loss of the 

electrostatic bridges between LPS molecules393–396. In the absence of these cation bridges, the 

outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria is destabilised and disrupted, which is the initial 

step in colistin’s mode of action397,398. Crucially, it has been demonstrated that the colistin-

induced displacement of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions is not dependent on the antibiotic’s entry into the 

cell, and that this process can be inhibited when these cations are present extracellularly in 

excess399,400. 

Whilst this primary interaction between colistin and LPS is well-established, having 

been extensively studied and characterised, the subsequent stages in the polymyxin 

antibiotic’s mechanism of bactericidal activity are extremely poorly understood. What is 

evident is that the initial outer membrane disruption triggered by colistin ultimately leads to 

damage to the cytoplasmic membrane and leakage of intracellular cytoplasmic contents, with 

images from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies showing cracks in the inner 

phospholipid bilayer and cytoplasmic material emerging through these cracks in the form of 

numerous fibrous projections401–403. The permeabilisation of the cytoplasmic membrane and 

loss of intracellular components culminates in cell death, but there is little to no evidence of 

the precise molecular basis by which disruption of cation bridges by colistin in the outer 

membrane results in killing of bacteria. Rather, these steps in the mode of action of 

polymyxins are only postulated in two differing hypothetical models. 

The first of these models by which colistin exerts its bactericidal effects is termed “self-

directed uptake”282,404–406. In this process, the destabilising and weakening of the outer 

membrane through the binding of the antibiotic’s positively-charged peptide ring with LPS 

creates space that enables colistin to insert its N-terminal fatty acyl chain into the outermost 

leaflet of the outer membrane407. This lipophilic tail of the polymyxin structure then interacts 
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with the hydrophobic fatty acid residues that comprise the inner portion of the LPS lipid A 

domain, resulting in further damage to the cell surface bilayer. Permeabilisation of the outer 

bacterial membrane provides colistin molecules with access to the cytoplasmic membrane, 

and here, the lipid chain of the antibiotic is again thought to be important for associating with 

phospholipids in the bilayer and causing membrane disruption394,408. It is purported that the 

deleterious impact of the polymyxin fatty acyl tail on membrane lipids is due to a “detergent-

like/surfactant effect”, similar to other structurally-homologous cationic membranolytic 

antimicrobial peptides409–412. In this model of “self-directed uptake”, damage to the entire cell 

envelope structure through the sequential action of colistin on the outer and cytoplasmic 

membranes results in the formation of pores in the bacterial bilayers; the consequent loss of 

cytosolic contents through these pores is what leads to cell death. It is critical to note that 

virtually none of these stages in the process of “self-directed uptake” have been demonstrated 

experimentally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11: The “classic” proposed mechanism of action of colistin is poorly understood. 

(1) Colistin binds to LPS in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, displacing divalent cationic 

bridges that stabilise the outer membrane. (2) Colistin traverses the outer membrane through an 

unknown mechanism termed “self-directed uptake” and permeabilises the outer membrane using its 

lipid tail. (3) Colistin accesses and damages the cytoplasmic membrane through an unproven process 

thought to relate to its “detergent-like” properties. (4) Disruption of both cell envelope bilayer leads to 

loss of cytoplasmic contents, lysis of bacteria and ultimately cell death. 
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The second hypothesised mechanism for colistin’s mode of killing Gram-negative 

bacteria is by a process known as the “vesicle-vesicle contact pathway”, whereby the antibiotic 

transits the outer membrane after disrupting the cationic bridges between LPS structures and 

binds to anionic phospholipid vesicles (Figure 1.12)386. Polymyxin molecules bound to these 

vesicles then interact with each other, generating stable contacts, and eventually triggering the 

fusion of the outer membrane with the cytoplasmic membrane413,414. The rapid exchange of 

phospholipids between the two bilayers that ensues is responsible for phospholipid molecules 

being lost from the bacterial cell envelope, meaning that the osmotic balance necessary for cell 

viability cannot be maintained and the cell undergoes a lytic cell death. Again, this model of 

colistin-mediated killing of bacteria remains largely putative, with a distinct lack of 

experimental scientific evidence. 

It has also been proposed that colistin has several cellular targets independent of the 

outer/cytoplasmic membranes, and may possess its bactericidal properties due to interactions 

with these. In particular, colistin is reported to have inhibitory activity against essential 

respiratory enzymes situated in the cytoplasmic membrane392. Three protein complexes are 

responsible for the respiratory chain in bacteria, and they use reduced nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide (NADH) and quinones as carrier compounds to shuttle protons and electrons 

between each other415. Complex 1 therefore contains three respiratory proteins that function 

as NADH-quinone oxidoreductases: one protein for translocating protons, one protein for 

translocating sodium, and one protein without an energy-coupling site (NDH-2)416,417. Colistin 

and other polymyxins have been found to inhibit the enzymatic activity of NDH-2 in vitro in 

a panel of Gram-negative organisms (E. coli, K. pneumoniae, A. baumanii), and uniquely in 

certain Gram-positive species in addition (e.g. Bacillus subtilis, Mycobacterium 

smegmatis)418–420. However, the links between this inhibition and bacterial killing are yet to 

be convincingly established in a whole-cell model. 

Colistin has furthermore been hypothesised to mediate cell death through reactive 

oxygen species as part of the “hydroxyl radical death pathway”421. These species include 

superoxide (O2
-) molecules that are converted to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) by superoxide 

dismutase, with H2O2 in turn responsible for the formation of hydroxyl radicals (˙OH) after 

oxidising ferrous iron in the Fenton reaction422. Together, superoxide, hydrogen peroxide and 

hydroxyl radical species are produced and enter into bacterial cells once colistin has disrupted 

both the outer and cytoplasmic membranes423. These molecules are highly reactive and 

damage intracellular DNA, proteins and lipids, with this oxidative stress culminating in 

bacterial killing424–426. Finally, it has been suggested that polymyxins may be bactericidal 

because they display significant affinity to the decoding site (A-site) of prokaryotic 16S rRNA, 

the cognate target of aminoglycoside antibiotics427,428. However, neither colistin nor its 
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analogues display an ability to block bacterial translation, indicating that despite this binding 

to ribosomes, it is highly unlikely that polymyxin drugs kill cells via an aminoglycoside-like 

mechanism of action. In any case, for colistin to have its bactericidal impact by the induction 

of reactive oxygen species or ribosomal interactions, it is required that the antibiotic first 

permeabilises the two bilayers of the cell envelope, and the process by which it does this is 

entirely unclear. Given the ever increasing use and importance of colistin as a last-resort 

antimicrobial treatment against multi-drug resistant Gram-negative pathogens, there is both 

an urgent and a pressing need to fully resolve colistin’s mechanism of action on bacterial 

membranes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12: Alternative proposed mechanisms for colistin’s bactericidal activity. 

 

1.5 Colistin resistance 

1.5.1 Intrinsic colistin resistance 

While colistin possesses antimicrobial activity against most Gram-negative pathogens, 

there are a number of Gram-negative species that have inherent properties making them non-

susceptible to polymyxin antibiotics. These organisms include strains of the Burkholderia 
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cepacia complex, as well as Neisseria meningitidis/gonorrhoeae, Helicobacter pylori, 

Proteus mirabilis and bacteria in the Serratia genus429–437. In all these species, intrinsic 

colistin resistance is mediated by a target modification strategy – specifically, they 

constitutively produce LPS modified with the addition of cationic chemical groups438–440. 

These positively-charged chemical moieties added to LPS can take two different forms: 

phosphoethanolamine (PEtN) and 4-amino-4-deoxy-L-arabinose (L-Ara4N). 

Both PEtN and L-Ara4N groups can be added to the lipid A domain of LPS during its 

biosynthesis, and their cationic nature functions to decrease the net negative charge of lipid A 

conferred by its phosphate groups441,442. Colistin relies on an electrostatic interaction between 

the polymyxin’s positively-charged peptide macrocycle and anionic lipid A in order to bind to 

LPS and exerts its bactericidal effects. The reduction in lipid A anionicity resulting from the 

addition of PEtN and L-Ara4N moieties thus severely hampers the colistin-lipid A interaction, 

blocking the antibiotic from causing membrane disruption that kills the bacteria443–445. 

Interestingly, modification of lipid A with L-Ara4N is more effective as a means of disrupting 

colistin’s binding (reducing the net negative charge of LPS molecules from -1.5 to 0) compared 

to PEtN modifications, which only lower the anionic charge of LPS from -1.5 to -1128,441. The 

genes responsible for regulating the constitutive production of LPS modified with PEtN 

and/or L-Ara4N in intrinsically colistin-resistant Gram-negative organisms vary between 

species – in Serratia strains, expression of the arnBCADTEF genes confers inherent 

polymyxin resistance, the eptA/eptB genes carry out this role in Neisseria and Proteus strains, 

and H. pylori is innately non-susceptible to colistin via the action of the cgt gene433,446–451. Only 

a single bacterial species, B. polymyxa var. colistinus, is known to be intrinsically resistant to 

polymyxin antibiotics through an alternative mechanism than lipid A modification452,453. This 

organism produces the drug-degrading enzyme colistinase as a “self-preservation” process, 

since colistin is naturally synthesised by B. polymyxa var. colistinus communities. 

1.5.2 Acquired chromosomal colistin resistance 

Colistin non-susceptibility mediated by chemical modification of lipid A is not a 

resistance mechanism that is specific to intrinsically-resistant Gram-negative organisms. The 

same mode of colistin resistance can also be acquired in bacterial species that are typically 

sensitive to the polymyxin antibiotic, with the key difference compared to inherently-resistant 

strains being that modified LPS is not constitutively produced. Rather, the development of 

colistin resistance in these organisms requires chromosomal mutations, with these mutations 

predominantly occurring in the two-component systems PhoPQ and PmrAB that are chiefly 

responsible for the addition of cationic chemical groups to the lipid A moiety of LPS454. 
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The PhoPQ two-component system contains a sensor protein kinase (PhoQ) and a 

response regulator protein (PhoP)455. The function of PhoQ is to sense environmental signals, 

and the enzyme can detect and be activated via its periplasmic lipid domain by stimuli such as 

low pH (e.g. when inside the phagosome of a macrophage) or low Mg2+ in the cell envelope 

(e.g. through the cationic displacement activity of colistin)456–461. Following activation, PhoQ 

phosphorylates the response regulator PhoP, enhancing its binding capacity to the promoter 

regions of the genes it transcriptionally controls (Figure 1.13)462–465. One of the genes that is 

under PhoP-mediated transcriptional regulation is the pmrHFIJKLM operon (also referred to 

as arnBCADTEF), and activation of this genetic element leads to the addition of positively-

charged L-Ara4N chemical groups to lipid A structures in the bacterial membrane466,467. 

Chromosomal mutations acquired in the phoP and phoQ genes that encode this two-

component protein complex in Gram-negative bacteria can lead to upregulation of the system, 

and as a consequence, an increase in the modification of LPS with cationic L-Ara4N moieties. 

Hence, the electrostatic interaction between colistin and anionic lipid A that is crucial to the 

antibiotic’s bactericidal mechanism of action is blocked, and the polymyxin drug is unable to 

exercise its antimicrobial effects468,469. Mutations in phoP and phoQ that confer colistin 

resistance have been reported in several Enterobacteriaceae strains (E. coli, K. pneumoniae, 

Enterobacter species, S. enterica), as well as in P. aeruginosa470–476. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.13: The interconnected signalling pathways of the PhoPQ and PmrAB two-

component systems that regulate the modification of LPS with cationic chemical groups 

and mediate chromosomal colistin resistance. 
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Analogously to PhoPQ, the PmrAB two-component system is also comprised of a 

sensor kinase (PmrB), which in this case responds to low pH and trivalent cations (e.g. Fe3+, 

phagosomal Al3+) that are highly toxic to the bacterial membranes477–479. Detection of these 

environmental stimuli triggers PmrB activation, again through its periplasmic domain, and 

activated PmrB subsequently phosphorylates PmrA via its tyrosine kinase domain480,481. As 

with PhoP, PmrA is a transcriptional regulator, and when phosphorylated is able to bind more 

strongly to the promoters of a number of target genes, inducing their expression443. However, 

in contrast to the PhoPQ complex, one of the genes transcriptionally-controlled by PmrA is 

the gene operon pmrCAB, which encodes the PmrAB two-component system itself, creating 

an auto-regulated signal transduction pathway482,483. The protein encoded by the pmrC gene 

in this operon is an ethanolamine transferase enzyme that replaces the anionic phosphate 

groups of lipid A with positively-charged pEtN groups484. Additionally, phosphorylated PmrA 

activates transcription of the pmrHFIJKLM operon, as well as the adjacent pmrE gene, which 

together synthesise L-Ara4N moieties and add them to lipid A485,486. The acquisition of 

chromosomal mutations in the pmrA/pmrB genes which lead to over-activation of the two-

component system can therefore culminate in colistin resistance, due to excess cationic 

modification of LPS diminishing binding of the polymyxin’s positively-charged peptide 

ring487,488. Such chromosomal mutations contributing to reduced colistin susceptibility have 

been identified in a panel of Gram-negative pathogens, including K. pneumoniae, E. coli, 

Enterobacter aerogenes, S. enterica and P. aeruginosa489–492. 

Notably, the PmrAB and PhoPQ two-components systems can influence one another, 

since the PmrA transcriptional regulator can be activated by the response protein PhoP, either 

directly or indirectly through the action of the connector protein PmrD493,494. Modulation of 

the PmrAB system is additionally performed by an alternative regulatory two-component 

complex termed CrrAB, where CrrA acts as the regulatory protein and CrrB as a sensor kinase 

enzyme495–497. Chromosomal mutations in the crrB gene have also been associated with 

colistin resistance, with six separate resulting amino acid substitutions in the CrrB protein 

sequence of K. pneumoniae clinical isolates (Q10L, Y31H, W140R, N141I, P151S, S195N) 

identified as being responsible for polymyxin non-susceptibility498. It is hypothesised that 

these substitutions cause an increase in expression of an adjacent gene, crrC, which 

consequently elevates expression of pmrC and the pmrHFIJKLM operon, ultimately inducing 

excess modification of lipid A with L-Ara4N and colistin resistance. 

The comparable regulator of the PhoPQ two-component system is MgrB, a 47-amino 

acid transmembrane protein, expression of which is upregulated when PhoP is 

phosphorylated and activated499. The MgrB protein is a negative regulator that suppresses 

transcription of the phoQ gene, thereby inhibiting the enzymatic kinase activity of the PhoQ 
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protein500. In this way, MgrB is the key intermediate in a negative feedback loop that prevents 

over-activity of the PhoPQ complex. However, chromosomal mutations in the mgrB gene that 

interfere with the function of this transmembrane protein can block its negative regulatory 

effects, eventually triggering excessive transcriptional induction of the pmrHFIJKLM operon, 

increased addition of cationic L-Ara4N groups to LPS, and a lack of sensitivity to polymyxin 

antibiotics501. These mutations can take the form of mis-sense, nonsense, or insertional 

alterations to the mgrB gene sequence, all of which cause a dysfunctional or truncated version 

of the MgrB protein to be translated. Colistin resistance mediated through mgrB chromosomal 

mutations have been discovered in Enterobacter and K. pneumoniae clinical strains502–504. In 

P. aeruginosa isolates, gene mutations in several different two-components systems encoded 

chromosomally have been implicated in polymyxin non-susceptibility, including ParRS, 

CprRS and ColRS (which is upregulated in the extracellular presence of excess Zn2+)505–508. It 

is thought that all of these complexes are linked to the pmrHFIJKLM operon, and that these 

chromosomal mutations lead to an increase in the lipid A-modifying activity of the proteins 

produced from the operon. The precise molecular signalling pathway by which this occurs, 

however, remains poorly characterised. 

In the bacterium A. baumanii, colistin resistance can, similarly to other Gram-negative 

pathogens, occur through chromosomal mutations in the pmrCAB gene operon, although this 

insensitivity to polymyxins can be reversed following the accumulation of additional amino 

acid substitutions in the PmrAB proteins that downregulate pmrCAB expression509,510. 

Importantly, and unlike alternative members of the Enterobacteriaceae family, A. baumanii 

cannot develop resistance to colistin through modification of LPS with L-Ara4N, since the 

species lacks the pmrHFIJKLM operon required for biosynthesis of the cationic chemical 

group and its addition to lipid A511. Nonetheless, non-susceptibility to polymyxin antibiotics 

can still result in A. baumanii from PmrC-mediated LPS modification with pEtN 

moieties512,513. 

Uniquely, strains of A. baumanii also possess a distinctive mechanism of colistin 

resistance – chromosomal mutations in the genes responsible for LPS biosynthesis. In 

particular, mutations in three genes required for synthesis of lipid A (lpxA, lpxC and lpxD) 

have been identified to spontaneously occur and confer high-level resistance to polymyxin 

antibiotics in clinical isolates251,514. These genes are involved in the very first three steps in the 

LPS biosynthetic pathway; hence, dysfunction in the enzymes produced from the genes arising 

from chromosomal mutations means that LPS is unable to be produced515. In most Gram-

negative organisms, this inhibition of LPS synthesis would be fatal, resulting in bacterial 

death. However, A. baumanii strains are able to tolerate the complete loss of LPS production 

that stems from mutations in lpxA, lpxC and lpxD516. Moreover, in the absence of LPS 
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molecules in the outer membrane of A. baumanii isolates with chromosomal mutations in 

lipid A biosynthesis genes, colistin has no target sites on the bacterial surface to which its 

peptide ring can bind. As a direct consequence, the polymyxin antibiotic is unable to disrupt 

the outer membrane and thus cannot exert its bactericidal effects. The chromosomal 

mutations in lpxA, lpxC and lpxD that trigger colistin resistance in this manner can be 

substitutions, frame-shift mutations, truncations, or inactivation via insertion of the 

transposable element ISAba11517–519. 

As well as chromosomal mutations inducing resistance to polymyxins through changes 

to its LPS target (either chemical modification or complete loss), there have also been studies 

indicating that similar mutations in genes encoding multi-drug efflux pumps can likewise be 

associated with colistin non-susceptibility. For example, chromosomal mutations causing up-

regulation of the MexAB-OprM efflux pump complex have been linked to the ability of 

metabolically-active P. aeruginosa cells to tolerate colistin exposure520,521. The small outer 

membrane pore OprH, which is the major outer membrane protein when the bacterium is 

starved of Mg2+ (e.g. after colistin has displaced cation bridges between LPS molecules), has 

also been proposed as a contributor to polymyxin resistance in P. aeruginosa. Studies have 

demonstrated that overexpression of oprH, which can be the outcome of chromosomal 

mutations, leads to a reduction in susceptibility to colistin522,523. 

Furthermore, the efflux pumps KpnEF, AcrAB and SapABCDF have all been implicated 

in polymyxin resistance, with the appearance of mutations in the genes encoding these multi-

drug export proteins correlated with colistin non-susceptibility in E. coli, K. pneumoniae and 

P. mirabilis524–526. It has yet to be convincingly proven that colistin is a substrate for these drug 

efflux systems, and it is postulated that they may modulate susceptibility to the antibiotic via 

indirect relations to other known mediators of polymyxin resistance. In support of this, activity 

of the PhoPQ two-component system is dependent on expression of the acrAB efflux system 

genes527. Nevertheless, the utilisation of inhibitors of multi-drug efflux pump proteins (e.g. 

carbonyl cyanide 3-chlorophenylhydrazone, CCCP) decreases resistance to colistin in P. 

aeruginosa, A. baumanii and K. pneumoniae, suggesting a potential direct involvement of 

antibiotic export systems in these clinically-important pathogens528,529. 

1.5.3 Acquired plasmid-mediated colistin resistance 

The capacity for Gram-negative bacteria to develop resistance to colistin through 

chromosomal mutations has been a known phenomenon since the first isolation and genetic 

characterisation of polymyxin-resistant Salmonella strains in the 1970s480. Recently however, 

it has been discovered that Gram-negative organisms can also become colistin-resistant 

through the acquisition of mobile plasmids harbouring mobile colistin resistance (mcr) genes. 
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The first mcr gene was identified in 2015 from a strain of E. coli obtained in China from 

farming animals, and termed mcr-1530. This mcr-1 gene was carried on the plasmid 

pHNSHP45, an approximately 64 kb low-copy member of the IncI plasmid family, and 

subsequent transformation and conjugation experiments firmly established the ability of 

plasmid-borne mcr-1 to move between bacterial cells by horizontal gene transfer. The mobile 

nature of mcr-1 is highly concerning, since there is now a distinct prospect of the colistin 

resistance determinant spreading rapidly and globally, rendering the crucial last-resort 

polymyxin antibiotic ineffective531. 

Indeed, despite mcr-1 only being detected in 2015, it is believed that the gene had been 

in existence and circulating worldwide for several decades beforehand, with studies indicating 

mcr genes emanated separately in China (identified in samples from poultry in the 1980s) and 

in France (discovered in samples from veal calves in 2005)532,533. Since its first 

characterisation, the dissemination of mcr-1 has been widely reported, with the resistance 

determinant found in more than 40 countries across 5 continents, and in a diverse range of 

Enterobacteriaceae strains (E. coli, K. pneumoniae, S. enterica, Shigella sonnei, Enterobacter 

species, Citrobacter species and Moraxella species)534–541. Although initially detected as being 

harboured on an IncI plasmid, it has been shown that carriage of the mcr-1 gene in nature can 

occur on various plasmid types, including IncF, IncHI2, IncP, IncX4 and IncY plasmids542–545. 

Furthermore, the reservoirs of mcr-1-bearing plasmids are similarly wide-ranging, with these 

mobile genetic elements identified in food (meat/vegetables), aquatic environments, hospital 

sewage, infected/colonized humans, wild birds/animals and especially predominantly in farm 

animals546–553. It is hypothesised that livestock, particularly cattle and pigs, are a major source 

and driver of global mcr-1 spread, and the extensive use of colistin in veterinary medicine as a 

growth promoter has only served to accelerate and exacerbate this problem554. In support, a 

ban on administration of polymyxin antibiotics to farm animals has led to a drastic reduction 

in colistin resistance being detected in both livestock and human patients555,556. Insect species, 

in particular houseflies and blowflies, have been proposed to be the intermediate vectors 

responsible for transmission of mcr-1-harbouring bacteria between animals and humans557. 

The resistance mechanism through which the mcr-1 gene confers non-susceptibility to 

polymyxin antibiotics is identical to the mechanisms of intrinsic and chromosomal colistin 

resistance mediated via LPS modifications. The gene product of mcr-1 (MCR-1) is a lipid A-

modifying phosphoethanolamine transferase enzyme that is a member of the YhjW/YjdB/YijP 

alkaline phosphatase protein superfamily558–560. MCR-1 functions by adding a positively-

charged PEtN group to the negatively-charged phosphate groups of lipid A, reducing the 

overall anionic nature of LPS and interfering with colistin’s binding to its cationic polypeptide 

ring (Figure 1.14)561. Without the polymyxin compound being able to attach to the lipid A 
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domain of LPS molecules, colistin cannot disrupt the outer membrane of bacteria to kill the 

cells, and thus resistance to the antibiotic ensues. Intriguingly, the mcr-1 gene is thought to 

have originated from an intrinsically polymyxin-resistant Gram-negative bacteria; whilst the 

exact source of the resistance determinant has yet to be resolved, in silico analyses of amino 

acid sequences have implicated several bacterial groups in the origins of mcr-1, including 

Moraxella, Vibrio, Limnobacter, Enhydrobacter and Methylophilaceae562,563. Moreover, 

structural studies of the MCR-1 protein have indicated significant homology to two additional 

PEtN transferase enzymes from intrinsically-resistant strains: EptC from Campylobacter 

jejuni, and LptA from N. meningitidis430,564–566. It is believed to be likely that transposable 

genetic elements caused the initial movement of the parental gene of mcr-1 from the 

chromosome of one of these intrinsically colistin-resistant bacteria on to a mobile plasmid, 

which subsequently disseminated worldwide534. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.14: The plasmid-borne mcr-1 gene encodes a phosphoethanolamine transferase 

enzyme that modifies the lipid A domain of LPS and confers colistin resistance. 
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Alongside the global spread of the mcr-1 gene, a large number of genetic variants of 

the original mcr-1 resistance determinant identified have emerged and expanded 

internationally. To date, 30 functional variants of mcr-1 have been discovered, being assigned 

the classifications of mcr-1.1 up to mcr-1.30567,568. All these genetic variants share an 

overwhelming homology (approximately 99%) in their nucleotide sequences with mcr-1, 

differing by only a few amino acids at most, and hence, the protein products of the resistance 

determinants all have similar functionality in terms of conferring colistin resistance as the 

MCR-1 enzyme569. However, the mediators of transmissible resistance to polymyxins have also 

extended more distantly from the original mcr-1 gene, with the existence of nine other genetic 

homologues of mcr-1 reported presently: mcr-2, mcr-3, mcr-4, mcr-5, mcr-6, mcr-7, mcr-8, 

mcr-9 and mcr-10 (Table 1.5)570–578. 

Table 1.5: Characteristics of the mcr genes that confer colistin resistance 

Gene Size Variants First Identification 
Protein sequence 
identity to MCR-1 

mcr-1 2600 bp 30 E. coli, Pig, China, 2015 100% 

mcr-2 1617 bp 7 E. coli, Cattle/Pig, Belgium, 2016 99% 

mcr-3 1626 bp 41 E. coli, Pig, China, 2017 76-85% 

mcr-4 1626 bp 6 S. enterica, Pig, Italy, 2017 82-99% 

mcr-5 1644 bp 4 
S. enterica Paratyphi B, Poultry, 

Germany, 2017 
36% 

mcr-6 1617 bp 1 Moraxella species, Pig, U.K., 2017 88% (c.f. MCR-2) 

mcr-7 1620 bp 1 K. pneumoniae, Poultry, China, 2018 69-81% 

mcr-8 1698 bp 5 K. pneumoniae, Pig/Human, China, 2018 31% 

mcr-9 2661 bp 3 
S. enterica Typhimurium, Human, 

U.S.A., 2019 
84% 

mcr-10 1620 bp 1 
Enterobacter roggenkampii, Human, 

China, 2020 
83% (c.f. MCR-9) 

 

Although all 10 known mcr alleles encode PEtN transferase enzymes, the similarity in 

their amino acid identity compared with mcr-1 can vary substantially, indicating that they may 

have originated from disparate genetic sources. The gene products from mcr-2 and mcr-6 

share the greatest degree of protein homology with MCR-1, with an amino acid identity of 

between 88% and 99%541,579,580. In contrast, the MCR-3, MCR-4, MCR-7 and MCR-9 enzymes 

translated from their respective mcr genes have a high degree of structural resemblance to 

each other, but less homology with MCR-1 (amino acid identity between 69% and 82%)392,581. 

In fact, the genes encoding these resistance determinants can even differ significantly in size, 

from the smallest allele mcr-2 (1617 bp) through to the largest allele mcr-9 (2661 bp)577,579. The 

impact of these differences in gene/protein sequences on the PEtN transferase activity of the 
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enzymes, and their capacity to induce colistin non-susceptibility, is not entirely understood. 

Uniquely and surprisingly, however, it has been found that simply the presence of the mcr-9 

gene does not necessarily confer polymyxin resistance in clinical isolates, despite it being 

possible to produce a functional lipid A-modifying protein from the gene under laboratory 

conditions582,583. It is hypothesised that mcr-9 may be a silent, inducible gene that is expressed 

under certain environmental conditions, although this is yet to be demonstrably proven584. 

Despite this, the mcr-9 gene is one of the most widely disseminated mcr homologue detected 

in clinical isolates, along with mcr-1 and mcr-3585–587. In contrast, the mcr-2 and mcr-5 genes 

are rarely identified in nature, and are therefore viewed as infrequent members of the mcr 

family588.  

As with mcr-1, all the resistance determinants mcr-2 to mcr-10 can have genetic 

variants that are almost identical to the original, parental genes, with minimal amino acid 

alterations. The number of these variants can dramatically differ amongst the mcr alleles – for 

instance, there are 41 known genetic variants of mcr-3 (mcr-3.1 to mcr-3.41), 7 variants of 

mcr-2 (mcr-2.1 to mcr-2.7), but only single variants of mcr-6 (mcr-6.1) and mcr-7 (mcr-

7.1)589–593. The mcr genes can be borne on a wide range of mobile plasmid types in a diverse 

panel of Enterobacteriaceae bacteria. However, certain mcr alleles are preferentially 

harboured on specific plasmids and more commonly identified in particular Gram-negative 

species. For example, the mcr-3 and mcr-7.1 genes are especially closely associated with 

Aeromonas strains594,595. Similarly, mcr-2 is typically carried on IncX4 plasmids, while mcr-9 

is often found being transported on mobile IncHI2 plasmids596,597. Concerningly, these 

plasmids can encode many other determinants of antibiotic resistance along with mcr genes, 

including mediators of beta-lactam and fluoroquinolone non-susceptibility; the mobility of 

such plasmids has the potential to be devastating for the spread of antimicrobial resistance 

and global public health598,599. Moreover, there have been studies demonstrating that mcr 

genes can integrate into the chromosome of E. coli, rendering the strain intrinsically resistant 

to polymyxin drugs600,601. The ever-increasing possibility of this occurring as a widespread 

phenomenon in nature as the prevalence of mcr resistance determinants expands globally 

poses a worrisome threat to the continued efficacy of colistin as an antibiotic of last-resort. 

1.5.4 Prevalence of colistin resistance in P. aeruginosa 

Resistance to polymyxin antibiotics in P. aeruginosa strains is mediated almost 

exclusively by chromosomal mutations in two-component systems, with extremely rare 

reports of mcr carriage in this Gram-negative bacteria602,603. Over the last two decades, there 

have been extensive studies investigating the incidence of colistin non-susceptibility amongst 

clinical P. aeruginosa human isolates, with the majority concluding that resistance to the last-

resort antibiotic is relatively infrequent. Perhaps the most significant of these investigations 
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are two studies from the SENTRY Antimicrobial Surveillance Program conducted ten years 

apart, in 2001 and again in 2011, where the prevalence of colistin resistance was assessed in 

P. aeruginosa isolates from distinct geographic areas604,605. In both these studies, polymyxin 

non-susceptibility was defined according to the interpretative criteria established by the 

Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) as a minimum inhibitory concentration 

(MIC) greater than the susceptibility breakpoint of 2 µg/ml606. Among 80 P. aeruginosa 

bloodstream isolates in the 2001 report, there were no reports of resistance to colistin or 

polymyxin B at all, with 100% of strains tested displaying susceptibility to the antibiotic604. By 

the time the SENTRY study was repeated in 2011, the scope of the investigation had expanded 

markedly, and on this occasion, the incidence of colistin resistance was determined in 9,130 

P. aeruginosa strains isolated from various infection sites (blood, respiratory tract, skin/soft 

tissue) in patients spread globally across Europe, the U.S.A., Latin-America and the Asia-

Pacific region. In this instance, 0.4% of the bacterial strains exhibited non-susceptibility to 

colistin, indicating that resistance to the polymyxin drug may have risen slightly in the decade 

between the two studies, but not to a clinically-threatening level605. 

In addition to the SENTRY Program reports, there have been several smaller studies 

that have found similar rates of colistin resistance in P. aeruginosa clinical strains worldwide. 

For example, in a 2003 survey of 417 P. aeruginosa samples isolated from CF patients in 17 

hospitals across the U.K., colistin non-susceptibility, defined as an MIC value greater than 2 

µg/ml by the British Society of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy (BSAC), was identified in only 13 

strains (3.1%)607,608. Likewise, when the polymyxin susceptibility of 77 multi-drug resistant P. 

aeruginosa clinical isolates from intensive care unit patients in Canada in 2008 was 

measured, just 4% of strains were classified as being resistant to colistin609. In 2010, an 

investigation at a military burn centre in the U.S.A. revealed that out of 703 P. aeruginosa 

clinical strains, only a single isolate exhibited colistin non-susceptibility – a prevalence of 

0.14%610. As part of the 2011 COMPACT surveillance study, 175 carbapenem-resistant strains 

of P. aeruginosa were isolated from patients across 16 hospitals in Spain and susceptibility to 

colistin assessed; 6 isolates (0.6%) were found to be resistant to the polymyxin antibiotic611. 

More recently, two surveys in South Korea (2017) and Iran (2020) reported incidence rates of 

colistin non-susceptibility amongst clinical P. aeruginosa samples at 7.4% (16 out of 215 

strains) and 3.96% (4 out of 101 strains) respectively612,613. Together, all these studies 

demonstrate that although resistance to polymyxins amongst certain Gram-negative 

pathogens (e.g. Enterobacteriaceae) is a worsening crisis, actually the incidence of colistin 

non-susceptibility observed clinically in P. aeruginosa strains fortunately continues to be low. 
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1.6 Colistin treatment failure in P. aeruginosa infections 

Whilst colistin resistance in P. aeruginosa conferred by LPS modifications arising 

from chromosomal mutations is relatively rare, being detected diagnostically in between 0.1-

7% of clinical isolates, therapeutic failure of colistin-based antibiotic treatment strategies is 

significantly more frequent. Studies attempting to accurately quantify the efficacy of colistin 

therapy against P. aeruginosa infections are hindered by a number of different factors, 

including: the sample sizes of cohorts included in such investigations are often small, patients 

recruited are typically critically ill and suffering from an array of other co-morbidities, and the 

fact that colistin is commonly administered alongside various additional antibiotics in 

treatment regimens274,278,308. Furthermore, there are important ethical considerations 

regarding the appropriateness of performing randomised controlled clinical trials comparing 

colistin interventions with a placebo, when there is a possibility of saving patient lives using 

the polymyxin antibiotic. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, the incidence of colistin 

treatment failure has been assessed in ten key studies since 2003 (Table 1.6)361,614–622. 

 

Table 1.6: Efficacy of colistin treatment against infections caused by P. aeruginosa 

Year 
Route of 

Administration 
Location 

Number of 
Patients 

Treatment 
Failure Rate† 

2003 Intravenous Intensive Care Unit, Athens, Greece 18 50% 

2003 Intravenous Intensive Care Unit, Pittsburgh, U.S.A. 23 39% 

2007 Intravenous Cancer Centre, Houston, U.S.A. 18 67% 

2008 
Intravenous 

Calgary Health Region, Alberta, Canada 
12 50% 

Nebulised 12 42% 

2010 Intravenous Intensive Care Unit, Athens, Greece 68 25% 

2012 Nebulised 13 Cystic Fibrosis Centres, Italy 97 32% 

2012 Nebulised Intensive Care Unit, Paris, France 145 37% 

2014 Nebulised 35 Centres across the U.K., Russia and Ukraine 73 49% 

2019 Nebulised Bronchiectasis Outpatient Clinic, A Coruña, Spain 67 60% 

2020 Intravenous Academic Tertiary Care Hospital, Kochi, India 3 67% 

†Treatment failure: lack of microbiological clearance, exacerbation, poor clinical outcome or death 

 

The largest of these studies investigating the effectiveness of intravenous colistin 

administration was carried out in 68 patients hospitalised with P. aeruginosa infections in an 

intensive care unit in Greece. Amongst these individuals, therapeutic strategies involving the 

use of colistin failed to cure the infection in 17 cases (25%), with all these patients experiencing 

a deterioration of symptoms617. In fact, this rate of treatment failure is somewhat low in 

comparison to the incidence of colistin therapeutic failure reported in similar studies across 

the world. For example in an earlier survey, again in Greece, of 18 critically-ill individuals 
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suffering from multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa bloodstream infections, only half of the 

patients achieved a favourable therapeutic response or outcome when administered colistin361. 

Likewise, in three studies across North America, where intravenous colistin was used in the 

treatment of 23 postoperative patients, 18 cancer patients and 12 general medicine patients 

with diverse types of P. aeruginosa infection, the frequency of therapeutic failure (defined as 

no microbiological response, no clinical response or patient death) was 39%, 67% and 50% 

respectively614–616. Although these figures all arise from investigations in high-income 

countries, the incidence of colistin treatment failure is also thought to be similar in 

lower/middle-income countries, with a recent small study in India reporting intravenous 

administration of the polymyxin antibiotic failed to achieve a clinical cure in 67% of P. 

aeruginosa infections622. 

It was thought that the use of aerosolised colistin for the treatment of P. aeruginosa 

lung infections (e.g. in CF patients/VAP) via an inhaled route of administration may improve 

the therapeutic efficacy of this important last-resort antibiotic, potentially by ensuring 

increased concentrations of the polymyxin drug are present at the site of infection304. 

However, data from two large clinical trials conducted in 2012 does not appear to support this 

idea, with high rates of colistin treatment failure of P. aeruginosa infections observed in spite 

of the antibiotic being delivered in a nebulised form directly into the lungs. The first of these 

trials, which recruited 97 individuals with CF from 13 clinical centres across Italy, found that 

31 patients (32%) experienced treatment failure and were not P. aeruginosa-free 180 days 

post-colistin administration618. Analogously, in the second trial on 145 patients with VAP 

caused by sensitive or multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa strains, it was discovered that the 

infection was not cured by aerosolised colistin-based therapies in 54 individuals – a treatment 

failure rate of 37%619. Two studies, also predominantly performed in Europe but with smaller 

cohort sizes, identified comparable levels of therapeutic failure following clinical utilisation of 

nebulised colistin – in 73 patients with bronchiectasis and chronic P. aeruginosa infection, 

the polymyxin treatment failed and an exacerbation occurred in 36 individuals (49%; placebo-

controlled group had therapeutic failure in 59% of patients), while in 67 adults with non-CF 

bronchiectasis, P. aeruginosa was not eradicated from the sputum in 40 cases (60%) even 

after 12 months of aerosolised colistin administration620,621. 

Together, all these studies convincingly demonstrate that colistin use against P. 

aeruginosa, regardless of the route by which it is administered, is associated with high levels 

of treatment failure (25-67%). Considering that the polymyxin drug is an antibiotic of last-

resort, and almost exclusively utilised clinically as the final option to keep infected individuals 

alive, this significant rate of therapeutic failure of colistin often results in an extremely poor 

prognosis for patients with P. aeruginosa infections and a high mortality rate. 
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1.7 Hypothesis and aims of the project 

There is a paradox between the low rates of colistin resistance mediated by 

chromosomal modification-induced LPS modifications observed in P. aeruginosa clinical 

isolates, and the high incidence of colistin treatment failure when the antibiotic is used 

therapeutically against P. aeruginosa infections. Thus, it is hypothesised that P. aeruginosa 

possesses alternative mechanisms other than classic antimicrobial resistance that enable the 

pathogen to survive exposure to colistin. However, efforts to comprehend and address these 

mechanisms are severely hampered by a distinct lack of understanding of the mode of action 

by which colistin damages the cellular envelope and kills bacteria. It is critical to enhance our 

knowledge of how colistin exerts its bactericidal effects, in order to design and develop novel 

treatment strategies that can increase the potency and efficacy of this vital last-resort 

antibiotic. These new therapeutic approaches will hopefully lead to urgently-required 

improvements in patient outcomes following colistin treatment. 

Therefore, this project has three key aims: 

1. To resolve the mechanism of action of colistin 

2. To understand the causes of colistin treatment failure 

3. To develop novel therapeutic strategies to enhance colistin effectiveness 
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

The bacterial isolates used in this study are listed in Table 2.1. For all experiments, 

bacteria were first grown overnight to stationary-phase; with the exception of the S. pyogenes 

isolate “GAS Mucoid” and the L. lactis isolate W2396231, every strain was grown at 37°C with 

shaking (180 r.p.m.) under aerobic conditions. In contrast, the S. pyogenes strain was grown 

statically at 37°C in 5% CO2
 and the L. lactis strain was grown statically at 30°C in air. All the 

isolates were grown overnight in Lysogeny Broth (LB; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), other 

than the Gram-positive organisms, the P. aeruginosa isolate A23 (both grown in Tryptic Soy 

Broth, TSB; BD Biosciences, USA) and the K. pneumoniae isolate KPC (grown in Brain Heart 

Infusion Broth, BHI; VWR International, USA). Routine culture of these bacteria on solid 

media was performed by supplementation of the relevant growth media described above with 

1.5% technical agar (BD Biosciences). Where necessary, these growth media were additionally 

supplemented with appropriate compounds, including: gentamicin (15 µg ml-1; Sigma-Aldrich, 

USA), tetracycline (12.5 µg ml-1; Sigma-Aldrich), chloramphenicol (25 µg ml-1; Sigma-Aldrich) 

and isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (0.5 mM unless stated otherwise; Melford Laboratories, 

USA). For enumeration of bacterial colony forming units (c.f.u.), 10-fold serial dilutions of 

bacterial cultures were plated onto Mueller-Hinton agar (MHA; Thermo Fisher Scientific). All 

inoculated agar plates were incubated overnight at 37°C statically in air. 

2.2 Determination of antibiotic MICs 

The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of the antibiotics colistin, cerulenin, 

ciprofloxacin, EDTA, tetracycline, chloramphenicol, polymyxin B, triclosan (all from Sigma-

Aldrich), CHIR-090 (Axon Medchem, Netherlands), gentamicin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 

imipenem (Fresenius Kabi, Germany), chlorhexidine (GlaxoSmithKline, UK), murepavadin 

(DC Chemicals, China) and rifampicin (Molekula Ltd., UK) against relevant bacterial strains 

were determined using the well-established broth microdilution protocol623. Briefly, a 96-well 

microtitre plate was used to prepare a range of antibiotic concentrations in 200 µl cation-

adjusted Mueller-Hinton broth (CA-MHB) through 2-fold serial dilutions. Stationary-phase 

bacteria were diluted 1000-fold in fresh CA-MHB, and 4 µl was seeded into each well of the 

microtitre plate to a final inoculum of 5 x 105 c.f.u. ml-1. Microtitre plates were incubated in air 

under static conditions at 37°C for 18 hours, except for S. pyogenes and L. lactis strains, where 

the plates were incubated in 5% CO2 or at 30°C respectively. After overnight incubation, the 

MIC was defined as the lowest antibiotic concentration at which there was no visible bacterial 

growth. In some cases, the extent of bacterial growth after the 18 hours incubation was also 
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Table 2.1: Bacterial strains used in this study 

Strain Description Source 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

PA14 Wild-type reference strain Lee et al., 2006 

PA14 algP:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for alginate regulatory protein AlgP Libertati et al., 2006 

PA14 algQ:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for alginate regulatory protein AlgP Libertati et al., 2006 

PA14 algR:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for alginate regulatory protein AlgQ Libertati et al., 2006 

PA14 algX:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for alginate biosynthesis protein AlgX Libertati et al., 2006 

PA14 algZ:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for alginate biosynthesis protein AlgZ Libertati et al., 2006 

PA14 alg44:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for alginate biosynthesis protein Alg44 Libertati et al., 2006 

PA14 pmrA:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for PmrA two-component system protein Libertati et al., 2007 

PA14 pmrB:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for PmrB two-component system protein Libertati et al., 2008 

PA14 phoP:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for PhoP two-component system protein Libertati et al., 2009 

PA14 phoQ:Tn PA14 transposon mutant defective for PhoQ two-component system protein Libertati et al., 2010 

SCT Human isolate - small colony variant This study 

MS Human isolate - mucoid strain This study 

A23 Human isolate from blood culture Medeiros et al., 1971 

AK3 Human cystic fibrosis (CF) isolate - mucoid strain This study 

AK10 Human CF isolate This study 

AK20 Human CF isolate This study 

AK6 Human CF isolate - mucoid strain This study 

AK12 Human CF isolate - mucoid strain This study 

AK8 Human CF isolate - mucoid strain This study 

AK17 Human CF isolate This study 

AK9 Human CF isolate This study 

AK14 Human CF isolate This study 

AK5 Human CF isolate - mucoid strain This study 

AK11 Human CF isolate - mucoid strain This study 

AK13 Human CF isolate This study 

AK18 Human CF isolate This study 

AK22 Human CF isolate This study 

AK1 Human CF isolate - colistin-resistant This study 

AK16 Human CF isolate - colistin-resistant This study 

AK19 Human CF isolate - resistant to colistin and murepavadin This study 

AK24 Human CF isolate - colistin-resistant This study 

Enterobacter cloacae 

IMP08 Human isolate – mcr-9-positive This study 

IMP14 Human isolate – mcr-9-positive This study 

IMP16 Human isolate – mcr-9-positive This study 

IMP48 Human isolate – mcr-9-positive This study 

IMP98 Human isolate – mcr-9-positive This study 

IMP99 Human isolate – mcr-9-positive This study 

IMP15 Human isolate – mcr-9-negative This study 

IMP40 Human isolate – mcr-9-negative This study 

IMP50 Human isolate – mcr-9-negative This study 

IMP83 Human isolate – mcr-9-negative This study 

IMP100 Human isolate – mcr-9-negative This study 
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Table 2.1 (continued): Bacterial strains used in this study 

Strain Description Source 

Klebsiella pneumoniae 

A73 Human isolate from urine culture Rasheed et al., 2000 

KPC Human isolate This study 

Escherichia coli 

CTX-M Human isolate from blood/urine Mobley et al., 1990 

UTI1 Human isolate from urine culture This study 

MC1000 pEmpty Reference strain harbouring the IPTG-inducible pDM1 plasmid Dortet et al., 2018 

MC1000 mcr-1 MC1000 strain harbouring the pDM1 plasmid encoding the mcr-1 gene Dortet et al., 2018 

KPC BM16 Human isolate - colistin-susceptible Dortet et al., 2014 

CNR 1745 Human isolate carrying mcr-1 Furniss et al., 2019 

CNR 20140385 Human isolate carrying mcr-1 Furniss et al., 2019 

CNR 1790 Human isolate carrying mcr-1 Furniss et al., 2019 

1078733 Human isolate carrying mcr-1 Wise et al., 2018 

1256822 Human isolate carrying mcr-1.5 Wise et al., 2018 

R11 Human isolate carrying mcr-2 Wise et al., 2018 

1488949 Human isolate carrying mcr-3 Wise et al., 2018 

1267171 Human isolate carrying mcr-3 Wise et al., 2018 

1266877 Human isolate carrying mcr-3.2 Wise et al., 2018 

1144230 Human isolate carrying mcr-5 Wise et al., 2018 

CNR 1728 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Dortet et al., 2014 

1195290 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Wise et al., 2018 

1272408 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Wise et al., 2018 

1262287 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Wise et al., 2018 

1252394 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Wise et al., 2018 

1150735 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Wise et al., 2018 

NCTC 13846 Chromosomal colistin-resistant human isolate Silva et al., 2019 

Burkholderia cenocepacia 

AK4 Human CF isolate - intrinsic colistin resistance This study 

AK7 Human CF isolate - intrinsic colistin resistance This study 

AK15 Human CF isolate - intrinsic colistin resistance This study 

AK23 Human CF isolate - intrinsic colistin resistance This study 

Acinetobacter baumanii 

N12 Human isolate This study 

Staphylococcus aureus 

SH1000 Wild-type reference strain Horsburgh et al., 2002 

Streptococcus pyogenes 

GAS Mucoid Human isolate – mucoid strain This study 

Lactococcus lactis 

W2396231 Non-pathogenic food-grade organism This study 
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quantified by obtaining OD595nm measurements using a Bio-Rad iMark microplate absorbance 

reader (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA). Where required, the CA-MHB growth media utilised for 

determination of MICs was also supplemented with purified E. coli/Salmonella LPS (Sigma-

Aldrich). For certain experiments, checkerboard analyses were performed by preparing 2-fold 

serial dilutions of two different antibiotics in opposite directions, creating an 8 x 8 matrix to 

assess the MICs of the antibiotics in combination. The results of these checkerboard broth 

microdilution assays were used to calculate fractional inhibitory concentration index (FICI) 

values, using the following previously described formula624: 

𝐹𝐼𝐶𝐼 =
𝑀𝐼𝐶 𝑜𝑓 "𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝐴" 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑀𝐼𝐶 𝑜𝑓 "𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝐴" 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒
+

𝑀𝐼𝐶 𝑜𝑓 "𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝐵" 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑀𝐼𝐶 𝑜𝑓 "𝐷𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝐵" 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑒
 

An FICI value of greater than 1 was interpreted as an “indifferent” effect, an FICI value that 

was between 0.5 and 1 was interpreted as an “additive” effect, and an FICI value below 0.5 was 

interpreted as “true synergy”625. 

2.3 Determination of outer membrane disruption 

In order to detect damage to the LPS-containing outer membrane (OM) of Gram-

negative bacteria, the gold-standard NPN uptake assay was utilised626. Briefly, stationary-

phase bacterial cells were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and 

resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, then diluted to an optical density (OD600nm) of 0.5 in HEPES 

buffer (5 mM, pH 7.2; Sigma-Aldrich). This suspension of bacteria was added to wells of a 

black microtitre plate with clear-bottomed wells that contained the relevant antibiotics (also 

in HEPES buffer), and the phospholipid-reactive fluorescent probe N-phenyl-1-naphtylamine 

(NPN; Acros Organics, USA) at a final concentration of 10 µM. Upon addition of bacteria, 

fluorescence was measured immediately using a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader 

(Tecan Group Ltd., Switzerland), with an excitation wavelength of 355 nm and an emission 

wavelength of 405 nm. These fluorescence measurements were obtained every 30 seconds for 

10 minutes, and the extent of OM permeabilisation, referred to as the NPN Uptake Factor, was 

calculated using the following formula: 

 
𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑁𝑃𝑁 − 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑁𝑃𝑁 

𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑆 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑁𝑃𝑁 − 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑆 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑁𝑃𝑁
 

2.4 Beta-lactamase release assay 

Cells of P. aeruginosa were grown overnight to stationary-phase in media containing 

a sub-inhibitory concentration of imipenem (2 µg ml-1), in order to induce expression of its 

endogenous beta-lactamase enzyme AmpC, as previously established627. These stationary-

phase cells were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in 
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fresh CA-MHB, then added to 3 ml CA-MHB containing the relevant antibiotics at final 

inoculum of 108 c.f.u. ml-1. The cultures were incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for 

60 minutes, and every 15 minutes, aliquots were obtained and bacteria removed by 

centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes). The resulting supernatant was recovered, of which 200 

µl was added to the wells of a microtitre plate. Nitrocefin (Abcam, UK) – a chromogenic 

cephalosporin substrate routinely used to detect and quantify the presence of beta-lactamase 

enzymes – was added to each well to a final concentration of 250 µM, and this mixture was 

incubated for 2.5 hours at room temperature628. The amount of the periplasmic beta-lactamase 

AmpC released into the supernatant was expressed by measuring absorbance at 490 nm after 

this incubation period in a Bio-Rad iMark microplate absorbance reader. 

2.5 Cytoplasmic membrane disruption of whole cells 

To measure permeabilisation of the cytoplasmic membrane (CM) of whole Gram-

negative bacteria, stationary-phase cells were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 

minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, then inoculated into 3 ml CA-MHB containing 

the relevant antibiotics at a final inoculum of 108 c.f.u. ml-1. Cultures were incubated at 37°C 

with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for up to 8 hours, and at regularly interspersed timepoints, aliquots 

(200 µl) were taken and bacteria isolated by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes). These cells 

were washed in sterile phosphate-buffer saline (PBS; VWR International) before being added 

to the wells of a black-walled microtitre plate. Propidium iodide solution (PI; Sigma-Aldrich) 

was added to each well at a final concentration of 2.5 µM, and fluorescence was measured 

immediately in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader (excitation at 535 nm, emission 

at 617 nm). To account for differences in fluorescence values arising from variations in cell 

number, the relative fluorescence unit (r.f.u.) measurements were corrected using readings of 

OD at 600 nm, with the generated number reported as the level of CM damage. 

2.6 Determination of bactericidal activity of antibiotics 

Stationary-phase bacteria were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) 

and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, before being inoculated into 3 ml CA-MHB containing 

the relevant antibiotics at a final inoculum of 108 c.f.u. ml-1. These cultures were incubated at 

37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for up to 12 hours. Every two hours, the number of surviving 

bacteria was determined by serially-diluting the cultures in 10-fold steps in 200 µl sterile PBS, 

before enumeration of c.f.u. counts by plating 10 µl of each dilution onto solid MHA media 

and subsequent overnight incubation of agar plates. 
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2.7 Determination of lysis in whole cells 

To detect cell lysis in whole Gram-negative bacteria, stationary-phase bacteria were 

washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, 

then inoculated into 3 ml CA-MHB containing the relevant antibiotics at a final inoculum of 

108 c.f.u. ml-1. The cultures were incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for up to 12 hours, 

and at regularly interspersed timepoints, 200 µl aliquots were extracted and transferred to the 

wells of a microtitre plate. Measurements of OD at 595 nm were obtained using a Bio-Rad 

iMark microplate absorbance reader. 

2.8 Emergence of colistin resistance assay 

Stationary-phase cells of P. aeruginosa were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x 

g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, before being inoculated into 3 ml CA-MHB 

containing colistin (2 µg ml-1). The cultures were incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) 

for 8 hours, and bacterial survival was determined every 2 hours as described above. After the 

8 hour incubation, the MIC of colistin against the recovered cell population was immediately 

determined by the broth microdilution protocol, as detailed above.  The recovered bacteria 

were also washed by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in LB media, 

then inoculated into 3 ml LB media and grown overnight to stationary-phase at 37°C with 

shaking (180 r.p.m.). This re-grown population was exposed to colistin (2 µg ml-1) for a second 

time, and bacterial viability was again measured over an 8 hour incubation. After this second 

antibiotic exposure, the colistin MIC against the surviving cell population was determined 

once again, before these bacteria were grown overnight to stationary-phase and exposed to 

colistin for a third time, with associated measurements of viability and the colistin MIC of the 

recovered population obtained as before. 

2.9 Zone of inhibition assay 

Stationary-phase bacteria were diluted in fresh CA-MHB to an inoculum of 106 c.f.u. 

ml-1 and 60 µl of this bacterial culture was spread across the surface of a CA-MHA plate. After 

allowing the plates to air-dry, wells measuring 10 mm in diameter were made in the agar. For 

some experiments, these wells were filled with the spent supernatant extracted from bacterial 

cultures exposed to colistin as described above. Recovery of these spent culture supernatants 

was performed after centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) of colistin-treated bacteria. In 

certain cases, fresh colistin was added to the spent culture supernatant and incubated for 4 

hours at 37°C with end-over-end rotation, before the wells in the agar plate were filled with 

this mixture. For other assays, the extracted culture supernatant was pre-treated with heat 

(80°C, 20 minutes) and allowed to cool prior to the addition of fresh colistin. Where relevant, 
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antibiotics were added directly into the agar plate wells, either in CA-MHB alone or after 4 

hours incubation (37°C, end-over-end rotation) in the presence of purified E. coli/Salmonella 

LPS. The CA-MHA plates with filled wells were incubated statically in air at 37°C for 18 hours, 

and the zone of growth inhibition around each well was measured at 4 perpendicular points. 

A standard plot was generated that enabled inhibitory zone size to be converted to percentage 

antibiotic activity using a previously established method629. 

2.10 Fluorescent labelling of polymyxin compounds 

The antibiotics colistin, polymyxin B and polymyxin B nonapeptide (PMBN, Sigma-

Aldrich) were labelled with the fluorophore BoDipy FL SE D2184 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

by combining 250 µl of the polymyxin drugs (10 mg ml-1) with 100 µl of the BoDipy NHS ester 

compound (10 mg ml-1 in DMSO) and 650 µl of sodium bicarbonate (0.2 M, pH 8.5)630. This 

mixture was incubated statically at 37°C for 2 hours. BoDipy molecules that had not bound to 

the antibiotics were removed by dialysis using a Float-A-Lyser G2 dialysis device (Spectrum 

Laboratories, USA) with a molecular weight cut-off of 0.5 kDa.  Dialysis was carried out against 

sterile distilled water at 4°C, which was changed four times over the course of a 24 hour period 

of dialysis. Successful labelling of the three polymyxin compounds with a single fluorescent 

BoDipy molecule was verified by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. In addition, the impact of 

BoDipy-labelling on the antibiotic activity of colistin and polymyxin B was measured using the 

broth microdilution MIC protocol detailed above. 

2.11 Determination of antibiotic binding to bacterial cells 

Stationary-phase bacteria were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) 

and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, then inoculated at a final density of 108 c.f.u. ml-1 into 3 

ml CA-MHB containing fluorescently-labelled BoDipy-colistin, BoDipy-polymyxin B, or 

BoDipy-PMBN, either alone or in combination with other relevant antibiotics. The cultures 

were incubated for up to 8 hours at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.), and every 2 hours bacteria 

were recovered by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and the spent supernatant separately 

extracted. Pelleted bacterial cells were washed thoroughly by four rounds of centrifugation 

(12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB to remove any BoDipy-labelled 

antibiotic molecules that were not attached to bacteria. The amount of the BoDipy-polymyxin 

compounds bound to the bacteria or remaining in the culture supernatant was quantified by 

measuring fluorescence of the samples (200 µl) in a black-walled microtitre plate, with a Tecan 

Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader (excitation at 490 nm, emission at 525 nm). Relative 

fluorescence values were corrected using OD600nm measurements to account for variations in 

cell density. Binding of the BoDipy-labelled antibiotics to bacterial cells was also observed by 

fluorescence microscopy, as described in the relevant section below. 
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2.12 Determination of membrane lipid release from bacteria 

Stationary-phase bacteria were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) 

and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, before being inoculated into 3 ml CA-MHB containing 

the relevant antibiotics at a final inoculum of 108 c.f.u. ml-1. Cultures were incubated at 37°C 

with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for 8 hours, and every 2 hours, spent culture supernatants were 

recovered following centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes). Extracted supernatants (200 µl) 

were mixed with 5 µl of FM-4-64 styryl dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a final concentration 

of 5 µg ml-1 in the wells of a black-walled microtitre plate631. Fluorescence was measured using 

a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader (excitation at 565 nm, emission at 660 nm) to 

quantify the concentration of membrane phospholipids shed into the supernatant. 

2.13 Bacterial growth assay 

Stationary-phase bacteria were diluted 1000-fold in fresh CA-MHB, before 4 µl was 

seeded at a final inoculum of 5 x 105 c.f.u. ml-1 into the wells of a microtitre plate containing 

200 µl CA-MHB and the relevant antibiotics. The microtitre plate was incubated in a Tecan 

Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for up to 24 hours, 

with measurements of OD600nm obtained every 15 minutes. In some cases, bacterial doubling 

times during logarithmic phase growth were calculated from the generated growth curves. 

2.14 Limulus amebocyte lysate assay 

The concentration of LPS present in a variety of samples (spent culture supernatants, 

OM extracts of whole cells, spheroplasts) was quantified using the diagnostic gold-standard 

chromogenic Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific), as previously 

described632,633. All samples (50 µl) were first equilibrated to 37°C and loaded into the wells of 

a microtitre plate at the same temperature. LAL reagent (50 µl) – containing the lyophilised 

lysate prepared from the circulating amebocytes of the horseshoe crab Limulus polyphemus – 

was added to each well, before the mixture was incubated statically at 37°C for 10 minutes. A 

colourless chromogenic substrate solution (100 µl, 2 mM) – Ac-Ile-Glu-Ala-Arg-pNA – was 

added to each well, and the microtitre plate was again incubated statically at 37°C for a further 

6 minutes. The enzymatic reaction was stopped by adding 50 µl of 25% acetic acid to each well. 

The release of yellow p-Nitroaniline (pNA) from the chromogenic substrate was determined 

photometrically by measuring absorbance at 405 nm in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell 

plate reader. A standard curve was generated using known concentrations of an E. coli LPS 

stock solution, which enabled the conversion of A405nm values into LPS concentrations. In 

several cases, samples had to be serially diluted in 10-fold steps in endotoxin-free water to 

accurately measure LPS levels within the range of the generated standard curve. 
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2.15 LPS detection/quantification by silver staining 

LPS was extracted from culture supernatants and visualised on 12% SDS-PAGE gels 

using previously established protocols634. Stationary-phase bacteria (1 ml) were washed twice 

by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, then inoculated 

into 9 ml CA-MHB containing the relevant antibiotics at a final inoculum of 108 c.f.u. ml-1. The 

bacterial cultures were incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for 2, 4, 6 or 8 hours, 

before 9 ml of spent culture supernatant was recovered following centrifugation (3,270 x g, 30 

minutes). This supernatant was filter-sterilised using a 0.2 µm filter to ensure removal of any 

bacterial cells. Absolute ethanol (30 ml) was added to the spent supernatants, and these mixed 

samples were placed at -20°C for 30 minutes to allow complete precipitation to occur. The 

precipitate was then pelleted by centrifugation (3,270 x g, 30 minutes) and resuspended in 

500 µl Laemmli buffer (Sigma-Aldrich). Any precipitated protein was removed by digesting 

with proteinase K (50 µg, Sigma-Aldrich) overnight, before 25 µl of each sample was run on 

an acrylamide mini-gel system. Electrophoresis was carried out at 12 mA in the stacking gel, 

and 25 mA in the separating gel. 

The ultrafast silver staining method was used to visualise LPS preparations subjected 

to SDS-PAGE635. Once run, the gel was first oxidised using a 200 ml solution of 40% ethanol-

5% acetic acid containing 0.7% sodium periodate (Sigma-Aldrich), incubated with the gel at 

room temperature for 20 minutes. The gel was then washed three times (5 minutes each time) 

with distilled water. Fresh silver staining solution was prepared by first adding 4 ml 

concentrated ammonium hydroxide to 56 ml sodium hydroxide (0.1 M), before adding a 

further 200 ml of distilled water. Silver nitrate (20% w/v, 10 ml) was then added in drops 

whilst stirring, before the final addition of 30 ml distilled water. This silver staining solution 

was then used to stain the oxidised and washed gel for 10 minutes, with the gel subsequently 

washed in distilled water another three times (5 minutes each time). The silver stained gel was 

developed with 200 ml of distilled water containing formaldehyde (100 µl of a 37% w/v 

solution) and 10 mg of citric acid, with development stopped using a 10% acetic acid solution. 

The gel was then washed once in distilled water and imaged using a Bio-Rad Gel Doc EZ 

Imager (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The intensity of the silver-stained LPS bands was quantified 

through densitometry, using the FIJI/ImageJ software as previously detailed636. 

2.16 Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscope images of bacterial cells were acquired in collaboration 

with Dr. Anna Klöckner, Dr. Michele Becce and Professor Molly Stevens (Imperial College 

London). Stationary-phase bacteria were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 

minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, then inoculated into 3 ml CA-MHB containing 
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the relevant antibiotics. The cultures were incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for 2 

hours, after which time 25 µl samples were spotted onto a silicon chip (University Wafer, USA) 

and allowed to air-dry. The samples were fixed using glutaraldehyde (2.5% in 0.01 M PBS) at 

room temperature for 30 minutes, and the chip was then washed three times in 0.01 M PBS. 

The sample was dehydrated with increasing concentrations of ethanol (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 

90% and 100%) – used for 5 minutes each time – before the application of a coating of 15 nm 

chromium (Quorum Technologies, UK). Images of bacterial cells were obtained using a LEO 

Gemini 1525 field emission gun (FEG) scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy 

GmbH, Germany). 

2.17 Isolation of CHIR-090 resistant mutants 

Stationary-phase cells of P. aeruginosa PA14 were washed twice by centrifugation 

(12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, before they were diluted 10-fold 

in CA-MHB to a final inoculum of 108 c.f.u. ml-1. A 100 µl sample of this inoculum was spread 

across the surface of a CA-MHA plate, and a well measuring 10 mm in diameter was made in 

the centre of these agar plates. This well was filled with 130 µl of CHIR-090 (8 µg ml-1), and 

incubated statically at 37°C in air for 18 hours. Mutants with spontaneous resistance to CHIR-

090 were isolated by picking colonies that had grown within the zone of inhibition around the 

well, and grown overnight in LB to stationary-phase. These mutant strains were re-exposed to 

CHIR-090 (8 µg ml-1) in a well as described above to confirm that the bacteria had a reduced 

susceptibility to the LpxC inhibitor. Measurements of bacterial growth, antibiotic MIC and cell 

survival were obtained as detailed in the relevant sections to characterise the properties of the 

CHIR-090-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates. 

2.18 Determination of surface LPS levels with BoDipy-PMBN 

The amount of LPS in the OM of bacterial whole cells and in the CM of spheroplasts 

was detected and quantified using the BoDipy-labelled form of the compound PMBN as an 

LPS-specific probe. Samples of whole cells or spheroplasts (10 ml) – pre-exposed to relevant 

antibiotics in CA-MHB as described in other sections – were centrifuged for 20 minutes at 4°C 

(3,270 x g for whole cells, 2,000 x g for spheroplasts) and fixed by resuspending in 10 ml of 

4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (with 20% sucrose added for spheroplasts). After fixation for 1 

hour at room temperature, samples were washed twice by centrifugation (3,270 x g, 4°C, 20 

minutes) and re-suspension in 10 ml Tris buffer (0.03 M, pH 8.0; Sigma-Aldrich). BoDipy-

PMBN was added at final concentration of 7 µg ml-1 and the fixed bacterial suspensions were 

incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.). To remove any BoDipy-PMBN 

molecules that were not bound to the cell surface, fixed bacteria were washed twice as stated 

above. The amount of BoDipy-PMBN bound to the surface of whole cells/spheroplasts was 
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assessed by seeding 200 µl samples into the wells of a black-walled microtitre plate, and 

measuring fluorescence in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader (excitation at 490 

nm, emission at 525 nm). To account for differences in relative fluorescence arising from 

variations in cell density, r.f.u. values were corrected for using OD600nm readings. The extent of 

BoDipy-PMBN binding to the bacterial surface was additionally visualised by fluorescence 

microscopy, as described below. 

2.19 Phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy 

For visualisation of fixed whole bacteria or spheroplasts by phase-contrast/fluorescent 

microscopy, a 5 µl sample of cells was spotted onto a thin 1.2% agarose gel patch prepared in 

distilled water on a microscope slide. Bacteria were imaged using an Axio Imager.A2 Zeiss 

Microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH) at 1000x magnification with an oil immersion 

objective lens, and processed with the associated ZEN 2012 software. Where relevant, analysis 

of cell length:width ratios was performed using the FIJI/ImageJ software to measure the size 

of two perpendicular lines drawn through the centre of bacteria. For all microscopy-based 

experiments, all images were acquired and processed using identical settings throughout. 

2.20 Generation of spheroplasts 

Bacterial spheroplasts lacking on OM and cell wall were produced through a previously 

described and well-established protocol637. Stationary-phase whole cells were washed twice by 

centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, then inoculated at 

a final density of 108 c.f.u. ml-1 into 9 ml CA-MHB, containing the relevant antibiotics where 

required. Cultures were incubated with shaking (180 r.p.m.) at 37°C for 2 hours, before the 

bacteria were washed twice by centrifugation (3,270 x g, 20 minutes, 4°C) and resuspension 

first into 10 ml Tris buffer (0.03 M, pH 8.0), and subsequently into Tris buffer containing 20% 

sucrose. EDTA (250 µl, 10 mg ml-1) and lysozyme (1 ml, 10 mg ml-1; Roche, Switzerland) were 

added to remove the OM and cell wall structures respectively, and this cell suspension was 

incubated for 1 hour in a water bath shaker at 30°C. Next, trypsin (500 µl, 10 mg ml-1; Sigma-

Aldrich) was added, and the mixture incubated at 30°C for a further 15 minutes in a water bath 

shaker. The resulting spheroplasts formed were harvested by mild centrifugation (2,000 x g, 

20 minutes, 4°C), and the supernatant containing the extracted OM isolated for later analysis. 

2.21 Confirmation of successful spheroplast formation 

The successful removal of the OM from whole cells during spheroplasts conversion was 

validated by demonstrating the loss of fluorescently-labelled outer membrane proteins. Whole 

bacterial cells in stationary-phase were washed twice by centrifugation (12,300 x g, 3 minutes) 

and resuspension in fresh CA-MHB, before inoculation into 9 ml CA-MHB at a final density of 
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108 c.f.u. ml-1. After this incubation period, proteins in the OM of the bacteria were labelled 

with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC; Sigma-Aldrich) using a previously described method – 

cells were washed twice by centrifugation (3,270 x g, 20 minutes, 4°C) and resuspension in 10 

ml Labelling Buffer (50 mM Na2CO3, 100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0), FITC at a final concentration of 

0.5 mg ml-1 was added, and the mixture incubated statically at room temperature for 30 

minutes638. Fluorescently-labelled whole cells were washed three times by centrifugation 

(3,270 x g, 20 minutes, 4°C) and resuspension in 10 ml Tris buffer (0.03 M, pH 8.0) containing 

20% sucrose. At this point, 1 ml of FITC-tagged bacteria was extracted, centrifuged (12,300 x 

g, 3 minutes), and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The remaining 9 ml cell suspension 

was converted into spheroplasts as detailed above, before 1 ml of these spheroplasts was fixed 

in the same manner as with whole cells. The amount of FITC fluorescence on the surface of 

whole bacteria and spheroplasts was observed by fluorescence microscopy (as described 

above), and quantified by seeding 200 µl samples of the fixed cell suspensions into the wells 

of a black-walled microtitre plate, and measuring fluorescence in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro 

multiwell plate reader (excitation at 490 nm, emission at 525 nm). Successful conversion of 

whole cells into spheroplasts was also confirmed by measuring the length:width ratio of 

bacteria after phase-contrast microscopy, and showing lysis of spheroplasts in the absence of 

the sucrose osmoprotective environment, with these assays described in the relevant sections. 

2.22 Lipidomic analysis by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

To determine LPS concentrations or modifications in whole bacterial cells (grown to 

stationary-phase in liquid culture, or obtained directly from an agar plate) or spheroplasts, a 

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry 

approach was utilised in collaboration with Katheryn Hagart and Dr. Gerald Larrouy-Maumus 

(Imperial College London)639. Whole cell/spheroplast samples were washed and resuspended 

in ddH2O (200 µl), before a mild acid hydrolysis was performed to enrich for lipid A via the 

addition of 200 µl of 2% (v/v) acetic acid in ddH2O and incubation at 100°C for 30 minutes640. 

Acid-treated bacteria were recovered by centrifugation (17,000 x g, 2 minutes), and the pellet 

was washed then resuspended in 50 µl of ultrapure water. A 0.5 µl sample of this suspension 

was loaded immediately onto a target plate and overlaid with 1.2 µl of a matrix consisting of 

9H-Pyrido[3,4-B]indole (Norharmane; Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 90:10 (v/v) chloroform-

methanol at a final concentration of 10 mg ml-1. The bacterial suspension and matrix were 

mixed on the target before gentle drying under air at room temperature. A MALDI Biotyper 

Sirius system (Bruker Daltonics, USA) was then used for MALDI-TOF mass spectrometric 

analysis, using the linear negative-ion mode as described previously641. Manual peak picking 

at masses relevant to phospholipids or lipid A was performed on the mass spectra obtained, 

and the corresponding signal intensities at these defined masses was determined. Peaks were 
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only considered if their ratio of signal:noise was more than 5. To determine the relative 

abundance of LPS, the sum of the area under the lipid A peaks was divided by the sum of the 

area under a representative phosphatidylglycerol phospholipid peak (PG 34:2). To determine 

the ratio of modified lipid A:unmodified lipid A, the area under cationically-modified 

(pEtN/L-Ara4N) peaks was divided by the area under peaks for native, unaltered lipid A. 

2.23 Determination of CM disruption/lysis in spheroplasts 

Bacterial spheroplasts, pre-exposed or not to the relevant antibiotics, were generated 

as detailed above, then washed by centrifugation (4,000 x g, 5 minutes) and resuspension in 

1 ml Tris buffer (0.03 M, pH 8.0) containing 20% sucrose. To measure antibiotic-induced CM 

permeabilisation in these spheroplasts, 20 µl samples were added in the wells of a black-walled 

microtitre plate to 180 µl Tris buffer containing 20% sucrose, the relevant antibiotics/chemical 

compounds, and the fluorescent dye PI at a final concentration of 0.25 µM. The microtitre 

plate was incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for up to 18 hours in a Tecan Infinite 

200 Pro multiwell plate reader. Every 15 minutes, fluorescence was measured (excitation at 

535 nm, emission at 617 nm) to quantify the extent of PI uptake as a marker of CM damage. 

To detect antibiotic-triggered spheroplast lysis, the cell forms were exposed to the relevant 

drugs in a microtitre plate as described above, and every 15 minutes, readings of OD at 600 

nm were obtained. 

2.24 Determination of membrane fluidity 

The fluidity of the OM of whole bacterial cells and the CM of spheroplasts was assessed 

by the gold-standard technique using the fluorescent dye Laurdan (Sigma-Aldrich), as 

described previously642. Stationary-phase whole cells or spheroplasts generated as detailed 

above were washed, and 500 µl samples were incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature in 

Tris buffer (0.03 M, pH 8.0, with 20% sucrose added for spheroplasts) containing Laurdan at 

a final concentration of 100 µM. After the incubation, samples were washed by three rounds 

of centrifugation (4,000 x g, 5 minutes) and resuspension in Tris buffer. Washed cells (200 

µl) were transferred to the wells of a black-walled microtitre plate, and fluorescence from 

Laurdan measured in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader (excitation at 330 nm, 

emission at both 460 nm and 500 nm). The degree of membrane fluidity was determined by 

calculating the Generalised Polarisation (GP) based on r.f.u. values using the formula: 

𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 460 𝑛𝑚 − 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 500 𝑛𝑚

𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 460 𝑛𝑚 + 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 500 𝑛𝑚
 

The higher the GP value, the more rigid the membrane was – with altered water penetration 

into the membrane affecting the fluorescence of the Laurdan dye. 
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2.25 Determination of membrane charge 

The net electrostatic charge of the OM of whole bacteria and the CM of spheroplasts 

was measured by a well-established approach using FITC-labelled Poly-L-Lysine (PLL; Sigma-

Aldrich)643. Samples (300 µl) of whole cells or spheroplasts produced as described above were 

washed and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes in Tris buffer (0.03 M, pH 8.0, 

with 20% sucrose added for spheroplasts) containing FITC-PLL at a final concentration of 20 

µg ml-1. To remove any FITC-PLL that had not bound to the cellular surface, the samples were 

washed thoroughly by three rounds of centrifugation (4,000 x g, 5 minutes) and resuspension 

in Tris buffer. Washed cells (200 µl) were seeded into the wells of a black-walled microtitre 

plate, and the amount of FITC-PLL attached to the samples was quantified by measuring the 

fluorescence in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader (excitation at 490 nm, emission 

at 525 nm). The less FITC-PLL binding to the surface of whole cells/spheroplasts, the more 

positively-charged the membrane was – with the cationic FITC fluorophore having reduced 

affinity for the membrane bilayer. 

2.26 Population analysis profiling 

Bacteria were incubated in liquid LB media at 37°C overnight with shaking (180 r.p.m.) 

to reach stationary-phase growth, and then serially-diluted in 10-fold steps in sterile PBS. 

From each of these dilutions, 10 µl was plated onto CA-MHA plates containing increasing 

concentrations of colistin (0, 4, 16 and 64 µg ml-1). The colistin-containing agar plates were 

incubated at 37°C statically for 24 hours, before enumeration of the surviving cells at each 

colistin concentration by c.f.u. counts. 

2.27 Luria-Delbrück fluctuation test assays 

Stationary-phase bacterial cultures grown overnight were diluted and seeded into the 

wells of a microtitre plate containing 200 µl CA-MHB such that each well was inoculated, on 

average, with 0.5 cells. The microtitre plate was incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) 

in a Tecan Infinite 200 Pro multiwell plate reader for, as required, 10 hours (to the start of 

logarithmic phase), 14 hours (to mid-logarithmic phase), 18 hours (to early stationary phase), 

or 24 hours (to late stationary phase). Bacteria from every well in which growth had occurred 

were serially-diluted in 10-fold steps in sterile PBS, and 10 µl of these dilutions was plated on 

CA-MHA plates containing the relevant concentration of colistin (4, 16 or 64 µg ml-1). The agar 

plates were incubated statically at 37°C for 24 hours, after which time the number of bacteria 

capable of tolerating colistin exposure from each individual population grown from a single 

cell was established based on c.f.u. counts. 
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2.28 Bacterial competition experiments 

The relative fitness of the E. coli MC1000 strain carrying the plasmid-borne mcr-1 

colistin resistance gene was compared to MC1000 bacteria harbouring only an empty plasmid 

control by means of a well-established growth competition assay644. Stationary-phase cultures 

of both strains were mixed in a 1:1 ratio, diluted 1ooo-fold in 3 ml LB broth (containing 0.5 

mM IPTG or 250 mM IPTG), and incubated at 37°C with shaking (180 r.p.m.) for 24 hours. 

After this incubation period, the mixed culture was again diluted 1000-fold into 3 ml LB 

containing either 0.5 mM or 250 mM IPTG, and re-incubated for another 24 hours at 37°C 

with shaking (180 r.p.m.) to initiate a second growth cycle. This procedure was repeated on a 

further two occasions, such that the competition experiment was conducted over 4 growth 

cycles lasting 96 hours. At the half-way stage of each growth cycle (i.e. at 12, 36, 60 and 84 

hours), samples of the mixed culture were extracted and serially-diluted in 10-fold steps in 

sterile PBS. These serial dilutions (10 µl) were plated onto CA-MHA plates containing no 

colistin, as well as CA-MHA plates containing colistin at a final concentration of 2 µg ml-1. 

Following incubation of the agar plates statically at 37°C overnight, c.f.u. counts were 

enumerated, and the competitive index (CI) value – a numerical read-out of the relative fitness 

of the mcr-1 strain versus the pEmpty strain – was calculated using the following formula: 

𝐶𝐼 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=𝑥) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=0)

𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=𝑥) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=0)
  

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐. 𝑓. 𝑢. 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑁𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑎 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=0 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐. 𝑓. 𝑢. 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑁𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑡 0 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=𝑥  𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐. 𝑓. 𝑢. 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑎 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑡=0 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐. 𝑓. 𝑢. 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑡 0 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 

A CI value greater than 1 was representative of the fact that the mcr-1 strain had enhanced 

fitness relative to the pEmpty control strain. By contrast, a CI value below 1 was representative 

of the fact that the mcr-1 strain had a relative fitness cost compared to the pEmpty strain. 

2.29 Murine lung infection model 

An in vivo model of an acute, high-burden P. aeruginosa infection in the mouse lung 

was undertaken in collaboration with Dr. Thomas Clarke (Imperial College London). The use 

of mice was performed under the authority of the UK Home Office outlined in the Animals 

(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, after ethical review by the Imperial College London Animal 

Welfare and Ethical Review Body (PPL 70/7969). Wild-type C57BL/6 mice were purchased 

from Charles River (UK); all mice were female and aged between 6 and 8 weeks. Mice were 

housed with five per cage, using “Aspen Chips 2” bedding and 12 hour light/dark cycles at 20-

22°C. Water was provided ad libitum and mice were fed RM1 (Special Diet Services, UK). Mice 
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were randomly assigned to experimental groups. To establish bacterial colonisation of the 

lungs, mice were first anaesthetised and then inoculated via the intranasal route with 107 c.f.u. 

of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells in 50 µl of PBS, as described previously645,646. The infection was 

allowed to establish for 5 hours, before mice were anaesthetised again and treated intranasally 

with 50 µl of PBS alone, or PBS containing either colistin alone (5 mg kg-1), murepavadin alone 

(0.25 mg kg-1), or a combination of colistin and murepavadin. After 3 hours post-treatment, 

mice were humanely sacrificed, both lungs were removed and homogenised in PBS, before 

plating of 10-fold serial dilutions on to Pseudomonas isolation agar (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

These agar plates were incubated overnight statically at 37°C, and the bacterial load in the 

lungs was enumerated by c.f.u. counts. 

2.30 Statistical analysis 

All experiments were performed on at least three independent occasions, and the 

resulting data are presented as the arithmetic means of these biological replicates, unless 

otherwise stated. Where error bars are shown, these represent the standard deviation of the 

arithmetic mean of the data. For single comparisons, a two-tailed Student’s t-test (parametric 

data) or a Mann-Whitney test (nonparametric data) was used to analyse the data. For multiple 

comparisons at a single timepoint/concentration, data were analysed by a one-way analysis of 

variance test (ANOVA; parametric data) or a Kruskal-Wallis test (nonparametric data). Where 

data were obtained across several different timepoints or concentrations, a two-way ANOVA 

test was used for statistical analyses. Correlations between datasets were analysed by a simple 

linear regression. Appropriate post-hoc tests (Dunnett’s, Sidak’s, Holm-Sidak’s, Dunn’s, or 

Tukey’s) were performed to correct for multiple comparisons, with details provided in figure 

legends. Statistically-significant differences between data are indicated by asterisks on graphs, 

and the corresponding p-values are reported in the figure legends. All statistical analyses were 

performed using GraphPad Prism 9 software (GraphPad Software Inc., USA). 
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Chapter 3: Pseudomonas aeruginosa survives colistin 
exposure by releasing lipopolysaccharide 
 

3.1 Introduction 

The Gram-negative bacterial pathogen P. aeruginosa is responsible for causing a 

diverse range of opportunistic infections in immunocompromised human patients, including 

serious, invasive infections in the lungs, soft tissue and the bloodstream647. Historically, such 

infections were treated with a combination of beta-lactam, quinolone and aminoglycoside 

antibiotics648. However, the rise in the prevalence of multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa 

isolates exhibiting non-susceptibility to several antibiotic classes has rendered many of these 

front-line antimicrobial agents ineffectual649. As a result, attention has increasingly turned to 

alternative antibiotics that could be used to combat P. aeruginosa infections in the clinic, and 

in particular, to the last-resort polymyxin compound colistin. 

Colistin is a cyclic lipopeptide antibiotic that was discovered and used extensively in 

the mid-20th century, before its clinical administration was abandoned owing to concerns over 

neurotoxicity and nephrotoxicity308. In spite of these side-effects, as resistance rates to front-

line antipseudomonal drugs has soared globally over the previous three decades, there has 

been a concurrent rise in prescriptions of colistin, which is often used as the final treatment 

option to keep patients infected with multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa alive274. Although it 

is a “therapeutic of last resort”, concerningly colistin is not an effective antibiotic, and 

treatment failure is a frequent outcome following clinical use of the polymyxin drug. Studies 

have reported that colistin administered either intravenously or in nebulised form is unable to 

clear P. aeruginosa infections and prevent patient death in up to 67% of cases615,622. With the 

pipeline for novel antibiotics against Gram-negative bacteria extremely limited to the point of 

being virtually non-existent, there is a critical, pressing need to identify, understand and 

ultimately mitigate the causes of colistin therapy failure in order to maintain the ability to treat 

multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa infections. 

There have been numerous hypotheses postulated regarding how P. aeruginosa is able 

to survive colistin exposure and cause antibiotic treatment failure, including the capacity of 

the bacteria to readily form biofilm structures520,630. It is suggested that the principal 

components of the enclosed biofilm matrix released by the pathogen, namely the alginate 

exopolysaccharide, mucins and extracellular DNA, may bind colistin and restrict its ability to 

access bacterial cells, leading to tolerance to the polymyxin antibiotic650–652. Additionally, it 

has been proposed that colistin therapeutic failure against P. aeruginosa infections could arise 

from the phenomenon of antibiotic persistence, where a quiescent, non-growing 
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subpopulation of cells survive drug exposure due to their dormant state653–655. However, the 

molecular mechanisms underlying P. aeruginosa persister cells that tolerate colistin are 

poorly established. In fact, the predominant reason for colistin treatment failing in the clinical 

setting is believed to be classical resistance to the polymyxin antibiotic, mediated by 

chromosomal mutations. 

The first step in colistin’s bactericidal mode of action is binding to LPS in the outer 

membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, with electrostatic attractions between the polymyxin’s 

cationic peptide ring and the anionic lipid A domain of LPS crucial for this interaction398. 

Genetic mutations in several chromosomally-encoded two-component systems (e.g. PhoPQ, 

PmrAB) of P. aeruginosa leads to lipid A being modified with positively-charged chemical 

groups, including phosphoethanolamine and 4-amino-4-deoxy-L-arabinose, which 

consequently blocks the binding of colistin to LPS and culminates in polymyxin resistance492. 

Whilst this mechanism of resistance to colistin in P. aeruginosa is well-characterised, the 

prevalence of non-susceptibility to the polymyxin antibiotic in clinical isolates of the pathogen 

is notably low. Large-scale surveillance studies conducted worldwide have identified that 

colistin resistance occurs in only between 0.1% and 7% of P. aeruginosa strains isolated from 

infected humans604–613. 

Given that colistin fails to effectively treat patients and clear P. aeruginosa infections 

in more than 60% of individuals, there is an obvious discord between rates of resistance to the 

polymyxin drug and the frequency of therapeutic failure. This clearly suggests that the 

pathogen P. aeruginosa is able to survive colistin exposure through a process divergent from 

classical antibiotic resistance. In this chapter, a novel mechanism by which P. aeruginosa 

inactivates colistin and survives treatment with the antibiotic is first identified and then 

characterised. 

3.2 Colistin causes sequential disruption of the P. aeruginosa 

cell membranes 

In order to understand how P. aeruginosa survives exposure to colistin, a panel of 

assays to track the polymyxin antibiotic’s purported mode of action were first established. The 

P. aeruginosa strain PA14 was used for these experiments since it is a well-characterised 

virulent reference strain isolated from a human patient and representative of the most 

common clonal group of P. aeruginosa circulating worldwide656,657. In addition, P. aeruginosa 

PA14 is susceptible to colistin, with a minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) value of 1 µg 

ml-1, which is below the resistance breakpoint threshold of 2 µg ml-1 (Figure 3.1A). Therefore, 

using this strain allowed for investigations of alternate processes that enabled P. aeruginosa 

to survive colistin treatment other than resistance to the polymyxin drug. 
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Figure 3.1: Colistin sequentially disrupts the outer membrane (OM) and cytoplasmic 

membrane (CM) of P. aeruginosa. A, The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of colistin 

against P. aeruginosa PA14 cells, as determined by measuring bacterial growth after 18 hours 

incubation using OD595nm readings (n=4). B, Minor permeabilisation of the OM of P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, as determined by measuring uptake of the NPN 

fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 minutes (n=3, each data point represents the arithmetic mean of 20 

replicate measurements; ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 relative to untreated cells). C, Major 

permeabilisation of the OM of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, 

as determined by measuring release of periplasmic beta-lactamase into the culture supernatant using 

nitrocefin (250 µM) over 60 minutes (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin relative to 

untreated cells). D, Permeabilisation of the CM of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin 

concentrations, as determined by measuring fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) over 4 hours (n=3 in 

duplicate; ***p<0.001 for 2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin relative to untreated cells). E, Survival of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to ciprofloxacin (4 µg ml-1) for 4 hours, as determined by c.f.u. counts 

(n=3 in duplicate; ****p<0.0001 relative to 0 hours). Data in B were analysed by a one-way ANOVA 

with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in C, D were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-

hoc test. Data in E were analysed by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

The first stage by which colistin is hypothesised to exert its bactericidal activity is via 

disruption of the outer membrane (OM) following binding of the antibiotic to lipid A and 

displacement of intra-LPS stabilising cation bridges. To examine if colistin damaged the OM 

of P. aeruginosa PA14, changes in OM permeability after exposure to the polymyxin drug were 
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measured using the gold-standard fluorescent dye N-phenyl-1-napthylamine (NPN). This 

fluorophore is membrane-impermeant, and only emits a fluorescent signal when bound to 

membrane phospholipids that are exposed once the LPS monolayer in the outermost leaflet of 

the OM is disrupted626. The P. aeruginosa PA14 strain was treated with a range of clinically-

relevant concentrations of colistin (0.5-10 µg ml-1) that resembled typical peak steady-state 

plasma concentrations of the antibiotic observed in human patients342,344. Upon exposure to 

even a sub-inhibitory colistin concentration (0.5x MIC), there was an immediate and marked 

increase in uptake and fluorescence of the NPN dye in P. aeruginosa cells within 10 minutes, 

indicating that the polymyxin had permeabilised the OM (Figure 3.1B). This effect was dose-

dependent, with the degree of NPN uptake and OM disruption increasing as the concentration 

of colistin used to treat P. aeruginosa PA14 was increased. Thus, it was confirmed that damage 

of the bacterial OM was indeed one step in colistin’s mechanism of action. 

It is postulated that colistin-mediated disruption of the OM of Gram-negative bacteria 

is a two-stage process, where minor permeabilisation of the outermost bilayer structure 

enables the polymyxin antibiotic to access and interact further with lipophilic domains within 

the OM, triggering additional membrane damage280. Since NPN is a relatively small molecule 

(219 Daltons), fluorescence from this dye is only indicative of low-level OM disruption, 

sufficient to provide the fluorophore with the capacity to bind to membrane phospholipids in 

the innermost leaflet of the OM. To determine whether colistin subsequently caused more 

extensive damage to the OM structure of P. aeruginosa cells, it was necessary to make use of 

a much larger molecule. The P. aeruginosa PA14 strain intrinsically produces a large beta-

lactamase enzyme (AmpC) situated in the periplasmic space and bound to the OM that is 

approximately 35 Kilodaltons in size90,658. Hence, extracellular release of the AmpC beta-

lactamase can be used as a marker for significant OM permeabilisation. 

Cells of P. aeruginosa PA14 were again treated with the same range of colistin 

concentrations, and AmpC release into the supernatant was quantified using nitrocefin, a 

chromogenic cephalosporin substrate routinely utilised to detect the presence of beta-

lactamase enzymes628. At the sub-inhibitory concentration of 0.5 µg ml-1 colistin, there was no 

observable increase in beta-lactamase release compared to untreated bacteria, showing that 

the polymyxin compound did not induce large-scale OM damage (Figure 3.1C). However, in 

P. aeruginosa cells exposed to higher colistin concentrations (2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1), within 30 

minutes, a dose-dependent increase in AmpC release into the supernatant was detected, 

demonstrating that the antibiotic was extensively damaging the OM. This data revealed that 

colistin-mediated minor disruption of the OM (detected using NPN) in P. aeruginosa was 

followed by significant OM permeabilisation (marked by periplasmic beta-lactamase release) 

at inhibitory antibiotic concentrations. 
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Once the OM of bacteria is significantly damaged by colistin, the next step in the model 

of the antibiotic’s bactericidal mode of action is interaction with and disruption of the 

cytoplasmic membrane (CM). In order to explore if after permeabilisation of the OM of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 by colistin, the polymyxin drug damaged the CM, the fluorophore propidium 

iodide (PI) was used659. The PI dye is normally unable to cross the bacterial surface envelope, 

and can only enter the cytoplasm of cells when both the OM and the CM are disrupted. In the 

cytoplasm, PI molecules bind to DNA at which point they become fluorescent, and thus the 

intensity of this fluorescent signal is a read-out for the degree of CM permeabilisation660. 

When exposed to a range of inhibitory colistin concentrations, P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

displayed a dose-dependent increase in fluorescence from the PI dye after 60 minutes, 

indicating that the antibiotic was damaging the CM (Figure 3.1D). 

It has previously been stated that PI fluorescence is a marker for bacterial cell death, 

as opposed to CM disruption. To confirm that the fluorophore specifically detected 

permeabilisation of the P. aeruginosa cell envelope and not simply bacterial killing, PA14 cells 

were additionally treated with 4 µg ml-1 ciprofloxacin and PI fluorescence was quantified. At 

this concentration, the quinolone antibiotic caused significant death of the bacteria over 4 

hours (more than 4-log reduction in survival), but no PI signal was observed (Figure 3.1DE). 

Therefore, fluorescence from the PI dye was a specific indicator of CM damage, rather than a 

generic marker of killed bacteria. Together, these data provide a time-scale for the sequential 

disruption of the OM and CM of P. aeruginosa by colistin. 

3.3 Colistin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa is bi-phasic 

In order to investigate the consequences of the permeabilisation of the OM and CM by 

colistin on P. aeruginosa cells, optical density (OD) measurements at 595 nm were obtained 

during 8 hours for PA14 bacteria treated with a range of clinically-relevant concentrations of 

the polymyxin antibiotic. Untreated bacteria exhibited an increase in OD595nm readings over 

time, as the bacteria were expectedly able to grow in the absence of any antibiotic pressure 

(Figure 3.2A). By contrast, in P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to the highest colistin 

concentrations tested (4 and 10 µg ml-1), there was a steady decline in OD595nm
 measurements 

after 60 minutes. A decrease in OD595nm readings is a well-established marker of bacterial lysis, 

and in this case indicated that rupture of the surface membranes induced by the polymyxin 

drug culminated in the bursting and disintegration of P. aeruginosa cells661. Interestingly, in 

PA14 bacteria treated with 2 µg ml-1 colistin, only a modest drop in OD595nm measurements was 

detected during the first 4 hours of antibiotic exposure, before these readings began to increase 

to above their starting level over the subsequent 4 hours. This suggested that at lower 

concentrations of colistin, there may be two stages in the response of P. aeruginosa to the 

polymyxin compound. 
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Whilst measurements of OD595nm provided a marker for the cellular response of P. 

aeruginosa to colistin, they did not specifically quantify the changes in bacterial number 

during antibiotic treatment. To do this, counts of bacterial colony forming units (c.f.u.) were 

made over 8 hours of exposure of PA14 cells to the same range of colistin concentrations used 

in the lysis experiments. At all three concentrations, there was a dose-dependent decrease in 

cell survival after 2 hours of colistin treatment, with the polymyxin drug causing bacterial 

killing (Figure 3.2B). However, at 2 µg ml-1 colistin, during the next 6 hours of antibiotic 

exposure, the population of P. aeruginosa recovered, with c.f.u. counts increasing back to the 

starting inoculum by 8 hours. In opposition, bacteria treated with 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin 

continued to be significantly killed by colistin over the first 6 hours of the assay (4 to 6-log 

reduction in survival), at which point cell death stopped completely, revealing a polymyxin-

tolerant P. aeruginosa sub-population. These bi-phasic killing kinetic results firmly 

demonstrated that a colistin-susceptible strain of P. aeruginosa was able to survive exposure 

to bactericidal colistin concentrations, and even begin to re-grow and recover in the presence 

of the antibiotic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Colistin causes bi-phasic cell lysis and killing of P. aeruginosa. A, Lysis or 

growth of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, as determined by 

measuring OD595nm over 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05 for 2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin relative to untreated 

cells). B, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, as 

determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for 2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin relative to 

untreated cells). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data 

are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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3.4 The bi-phasic killing of P. aeruginosa is not due to the 

emergence of colistin resistance 

One potential explanation for how P. aeruginosa was able to tolerate colistin treatment 

and recover after an initial period of killing was that the bacteria developed spontaneous 

resistance to the polymyxin antibiotic, through chromosomal mutations in two-component 

systems causing lipid A modifications as previously reported506. Alternatively, the bi-phasic 

nature of the killing kinetic phenotype could also have been due to the presence of a colistin-

resistant sub-population of cells within the overall P. aeruginosa population (as identified in 

Enterobacter cloacae and K. pneumoniae), with this sub-population emerging and growing 

during exposure to the polymyxin antibiotic, whilst the colistin-susceptible cells were 

killed662,663. To investigate these possibilities that P. aeruginosa PA14 was surviving treatment 

with colistin via the classic mechanisms of antibiotic resistance, bacteria were first exposed to 

the polymyxin compound for 8 hours, at which point surviving cells were isolated, re-grown 

overnight, and then treated with colistin over 8 hours for a second time. Throughout these 

exposures, measurements of bacterial survival were obtained, in addition to measures of the 

colistin MIC of the surviving P. aeruginosa population after each 8 hour period of antibiotic 

treatment. 

During the first exposure to colistin, P. aeruginosa PA14 cells were killed initially, 

before almost recovering to the starting inoculum as observed in previous experiments 

(Figure 3.3A). Importantly, the colistin MIC of these P. aeruginosa cells that had survived 

the first antibiotic treatment was identical to the MIC of the bacteria at the start of the assay 

(0.5 µg ml-1), and crucially this MIC value was below the clinically-established threshold of 

colistin resistance (Figure 3.3B). Therefore, the recovery phenotype of P. aeruginosa PA14 

during colistin exposure was not due to the acquisition of antibiotic resistance, or the 

emergence of a colistin-resistant bacterial sub-population. 

In keeping with this, the killing kinetics of the PA14 cells that survived the initial 

colistin treatment was equally bi-phasic upon a second period of colistin exposure, further 

confirming that P. aeruginosa re-growth during treatment with the polymyxin drug was not 

related to the development of resistance (Figure 3.3A). It was only after this second exposure 

to colistin that the surviving P. aeruginosa PA14 population exhibited an increase in MIC to 2 

µg ml-1, meeting the resistance breakpoint value, with a subsequent reduction in colistin-

mediated killing detected during a third period of antibiotic treatment (Figure 3.3AB). In 

summary, while colistin non-susceptibility readily emerged in P. aeruginosa following 

multiple rounds of antibiotic treatment, the bi-phasic pattern of bacterial killing then recovery 

in a single colistin exposure was not due to polymyxin resistance. 
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Figure 3.3: The recovery of P. aeruginosa during colistin exposure is not due to colistin 

resistance. A, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to colistin (2 µg ml-1) for 8 hours in three 

successive rounds, as determined by c.f.u. counts (n=3 in duplicate; ****p<0.0001 for first and second 

colistin exposures relative to untreated cells). B, MIC of colistin against the P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

that had survived each round of colistin exposure, as determined using the broth microdilution assay 

(n=3 in triplicate, data are presented as the median value; **p<0.01 for second and third exposures 

relative to initial MIC at the start of the experiment). Data in A were analysed by a two-way ANOVA 

with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in B were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc 

test. Unless otherwise stated, data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the 

standard deviation of the mean. 

 

3.5 Colistin activity is lost during exposure of P. aeruginosa 

Having established that the ability of P. aeruginosa to survive colistin treatment was 

not due to the emergence of antibiotic resistance, in order to develop new hypotheses to 

explain this phenotype of bacterial recovery, the activity of colistin in the spent culture 

supernatant of PA14 cells exposed to the polymyxin drug was assessed using a zone of 

inhibition assay629. At the start of the assay, the colistin present in the culture supernatant 

possessed antibacterial activity, as confirmed by a dose-dependent increase in the size of the 

clear zone of cell growth inhibition around the well where the antibiotic was added (Figure 

3.4A). However, following 8 hours of incubation with P. aeruginosa PA14, it was observed 

that there was a loss of colistin activity in the spent culture supernatant, with a smaller 

inhibition zone appearing at all three drug concentrations tested. 

By measuring the size of the zones of inhibition over time during exposure of P. 

aeruginosa to colistin, the kinetics of this decrease in colistin activity were quantified. This 

revealed that colistin activity loss occurred rapidly, with a complete reduction in antibacterial 

activity at 2 µg ml-1 colistin within 2 hours, and a 90% decrease in activity of colistin at 4 µg 

ml-1 within the same time period (Figure 3.4B). Notably, in P. aeruginosa cells treated with 

10 µg ml-1 colistin, there was a smaller drop in the polymyxin’s antibacterial activity, with the 
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antibiotic retaining 60% of its initial activity after 8 hours. A plausible explanation for this 

reduction in colistin activity over time was that the polymyxin compound was unstable, and 

degradation during the 37°C incubation in culture media was causing the observed decrease 

in the antibiotic’s activity. Moreover, it has been previously discovered that colistin activity 

can be extensively lost in standard in vitro experimental conditions, largely due to significant 

adherence to labware materials and especially plastics, providing an additional mechanism to 

potentially explain the drop in polymyxin activity during P. aeruginosa treatment664. To 

explore these hypotheses, the activity of colistin was measured over 8 hours incubation in 

media alone, in the same plastic culture vessels used for preceding experiments, but critically 

in the absence of any bacteria. In this instance, there was no significant reduction in colistin 

activity at any concentration tested during the 8 hour assay (Figure 3.4C). This indicated 

that colistin activity loss was not due to degradation or adherence to plastic surface materials; 

rather, the presence of P. aeruginosa bacteria was essential for the loss of activity of colistin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Exposure of P. aeruginosa causes a loss of colistin activity. A, The growth 

inhibitory activity of colistin in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a 

range of colistin concentrations for 8 hours, as determined by a zone of inhibition assay (images are 

representative of 3 independent experiments). B, Quantification of colistin activity in the spent culture 

supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, as determined by 

measuring the size of the zone of inhibition over 8 hours (n=4 with 4 replicate measurements of each 

zone; ****p<0.0001 for 2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin relative to activity at 0 hours). C, Quantification of 

activity of a range of colistin concentrations during incubation in culture media alone, as determined 

by measuring the size of the zone of inhibition over 8 hours (n=4 with 4 replicate measurements of each 

zone; ns: p>0.05 for 2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin relative to activity at 0 hours). Data in B, C were 

analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, 

and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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3.6 P. aeruginosa directly inactivates colistin 

The loss of activity of colistin observed in the spent culture supernatant of P. 

aeruginosa cells exposed to the polymyxin drug could be explained by the fact that all of the 

antibiotic molecules were binding to the bacterial surface, leaving no colistin molecules in the 

supernatant to produce an inhibitory effect. In order to examine if this was the case, a 

fluorescently-labelled version of colistin was synthesised using a BoDipy tag, to enable 

tracking of the amount of antibiotic attached to P. aeruginosa cells, versus the amount present 

in the culture supernatant630. Successful labelling of colistin was confirmed via mass 

spectrometry, which identified structures corresponding to the predicted masses of both forms 

of the polymyxin compound (colistin A and colistin B) tagged with a single BoDipy molecule 

(Figure 3.5A). 

To determine whether the tagging of colistin with the BoDipy fluorophore affected the 

drug’s antibacterial properties, the MIC of colistin and BoDipy-colistin against P. aeruginosa 

PA14 was assessed. BoDipy-colistin exhibited a two-fold increase in MIC relative to unlabelled 

colistin, revealing that although there was a small, and not unexpected, reduction in antibiotic 

activity following fluorescent-labelling, the BoDipy-tagged version of the polymyxin 

compound retained significant growth inhibitory properties against P. aeruginosa (Figure 

3.5B). Furthermore, there was an extremely strong and linear positive correlation when the 

fluorescence of BoDipy-colistin was measured across a range of antibiotic concentrations, 

demonstrating the suitability of using the labelled polymyxin to quantify the amount of drug 

in the supernatant or bound to bacterial cells (Figure 3.5C). As a final control, it was also 

established that the phenotype of a loss of antibiotic activity in the supernatant during P. 

aeruginosa exposure still occurred with BoDipy-colistin, with a complete loss of activity after 

8 hours incubation seen with 2 and 4 µg ml-1 BoDipy-colistin, and a partial loss seen at 10 µg 

ml-1 BoDipy-colistin (Figure 3.5D). 

Having verified the accuracy and sensitivity of the synthesised BoDipy-colistin as a tool 

for understanding why polymyxin activity was lost in the supernatant of P. aeruginosa 

cultures, the presence of the fluorescent antibiotic in the supernatant or attached to bacteria 

was evaluated after 8 hours incubation alongside PA14 cells. At the concentrations where a 

total loss of colistin activity was observed in the P. aeruginosa spent supernatant (2 and 4 µg 

ml-1), following the 8 hour period of BoDipy-colistin exposure, the vast majority of the 

fluorescent antibiotic molecules (more than 85%) remained in the culture supernatant, with 

only a small fraction detected as being cell-bound (Figure 3.5E). At a concentration of 10 µg 

ml-1 BoDipy-colistin, there was a greater degree of antibiotic attachment to bacteria; however, 

more than 80% of the total amount of the fluorescent polymyxin compound was still present 

in the spent P. aeruginosa supernatant, despite a 75% reduction in the antibacterial activity  
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Figure 3.5: Loss of colistin activity in the P. aeruginosa supernatant is not due to binding 

to bacterial cells. A, Mass spectra of colistin A and colistin B tagged with a single BoDipy fluorophore, 

as obtained using time-of-flight mass spectrometry, with successful BoDipy-labelling confirmed by 

detection of chemical species at the expected molecular masses (1430.3 g mol-1 for BoDipy-colistin A, 

1443.8 g mol-1 for BoDipy-colistin B). B, MIC of colistin and BoDipy-colistin against P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells, as determined using the broth microdilution assay (n=3, data are presented as the median value). 

C, Standard curve of fluorescence measured across a range of BoDipy-colistin concentrations. D, 

Quantification of BoDipy-colistin activity in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

exposed to a range of BoDipy-colistin concentrations for 8 hours, as determined by a zone of inhibition 

assay (n=3 with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; ****p<0.0001 relative to activity at 0 hours). 

E, Quantity of BoDipy-colistin adhered to bacteria or present in the culture supernatant of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of BoDipy-colistin concentrations, as determined by 

measuring fluorescence after 8 hours of antibiotic treatment (n=4; **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001, ns: p>0.05 

relative to total BoDipy-colistin for each drug concentration). Data in C were analysed by a simple linear 

regression. Data in D were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data in E were 

analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Unless otherwise stated, data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

of colistin in the supernatant at this drug concentration (Figure 3.5DE). Therefore, this data 

explicitly confirmed that the loss of colistin activity during P. aeruginosa treatment was not a 

consequence of all the antibiotic molecules binding to the bacterial surface. Moreover, this 

experiment provided additional evidence that there was no significant adherence of colistin 

molecules to the plastic culture vessels. Instead, colistin was abundantly present in the culture 

supernatant following exposure of PA14 cells, but the antibiotic had no antibacterial activity. 

It was hence concluded that P. aeruginosa must possess a mechanism by which it directly 

inactivated colistin. 
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3.7 P. aeruginosa inactivates colistin by releasing a non-lipid, 

heat-stable factor 

Two hypotheses were considered for how P. aeruginosa cells were able to inactivate 

colistin – firstly, that the bacteria degraded the antibiotic via a cell-associated factor, and 

secondly, that P. aeruginosa released an extracellular compound that inactivated the 

polymyxin drug. To test whether P. aeruginosa PA14 was releasing a factor extracellularly that 

caused colistin activity to be lost, the bacteria were exposed to colistin for 8 hours, before the 

culture supernatant was recovered. Fresh doses of colistin were added to this extracted 

supernatant, and the ability of the supernatant alone, in the absence of any cells, to inactivate 

these additional polymyxin doses was assessed. With all three colistin concentrations added, 

exposure to just the spent culture supernatant from P. aeruginosa cells pre-treated with the 

antibiotic caused a marked decrease in the inhibitory activity of the polymyxin drug (Figure 

3.6A). This showed that during treatment with colistin, P. aeruginosa PA14 released an 

extracellular compound into the supernatant that inactivated the antibiotic. 

Previous studies have identified that extracellular factors released by bacteria can take 

three different forms: proteinaceous compounds (e.g. lipocalins), lipid-based molecules (e.g. 

monomeric phospholipids, outer membrane vesicles) or polysaccharides665–670. To further 

characterise the nature of the extracellular compound released by P. aeruginosa to inactivate 

colistin, and in particular examine whether this compound was a protein, the supernatant of 

PA14 cells pre-exposed to colistin was again extracted, and on this occasion treated with heat 

to denature any protein-based molecules present in the spent culture supernatant. Even after 

this heat treatment, the P. aeruginosa supernatant retained its ability to inactivate all three 

concentrations of colistin added to the supernatant alone, with no significant differences in 

the loss of polymyxin activity observed between the untreated and heat-treated supernatants 

(Figure 3.6B). Therefore, the colistin-inactivating extracellular factor released by P. 

aeruginosa was heat-stable, and highly unlikely to be proteinaceous. 

Having established that P. aeruginosa was not inactivating colistin through a protein-

based molecule, it was next investigated if the factor released into the supernatant responsible 

for the loss of polymyxin activity was a heat-stable lipid compound. During exposure of PA14 

cells to a range of colistin concentrations, the culture supernatant was extracted, and the 

presence of lipids in this supernatant quantified using the highly selective, lipophilic styryl 

fluorescent dye FM 4-64. In the absence of any antibiotic treatment, P. aeruginosa 

constitutively shed lipid into the spent supernatant, with an 8-fold increase in fluorescence 

from the FM 4-64 dye detected after 8 hours (Figure 3.6C). This constitutive lipid release is 

a widely-reported phenomenon in Gram-negative bacteria, and in this case, was likely due to 

the shedding of outer membrane vesicles (OMVs)671,672.  In bacteria exposed to a sub-inhibitory 
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colistin concentration (0.5 µg ml-1), whilst lipid release into the supernatant still increased 

over the 8 hour incubation, there was a reduction in the amount of lipid present in the culture 

supernatant compared to untreated P. aeruginosa cells, suggesting the colistin treatment may 

in fact block lipid shedding. Importantly, this was further confirmed when P. aeruginosa PA14 

was treated with higher concentrations of colistin, with no lipid release occurring at all at any 

time point following exposure of bacteria to 2, 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin. Together, these results 

ruled out the possibility that P. aeruginosa inactivated colistin through a lipid-based factor, 

either monomeric or in the form of OMVs, since the supernatant capable of causing a loss of 

polymyxin activity contained no detectable lipid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Inactivation of colistin by P. aeruginosa occurs via a heat-stable and non-lipid 

released factor. A, Quantification of activity of a range of colistin concentrations after 4 hours 

exposure to only the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-treated with 2 µg ml-1 

colistin for 8 hours prior to the addition of subsequent colistin doses, as determined by a zone of 

inhibition assay (n=3 with 4 replicate measurements of each zone). B, Quantification of activity of a 

range of colistin concentrations after 4 hours exposure to the heat-treated (80°C, 20 minutes) culture 

supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-treated with 2 µg ml-1 colistin for 8 hours prior to the 

addition of subsequent colistin doses, as determined by a zone of inhibition assay (n=3 with 4 replicate 

measurements of each zone; ns: p>0.05 relative to colistin activity in the untreated supernatants for 

each drug concentration). C, The concentration of lipids in the spent culture supernatant of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from lipophilic dye FM 4-64 over 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05 for reduction in fluorescence 

relative to 0 hours for each drug concentration). Data in B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with 

Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data 

are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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3.8 The colistin inactivator released by P. aeruginosa is not 

capsular polysaccharide 

After determining that P. aeruginosa released a heat-stable and non-lipid factor 

extracellularly that caused a loss of colistin activity, it was postulated that this inactivating 

factor may be polysaccharide-based, since such molecules are resistant to heat treatment and 

have previously been implicated in extracellular inactivation of antibiotics673. In particular, 

Gram-negative bacteria have been found to shed polysaccharides in their capsule away from 

the cell surface, with these released capsular polysaccharides subsequently sequestering and 

inactivating polymyxin compounds in the extracellular space670. To explore whether the 

release of capsular polysaccharides from P. aeruginosa contributed to the colistin-inactivating 

properties of the bacterial culture supernatant, a panel of mutants obtained from the PA14 

transposon library with transposon insertions in key alginate biosynthesis genes was 

utilised674. Alginate is the primary component and key polysaccharide of the P. aeruginosa 

capsule, and in the absence of alginate biosynthesis, the mucoid capsular biofilm structure is 

incorrectly formed675,676. Hence, the transposon mutants with disrupted alginate biosynthetic 

genes were optimal for studying the role of capsular polysaccharide in extracellular colistin 

inactivation. 

It was first assessed whether transposon-mediated disruption of the genes involved in 

alginate biosynthesis caused any notable defects in growth of P. aeruginosa PA14 that may 

compromise use of the transposon mutants in experiments. All six transposon mutants 

deficient in biosynthesis of alginate displayed virtually identical growth kinetics to the parental 

PA14 wild-type (WT) strain, verifying that these mutant strains were suitable for using in 

ensuing assays without concerns that phenotypic effects observed were due to alterations in 

growth rate (Figure 3.7A). In addition, crucially, the MIC of colistin against the panel of 

transposon mutants was also identical to the colistin MIC of wild-type PA14 cells (Figure 

3.7B). As well as being an important control for colistin-exposure experiments, this result 

provided the first piece of evidence that the released colistin inactivator was unlikely to be the 

capsular polysaccharide alginate, since the MIC of colistin would be expected to decrease in 

the alginate-deficient transposon mutants if this were the case. These data were further 

corroborated when the P. aeruginosa strains were exposed to 4 µg ml-1 colistin for 8 hours and 

bacterial survival enumerated, with no significant differences in killing by the polymyxin 

antibiotic seen compared to the PA14 WT population (Figure 3.7C). 
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Figure 3.7: P. aeruginosa does not inactivate colistin by releasing the polysaccharide 

alginate from its capsule. A, Growth kinetics of the P. aeruginosa PA14 wild-type (WT) strain and 

six PA14 transposon insertion mutants deficient in alginate biosynthesis, as determined by measuring 

OD600nm over 20 hours incubation (n=3 in duplicate; error bars omitted for clarity). B, MIC of colistin 

against the P. aeruginosa PA14 WT strain and six PA14 alginate-deficient transposon mutants, as 

determined using the broth microdilution assay (n=3). C, Survival of the P. aeruginosa PA14 WT strain 

and six PA14 alginate-deficient transposon mutants exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1) for 8 hours, as 

determined by c.f.u. counts (n=3 in duplicate; ns: p>0.05 relative to PA14 WT cells). D, Quantification 

of colistin activity in the spent culture supernatant of the P. aeruginosa PA14 WT strain and six PA14 

alginate-deficient transposon mutants exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1) for 8 hours, as determined by a 

zone of inhibition assay (n=3 with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; ns: p>0.05 relative to PA14 

WT cells). Data in C, D were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

The most critical assay for testing the involvement of capsular polysaccharide in the 

extracellular inactivation of colistin by P. aeruginosa was measuring the capacity of the 

alginate-deficient transposon mutants to cause a loss of colistin activity in their culture 

supernatants relative to the parental strain. Every one of the six transposon mutants 

inactivated colistin to the same extent as PA14 WT cells, firmly ruling out the possibility that 

the polysaccharide alginate, the principal component of the P. aeruginosa capsule, was the 

factor released extracellularly by the bacteria that was responsible for the loss of polymyxin 

activity in the spent culture supernatant (Figure 3.7D). 
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3.9 P. aeruginosa releases LPS during exposure to colistin 

Once it was identified that the extracellular factor released by P. aeruginosa to 

inactivate colistin was not capsular polysaccharide, the involvement of alternative 

polysaccharide-based compounds was considered. LPS is a polysaccharide molecule that is 

abundantly present in the cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria, and several studies have 

found that this LPS can be released away from the bacterial cell surface677–679. Moreover, LPS 

is a heat-stable compound that is not significantly detected by the lipid-specific fluorescent 

dye FM 4-64, supporting the characterisation of the released colistin inactivator in previous 

experiments680. Finally, LPS is the molecular target of colistin, with the polymyxin drug 

attaching to the structure in the first step of its bactericidal mode of action, providing the 

potential mechanistic explanation that colistin may be inactivated in the P. aeruginosa culture 

supernatant through binding to released LPS. 

To examine whether LPS was the released factor that caused the loss of colistin activity, 

it was first tested if LPS was present in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells during exposure to the polymyxin antibiotic. Two approaches were undertaken to 

specifically detect and quantify the amount of LPS released by bacteria treated with colistin. 

The first approach implemented was the Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay, the highly 

accurate, gold-standard technique for LPS quantification which employed the blood cells 

extracted from the Atlantic horseshoe crab to trigger a measurable chromogenic reaction in 

the presence of LPS633. A reliable standard curve was generated using known concentrations 

of LPS, with this curve then used to interpolate the amount of LPS present in the supernatant 

of P. aeruginosa populations exposed to sub-inhibitory concentrations of colistin (Figure 

3.8A). Untreated PA14 cells extensively shed LPS into the culture supernatant after 4 hours 

of incubation, with this LPS almost certainly indicative of the constitutive extracellular release 

of OMVs (of which LPS is a predominant constituent part) observed in the lipid release 

experiments (Figure 3.8B). Importantly, however, whilst shedding of OMVs appeared to 

decrease following sub-inhibitory colistin exposure, the amount of LPS released into the spent 

supernatant of P. aeruginosa treated with 0.25 or 0.5 µg ml-1 for 4 hours in fact increased 

compared to unexposed bacteria. This data strongly implied that LPS was released by P. 

aeruginosa PA14 in response to colistin, and that this LPS shed extracellularly was not in the 

form of OMVs. 

In order to further differentiate between colistin-induced LPS release through OMV 

shedding or not, the presence of LPS in the P. aeruginosa supernatant was analysed by the 

LAL assay over 8 hours exposure to a bactericidal concentration of colistin (2 µg ml-1) at which 

lipid release was completely blocked. Through the course of the 8 hour incubation of PA14 

cells with colistin, there was a marked and significant increase in the amount of LPS released  
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Figure 3.8: Colistin exposure induces extracellular release of LPS from P. aeruginosa. A, 

Standard curve of intensity of a chromogenic substrate molecule (detected by absorbance values at 405 

nm) measured across a range of LPS concentrations for use in the Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) 

assay. B, Concentration of LPS in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to 

a range of sub-inhibitory colistin concentrations for 4 hours, as determined using the LAL assay (n=3; 

*p<0.05 relative to untreated cells). C, Concentration of LPS in the spent culture supernatant of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a bactericidal colistin concentration (2 µg ml-1) over 8 hours, as 

determined using the LAL assay (n=3; *p<0.05 relative to 0 hours). D, Visualisation of LPS extracted 

from the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to 2 µg ml-1 colistin over 8 hours 

by silver staining of an SDS-PAGE gel (image is representative of 3 independent experiments). E, 

Quantification of silver staining intensity, presented relative to intensity at 0 hours, of LPS extracted 

from the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to 2 µg ml-1 colistin over 8 hours 

(n=3; *p<0.05 relative to 0 hours). Data in A were analysed by a simple linear regression. Data in B, C 

were analysed by a Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc test. Data in E were analysed by a one-way 

ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars 

represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

into the culture supernatant, confirming that treatment with the polymyxin antibiotic 

triggered P. aeruginosa to shed non-OMV-associated LPS molecules extracellularly (Figure 

3.8C). This key finding was subsequently solidified by performing an LPS extraction protocol 

on the spent supernatants collected from P. aeruginosa PA14 bacteria during 8 hours of 

colistin exposure, and detecting the presence of LPS through a second routinely-used and 

sensitive approach – silver staining635. Extracted LPS visualised by silver staining of an SDS-
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PAGE gel has often been shown to appear as a long smear, with the multimeric nature of LPS 

and the varying number of repeating units in its O-antigen domain producing a ladderlike 

band pattern681,682. By this silver staining method, it was discovered that there was an increase 

over time of extracellular LPS released into the culture supernatant by P. aeruginosa cells 

treated with 2 µg ml-1 colistin for 8 hours (Figure 3.8D). Quantification of the band intensity 

of this extracted LPS visualised by silver staining through densitometry clearly demonstrated 

that P. aeruginosa PA14 responded to exposure with bactericidal concentrations of colistin by 

shedding LPS, raising the distinct prospect that LPS was the released polymyxin inactivating 

factor (Figure 3.8E). 

3.10 Extracellular LPS reduces colistin activity and promotes 

survival of P. aeruginosa 

The fact that LPS was released by P. aeruginosa cells in response to colistin treatment 

did not necessarily definitively implicate the polysaccharide compound in the extracellular 

inactivation of colistin. In order to establish whether LPS was indeed responsible for the loss 

of colistin activity in the culture supernatant of PA14 bacteria exposed to the polymyxin drug, 

purified extracellular LPS obtained from an E. coli strain was incubated alongside 2 µg ml-1 

colistin for 4 hours, before the residual growth inhibitory activity of the antibiotic was 

assessed. A range of concentrations of exogenous LPS was used for this experiment, with the 

concentrations chosen closely resembling physiologically-relevant LPS concentrations that 

have been found to be released into bacterial cultures during cell growth683. Incubation of 

colistin with just purified E. coli LPS caused a dose-dependent decrease in activity of the 

polymyxin compound after 4 hours, with a total loss of colistin activity when the antibiotic was 

in the presence of 20 µg ml-1 LPS (Figure 3.9A). 

To eliminate the possibility that these colistin-inactivating properties were restricted 

only to E. coli LPS, the assay was repeated using extracellular LPS isolated from a Salmonella 

species. As previously, incubating colistin along with the purified Salmonella LPS again 

resulted in a dose-dependent reduction in the antibiotic’s growth inhibitory effects, with no 

colistin activity retained at all with the highest LPS concentration tested (Figure 3.9B). 

Having previously identified that the colistin-inactivating factor released by P. aeruginosa was 

insensitive to heat, to provide additional evidence that LPS was this extracellular factor, it was 

important to verify that the polysaccharide molecule maintained its ability to inactivate 

colistin even after heat treatment. In spite of being treated with heat, both E. coli and 

Salmonella purified LPS continued to induce a decrease in colistin activity in a dose-

dependent manner following 4 hours incubation (Figure 3.9C). Together, these experiments 

proved that LPS was a heat-stable compound that inactivated colistin extracellularly, and was 

thus highly likely to be the colistin inactivator released by P. aeruginosa. 
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Figure 3.9: The presence of extracellular LPS inactivates colistin and increases the ability 

of P. aeruginosa to tolerate the polymyxin. A, Quantification of activity of colistin (2 µg ml-1) 

after 4 hours incubation with a range of concentrations of extracellular purified E. coli LPS, as 

determined by a zone of inhibition assay (n=3 in triplicate with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; 

***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 compared to no LPS). B, Quantification of activity of colistin (2 µg ml-1) 

after 4 hours incubation with a range of concentrations of extracellular purified Salmonella LPS, as 

determined by a zone of inhibition assay (n=3 in triplicate with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; 

**p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 compared to no LPS). C, Quantification of activity of colistin (2 µg ml-1) after 

4 hours incubation with a range of concentrations of extracellular purified E. coli and Salmonella LPS 

that had undergone a heat pre-treatment (80°C, 20 minutes), as determined by a zone of inhibition 

assay (n=3 with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to no LPS). 

D, MIC of colistin against P. aeruginosa PA14 cells in the presence of a range of concentrations of 

extracellular purified E. coli LPS, as determined using the broth microdilution assay (n=3 in triplicate, 

data are presented as the median value; ***p<0.001 compared to no LPS). Data in A-B, D were 

analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a two-way 

ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Unless otherwise stated, data are presented as the arithmetic 

mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

The discovery that LPS was the factor released by P. aeruginosa that caused colistin 

activity to be lost in the culture supernatant during polymyxin treatment led to it being 

hypothesised that it was this inactivation of colistin that enabled the bacteria to survive and 

begin re-growing when exposed to the antibiotic. To explore if extracellular LPS that was 

known to inactivate colistin affected the ability of P. aeruginosa to tolerate exposure to the 
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polymyxin, the MIC of colistin against PA14 cells was measured in the presence of a range of 

concentrations of exogenous purified E. coli LPS. As the concentration of extracellular LPS in 

the culture media was increased, there was a simultaneous and dose-dependent rise in the 

colistin MIC of P. aeruginosa bacteria, with the MIC value four-fold higher when 20 µg ml-1 

LPS was present relative to when exogenous LPS was absent (Figure 3.9D). Hence, it was 

apparent that the extracellular LPS released by P. aeruginosa in response to colistin not only 

inactivated the antibiotic, but also enhanced the ability of PA14 bacteria to survive and grow 

at otherwise bactericidal polymyxin concentrations. In summary, the shedding of LPS 

appeared to be a protective defence mechanism by P. aeruginosa to tolerate colistin, offering 

a credible explanation for both the bi-phasic killing kinetics of the pathogen by the polymyxin 

antibiotic, as well as for clinical colistin treatment failure. 

3.11 Colistin-resistant P. aeruginosa cannot inactivate colistin 

For further confirmation that LPS was the factor released by P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

to reduce colistin activity extracellularly and confer polymyxin tolerance, it was proposed that 

the colistin-inactivating properties of a P. aeruginosa strain that was resistant to the antibiotic 

should be explored. Since the only known mechanism of colistin resistance in P. aeruginosa 

is via chemical modifications of LPS that diminish its electrostatic affinity with polymyxin 

molecules, a reduction in the ability of colistin-resistant PA14 cells to inactivate colistin 

relative to wild-type, colistin-susceptible PA14 bacteria would offer additional conclusive 

evidence that LPS was the colistin inactivator441. A colistin-resistant P. aeruginosa PA14 strain 

was generated by exposing the bacterial population to the polymyxin antibiotic (4 µg ml-1) for 

24 hours, plating the surviving population onto solid culture media, and growing a colony that 

emerged overnight. The capacity of both this polymyxin-resistant PA14 cell population and 

the parental PA14 wild-type population to inactivate a range of colistin concentrations 

following 2 hours of antibiotic treatment was then tested. 

Colistin-susceptible P. aeruginosa bacteria rapidly and efficiently caused a loss of 

colistin activity in the spent culture supernatant across the range of polymyxin concentrations 

as previously observed, with a near-complete inactivation of the antibiotic at 2 and 4 µg ml-1 

colistin after 2 hours (Figure 3.10A). In stark contrast, colistin-resistant PA14 cells displayed 

almost no ability to inactivate colistin extracellularly, with more than 75% of polymyxin 

activity retained in the spent supernatant following exposure of the bacteria to 2 or 4 µg ml-1 

colistin (Figure 3.10B). Therefore, the development of resistance to colistin in P. aeruginosa 

was associated with a reduced propensity to inactivate the antibiotic via the released factor. 

With the only characterised method of colistin non-susceptibility of P. aeruginosa strains 

being LPS modifications, this data offered a convincing indication that LPS was the molecule 

released by the bacteria to bind and inactivate colistin extracellularly.  
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Figure 3.10: Colistin-inactivating properties are lost in colistin-resistant P. aeruginosa. 

A, B, Colistin activity in the spent supernatants of colistin-susceptible (A) and colistin-resistant (B) P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells after 2 hours exposure to a range of polymyxin concentrations, as determined by 

a zone of inhibition assay (n=4; ****p<0.0001 relative to colistin activity with the susceptible strain). 

Data were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

3.12 The ability to inactivate colistin is conserved across Gram-

negative pathogens 

The finding that extracellular LPS purified from several different Gram-negative 

organisms, including Salmonella species and E. coli, was able to inactivate colistin suggested 

that the mechanism of tolerance to the polymyxin antibiotic in P. aeruginosa PA14 through 

the release of LPS may not be solely restricted to this laboratory reference strain. In order to 

investigate if this colistin-inactivating phenotype was seen in other P. aeruginosa strains and 

across diverse, important Gram-negative pathogens, a panel of clinical isolates obtained from 

infected human patients was exposed to 4 µg ml-1 colistin for 8 hours, before the residual 

activity of the polymyxin drug in the spent bacterial culture supernatant was calculated. The 

clinical isolate panel consisted of P. aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae, E. coli and A. baumanii 

strains from a range of sites, with these species chosen because colistin is commonly used as a 

last-resort treatment option to combat infections from these multi-drug resistant pathogens. 

In the culture supernatants of all eight clinical strains treated with colistin, there was 

a significant decrease in the inhibitory activity of the antibiotic after 8 hours (Figure 3.11). 

Two strains (P. aeruginosa A23 and K. pneumoniae KPC) almost completely inactivated 

colistin, and there was a greater than 50% loss of polymyxin activity across the other isolates 

compared to the activity of colistin at the start of the assay. Notably, there were no clear 

patterns in the ability of any one of the bacterial species tested to cause extracellular colistin 

inactivation to a greater extent than others, with all organisms displaying a similar propensity 

to interfere with the polymyxin’s antibacterial effects. Therefore, the phenotype of colistin 

inactivation was not only observed in P. aeruginosa PA14, but rather conserved throughout 

genetically-distinct Gram-negative organisms, implying that the release of LPS to tolerate 

colistin exposure may be a common mechanism by which bacteria survive the antibiotic. 
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Figure 3.11: Colistin is inactivated in the supernatant across a diverse panel of Gram-

negative pathogens. Quantification of colistin activity in in the spent culture supernatant of three P. 

aeruginosa clinical isolates, two K. pneumoniae clinical isolates, two E. coli clinical isolates and an A. 

baumanii clinical isolate before and after exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1) for 8 hours, as determined by 

a zone of inhibition assay (n=4 with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; ****p<0.0001 relative to 

activity at 0 hours). Data were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

3.13 Colistin-induced LPS release from P. aeruginosa requires 

de novo LPS biosynthesis 

Having determined that P. aeruginosa released LPS to inactivate colistin 

extracellularly, enabling the bacteria to survive polymyxin exposure, it was next decided to 

investigate the mechanism by which the pathogen was able to shed LPS from its cell surface, 

and in particular the biological processes upon which LPS release was dependent. The first 

hypothesis examined was that LPS shedding in response to colistin required active LPS 

biosynthesis, and to test this suggestion, small molecule inhibitors of the LPS biosynthetic 

pathway in P. aeruginosa were utilised as a combination treatment of PA14 cells alongside 

colistin. To minimise the possibility that any phenotypes observed were due to off-target 

effects, two LPS biosynthesis inhibitors were chosen that targeted distinct steps during the 

synthesis of LPS: CHIR-090, a tight-binding inhibitor of the LpxC enzyme that catalyses the 

first committed stage of lipid A biosynthesis, and cerulenin, a naturally-occurring compound 

that blocks the synthesis of fatty acids, and thus that of LPS181,184,684,685. 

The biosynthesis of LPS is an essential process in P. aeruginosa, which when fully 

inhibited, leads to a complete loss of bacterial viability and cell death132,134. Hence, in order to 

employ CHIR-090 and cerulenin in assays to establish the mechanism of LPS release following 

colistin exposure, both inhibitors had to be used at sub-inhibitory concentrations that were 
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not lethal to P. aeruginosa PA14 cells. To identify appropriate sub-inhibitory doses for each 

LPS biosynthesis inhibitor, the growth kinetics of P. aeruginosa bacteria were measured 

across a range of CHIR-090 and cerulenin concentrations. It was found that at concentrations 

of 0.125 µg ml-1 CHIR-090 and 32 µg ml-1 cerulenin, these small molecule inhibitors caused a 

small defect in growth of the PA14 population relative to untreated cells, but did not fully block 

bacterial growth (Figure 3.12AB). Importantly, the modest reduction in P. aeruginosa 

growth in the presence of CHIR-090/cerulenin indicated that the compounds were partially 

inhibiting the essential LPS biosynthetic pathway. However, the fact that bacterial growth was 

not fully prevented by either inhibitor served as a crucial control, ensuring that growth arrest 

could not be the reason for the effects of CHIR-090 and cerulenin in future experiments. 

To assess whether colistin-induced LPS release by P. aeruginosa in response to colistin 

was related to de novo biosynthesis of LPS, PA14 bacteria were exposed for 4 hours to colistin 

(4 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with the previously identified sub-inhibitory 

concentrations of CHIR-090/cerulenin, before the concentration of LPS shed into the culture 

supernatant was quantified by the LAL assay. To begin with, it was confirmed that none of the 

three antimicrobial agents (colistin, CHIR-090 or cerulenin) interfered significantly with the 

ability of the LAL assay to accurately detect the amount of LPS present in a sample. As has 

been demonstrated in other studies, colistin caused a slight reduction in A405nm readings across 

a range of known LPS concentrations extracted from bacterial supernatants; however, there 

remained a clear, strong and linear positive correlation (R-squared value of 0.95) between 

concentrations of LPS and A405nm values, showing that valid calculations of LPS levels released 

extracellularly from P. aeruginosa could be made, even in the presence of colistin (Figure 

3.12C)686. In addition, neither CHIR-090 nor cerulenin had any effect on the A405nm reading 

at a known LPS concentration, verifying that the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors were compatible 

for use with the LAL assay. 

Quantifying the amount of LPS shed by P. aeruginosa cells into the spent culture 

supernatant after 4 hours exposure to colistin in combination with CHIR-090/cerulenin 

revealed that there was a drastic drop in LPS release when LPS biosynthesis was inhibited, 

relative to bacteria treated with colistin alone (Figure 3.12D). With PA14 cells exposed to 

colistin along with a sub-inhibitory concentration of cerulenin, there was virtually no LPS 

detectable at all in the bacterial supernatant following 4 hours incubation. Therefore, shedding 

of LPS by P. aeruginosa during colistin treatment appeared to be dependent on active 

biosynthesis of LPS. 

To corroborate this data, extracted LPS from the supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 

bacteria exposed to colistin with and without CHIR-090/cerulenin was run on an SDS-PAGE 

gel and silver stained (Figure 3.12E). The reduction in LPS release triggered by colistin from 
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cells treated with either LPS biosynthesis inhibitor was evidently visible, and densitometric 

quantification substantiated the discovery that the colistin-induced shedding of LPS by P. 

aeruginosa required de novo synthesis of LPS (Figure 3.12F).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: LPS release from P. aeruginosa in response to colistin is dependent on active 

LPS biosynthesis. A, Growth kinetics of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells during exposure, or not, to the 

LpxC inhibitor CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring OD600nm over 14 hours 

incubation (n=3; ****p<0.0001 relative to untreated cells, error bars omitted for clarity). B, Growth 

kinetics of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells during exposure, or not, to the fatty acid synthesis inhibitor 

cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring OD600nm over 14 hours incubation (n=3; **p<0.01 

relative to untreated cells, error bars omitted for clarity). C, Standard curve of intensity of the 

chromogenic substrate molecule used in the LAL assay (detected by A405nm readings) across a range of 

known LPS concentrations, in MHB culture media alone or in the presence of colistin (4 µg ml-1), CHIR-

090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1). D, Concentration of LPS in the spent culture supernatant 

of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed for 4 hours to colistin (4 µg ml-1) alone, or colistin in combination 

with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined using the LAL assay (n=3; 

****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria treated with colistin alone). E, Visualisation of LPS extracted from 

the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed for 4 hours to colistin (4 µg ml-1) 

alone, or colistin in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), by silver 

staining of an SDS-PAGE gel (image is representative of 3 independent experiments). F, Quantification 

of silver staining intensity of LPS extracted from the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells exposed for 4 hours to colistin (4 µg ml-1) alone, or colistin in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 

µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), presented relative to intensity of cells exposed only to colistin (n=3; 

*p<0.05 relative to bacteria treated with colistin alone). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-way 

ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a simple linear regression. Data in D 

were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in F were analysed by a Kruskal-

Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown 

represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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3.14 Inactivation of colistin by P. aeruginosa is dependent on 

active LPS biosynthesis 

Since the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin reduced the shedding 

of LPS into the supernatant by PA14 cells treated with colistin, and this released LPS had been 

identified to inactivate the polymyxin drug extracellularly, it was postulated that inhibition of 

LPS biosynthesis would decrease the capacity of P. aeruginosa bacteria to cause a drop in 

colistin’s antibacterial activity. In order to experimentally test this hypothesis, the residual 

inhibitory activity of colistin in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 exposed 

over 8 hours to the polymyxin compound in combination with sub-inhibitory concentrations 

of CHIR-090/cerulenin was evaluated. 

As previously demonstrated, P. aeruginosa cells markedly inactivated colistin at a 

concentration of 4 µg ml-1 within 2 hours of polymyxin treatment (Figure 3.13A). However, 

in the presence of CHIR-090, which had the effect of decreasing LPS shedding in response to 

colistin, there was a significant reduction in the extent to which the antibiotic was inactivated, 

and colistin maintained more than 50% of its original growth inhibitory activity in the culture 

supernatant between 2 and 6 hours of incubation with PA14 bacteria. Similar findings were 

obtained when the P. aeruginosa population was exposed to 10 µg ml-1 colistin with and 

without CHIR-090, where the polymyxin compound retained approximately 25% more 

activity during co-treatment with the LPS biosynthesis inhibitor, compared to during 

treatment with colistin alone (Figure 3.13B). 

Analogously, the colistin-inactivating properties of P. aeruginosa PA14 were severely 

mitigated when cerulenin was present alongside the polymyxin antibiotic (4 or 10 µg ml-1) 

throughout the 8 hour incubation. Colistin’s residual activity was 50% higher at the end of the 

assay when cerulenin was added to bacteria exposed to the polymyxin at 4 µg ml-1 relative to 

when the fatty acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor was absent, and more than 25% higher at 10 µg 

ml-1 colistin (Figure 3.13CD). Together, these data showed that the ability of P. aeruginosa 

to inactivate colistin extracellularly required the active biological process of de novo LPS 

biosynthesis. Moreover, because it had been illustrated that both CHIR-090 and cerulenin 

reduced colistin-triggered LPS shedding into the supernatant, the fact that these inhibitors of 

LPS synthesis also diminished colistin inactivation by P. aeruginosa was yet further proof that 

LPS was indeed the released factor responsible for colistin activity being lost in the 

extracellular space. 
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Figure 3.13: The ability of P. aeruginosa to inactivate colistin extracellularly requires de 

novo LPS biosynthesis. A, B, Quantification of colistin activity in the spent culture supernatant of 

P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to (A) 4 µg ml-1 or (B) 10 µg ml-1 colistin alone, or in combination 

with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring the size of the zone of inhibition over 8 

hours (n=4 with 4 replicate measurements of each zone; ****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria exposed to 

colistin alone). C, D, Quantification of colistin activity in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa 

PA14 cells exposed to (C) 4 µg ml-1 or (D) 10 µg ml-1 colistin alone, or in combination with cerulenin 

(32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring the size of the zone of inhibition over 8 hours (n=4 with 4 

replicate measurements of each zone; ****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data 

in A-D were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

3.15 The bactericidal activity of colistin requires de novo LPS 

biosynthesis 

Due to the protective effects of extracellular LPS released from bacteria on the survival 

of P. aeruginosa exposed to colistin, combined with the discovery that blocking LPS 

biosynthesis reduces LPS shedding and increased the activity of colistin in the supernatant, it 

was proposed that inhibiting the synthesis of LPS with CHIR-090/cerulenin could enhance 

polymyxin-mediated killing of PA14 bacteria. This theory was assessed by treating P. 

aeruginosa cells with a range of therapeutically-relevant colistin concentrations (2, 4 and 10 

µg ml-1), either alone or alongside sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 and cerulenin 
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that blocked LPS release, with bacterial survival measured during 8 hours incubation by 

enumeration of colony counts. Firstly, it was verified that the concentration of the LPS 

biosynthesis inhibition CHIR-090 used (0.125 µg ml-1) did not affect PA14 bacterial growth, 

with the CHIR-090-exposed P. aeruginosa population exhibiting identical growth kinetics 

over 8 hours to untreated cells (Figure 3.14A). 

Next, the impact of inhibiting LPS biosynthesis with CHIR-090 on the viability of P. 

aeruginosa cells treated with 2 µg ml-1 colistin was calculated. Interestingly, and in a strikingly 

direct contradiction to the original hypothesis, exposing a PA14 population to colistin in 

combination with CHIR-090 did not increase the killing of bacteria by the polymyxin 

antibiotic, but rather blocked the bactericidal effects of colistin completely. Whilst there was 

an initial 10-fold reduction in P. aeruginosa survival in cells incubated with 2 µg ml-1 colistin 

alone after 2 hours (before the subsequent recovery of the population characterized earlier), 

when a sub-inhibitory concentration of CHIR-090 was present, no reduction in the viability 

of PA14 bacteria was observed at all, even following 8 hours of colistin exposure (Figure 

3.14A). This phenotype of diminished polymyxin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa if de novo 

LPS biosynthesis was blocked became notably more apparent when CHIR-090 was used in 

the treatment of PA14 cells along with 4 µg ml-1 colistin, which alone reduced bacterial counts 

by more than 5-logs after 4 hours, but which was unable to kill bacteria by even 1-log in the 

presence of the LPS synthesis inhibitor (Figure 3.14B). Thus, the ability of colistin to kill P. 

aeruginosa appeared to be dependent on the active biosynthesis of LPS. This requirement of 

de novo LPS biosynthesis for the polymyxin’s bactericidal properties was partially overcome 

at the highest colistin concentration tested (10 µg ml-1); however, there remained following 4 

hours of treatment a 5-log difference between the survival of PA14 cells exposed to colistin 

alone and those exposed to both colistin and CHIR-090 (Figure 3.14C). 

To confirm this fundamental finding that colistin relied on active LPS biosynthesis for 

exerting its bactericidal effects against P. aeruginosa, these time-kill experiments were 

repeated using the fatty acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor cerulenin, as opposed to CHIR-090. 

Again, cerulenin was used in these assays at a sub-inhibitory concentration (32 µg ml-1), which 

had a minimal impact on the rate of growth of a PA14 cell population compared to untreated 

bacteria (Figure 3.14D). Across the range of colistin concentrations investigated, in all cases 

exposure of P. aeruginosa PA14 to the polymyxin antibiotic in combination with cerulenin 

caused a significant reduction in the killing kinetics of bacteria, relative to when treated with 

colistin alone (Figure 3.14DEF). This consequence of inhibiting LPS biosynthesis was most 

evident at 4 and 10 µg ml-1 colistin, where the reduction in bacterial killing by the polymyxin 

when cerulenin was present was 4- and 3-logs respectively after 4 hours. Hence, it was 

concluded that the killing of P. aeruginosa by colistin required active LPS biosynthesis. 
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Figure 3.14: Colistin’s bactericidal activity against P. aeruginosa is dependent on active 

LPS biosynthesis. A-C, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to (A) 2 µg ml-1, (B) 4 µg ml-1 

or (C) 10 µg ml-1 colistin alone, or in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1), as determined by 

c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). 

D-F, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to (D) 2 µg ml-1, (E) 4 µg ml-1 or (F) 10 µg ml-1 

colistin alone, or in combination with cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours 

(n=4; ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in A, D were 

analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in B-C, E-F were analysed by a two-

way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars 

represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

3.16 Discussion 

Colistin is a vital last-resort antibiotic commonly and increasingly used in the 

treatment of individuals infected with multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa as the final option 

to keep patients alive392. Unfortunately, however, despite its importance, the clinical 

utilisation of colistin is associated with extremely high rates of therapeutic failure (in up to 

two-thirds of cases), with patient mortality frequently occurring as a result615,622. There is, 

therefore, an urgent necessity to understand the causes of colistin treatment failure, in order 

to develop novel strategies to improve the efficacy of the polymyxin drug and ultimately 

enhance patient outcomes following colistin administration. Resistance to colistin, mediated 

by chromosomal genetic mutations that give rise to chemical modifications to LPS (the 

bacterial target of polymyxins), has been detected in P. aeruginosa, but remains rare in the 

clinical setting, with non-susceptibility to the polymyxin diagnosed in less than 10% of clinical 
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P. aeruginosa isolates687. Hence, there must exist alternative explanations for the high rate of 

colistin therapy failure, other than classical antibiotic resistance. Experiments in this chapter 

identified a new mechanism by which P. aeruginosa survives colistin exposure through the 

release of LPS molecules, which inactivate the polymyxin drug extracellularly, promoting 

bacterial survival and population recovery during treatment with colistin. However, attempts 

to reduce this extracellular inactivation of colistin by inhibiting LPS biosynthesis decreased 

polymyxin-induced LPS shedding by P. aeruginosa, but surprisingly also blocked colistin’s 

bactericidal activity completely. 

While characterising for the first time the precise timeframe for successive disruption 

of the outer and cytoplasmic membranes of Gram-negative bacteria by colistin, a bi-phasic 

pattern of cell lysis and killing was observed in P. aeruginosa populations exposed to the 

polymyxin. Such bi-phasic killing kinetics have been reported before with diverse antibiotics 

and bacterial strains, including for E. coli strains treated with ampicillin, K. pneumoniae 

treated with ciprofloxacin and mycobacterial cells treated with rifampicin/isoniazid688–691. The 

reasons why a bactericidal antibiotic kills a bacterial population in a bi-phasic manner can 

vary, but this phenotype is commonly associated with the existence of persister cells – bacteria 

that enter a dormant-state that confers tolerance to multiple antimicrobial drugs655. In the 

case of the bi-phasic killing of P. aeruginosa by colistin discovered here, when the polymyxin 

compound was present at a concentration of 2 µg ml-1, the initial period of bacterial killing was 

followed by immediate re-growth of cells, and recovery to meet or even exceed the starting 

inoculum by the time the assay was terminated. Since persister cells are believed to be 

quiescent, the ability of P. aeruginosa bacteria to immediately begin replicating after surviving 

exposure to 2 µg ml-1 colistin means that the antibiotic persistence phenomenon is unlikely to 

be relevant in this instance, and polymyxin tolerance was caused by an alternative explanation. 

This explanation was found to be the complete loss of colistin activity in the spent 

culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa treated with 2 or 4 µg ml-1 colistin, with this extracellular 

inactivation of the polymyxin rapidly occurring within 2 hours of antibiotic exposure. 

Intriguingly, whilst there was a significant reduction (40-50%) in the inhibitory activity of 

colistin in the supernatant of P. aeruginosa cells exposed to the polymyxin drug at 10 µg ml-1, 

the residual concentration of the antibiotic even by the end of the experiment would have been 

approximately 5 µg ml-1, which represents what should be a bactericidal concentration of 

colistin. Nevertheless, a small sub-population of P. aeruginosa cells remained alive and able 

to survive the presence of this otherwise bactericidal polymyxin concentration, raising key 

questions about the mechanism of this colistin tolerance. In the absence of notable re-growth 

of these bacteria treated with 10 µg ml-1 colistin, it is possible that dormant antibiotic persister 

cells were responsible for this survival capability. The formation of colistin persister cells has 
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been experimentally proven in past studies, and in support of their involvement in this case, 

emergence of resistance experiments revealed that after a single exposure to colistin, surviving 

P. aeruginosa cells were killed by the polymyxin identically to previously unexposed cells – a 

characteristic defining trait of antibiotic persistence653,654. However, future studies are needed 

to isolate the surviving population, and potentially perform metabolic and transcriptomic 

analyses on the antibiotic tolerant cells before the phenotype of colistin persistence can be 

firmly demonstrated in P. aeruginosa692,693. 

The basis for the loss of activity of colistin in the culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa 

cells during polymyxin treatment was established as being due to the extracellular release of 

LPS from bacteria, which inactivated colistin molecules before they could target and kill the 

pathogen. Crucial data implicating LPS as the shed colistin-inactivating factor arose from 

experiments that showed the polysaccharide was released into the P. aeruginosa supernatant 

both as a response to exposure to increasing sub-inhibitory colistin concentrations, and over 

time during incubation with a bactericidal concentration of the antibiotic. Furthermore, the 

addition of purified LPS to culture media had the effect of directly reducing colistin activity 

even in the absence of whole bacterial cells, as well as increasing the MIC of colistin against P. 

aeruginosa in a dose-dependent manner, clearly highlighting the protective capacity of 

extracellular LPS against the polymyxin’s antibacterial properties. 

The recognition of LPS as the released colistin inactivator is corroborated by recent 

studies, which found that the inhibitory activity of polymyxin compounds was decreased by 

extracellular LPS present either in artificial sputum or in the cell wash fluid of Gram-negative 

bacteria694,695. Moreover, OMVs (of which LPS forms a predominant component) shed from 

pathogenic E. coli have been shown to mitigate the bactericidal activity of polymyxin drugs, 

and the colistin-inactivating behaviour of LPS illustrated in this chapter now provides a 

mechanistic explanation for this finding668. Interestingly, LPS release from P. aeruginosa cells 

treated with an inhibitory colistin concentration did not seem to be in the form of OMVs, since 

no lipid was detected in these spent culture supernatants in spite of abundant quantification 

of LPS molecules. Although this may initially appear in opposition to previous investigations 

that indicated OMV production can be induced by polymyxin compounds, the antibiotic 

concentrations used in those studies were markedly lower (0.5 µg ml-1 rather than 2 µg ml-1), 

and it is probable that the LPS release phenotype varies depending on whether colistin is used 

at sub-inhibitory or lethal concentrations668. 

There is a growing appreciation that bacteria can tolerate antibiotic exposure by 

releasing extracellular factors that bind and inactivate antimicrobial agents extracellularly, 

and the use of extracellular LPS shed from P. aeruginosa to enable the pathogen to survive 

colistin treatment fits with and contributes to this increased understanding of “antibiotic 
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interception” strategies665. Other similar modes of extracellular antibiotic inactivation by 

bacteria include the release of proteinaceous lipocalins from B. cenocepacia, which confer 

tolerance to rifampicin, norfloxacin and ceftazidime, the shedding of capsular polysaccharide 

molecules that sequester the human neutrophil antimicrobial peptide HNP-1 by K. 

pneumoniae and S. pneumoniae, and the release of DNA into biofilms by S. epidermidis as a 

defence against vancomycin exposure666,670,696. 

DNA, lipocalins and capsular polysaccharides have all also been linked to the 

inactivation of polymyxin drugs; however, the prospect of either lipocalins or capsular 

polysaccharides having a role in the loss of colistin activity in the supernatant of P. aeruginosa 

cultures was eliminated by the fact that the released inactivating factor was insensitive to heat 

(therefore unlikely to be protein), and still shed in transposon mutants deficient in the 

production of alginate (the principal capsular polysaccharide). Nonetheless, there is a small 

possibility that in addition to released LPS, a heat-stable protein/peptide (e.g. secreted 

enterotoxins) may be involved in extracellular colistin inactivation by P. aeruginosa, as well 

as the minor secreted capsular polysaccharides Psl and Pel, particularly on solid culture 

media697. To overwhelmingly prove that LPS was the only released factor responsible for 

colistin inactivation by P. aeruginosa, future experiments could utilise LPS-degrading 

enzymes from bacteriophages or human immune cells (e.g. acyloxyacyl hydrolase) to attempt 

to reduce the polymyxin-inactivating effects of the P. aeruginosa spent supernatant698,699. 

Perhaps the most convincing detail substantiating that LPS was the shed colistin 

inactivator is that the primary bacterial target of polymyxin antibiotics is the lipid A domain 

of LPS molecules in the OM of Gram-negative pathogens. Hence, it would be expected that 

extracellular LPS molecules released by P. aeruginosa would be bound by colistin in the 

culture supernatant, and that the resulting colistin-LPS complexes would have severely 

reduced antibacterial activity. Indeed, mechanisms of tolerance by extracellular antibiotic 

interception have often been found to entail shedding of a drug’s target compound, with the 

inactivation of daptomycin by the membrane phospholipid phosphatidylglycerol in S. aureus 

serving as a perfect example629. 

Critically, it was observed in this chapter that the development of colistin resistance in 

P. aeruginosa, which is only known to occur through chemical modifications that alter the 

charge of LPS, was associated with the loss of the bacteria’s colistin-inactivating properties, 

presumably because the modified LPS molecules released by the pathogen no longer retained 

their electrostatic affinity for polymyxin drugs. This leads to fascinating questions about 

whether LPS shedding by P. aeruginosa is a defensive strategy against colistin-mediated cell 

killing, that is simply not required and easily lost without any ensuing cost in polymyxin-

resistant bacteria since they possess an alternate mode of antibiotic tolerance. 
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To understand the mechanism of LPS release by P. aeruginosa cells during colistin 

exposure, and in particular whether this was an active defence process, it was assessed whether 

shedding of LPS in response to the polymyxin drug was dependent on de novo LPS 

biosynthesis. Whilst it was shown that the extracellular release of LPS was diminished when 

LPS synthesis was inhibited, with higher levels of colistin activity expectedly maintained in the 

culture supernatant as a consequence, the subsequent discovery that blocking biosynthesis of 

LPS simultaneously blocked colistin’s bactericidal activity complicates resolving the notion 

that LPS shedding is an active mode of defence. Colistin is known to disrupt the cationic 

bridges between LPS molecules in the outer membrane, and ultimately trigger cell lysis, and 

both these events could feasibly lead to extracellular LPS release700. Therefore, it is not clear 

that the reduction in LPS shedding into the supernatant of P. aeruginosa cultures exposed to 

colistin was not simply a downstream consequence of the antibiotic being unable to exert its 

bactericidal effects, displacing intra-LPS cation bridges and inducing bacterial lysis. 

Notably, sub-inhibitory concentrations of colistin (0.25 and 0.5 µg ml-1) that would not 

cause lysis of P. aeruginosa cells did stimulate an increase in LPS release extracellularly, as 

did a colistin concentration of 2 µg ml-1, which initiated bacterial death in the absence of 

significant detectable cell lysis. These data suggest that LPS shedding was not the outcome of 

colistin’s lytic activity against P. aeruginosa. However, even at sub-inhibitory or sub-lytic 

concentrations, colistin was able to partially disrupt the bacterial OM to a sufficient degree as 

to allow the uptake of the fluorescent NPN dye, and this damage to the cell envelope, which is 

thought to be due to displacement of the cation bridges between LPS molecules, could well be 

the basis for extracellular LPS release. 

At higher colistin concentrations (4-10 µg ml-1), P. aeruginosa cells underwent marked 

lysis when treated with the polymyxin, and thus distinguishing between shedding of LPS as an 

active defence versus the culmination of lysed bacterial contents leaking into the supernatant 

is challenging. One key certainty about the LPS shedding phenomenon is that it has a limited 

capacity to inactivate colistin, and if sufficient polymyxin molecules are present (e.g. at 10 µg 

ml-1), substantial antibiotic activity is retained. Nonetheless, further studies are essential to 

comprehend how and when P. aeruginosa releases LPS during colistin exposure, and whether 

additional cellular processes (e.g. LPS transport) are a requirement for this to occur. By 

elucidating the mechanism of LPS shedding, novel therapeutic approaches could be developed 

to minimise this event, for instance by inhibiting LPS transport with murepavadin, which may 

improve colistin efficacy, overcome colistin tolerance, and lead to enhanced patient outcomes. 

In summary, the results in this chapter described a new mechanism by which P. 

aeruginosa survives colistin treatment. Attempts to mitigate this also attenuated colistin’s 

bactericidal activity, and the reasons for this will be explored in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Colistin kills bacteria by targeting 
lipopolysaccharide in the cytoplasmic membrane 
 

4.1 Introduction 

The mechanism of action by which the vital, last-resort lipopeptide antibiotic colistin 

kills Gram-negative bacteria is very poorly understood392,701. Given colistin’s increasing 

importance and use in clinical settings, there is an urgent demand to resolve this gap in 

knowledge, with the ultimate aim of using this information of how the polymyxin drug exerts 

its bactericidal effects to design new treatment strategies that could surmount colistin therapy 

failure – a concerningly frequent occurrence in patients374. Whilst the initial interactions of 

colistin molecules with bacteria, binding to target LPS molecules in the outer membrane (OM) 

of Gram-negative organisms, have been well documented, it is the subsequent steps in the 

antibiotic’s mode of action, and in particular how these result in cell death, that remain largely 

unknown280. 

Colistin has an amphipathic structure consisting of a positively-charged polypeptide 

ring connected to a hydrophobic fatty acid tail, and it is believed that these two chemically-

distinct regions are responsible for different processes during the antibiotic’s preliminary 

attachment to and disruption of the bacterial OM, although this has never been convincingly 

demonstrated experimentally702. The cationic peptide macrocycle is thought to attach to the 

negatively-charged phosphate groups in the lipid A domain of LPS through an electrostatic 

attraction, which causes the displacement of the Mg2+/Ca2+ cationic bridges that stabilise the 

arrangement of LPS molecules in the OM outermost leaflet264. Loss of these cation bridges 

leads to weakening of the OM, and this disruption is proposed to be exploited by colistin’s 

lipophilic acyl tail to insert itself into the OM structure, where it interacts with the fatty acyl 

chains that form the inner portion of lipid A, instigating further OM damage via an unproven 

“surfactant-like” mechanism408,703,704. 

How this disruption of the extracellular-facing bilayer of the cell envelope by colistin 

culminates in the killing of Gram-negative bacteria is one of the key unanswered questions in 

terms of the polymyxin’s mode of action. Numerous suggestions have been put forward for 

how colistin-induced OM permeabilisation could lead to cell death, including: the fatal leakage 

of cytosolic contents, the generation of reactive oxygen species that damage essential 

intracellular components, the inhibition of cytoplasmic respiratory enzymes and the binding 

to protein-synthesising ribosomes inside the bacteria418,428,705,706. Regardless of which of these 

postulated processes confers colistin with its bactericidal properties, before the polymyxin 

antibiotic can kill Gram-negative organisms by any of these means, it first needs to disrupt 
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and damage the cytoplasmic membrane (CM). Despite more than six decades of colistin being 

used clinically, and extensive laboratory research, the mechanism of CM permeabilisation by 

the polymyxin compound is purely theoretical, with almost no practical evidence of how the 

antibiotic disrupts the inner phospholipid bilayer of the bacterial cell envelope. 

The structural and chemical similarities between colistin and other antimicrobial 

peptides (AMPs) that disrupt bacterial phospholipid membranes has contributed to the 

widespread belief that the polymyxin drug permeabilises the CM through a comparable mode 

of action as bactericidal membranolytic AMPs707. These peptides often possess detergent-like 

characteristics, and their insertion into phospholipid bilayers severely damages the 

membranes, producing pores in the cell envelope to trigger bacterial death708,709. The N-

terminal fatty acid tail of colistin molecules is thought to harbour homologous surfactant 

effects, with the CM of Gram-negative pathogens disrupted by the polymyxin compound as a 

direct consequence. Data supporting the notion that colistin-mediated permeabilisation of the 

CM occurs by this detergent behaviour of the antibiotic arises from studies showing that 

colistin has a degree of antimicrobial activity against the Gram-positive pathogen S. pyogenes, 

and also that polymyxin molecules interfere with mammalian epithelial cell membranes, 

where in both cases the CM is composed only of a phospholipid bilayer710,711. Indeed, the 

nephrotoxic and neurotoxic side-effects of clinical colistin administration have previously 

been associated with the antibiotic’s ability to disrupt phospholipid bilayers712,713. 

However, in contrast to these reports of colistin acting as a surfactant to damage the 

CM, there is also an abundance of evidence indicating that the polymyxin cannot permeabilise 

phospholipid bilayers. Firstly, while colistin may exhibit some CM-disrupting activity in 

mammalian epithelial cells and the bacterium S. pyogenes, this is only apparent when the 

polymyxin drug is present at doses (8-16 µg ml-1) that are far above typical clinical serum 

concentrations, raising doubts about whether the antibiotic can damage phospholipid bilayer 

structures at therapeutically-relevant concentrations710,711. Moreover, the Gram-negative 

pathogen A. baumanii has a unique method of developing colistin resistance by completely 

removing LPS from its OM; in this instance, the outermost bilayer of the organism is formed 

solely of phospholipids, but it is insensitive to polymyxin permeabilisation516. In addition, 

molecular dynamic simulations conducted in silico have discovered that, unlike the traditional 

killing mechanism of AMPs, polymyxin compounds stiffen the CM rather than disrupting it714. 

Perhaps most convincingly, investigations with synthetic vesicles found minimal membrane 

permeation of vesicles formed only of membrane phospholipids, with vesicle membranes only 

significantly damaged when the bilayers contained LPS715. 

Whilst the final destination of LPS molecules in Gram-negative bacteria is the outer 

extracellular-facing leaflet of the OM, prior to their arrival on the cell surface there exists a 
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complex process where LPS is synthesised intracellularly and transported across the bacterial 

cell envelope223. The biosynthesis of the “core-lipid A” domain and the O-antigen domain of 

LPS occurs independently on the innermost cytoplasmic-facing surface of the CM, before these 

structures are flipped to the periplasmic-facing surface of the CM and ligated to create the 

complete LPS molecule716–718. From the outermost leaflet of the CM, this fully-synthesised LPS 

is shuttled straight to the OM extracellular-facing leaflet by the Lpt protein family, the 

members of which extract LPS from the CM, translocate it across the periplasm on a bridge, 

and insert the polysaccharide compounds into the outermost leaflet of the OM221. At any one 

point in time, therefore, in Gram-negative organisms, LPS is present in notable quantities in 

the periplasmic-facing leaflet of the CM, awaiting transport to the OM719. 

Considering the facts that: (i) colistin is unable to permeabilise phospholipid bilayers 

in the absence of LPS; (ii) the CM of Gram-negative organisms contains LPS molecules in 

transit; and (iii) colistin has a high affinity and well-established ability to bind/disrupt LPS, it 

is hypothesised in this chapter that colistin targets LPS molecules in the CM of bacteria in 

order to damage the bilayer and exert its bactericidal activity. In particular, it is investigated 

whether the effects of inhibiting LPS biosynthesis on blocking colistin’s ability to kill P. 

aeruginosa observed in previous experiments were due to diminishing the amount of LPS in 

the CM. 

 

4.2 Blocking LPS biosynthesis reduces colistin killing of P. 

aeruginosa in a dose-dependent manner 

Having discovered that the bactericidal activity of colistin against P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells was abolished when de novo LPS biosynthesis was inhibited, it was decided to 

characterise this phenotype in greater detail, firstly by examining if this effect was dose-

dependent. Specifically, the killing kinetics of colistin on a PA14 population co-treated with a 

range of concentrations of CHIR-090 and cerulenin were measured in order to determine 

whether their protective effects on polymyxin killing would be reduced at lower concentrations 

of the LPS synthesis inhibitors than those used in previous assays. 

At the highest, but nonetheless sub-inhibitory, concentration of CHIR-090 tested 

(0.125 µg ml-1), addition of the LpxC inhibitor to P. aeruginosa cells treated with 4 µg ml-1 

colistin completely stopped bacterial killing by the polymyxin drug as seen earlier, with no 

reduction in cell survival detected at all over 8 hours (Figure 4.1A). As the concentration of 

CHIR-090 was lowered, there was a small degree (less than 1-log) of killing of PA14 bacteria 

by colistin over the initial 2-4 hours of antibiotic exposure; however, even at a CHIR-090 

concentration that was 25-fold higher than that utilised in initial experiments (0.005 µg ml-1), 
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by 8 hours, there was no noticeable drop in cell numbers relative to the starting inoculum, and 

a 4-log difference compared to bacteria treated with colistin alone. Therefore, CHIR-090 was 

a highly potent compound in terms of preventing colistin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa, 

with striking effects observed even at nanomolar doses. Only when the concentration of the 

LPS biosynthesis inhibitor was reduced to 0.0025 µg ml-1 was any significant death of the PA14 

population quantified during colistin exposure, although the killing kinetics of the bacteria 

remained markedly slower than P. aeruginosa cells treated only with the polymyxin drug. 

This dose-dependent nature of CHIR-090’s protective capacity on colistin-induced 

bacterial killing was also evident with the fatty acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor cerulenin. While 

at the highest sub-inhibitory cerulenin concentration used (32 µg ml-1), the killing of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 by colistin was entirely abrogated, when the concentration of cerulenin was 

reduced, there was a simultaneous and step-wise increase in the polymyxin’s bactericidal 

activity (Figure 4.1B). Indeed, at cerulenin concentrations of 8 and 16 µg ml-1, the number of 

surviving cells following 8 hours of colistin exposure was essentially identical to bacteria 

exposed to the polymyxin antibiotic alone, although the rate of killing was appreciably slower. 

Hence, the abilities of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin to block the 

killing of P. aeruginosa by colistin was dependent on the concentration at which they were 

present. The fact that CHIR-090 appeared to block colistin’s bactericidal effects much more 

efficaciously than cerulenin may suggest that directly targeting the Lpx family of enzymes in 

the LPS biosynthetic pathway had greater power at stopping polymyxin killing than targeting 

the upstream process of fatty acid synthesis more generally. 

To assess if colistin required de novo LPS biosynthesis for only its initial binding and 

killing of P. aeruginosa, or for the on-going continuous killing activity of the polymyxin, PA14 

cells were first exposed to 4 µg ml-1 colistin alone for 2 hours, before CHIR-090/cerulenin were 

added to the culture media and bacterial survival enumerated over the subsequent 8 hours of 

incubation. Under all three conditions, there was a 3-log decrease in survival of P. aeruginosa 

cells after 2 hours colistin treatment; in the PA14 population where the polymyxin was not 

supplemented with either inhibitor of LPS biosynthesis, bacterial counts continued to drop by 

another 3-logs during the next 4 hours of the experiment (Figure 4.1C). However, the 

addition of CHIR-090 to the cell culture after 2 hours dramatically reduced the killing rate of 

P. aeruginosa by colistin (2-log difference at 4 hours), and in the case of cerulenin, polymyxin-

mediated killing was totally halted. Thus, this data revealed that colistin was not just 

dependent on active LPS biosynthesis to bind and cause cell death in PA14 cells preliminarily; 

rather, the polymyxin required de novo biosynthesis of LPS throughout its bactericidal mode 

of action in order to continue killing P. aeruginosa even once the antibiotic had bound. 
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Figure 4.1: Colistin is dependent on de novo LPS biosynthesis throughout its bactericidal 

activity against P. aeruginosa. A, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to colistin alone (4 

µg ml-1), or colistin in combination with a range of concentrations of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitor 

CHIR-090, as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05, ***p<0.001 relative to bacteria 

exposed to colistin alone). B, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to colistin alone (4 µg ml-1), 

or colistin in combination with a range of concentrations of the fatty acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor 

cerulenin, as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.001 relative to bacteria exposed 

to colistin alone). C, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 exposed to colistin alone (4 µg ml-1) for 2 hours, 

followed by no further treatment, or the addition of CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) or cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), 

as determined by c.f.u. counts over 10 hours (n=3 in duplicate; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 

relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with 

Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Holm-Sidak’s post-hoc test. 

Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

4.3 Inhibiting biosynthesis of LPS prevents colistin-induced 

morphological changes of P. aeruginosa 

It has previously been established that colistin’s bactericidal mode of action through 

successive disruption of the OM and CM of Gram-negative organisms results in extensive 

morphological changes to bacterial cells720. To further explore the phenomenon of blocking 

colistin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa by reducing LPS biosynthesis, and in particular to 

see how the use of the inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin affected the alterations to cell 

morphology caused by the polymyxin, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of PA14 

bacteria exposed to the antibiotics for two hours were obtained. 
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Since the LPS synthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin were being utilised at sub-

inhibitory concentrations, treatment of P. aeruginosa with either compound alone had no 

impact at all on the surface morphology of PA14 cells, with these bacteria appearing entirely 

unchanged in comparison to untreated cells (Figure 4.2ABC). In stark contrast, after 2 hours 

incubation with a bactericidal colistin concentration (4 µg ml-1), the morphology of P. 

aeruginosa bacteria was profoundly affected, with the cells found to be greatly distorted and 

deflated (Figure 4.2D). This is in keeping with past reports that exposure of Gram-negative 

pathogens to colistin is associated with significant alterations to bacterial surface morphology, 

including the aggregation of cells as observed here, and is likely due to the lytic properties of 

the polymyxin drug496,721. Crucially, however, when P. aeruginosa PA14 was treated with this 

lethal colistin concentration alongside sub-inhibitory doses of either CHIR-090 or cerulenin, 

the polymyxin antibiotic was unable to trigger these same morphological changes (Figure 

4.2EF). In fact, bacteria exposed to colistin while de novo biosynthesis of LPS was blocked 

appeared virtually identical to untreated P. aeruginosa cells, with no visible signs of the 

deflation, distortion and aggregation typical of polymyxin-treated bacteria. Hence, it was 

concluded that inhibition of active LPS biosynthesis compromised colistin’s ability to alter 

bacterial morphology and initiate cell lysis/death in P. aeruginosa PA14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Alterations to the cell morphology of P. aeruginosa caused by colistin require 

active LPS biosynthesis. A-F, Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells following 2 hours incubation in (A) media alone, or cells exposed to (B) 0.125 µg ml-1 CHIR-090 

alone, (C) 32 µg ml-1 cerulenin alone, (D) 4 µg ml-1 colistin alone, (E) colistin in combination with 

CHIR-090, or (F) colistin in combination with cerulenin (Scale bars: 200 nm). All images are 

representative of 3 independent experiments. 
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4.4 Inhibiting LPS synthesis specifically blocks colistin killing 

of P. aeruginosa 

Because the effects of blocking biosynthesis of LPS with CHIR-090/cerulenin on 

preventing colistin’s bactericidal activity were so unexpected and prominent, it was resolved 

to undertake a series of control experiments to ensure the validity of this finding. The first of 

these control assays performed involved studying whether the two LPS biosynthesis inhibitors 

modulated the physiology of P. aeruginosa in a way that made the bacteria less susceptible to 

all manner of antibiotic stresses, rather than being a phenotype that was specific to colistin. In 

order to investigate this, the MIC against PA14 cells was determined for four bactericidal 

antibiotics commonly-used clinically against P. aeruginosa infections, each with distinct 

bacterial targets and mechanisms of action: the quinolone ciprofloxacin (DNA gyrase 

inhibitor), the aminoglycoside gentamicin (protein synthesis inhibitor), the beta-lactam 

imipenem (cell wall synthesis inhibitor) and the membrane-disrupting drug chlorhexidine 

(Figure 4.3A). Having ascertained these MICs, the survival of PA14 bacteria exposed to 

bactericidal concentrations of the four antibiotics (8-fold higher than the MIC) was measured 

over 8 hours in the absence or presence of CHIR-090/cerulenin, to see if the LPS synthesis 

inhibitors triggered a generic stress response in P. aeruginosa that compromised killing by all 

antimicrobial agents. 

Individually, each of the four antibiotic drugs killed PA14 cells both rapidly and 

abundantly, with ciprofloxacin and imipenem reducing viable bacterial counts by more than 

4-logs after 8 hours of treatment, whilst gentamicin and chlorhexidine were responsible for a 

6-log decrease in P. aeruginosa survival (Figure 4.3BCDE). Importantly, the addition of 

either CHIR-090 or cerulenin in combination with the four bactericidal antimicrobials had no 

impact whatsoever on the killing kinetics of PA14 bacteria by ciprofloxacin, gentamicin, 

imipenem or chlorhexidine, with the rate of cell death induced by the antibiotics completely 

unaffected by the inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis. This firmly indicated that the compounds 

CHIR-090 and cerulenin did not block the bactericidal effects of numerous different 

antimicrobial agents, but instead only specifically mitigated killing of P. aeruginosa by 

polymyxins. 

These time-kill experiments were next repeated using a lethal concentration (8-fold 

greater than the MIC) of the molecule ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), which shares 

certain functional similarities with colistin in that it is also a chelating agent, which disrupts 

the bacterial cell envelope by displacing intra-LPS cationic bridges from the OM of Gram-

negative organisms722,723. The killing rate of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells by EDTA was unaltered 

in the presence of CHIR-090/cerulenin, further confirming the specificity of these inhibitors 

for only blocking colistin’s ability to kill bacteria (Figure 4.3F). Furthermore, this data 
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provides key mechanistic insight into the requirement of de novo LPS biosynthesis for the 

polymyxin to be bactericidal by showing that displacement of cation bridges to damage the 

outermost LPS monolayer of the Gram-negative OM (the first stage in colistin’s mode of 

action) was not a process that was dependent on active synthesis of LPS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: The protective effects of inhibiting LPS biosynthesis on P. aeruginosa killing 

are specific to colistin. A, MIC of ciprofloxacin, gentamicin, imipenem and chlorhexidine against P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells, as determined using the broth microdilution assay (n=3). B-F, Survival of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to (B) 2 µg ml-1 ciprofloxacin, (C) 0.5 µg ml-1 gentamicin, (D) 8 µg ml-1 

imipenem, (E) 32 µg ml-1 chlorhexidine, or (F) 3.2 mM EDTA, in each case either alone, or in 

combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) or cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts 

over 8 hours (n=4 for B-E, n=3 in duplicate for F; ns: p>0.05 relative to bacteria exposed to the 

antibiotic alone without CHIR-090/cerulenin). Data in B-F were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with 

Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the 

standard deviation of the mean. 

 

4.5 Colistin’s bactericidal activity against P. aeruginosa is not 

inhibited by growth arrest 

Having verified that the antibacterial-blocking properties of CHIR-090 and cerulenin 

were specific to colistin, the second control experiment carried out examined whether these 

LPS biosynthesis inhibitors affected polymyxin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa through 

modulation of the bacterial growth rate. This was especially imperative as the arrest of growth 
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in bacteria has previously been shown to reduce susceptibility to many different antibiotics, 

including polymyxin compounds, and in spite of being used in all assays at sub-inhibitory 

doses, both CHIR-090 and cerulenin did at these concentrations have a partial negative 

impact on the growth of P. aeruginosa cells724–727. To determine the potential consequences of 

growth inhibition by CHIR-090/cerulenin on colistin’s bactericidal activity, PA14 bacteria 

were exposed to colistin in combination with two bacteriostatic protein synthesis inhibitors – 

the antibiotics tetracycline and chloramphenicol. In each case, these antimicrobial agents were 

utilised alongside 4 µg ml-1 colistin at numerous concentrations, ranging from sub-inhibitory 

to fully bacteriostatic, and cell viability was calculated over 8 hours incubation. 

When a sub-inhibitory concentration of tetracycline (4 µg ml-1, 2-fold lower than the 

MIC), which had only a minor influence on growth relative to untreated bacteria, was added 

to P. aeruginosa cells along with colistin, there was no perceivable reduction in the killing 

kinetics of a PA14 population by the polymyxin drug (Figure 4.4A). Comparably, even the 

addition of tetracycline at a concentration that caused absolute growth arrest (32 µg ml-1, 4-

fold higher than the MIC) had no significant effect on the rate of colistin-induced bacterial 

death, with colony counts of surviving P. aeruginosa cells after 8 hours combination treatment 

closely resembling the counts of cells treated with the polymyxin alone (Figure 4.4B). There 

did not exist, in fact, any “sweet spot” at which arrest of bacterial growth by tetracycline 

concurrently blocked colistin’s bactericidal tendencies against PA14, since across a range of 

concentrations of the protein synthesis inhibitor tested, its rapid killing (4 to 5-logs within 6 

hours) of P. aeruginosa was maintained (Figure 4.4C). 

Almost identical results were obtained with another bacteriostatic protein synthesis 

inhibitor, chloramphenicol, which at the sub-inhibitory concentration of 32 µg ml-1 (4-fold less 

than the MIC) exhibited no ability to reduce colistin’s rate of PA14 killing to a noteworthy 

extent (Figure 4.4D). Once again, even at a totally bacteriostatic dose of 256 µg ml-1 (2-fold 

greater than the MIC), viable P. aeruginosa cell counts dropped by between 3 and 4-logs in 

both the population exposed to colistin in combination with chloramphenicol, and the 

population exposed to colistin alone (Figure 4.4E). Throughout all the chloramphenicol 

concentrations investigated, bacterial growth arrest initiated by the protein synthesis inhibitor 

was unable to wholly abrogate polymyxin killing, although at the highest dose used (256 µg 

ml-1), the rate of cell death triggered by colistin was moderately, albeit insignificantly, 

diminished (Figure 4.4F). Crucially, however, this phenotype of slower killing by colistin of 

PA14 cells co-treated with a supraphysiological chloramphenicol concentration was nowhere 

near the degree to which CHIR-090/cerulenin at sub-lethal doses entirely inhibited the 

polymyxin antibiotic’s bactericidal activity. Together, these data conclusively demonstrated 

that the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors did not block colistin killing by impacting cell growth. 
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Figure 4.4: Growth arrest of P. aeruginosa does not block the killing of cells by colistin. 

A-C, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination 

with (A) a sub-inhibitory concentration of tetracycline (4 µg ml-1), (B) a bacteriostatic concentration of 

tetracycline (32 µg ml-1), or (C) a range of tetracycline concentrations, as determined by c.f.u. counts 

over 8 hours (n=4; ns: p>0.05 for colistin and tetracycline-exposed bacteria relative to bacteria exposed 

to colistin alone). D-F, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1), either alone 

or in combination with (D) a sub-inhibitory concentration of chloramphenicol (32 µg ml-1), (E) a 

bacteriostatic concentration of chloramphenicol (256 µg ml-1), or (F) a range of tetracycline 

concentrations, as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; ns: p>0.05 for colistin and 

chloramphenicol-exposed bacteria relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in A-F were 

analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, 

and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

4.6 CHIR-090 and cerulenin do not inactivate colistin directly 

or indirectly 

The next plausible confounding factor to control for that could explain the ability of 

CHIR-090 and cerulenin to block killing of P. aeruginosa by colistin was that these inhibitors 

of LPS biosynthesis directly interfered with the polymyxin drug, for example by binding to the 

antibiotic. To establish if this hypothesis was correct, checkerboard broth microdilution assays 

were performed, which allowed detection of any interactions between colistin and CHIR-

090/cerulenin that compromised the polymyxin’s antibacterial activity against PA14 cells. If 

indeed either LPS synthesis inhibitor was binding and thereby inactivating colistin, these 

checkerboard experiments would be expected to reveal an antagonistic growth-inhibitory 

interaction, with the MICs of the two antimicrobial agents higher in combination than they 
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were independently. However, it was found that the MICs of colistin and CHIR-090 in 

combination across the whole range of concentrations tested in the checkerboard matrix were 

the same as their MICs against P. aeruginosa bacteria alone, with a fractional inhibitory 

concentration index (FICI) value of 2 indicating an “indifferent” effect (Figure 4.5A)625. 

Analogously, the FICI value computed from the checkerboard experiment with colistin 

and cerulenin was also 2, with no change in the respective MICs of either compound against 

PA14 cells when used in combination, as opposed to when used alone (Figure 4.5B). Thus, 

the lack of an antagonistic interaction between colistin and either CHIR-090 or cerulenin 

strongly suggested that the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors were not hindering the polymyxin’s 

antipseudomonal killing through direct binding/inactivation. It is worth noting that there was 

also an absence of synergistic growth-inhibitory interactions between colistin and the two LPS 

synthesis inhibitors, which ruled out the prospect that, in combination with the polymyxin 

drug, CHIR-090/cerulenin had an enhanced capacity to arrest the growth of P. aeruginosa 

and reduce bacterial killing in the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Colistin is inactivated neither directly nor indirectly by CHIR-090/cerulenin. 

A, B, Checkerboard broth microdilution assays of colistin in combination with (A) CHIR-090, or (B) 

cerulenin against P. aeruginosa PA14 cells, as determined by measuring bacterial growth after 18 hours 

incubation using OD595nm readings (n=4). C, Concentration of lipids in the spent culture supernatant of 

P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1), cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) or colistin (4 µg 

ml-1), both alone and in combination, as determined by measuring fluorescence from the lipophilic dye 

FM 4-64 (5 µg ml-1) over 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001 relative to untreated cells). Data in C 

were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic 

mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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While it was vital to consider and eliminate the likelihood of direct inactivation of 

colistin by the inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis, it was equally critical to explore the notion that 

both CHIR-090 and cerulenin may be involved in the indirect and extracellular inactivation 

of the polymyxin antimicrobial by P. aeruginosa cells. In particular, OMVs known to be shed 

from the majority of Gram-negative organisms, including those in the Pseudomonadaceae 

family, have been implicated in past studies in causing a loss of colistin activity by binding to 

antibiotic molecules prior to their attachment to the bacterial surface668,728. It was postulated 

that exposure to CHIR-090/cerulenin could trigger an increase in OMV shedding by PA14 

bacteria, augmenting the extracellular inactivation of colistin and hence inhibiting its 

bactericidal behaviour. In clear opposition to this proposal however, no increase in the release 

of lipids into the culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa was quantified relative to untreated 

bacteria when the cells were treated with CHIR-090 or cerulenin, either alone or alongside 

colistin for 8 hours (Figure 4.5C). Rather, PA14 cells exposed to either LPS biosynthesis 

inhibitor had a reduction in the amount of OMVs shed extracellularly compared to when they 

were not present, undoubtedly excluding even indirect inactivation of colistin as the reason 

for CHIR-090 and cerulenin’s polymyxin-inhibiting properties. 

 

4.7 CHIR-090 and cerulenin do not induce stress responses 

that confer colistin resistance 

One conceivable basis for the protection conferred by the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors 

CHIR-090/cerulenin against the killing of P. aeruginosa by colistin was that these two 

antimicrobial compounds produced a stress response in the bacteria that activated the two-

component systems PmrAB and PhoPQ. Both these two-component systems function to detect 

and respond to external environmental signals, for instance the presence of antibiotics that 

disrupt the cell envelope, through the sensor kinases PmrB and PhoQ respectively729,730. In 

turn, these kinase proteins phosphorylate the transcriptional regulators of the two-component 

systems, PmrA and PhoP, with these proteins subsequently initiating the expression of a wide 

variety of genes, including (notably, in this case) operons involved in the addition of the 

cationic L-Ara4N/pEtN moieties to LPS that mediate colistin non-susceptibility731,732. 

Therefore, there was a direct pathway by which CHIR-090 and cerulenin could elicit damage 

to the P. aeruginosa surface membranes that served as the stimuli for activation of the PmrAB 

and/or PhoPQ two-component systems, ultimately leading to polymyxin resistance. In order 

to test whether either inhibitor of LPS synthesis blocked colistin’s bactericidal activity through 

such a stress-induced response, a control assay was undertaken using mutants from the PA14 

transposon library with disrupted pmrA, pmrB, phoP and phoQ genes674. 
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The suitability of the four transposon mutants for utilisation in experiments was first 

confirmed by showing that none of the PA14 strains with transposon insertions in the pmrAB 

or phoPQ genes displayed any observable growth defects relative to the parental wild-type 

(WT) strain over 22 hours (Figure 4.6A). Moreover, the MICs of the antimicrobial agents 

colistin, CHIR-090 and cerulenin against the pmrAB/phoPQ transposon mutant strains were 

largely unchanged compared to their MICs against WT PA14 cells, with only a small two-fold 

increase in the MIC of CHIR-090 identified for the pmrA:Tn and phoP:Tn strains (Figure 

4.6B). Thus, the panel of P. aeruginosa transposon mutants could be exposed in time-kill 

experiments to all three antimicrobial compounds at the same concentrations implemented 

for past assays to assess if the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors antagonised bacterial killing by 

colistin via interacting with the PmrAB/PhoPQ polymyxin resistance determinants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: The inhibition of colistin’s bactericidal activity by CHIR-090/cerulenin is not 

due to induction of a stress response that confers polymyxin resistance. A, Growth kinetics 

of the P. aeruginosa PA14 wild-type (WT) strain, and four PA14 transposon insertion mutants with 

disrupted pmrAB and phoPQ genes, as determined by measuring OD600nm over 22 hours incubation 

(n=4; error bars omitted for clarity). B, MIC of colistin, CHIR-090 and cerulenin against the P. 

aeruginosa PA14 WT strain, and four PA14 transposon insertion mutants with disrupted pmrAB and 

phoPQ genes, as determined using the broth microdilution assay (n=3). C-F, Survival of four P. 

aeruginosa PA14 transposon insertion mutants with disrupted genes in (C) pmrA, (D) pmrB, (E) phoP 

or (F) phoQ exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1) alone, or in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) or 

cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05, ****p<0.0001 relative 

to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in C-F were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s 

post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the standard 

deviation of the mean. 
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Treatment with colistin alone (4 µg ml-1) resulted in marked killing of the pmrA:Tn, 

pmrB:Tn and phoP:Tn mutant PA14 strains, with a between 5 and 6-log reduction in cell 

viability following 6 hours of incubation with the polymyxin drug alone (Figure 4.6CDE). 

However, with all three transposon mutants, the addition of sub-inhibitory concentrations of 

either CHIR-090 or cerulenin caused a significant reduction in colistin’s bacterial killing 

kinetics. This demonstrated that the inhibitors of LPS synthesis were not blocking the 

polymyxin antibiotic’s bactericidal effects by activating the PmrAB/PhoPQ two-component 

systems, since even when these systems were made dysfunctional by the insertion of 

transposons into their encoding genes, both CHIR-090 and cerulenin retained their 

capabilities to prevent colistin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa. 

In the mutant strain lacking a functional copy of the phoQ gene, colistin possessed 

considerably less bactericidal activity – a phenotype which has been previously reported 

(Figure 4.6F)476. Nevertheless, whilst the polymyxin compound reduced bacterial counts in 

the phoQ:Tn strain by nearly 90% within 2 hours of exposure, when the strain was co-treated 

with colistin and CHIR-090/cerulenin, there was no cell killing measured at all. This data 

provided further validation that neither LPS biosynthesis inhibitor impacted colistin’s ability 

to induce P. aeruginosa cell death via a PmrAB or PhoPQ-related stress response that 

culminated in polymyxin resistance. 

 

4.8 The antagonism of CHIR-090 on colistin killing is not due 

to off-target effects 

Small molecule inhibitor compounds, such as the LpxC inhibitor CHIR-090, are widely 

understood to often exhibit off-target effects due to non-specific binding to factors other than 

their primary target733. It was hence essential to determine whether the capabilities of CHIR-

090 to abrogate killing of P. aeruginosa by colistin were a result of the inhibitor’s direct action 

on blocking LPS biosynthesis, or because on any indirect off-target activity of the small 

molecule compound. This control experiment was performed by first generating strains of 

PA14 bacteria that had become spontaneously resistant to the antimicrobial properties of 

CHIR-090. In such CHIR-090-resistant P. aeruginosa strains, it is highly likely that non-

susceptibility to the LPS synthesis inhibitor’s antibacterial effects would have been conferred 

by mutations to the primary cellular target of the compound (in this instance, the LPS 

biosynthetic pathway). If CHIR-090 blocked polymyxin-induced killing by acting on the LPS 

synthesis pathway, it would consequently be expected that the LpxC inhibitor would lose its 

ability to antagonise colistin killing in CHIR-090-resistant cells. Conversely, if CHIR-090 

inhibited colistin’s bactericidal activity via an off-target effect, this phenotype would almost 

certainly be maintained, even in a CHIR-090-resistant P. aeruginosa strain. 
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To produce strains of P. aeruginosa PA14 that were resistant to CHIR-090, the 

bacteria was exposed to a bactericidal concentration of the inhibitor (8 µg ml-1, 32-fold greater 

than the MIC) in a well-diffusion assay, which brought about the appearance of spontaneously 

resistant bacterial colonies within the clear zone of inhibition (Figure 4.7A). Two of these 

colonies were isolated, grown overnight in the absence of CHIR-090, before again being 

exposed in a well-diffusion experiment to the same concentration of the LPS biosynthesis 

inhibitor. With one strain, CHIR-090 still produced a zone of inhibition, although this zone 

was significantly smaller in size than that produced in the wild-type, susceptible PA14 strain, 

indicating an “intermediate” level of CHIR-090 resistance in this bacterial population. In 

contrast, in the second isolated strain, no inhibitory zone was produced at all by the LpxC 

inhibitor, establishing that these P. aeruginosa cells were fully resistant to CHIR-090. 

As carried out previously with mutant PA14 strains, the growth kinetics and MICs of 

colistin were measured for the generated CHIR-090-resistant cell populations to check that 

the acquisition of resistance to the inhibitor was not associated with any fundamental changes 

in bacterial physiology that could interfere with the reliable use of these strains in assays. 

Importantly, both the fully CHIR-090-resistant P. aeruginosa strain and the strain with 

intermediate CHIR-090 resistance had a very similar rate of bacterial growth as WT PA14 cells 

(Figure 4.7B). In addition, whilst the MIC of CHIR-090 increased in an expectedly step-wise 

manner in the two P. aeruginosa strains with reduced susceptibility to the LpxC inhibitor (4-

fold increase for intermediate-resistant strain, 32-fold increase for fully resistant strain 

relative to PA14 WT bacteria), there was only a minimal two-fold change in the colistin MIC 

against both cell populations (Figure 4.7C). Having thereby verified that the CHIR-090-

resistant strains produced could be acceptably and accurately utilised in experiments, the 

capacity of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitor to block colistin killing of these P. aeruginosa 

isolates was investigated through time-kill assays. 

In the WT PA14 population, the killing of P. aeruginosa bacteria by colistin (4 µg ml-1) 

was entirely halted by CHIR-090 even at nanomolar concentrations, with no reduction in cell 

survival when the strain was co-treated for 8 hours with 0.005 µg ml-1 CHIR-090, consistent 

with past experiments (Figure 4.7D). In stark opposition, when the PA14 strain with an 

intermediate level of CHIR-090 resistance was exposed to colistin along with 0.005 µg ml-1 

CHIR-090, the killing kinetics were virtually indistinguishable compared to cells treated only 

with the polymyxin antibiotic, with a loss in bacterial viability of more than 4-logs in both 

populations (Figure 4.7E). Thus, the protective effects of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitor 

against polymyxin killing were diminished in a CHIR-090-resistant strain. When the 

concentration of the LpxC inhibitor used in combination with colistin to treat this P. 

aeruginosa isolate with intermediate CHIR-090 resistance was increased to 0.125 µg ml-1, 
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colistin’s bactericidal activity was once again abolished. However, in the fully CHIR-090-

resistant PA14 strain, even this higher inhibitor concentration was unable to stop the 

polymyxin drug from killing bacteria, with cell counts lowered by 2-logs following 8 hours 

incubation with colistin (Figure 4.7F). In summary, these data together revealed that CHIR-

090 did not block colistin-mediated bacterial killing in CHIR-090-resistant P. aeruginosa, 

firmly implying that this LpxC inhibitor prevented the polymyxin from exerting its bactericidal 

effects not through an off-target effect, but by directly targeting the LPS biosynthetic pathway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: CHIR-090 cannot protect CHIR-090-resistant P. aeruginosa from colistin’s 

bactericidal effects. A, Generation of mutants resistant to CHIR-090 by exposing a lawn of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells to 8 µg ml-1 CHIR-090 in a well, before selecting two spontaneously resistant 

colonies that grew within the zone of inhibition (indicated with white arrows). These colonies consisted 

of a strain with intermediate resistance to CHIR-090 (“Intermediate”), and a strain that was fully 

resistant to CHIR-090 (“Resistant”), as confirmed by re-exposing the strains to 8 µg ml-1 CHIR-090 in 

a well. B, Growth kinetics of the P. aeruginosa PA14 wild-type (WT) strain, the “Intermediate” CHIR-

090-resistant strain and the fully CHIR-090-resistant strain, as determined by measuring OD600nm over 

24 hours incubation (n=4; error bars omitted for clarity). C, MIC of colistin and CHIR-090 against the 

P. aeruginosa PA14 WT strain, the “Intermediate” CHIR-090-resistant strain and the fully CHIR-090-

resistant strain, as determined using the broth microdilution assay (n=3). D-F, Survival of (D) the P. 

aeruginosa PA14 WT strain, (E) the “Intermediate” CHIR-090-resistant strain, or (F) the fully CHIR-

090-resistant strain exposed to colistin alone (4 µg ml-1), or colistin in combination with a range of 

concentrations of CHIR-090, as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in D-F were analysed by 

a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error 

bars shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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4.9 LPS concentrations in the outer membrane are unaffected 

by CHIR-090 and cerulenin 

After completing these control experiments to prove that the small molecule 

compounds CHIR-090 and cerulenin modulated colistin killing of P. aeruginosa specifically 

and not through off-target effects (growth arrest, antibiotic inactivation, induction of 

resistance), it was hypothesised that the blocking of de novo LPS biosynthesis by the two 

inhibitors reduced LPS levels in the OM of the bacteria in order to prevent the polymyxin’s 

antipseudomonal activity. LPS molecules that constitute the extracellular-facing outermost 

leaflet of the OM bilayer structure are the principal cellular target to which colistin binds in 

the initial step of its bactericidal mode of action. It was considered that the direct impact of 

CHIR-090/cerulenin on the LPS biosynthetic pathway could lower the concentration of LPS 

present in the OM, decreasing the number of bacterial targets to which colistin could attach to 

and, in the process, inhibit killing of cells by the polymyxin antibiotic. To examine this 

hypothesis, it was decided to measure LPS amounts in the OM of P. aeruginosa PA14 exposed 

to sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090/cerulenin through two distinct approaches. 

The first method involved the extremely sensitive and widely-used immunogenic 

Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) assay633. Following treatment of P. aeruginosa with CHIR-

090 and cerulenin for 2 hours, the bacterial OM was extracted using EDTA, and the 

concentration of LPS in the OM of these cells compared to LPS levels in the OM of untreated 

bacteria. No significant differences were observed in the amount of LPS, quantified by the LAL 

assay, in the OM of PA14 cells exposed to either inhibitor of LPS biosynthesis, indicating that 

at the sub-lethal concentrations used, CHIR-090 and cerulenin were not affecting OM LPS 

levels (Figure 4.8A). 

In order to corroborate this key data, a second technique for measuring LPS 

concentrations directly on whole bacterial cells (as opposed to extracted OM samples) was 

developed by synthesising a fluorescently-labelled LPS-specific probe, BoDipy-PMBN. PMBN 

(polymyxin B nonapeptide) is a modified form of colistin and polymyxin B that lacks the 

characteristic fatty acyl tail of polymyxin antibiotic drugs, and therefore possess no 

antibacterial activity734. Nonetheless, PMBN molecules still have a cationic polypeptide 

macrocycle structure, meaning they retain a strong affinity for LPS molecules even in the 

absence of a hydrophobic lipid tail735. By labelling PMBN with a fluorescent BoDipy tag, a non-

toxic probe was generated with a very high degree of specificity for LPS that could be utilised 

for not only detecting, but also quantifying, LPS levels on the bacterial cell surface. Indeed, 

fluorescently-tagged forms of PMBN (e.g. dansyl-PMBN) have previously been used to 

specifically determine the spatial distribution of LPS in whole cells736,737. Mass spectrometry 

confirmed successful labelling of PMBN with a single BoDipy fluorophore (Figure 4.8B). 
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Figure 4.8: The LPS synthesis inhibitors CHIR-090/cerulenin do not reduce LPS levels 

in the OM of P. aeruginosa. A, Concentration of LPS in the OM extracted from P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours, as determined 

using the LAL assay (n=3; ns: p>0.05 relative to untreated cells). B, Mass spectrum of polymyxin B 

nonapeptide (PMBN) tagged with a single BoDipy fluorophore, with successful BoDipy-labelling 

confirmed by detection of chemical species at the expected molecular mass (1237.7 g mol-1 for BoDipy-

PMBN). C, Visualisation using the LPS-specific fluorescent probe BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) of LPS 

molecules in the bacterial surface of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg 

ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours, by fluorescence microscopy (images are representative of 

multiple cells visualised across 3 independent experiments; PC: phase contrast; Scale bars: 5 µm). D, 

Quantification of BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) bound to the bacterial surface of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours (n=3). E, 

Permeabilisation of the OM of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to a range of colistin concentrations, 

either alone or in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined 

by measuring uptake of the NPN fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 minutes (n=4, each data point represents 

the arithmetic mean of 20 replicate measurements; ns: p>0.05 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin 

alone). Data in A were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in E were 

analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, 

and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

To assess whether exposure of P. aeruginosa to CHIR-090 or cerulenin caused a drop 

in OM LPS levels using BoDipy-PMBN, PA14 cells were treated with the LPS biosynthesis 

inhibitors for 2 hours, before the bacteria were incubated alongside the fluorescent PMBN 

compound for 30 minutes to allow the probe to bind specifically to LPS molecules on the 

cellular surface. The P. aeruginosa bacteria were then visualised by fluorescent microscopy, 
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where it was found that the BoDipy-PMBN compounds attached to otherwise untreated cells 

were localised to the external bacterial envelope, substantiating the probe’s specificity for 

surface LPS structures (Figure 4.8C). Critically, there was no obvious reduction in the extent 

of fluorescence from bound BoDipy-PMBN in PA14 cells pre-exposed to either CHIR-090 or 

cerulenin, suggesting that – at the concentrations used – the inhibitors of LPS synthesis had 

minimal influence on the concentration of LPS in the OM of bacteria. To overcome any 

potential biases from looking at individual cells by microscopy, fluorescence from cell-bound 

BoDipy-PMBN molecules was additionally quantified for all three treatment conditions across 

the whole P. aeruginosa populations using a fluorescent multiwell plate reader. This showed 

that exposure of PA14 cells to neither of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors triggered a reduction 

in BoDipy-PMBN attachment to the bacterial surface, supporting the data from the LAL assay 

that sub-lethal doses of CHIR-090/cerulenin did not lower the amount of LPS present in the 

OM (Figure 4.8D). 

Whilst these results clearly signified that decreasing OM LPS concentrations was very 

unlikely to be the explanation for CHIR-090 and cerulenin’s abilities to block polymyxin-

mediated killing, it was crucial to actually explore how colistin’s OM-disrupting behaviour 

against P. aeruginosa cells was affected by the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors for this possibility 

to be conclusively eliminated. This was conducted by measuring uptake of the fluorescent NPN 

dye, a well-established marker of the OM permeabilisation induced by colistin in the first step 

of the antibiotic’s mechanism of bacterial killing, in PA14 bacteria treated with the polymyxin 

alone or in combination with CHIR-090/cerulenin626. In P. aeruginosa populations exposed 

only to colistin, there was a dose-dependent increase in NPN uptake across a range of 

antibiotic concentrations, with the polymyxin drug initiating greater permeabilisation of the 

bacterial OM at higher doses (Figure 4.8E). However, in the presence of CHIR-090 or 

cerulenin, there was no significant reduction in the degree of colistin-induced NPN uptake at 

any of the antibiotic concentrations tested, definitively demonstrating that the LPS synthesis 

inhibitors did not abrogate the polymyxin’s bactericidal activity against P. aeruginosa by 

lowering the amount of LPS in the OM to prevent colistin from damaging this bilayer structure. 

 

4.10 Inhibiting LPS biosynthesis reduces colistin’s binding to 

P. aeruginosa 

Although it had been ruled out that CHIR-090 and cerulenin altered polymyxin killing 

of P. aeruginosa by reducing OM LPS levels, it was yet to be illustrated whether or not the two 

LPS synthesis inhibitors had any effects on colistin’s ability to bind to the bacterial cell surface 

envelope. To investigate this, the fluorescent antibiotic molecule BoDipy-colistin that was 
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generated and implemented in previous assays was again employed for assessing how 

attachment of the polymyxin drug to PA14 cells was changed during co-exposure with either 

CHIR-090 or cerulenin. Prior to this experiment being performed, it was necessary to 

authenticate that the labelling of colistin with a fluorescent BoDipy tag had not modified the 

antibiotic’s fundamental properties – in this case, the dependence on de novo LPS 

biosynthesis for its antipseudomonal bactericidal activity. To account for the partial reduction 

in the potency of BoDipy-colistin relative to the untagged polymyxin compound (2-fold 

increase in MIC), a P. aeruginosa population was treated with a slightly higher, but still 

therapeutically-relevant, concentration of the fluorescent antibiotic (5 µg ml-1) than that used 

in past assays with unlabelled colistin (4 µg ml-1), with measurements of bacterial survival 

obtained over 8 hours in the presence and absence of CHIR-090/cerulenin. Analogously to 

untagged colistin, both inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis at sub-lethal concentrations strikingly 

halted BoDipy-colistin-induced killing of PA14 bacteria, with an approximately 5-log 

difference in viable colony counts compared to cells treated only with BoDipy-colistin at 6 

hours (Figure 4.9A). Hence, the fluorescently labelled form of colistin was behaving 

equivalently to the original, unaltered polymyxin compound. 

After verifying the appropriateness of BoDipy-colistin for use in binding experiments, 

the amount of the fluorescent antibiotic attached to the surface of P. aeruginosa cells was 

evaluated over 8 hours exposure to the polymyxin alone, or in combination with CHIR-090 

and cerulenin. In bacteria treated only with BoDipy-colistin, there was a rapid, immediate and 

high level of binding of the fluorescent polymyxin drug to PA14 cells within the first two hours 

of the assay, which was maintained throughout the subsequent 6 hours (Figure 4.9B). By 

contrast, when active LPS biosynthesis was blocked by either small molecule inhibitor 

compound, the extent of BoDipy-colistin binding to P. aeruginosa was noticeably reduced, 

with the fluorescently-labelled antibiotic accumulating and attaching to bacterial cells much 

more slowly. This finding was validated by quantifying the residual amount of BoDipy-colistin 

left in the culture supernatant following 2 hours exposure of P. aeruginosa PA14 to the 

fluorescent polymyxin under the same three treatment conditions. The decrease in the 

concentration of BoDipy-colistin in the spent culture supernatant relative to the start of the 

experiment was the largest and significantly greater when de novo LPS biosynthesis was 

occurring, compared to when it was inhibited with CHIR-090/cerulenin (Figure 4.9C). This 

data provided supplementary proof that blocking the synthesis of LPS caused a drop in the 

binding of colistin to P. aeruginosa. 

In summary, the inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin did not lower the amount of LPS 

present in the bacterial OM (the primary cellular target to which colistin attaches), but they 

did reduce the binding of colistin to P. aeruginosa. The implication of this apparent paradox 
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is that colistin must additionally bind to the bacteria at a site other than LPS in the OM of the 

cell envelope. Interestingly, despite the marked differences in the binding of BoDipy-colistin 

to PA14 cells during combination treatment with CHIR-090/cerulenin, the LPS biosynthesis 

inhibitors had no impact on the bacterial attachment of BoDipy-PMBN. The lack of the fatty 

acyl tail in the chemical structure of PMBN is thought to prevent this molecule from 

penetrating Gram-negative organisms further than their OM, however colistin compounds do 

possess a hydrophobic lipid tail and thus can access the cell envelope beyond simply the OM 

bilayer. Because CHIR-090 and cerulenin mediated their influence to decrease bacterial 

binding on colistin, but not PMBN, attention turned to the role these inhibitors could play on 

P. aeruginosa surface structures below the OM – namely, the cytoplasmic membrane (CM). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Colistin binding to P. aeruginosa is reduced by blocking active LPS synthesis. 

A, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to BoDipy-colistin (5 µg ml-1), alone and in combination 

with sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) or cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined 

by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 relative to bacteria exposed to BoDipy-

colistin alone). B, Quantification of BoDipy-colistin (5 µg ml-1) bound to P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

exposed to the antibiotic alone and in combination with sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 

(0.125 µg ml-1) or cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring fluorescence of bacteria over 8 

hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for CHIR-090/cerulenin-treated cells relative to bacteria exposed to 

BoDipy-colistin alone). C, Reduction relative to the start of the assay in the quantity of BoDipy-colistin 

(5 µg ml-1) in the spent culture supernatant of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to the antibiotic alone 

and in combination with sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) or cerulenin (32 µg 

ml-1), as determined by measuring fluorescence in the culture supernatant after 2 hours (n=4; *p<0.05, 

**p<0.01 relative to bacteria exposed to BoDipy-colistin alone). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-

way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s 

post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard 

deviation of the mean. 
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4.11 Polymyxin compounds do not bind to or inhibit growth of 

Gram-positive bacteria 

It has previously been stated in numerous studies that in colistin’s bactericidal 

mechanism of action against Gram-negative organisms, once the polymyxin antibiotic has 

bound to LPS and disrupted the OM, it traverses the periplasm and damages the CM through 

a surfactant-like effect by interacting with membrane phospholipids in the bilayer structure392. 

However, the preceding discoveries here that inhibiting LPS biosynthesis reduced colistin’s 

accumulation at the surface of P. aeruginosa and the ensuing bacterial killing, but not by 

depleting LPS levels at the OM, raised the intriguing possibility that CHIR-090/cerulenin may 

be mediating this phenotype by modulating the abundance of LPS in the CM, where the 

polysaccharide molecules reside while in transit to the OM. Before this theory could be fully 

considered, it was vital to first examine if colistin did indeed bind and permeabilise membrane 

phospholipid bilayers, as claimed in past literature. To do this, the two synthesised 

fluorescently-labelled polymyxin compounds (BoDipy-colistin and BoDipy-PMBN) were 

incubated with the SH1000 reference strain of the Gram-positive pathogen S. aureus, where 

the CM was formed of only a phospholipid bilayer. The capacity for these BoDipy-tagged 

molecules to bind to the S. aureus cell envelope was then compared using fluorescence 

microscopy to their binding capacity to P. aeruginosa PA14 cells, a Gram-negative species 

where both bacterial surface bilayers (the OM and the CM) contain LPS. 

Both BoDipy-colistin and BoDipy-PMBN bound extensively to the cell surface of P. 

aeruginosa bacteria after 4 hours of antibiotic exposure, as evidenced by an accumulation of 

the fluorescent polymyxin drugs around the perimeter of the PA14 cells (Figure 4.10A). In 

opposition, no binding of either BoDipy-colistin or BoDipy-PMBN was detectable at all by 4 

hours in S. aureus SH1000 cells, indicating that these polymyxin compounds did not bind to 

phospholipid bilayer membranes which were absent in LPS molecules. This observation was 

reinforced by quantifying the binding of the BoDipy-labelled polymyxins over an 8 hour 

experiment with a wider panel of Gram-positive and Gram-negative organisms, including 

clinical isolates of K. pneumoniae (Gram-negative) and Group A Streptococcus (Gram-

positive). BoDipy-colistin, as well as BoDipy-PMBN,  displayed a high propensity to bind to 

the Gram-negative strains of P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae, with the attachment of the 

fluorescent polymyxin compounds to both bacteria rising prominently over the first two hours 

of the assay (Figure 4.10BC). On the other hand, binding of the BoDipy-tagged polymyxin 

structures to the Gram-positive bacteria S. aureus and S. pyogenes was virtually non-existent, 

with no increase in fluorescence from cell-bound BoDipy-colistin/BoDipy-PMBN apparent 

throughout the 8 hour incubation relative to the start of the experiment. This strongly 

signalled that polymyxins did not, in fact, interact with membrane phospholipid bilayers. 
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Figure 4.10: Colistin is unable to bind to Gram-positive organisms or inhibit their growth. 

A, Visualisation by fluorescence microscopy of BoDipy-colistin (5 µg ml-1) or BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) 

bound to the bacterial surface of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells or S. aureus SH1000 cells after 4 hours 

incubation (images are representative of cells visualised across 3 independent experiments; PC: phase 

contrast; Scale bars: 5 µm). B, C, Quantification of binding of (A) BoDipy-colistin (5 µg ml-1), or (B) 

BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) to a panel of Gram-positive (S. aureus, S. pyogenes) and Gram-negative (P. 

aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae) bacteria, as determined by measuring fluorescence of bacteria over 8 

hours (n=3; ****p<0.0001 for both Gram-negative organisms relative to either Gram-positive species). 

D-F, Growth of (D) S. aureus SH1000 cells, (E) a clinical isolate of Group A S. pyogenes or (F) L. 

lactis W2396231 cells following 18 hours exposure to a range of therapeutically-relevant colistin 

concentrations, as determined by obtaining OD595nm measurements (n=3 in triplicate; ns: p>0.05 for all 

colistin concentrations relative to untreated cells). Data in B, C were analysed by a two-way ANOVA 

with Tukey’s post-hoc test. Data in D-F were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc 

test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the 

mean. 

 

In order to expand this finding even further, specifically looking at colistin’s ability to 

disrupt rather than simply bind to phospholipid bilayer structures, the antibacterial growth 

inhibitory properties of the polymyxin drug against three Gram-positive organisms (S. aureus, 

S. pyogenes, Lactococcus lactis) were tested across a range of clinically-relevant colistin 

concentrations (0.25 to 4 µg ml-1) in a broth microdilution assay. None of the colistin 

concentrations with any of the Gram-positive strains that all had a CM composed of a 

phospholipid bilayer exhibited an impact on reducing the growth of bacteria, even after 18 

hours of antibiotic exposure, with no significant differences in the OD595nm readings compared 
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to the untreated control populations in every case (Figure 4.10DEF). Combined, these data 

patently challenged the widely-held dogma that colistin exerts its bactericidal effects by 

damaging the CM through a detergent-like interaction with membrane phospholipids within 

the bilayer, since the polymyxin antibiotic was unable to attach to or permeabilise the 

phospholipid bilayer CM of Gram-positive bacteria. 

 

4.12 Blocking LPS biosynthesis lowers the abundance of LPS in 

the cytoplasmic membrane 

Having shown that colistin was unable to disrupt CM bilayers through binding to 

membrane phospholipids, the postulation that the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 and 

cerulenin blocked colistin-induced killing of P. aeruginosa by diminishing LPS levels in the 

bacterial CM could now be explored. Before determining the effect of exposure to CHIR-

090/cerulenin on LPS concentrations in the CM of P. aeruginosa cells, it was first necessary 

to produce spheroplasts from PA14 bacteria that lacked an OM and a cell wall, with the cell 

surface envelope comprised solely of a CM. This conversion of P. aeruginosa from whole cells 

into spheroplasts enabled only LPS abundance in the CM to be specifically probed for, without 

the confounding factor of LPS present in the OM. Spheroplasts were generated by the well-

established technique frequently used for spheroplast formation in other Gram-negative 

organisms, which involved treating PA14 cells with EDTA (to remove the OM), lysozyme (to 

digest the cell wall) and trypsin (to remove periplasmic proteins)637. The absence of a 

peptidoglycan cell wall structure meant that the resulting P. aeruginosa spheroplasts were 

osmotically-fragile, and had to be maintained in an hypertonic environment (20% sucrose) for 

viability. To ensure that PA14 whole cells had been successfully converted to OM/cell wall-

lacking spheroplasts, a panel of assays were undertaken. 

The most basic, opening experiment to attest the correct formation of P. aeruginosa 

spheroplasts was microscopic visualisation of PA14 cells both before and after exposure to 

EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin. The untreated P. aeruginosa whole cells appeared in their typical 

rod-shape morphology; contrastingly, however, cells where removal of the bacterial OM and 

cell wall had been attempted were spherical in nature – a characteristic trait of spheroplasts 

that was a firm indicator of complete cell wall digestion (Figure 4.11A)738. Quantification of 

this revelation by calculating the length:width ratio across 250 PA14 whole cells and 

spheroplasts demonstrated that while untreated P. aeruginosa cells were approximately 2 to 

3-fold longer than they were wide, the spheroplasts generated had a mean length:width ratio 

of exactly 1, suggesting successful spheroplast formation across the entire bacterial population 

(Figure 4.11B). The next validation assay investigated the stability of the P. aeruginosa 
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spheroplasts produced when these cell forms were not maintained in an osmoprotective 

media. Incubation at 30°C in Tris buffer without additional sucrose resulted in swift and 

severe lysis of the spheroplasts formed from PA14 whole cells, with OD595nm readings reduced 

more than 8-fold over 4 hours compared to at the start of the experiment (Figure 4.11C). 

Opposingly, when generated P. aeruginosa spheroplasts were incubated under the same 

conditions in Tris buffer containing 20% sucrose, there was no decrease in OD595nm 

measurements whatsoever even by 4 hours, with this stability and lack of lysis in hypertonic 

solutions convincing proof of proper spheroplast conversion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Spheroplasts generated from P. aeruginosa have a spherical morphology, 

are osmotically-fragile and have no OM contamination in the CM. A, Visualisation by phase 

contrast microscopy of P. aeruginosa PA14 whole cells before and after treatment with EDTA (0.25 mg 

ml-1), lysozyme (1 mg ml-1) and trypsin (0.5 mg ml-1) to produce spheroplasts lacking an OM and cell 

wall (images are representative of cells visualised across 3 independent experiments; Scale bars: 5 µm). 

B, Quantification of length:width ratio of P. aeruginosa PA14 whole cells before/after treatment with 

EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin to produce spheroplasts (n=250 cells per group; ****p<0.0001 relative to 

whole cells). C, Lysis of P. aeruginosa PA14 spheroplasts during exposure to EDTA, lysozyme and 

trypsin in Tris buffer with and without 20% sucrose, as determined by measuring OD595nm over 4 hours 

incubation at 30°C (n=4; ****p<0.0001 relative to spheroplasts without sucrose). D, Visualisation by 

fluorescence microscopy of P. aeruginosa PA14 whole cells labelled with FITC (0.5 mg ml-1) to tag OM 

proteins before/after treatment with EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin to produce spheroplasts (images are 

representative of cells visualised across 3 independent experiments; PC: phase contrast; Scale bars: 5 

µm). E, Quantification of fluorescence from FITC-labelled OM proteins in P. aeruginosa whole cells 

before/after treatment with EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin to produce spheroplasts (n=3 in triplicate; 

**p<0.01 relative to whole cells). Data in B, E were analysed by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. 

Data in C were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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While these data were indicative of cell wall removal during the production of P. 

aeruginosa spheroplasts, it was similarly important to verify that the OM of the bacteria had 

been removed in the process, especially because future assays required CM LPS amounts to be 

evaluated when OM LPS was non-existent. To definitively confirm that the OM had been 

extracted from spheroplasts of PA14 cells, proteins in this extracellular-facing surface bilayer 

of P. aeruginosa whole cells were labelled with a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 

fluorophore by a commonly-adopted approach prior to the spheroplast conversion protocol 

being initiated638. Cells were then imaged by fluorescence microscopy at the beginning and 

end of the EDTA/lysozyme/trypsin treatment, and the degree of fluorescence from FITC-

tagged OM proteins was compared. Whereas untreated cells of P. aeruginosa PA14 had a 

strong fluorescent signal around the exterior of bacteria due to the labelling of protein in the 

OM bilayer, spheroplasts formed from these whole cells had no FITC fluorescence detectable 

at all (Figure 4.11D). Assessing the FITC fluorescent signal in the entire spheroplast/whole 

cell populations corroborated this microscopic analysis, with a drastically lower level of 

fluorescence from OM-tagged proteins after the attempted generation of P. aeruginosa 

spheroplasts (Figure 4.11E). Together, these data unambiguously depicted that the protocol 

used for converting whole bacterial cells to spheroplasts was optimal, and successfully 

removed the cell wall and the OM structures, with no significant contamination of the residual 

CM with OM material. 

To ascertain whether exposure to the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 or 

cerulenin caused a depreciation in the amount of LPS present in the CM of P. aeruginosa, 

PA14 whole cells were treated with sub-inhibitory concentrations of the small molecule 

compounds for 2 hours before they were converted to spheroplasts using the now fully-

validated method. The two techniques for quantifying LPS abundance utilised earlier in the 

OM of whole bacterial cells – namely the LAL assay and binding of BoDipy-PMBN – were then 

applied to the generated P. aeruginosa spheroplasts for computation of the amount of LPS 

present in the CM when synthesis of LPS was blocked. Through the sensitive immunogenic 

LAL assay, LPS was, as expected, detected in the CM of untreated PA14 spheroplasts at a 

concentration that was approximately 100-fold less than LPS levels at bacteria’s OM (Figure 

4.12A). Critically, P. aeruginosa cells pre-treated with CHIR-090/cerulenin to inhibit LPS 

biosynthesis prior to spheroplast conversion had a significant reduction in the amount of LPS 

in the CM compared to previously untreated spheroplasts. Therefore, the blocking of de novo 

LPS synthesis by either small molecule inhibitor seemed to have the effect of lowering the 

abundance of CM LPS. 
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Figure 4.12: Inhibition of LPS biosynthesis with CHIR-090/cerulenin reduces LPS levels 

in the CM of P. aeruginosa. A, Concentration of LPS in the CM of spheroplasts produced from P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 

2 hours before conversion to spheroplasts, as determined using the LAL assay (n=3; ***p<0.001, 

****p<0.0001 relative to previously untreated spheroplasts). B, Visualisation by fluorescence 

microscopy using BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) of LPS molecules in the CM surface of spheroplasts 

produced from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin 

(32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours before conversion to spheroplasts (images are representative of multiple cells 

visualised across 3 independent experiments; PC: phase contrast; Scale bars: 5 µm). C, Quantification 

of fluorescence from BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) bound to the CM surface of spheroplasts produced from 

P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) 

for 2 hours before conversion to spheroplasts (n=3; ****p<0.0001 relative to previously untreated 

spheroplasts). D, Lipidomic MALDI-TOF mass spectra showing the abundance of lipid A and the 

membrane phospholipid phosphatidylglycerol (PG) 34:2 in spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa 

PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours before 

conversion to spheroplasts (spectra representative of 3 independent experiments). E, Quantification of 

ratio of lipid A:PG (34:2) in spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, 

to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours before conversion to spheroplasts, 

as determined by measuring the area under the mass spectra peaks (n=3). Data in A, C were analysed 

by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and 

error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

Homologous results were obtained using the fluorescence from bound BoDipy-PMBN 

as a read-out for CM LPS levels, with the membrane-impermeant labelled polymyxin 

compound having the additional advantage of specifically acting as a marker of LPS on the 

extracellular-facing outermost leaflet of the CM bilayer, rather than of the total concentration 
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of LPS within the spheroplast. Visualisation of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts formed from 

otherwise untreated PA14 whole cells via fluorescence microscopy showed an accumulation of 

BoDipy-PMBN molecules around the spheroplast surface, revealing the widespread presence 

of LPS structures in the CM (Figure 4.12B). However, when whole P. aeruginosa bacteria 

were pre-exposed to either CHIR-090 or cerulenin before their OM/cell wall structures were 

removed, there was a complete absence of BoDipy-PMBN fluorescence visible throughout the 

perimeter of the spheroplasts produced, with the decrease in the amount of LPS in the CM 

likely simultaneously abrogating binding of the LPS-specific fluorescent probe to the 

spheroplast surface. This phenotype at the level of single cell forms held consistent following 

quantification of BoDipy-PMBN fluorescence across entire spheroplast populations pre-

treated, or not, with the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors, with a notable decrease (greater than 3-

fold) in CM LPS abundance/BoDipy-PMBN binding when active synthesis of LPS was blocked 

(Figure 4.12C). 

As well as these two approaches for measuring changes to LPS concentrations in the 

CM, a MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry-based lipidomic method was also implemented for 

analysing the impact of CHIR-090 and cerulenin on P. aeruginosa spheroplasts. This recently 

developed diagnostic test that specifically detects bacterial membrane lipids was used to 

evaluate levels of lipid A (the principal domain of LPS) relative to levels of a membrane 

phospholipid species (phosphatidylglycerol 34:2) in PA14 spheroplasts pre-treated with the 

LPS synthesis inhibitors641. The mass spectra acquired clearly indicated that there was a stark 

reduction, relative to the reference phospholipid species, in the amount of lipid A within the 

CM of spheroplasts exposed to CHIR-090/cerulenin (Figure 4.12D). By measuring the area 

under the relevant mass spectra peaks and calculating the ratio of lipid A to the phospholipid 

PG (34:2), this qualitative observation was semi-quantitatively authenticated, with 

spheroplasts converted from P. aeruginosa cells pre-treated with the inhibitors of LPS 

biosynthesis having a 2-fold lower phospholipid:lipid A ratio than previously untreated 

spheroplasts (Figure 4.12E). Combined, these three assays evidently implied that although 

CHIR-090 and cerulenin did not interfere with LPS levels in the OM, they did decrease the 

concentration of CM LPS, potentially providing an explanation for their antagonism of colistin 

killing. 

 

4.13 Inhibition of LPS synthesis prevents colistin-induced CM 

disruption and lysis 

In order to examine how permeabilisation of the P. aeruginosa CM by colistin was 

influenced by the CHIR-090/cerulenin-triggered reduction in the abundance of CM LPS, the 

PI uptake experiment previously utilised for tracking polymyxin-mediated damage to the CM 
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was repeated on whole PA14 bacterial cells in the presence of the two LPS biosynthesis 

inhibitors. Relative to an untreated P. aeruginosa population, colistin at a concentration of 4 

µg ml-1 caused extensive disruption of the CM structure, as was made apparent by the prolific 

increase over the 4 hour assay in fluorescence from the DNA-reactive PI dye, which only 

gained the intracellular access that was required to produce a fluorescent signal when the CM 

bilayer was damaged (Figure 4.13A). However, when PA14 cells were treated with the same 

dose of colistin in combination with sub-inhibitory concentrations of either CHIR-090 or 

cerulenin, there was virtually no increase in PI fluorescence at all during the 4 hour incubation, 

suggesting that the action of the inhibitors of LPS synthesis on lowering LPS levels in the CM 

had the downstream consequence of blocking colistin’s CM-permeabilising properties. This 

vital information stood in complete opposition to the impact of CHIR-090/cerulenin on the 

OM of P. aeruginosa, where there was no change in LPS levels and thus no change to colistin-

induced OM disruption, and provided support for the first time to the notion that LPS in the 

CM was a target for colistin’s antibacterial effects. 

While the data from the PI uptake assay demonstrated that diminishing the amount of 

LPS in the CM of P. aeruginosa whole cells with LPS synthesis inhibitors in turn mitigated CM 

permeabilisation by colistin, it was not yet clear what the outcome was of this reduced CM 

damage on bacterial viability. To study this, measurements of cell density by OD595nm readings 

were made over the course of 8 hours treatment of PA14 cells with colistin, CHIR-090 or 

cerulenin, in each case both alone and in combination, to expose any differences in polymyxin-

mediated lysis of bacteria in the presence of the inhibitors of LPS biosynthesis. Because the 

small molecule compounds CHIR-090 and cerulenin were used at concentrations below their 

respective MICs, P. aeruginosa bacteria grew when treated with either inhibitor; in contrast, 

the PA14 population incubated with only colistin (4 µg ml-1) experienced a steady drop in 

OD595nm readings (nearly 4-fold by 8 hours relative to the start of the assay), illustrating that 

the polymyxin antibiotic was lysing the cells (Figure 4.13B). Nevertheless, exposure of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 to colistin alongside CHIR-090/cerulenin wholly blocked bacterial lysis 

initiated by the polymyxin drug, with absolutely no decrease in OD595nm measurements over 

the 8 hours of treatment compared to the beginning of the experiment. This finding was 

consistent with the ability of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors to abrogate colistin’s killing of P. 

aeruginosa, and was a strong indication that the polymyxin required LPS in the CM to be a 

bactericidal, lytic compound. 

To firmly establish the effects of CHIR-090 and cerulenin on the CM as the source for 

this colistin antagonistic phenotype, and eliminate the OM as a potential confounding factor, 

it was decided to test how depletion of CM LPS with the two inhibitor compounds modulated 

CM permeabilisation and lysis by colistin on P. aeruginosa spheroplasts. Owing to the osmotic 
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fragility of these OM and cell-wall-lacking cell forms, it was necessary to maintain the 

spheroplasts in a hypertonic 20% sucrose solution, and hence the capacity for colistin to exert 

its typical membrane damaging/lytic behaviour within this osmoprotective environment first 

had to be checked. This was performed by incubating whole PA14 cells with a lethal colistin 

dose in Tris buffer containing 20% sucrose, and assessing both uptake of the fluorescent PI 

dye as well as changes in OD595nm readings over time. 

Treatment of P. aeruginosa bacteria with colistin led to a rapid rise over 4 hours in CM 

disruption in both Tris buffer without sucrose and Tris buffer harbouring 20% sucrose, with 

no discernible differences in the rate of ensuing PI uptake between the two cell populations 

(Figure 4.13C). Likewise, lysis by colistin of PA14 whole cells occurred to almost the same 

degree regardless of whether the polymyxin exposure was in hypertonic 20% sucrose media 

or not, with a 4-fold drop in OD595nm measurements by the end of the 8 hour assay (Figure 

4.13D). These data showed that there was no interference with colistin’s propensity to 

permeabilise the CM bilayer and ultimately lyse bacteria under the same osmoprotective 

conditions used in spheroplast experiments. 

Whilst serving as a key control for later assays with spheroplasts, this discovery also 

ruled out one hypothesis previously stated that colistin’s bactericidal mode of action only 

involved disruption to the bacterial OM, which when damaged sufficiently compromised the 

integrity of the cell surface envelope to such an extent that the bacteria simply burst open and 

lysed. If this proposal were true, it would be expected that exposure of cells to colistin in a 

hypertonic environment would culminate in reduced bacterial lysis, with the high 

concentration of solutes in the extracellular media protecting the bursting of cells even once 

the OM was permeabilised. However, here it was highlighted that colistin-induced lysis of P. 

aeruginosa whole cells was unaffected by being conducted in Tris buffer containing 20% 

sucrose, from which it could be concluded that the polymyxin antibiotic does not kill Gram-

negative organisms through damage to the OM structure alone. 

The fragility of spheroplasts formed from P. aeruginosa cells was evidenced by that 

fact that even when not treated with any antimicrobial agent and incubated in hypertonic Tris 

buffer for 4 hours, there was a slow accumulation of PI fluorescence from within the cytoplasm 

(Figure 4.13E). In spite of this background PI signal, exposure of these spheroplasts to 

colistin (4 µg ml-1) triggered a marked increase in the level of fluorescence from the DNA-

reactive dye after 2 hours of polymyxin exposure, revealing that the polymyxin compound was 

permeabilising the CM. When whole cells of PA14 bacteria were pre-treated with sub-

inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090/cerulenin to decrease the amount of LPS in the CM 

before being converted to spheroplasts, colistin was no longer able to disrupt the CM bilayer 

of these cell forms, with the fluorescent PI signal of these spheroplasts no greater than that 
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observed with previously untreated spheroplasts. Moreover, whereas colistin caused lysis in 

spheroplasts that had not undergone pre-treatment with either LPS biosynthesis inhibitor, 

with OD595nm readings dropping steadily over the 4 hour incubation period, there was no 

similar lysis by colistin detected in spheroplasts from P. aeruginosa cells pre-exposed to 

CHIR-090 or cerulenin (Figure 4.13F). This result, that colistin-initiated lysis in 

spheroplasts where the abundance of CM LPS had been lowered was less than lysis in 

spheroplasts not even exposed to the polymyxin drug, served as the final proof that colistin 

targeted LPS in the CM of P. aeruginosa to lyse and kill the bacteria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Reducing CM LPS abundance with CHIR-090/cerulenin blocks colistin from 

permeabilising the CM and lysing P. aeruginosa. A, B, Permeabilisation of the CM (A) and 

lysis/growth (B) of P. aeruginosa PA14 whole cells exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1), either alone or in 

combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) and measuring OD595nm
 respectively (n=3 in duplicate for A; n=4 for B; 

****p<0.0001 for bacteria treated with colistin and CHIR-090/cerulenin relative to bacteria exposed 

to colistin alone). C, D, Permeabilisation of the CM (C) and lysis (D) of P. aeruginosa PA14 whole cells 

exposed to colistin (10 µg ml-1) in Tris buffer with and without 20% sucrose, as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) and measuring OD600nm
 respectively (n=3). E, F, Permeabilisation of the 

CM (E) and lysis (F) by colistin (4 µg ml-1) of spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells 

pre-exposed, or not, to CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1) for 2 hours before 

conversion to spheroplasts, as determined by measuring fluorescence from PI (0.25 µM) and measuring 

OD600nm
 respectively (n=3, assay performed on 3 independent occasions; *p<0.05 for spheroplasts pre-

treated with CHIR-090/cerulenin relative to previously untreated spheroplasts). Data in A, B, E, F 

were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic 

mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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4.14 Colistin’s interaction with LPS to disrupt the CM is cation-

dependent 

Reducing the concentration of LPS in the CM of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts to block 

colistin’s permeabilising and lytic effects on these cell forms disclosed that the polymyxin 

targeted CM LPS for bacterial killing, but not the mechanism by which it did so. In the OM, 

colistin has been found to damage this outermost cell envelope bilayer by binding to LPS and 

displacing the Mg2+/Ca2+ cationic bridges between lipid A domains that stabilise this 

membrane structure739. Indeed, colistin-mediated CM permeabilisation and its subsequent 

antibacterial activity have been shown to be reversed in the presence of these bivalent cations 

in studies with both whole cells and synthetic model membranes, since displacement of the 

intra-LPS Mg2+/Ca2+ bridges by the polymyxin antibiotic is less efficient when the ions are 

excessively abundant in the extracellular environment715,740. To investigate whether this same 

cation-displacing mode of OM disruption by colistin held true for the polymyxin’s LPS-

dependent process of CM permeabilisation, spheroplasts formed from P. aeruginosa PA14 

cells were exposed to the antibiotic (4 µg ml-1) over 18 hours in media containing increasing 

concentrations of Mg2+ ions, and measurements of PI uptake and lysis were obtained. 

In PA14 spheroplasts treated with colistin in hypertonic Tris buffer with no 

supplementary MgCl2 added, the polymyxin drug caused an increase in fluorescence from the 

PI dye over the course of the assay, as the antibiotic interacted with LPS molecules to damage 

to CM bilayer (Figure 4.14A). However, as the concentration of Mg2+ in the media was 

augmented, there was a dose-dependent decrease in the amount of PI fluorescence within the 

P. aeruginosa spheroplasts triggered by colistin exposure. At the highest extracellular MgCl2 

concentration tested (5 mM), the PI fluorescent signal barely intensified even following 18 

hours of polymyxin treatment, compared to the start of the experiment. This signalled that the 

permeabilisation of the CM via colistin’s interaction with CM LPS was abolished when the 

bivalent Mg2+ cation essential for stabilising intra-LPS bridges was present in excess in the 

extracellular milieu. Furthermore, lysis of the generated PA14 spheroplasts by colistin was also 

blocked by micromolar concentrations of MgCl2, with the polymyxin compound inducing a 

sharp decline in OD595nm readings in the absence of any supplemental Mg2+, but significantly 

reduced/slower cell lysis when the ion was added to the Tris culture media (Figure 4.14B). 

Together, these results suggested that, as with the OM, colistin’s ability to disrupt the 

bacterial CM required the displacement of the bivalent Mg2+ species. As well as providing 

considerable substantiation for the argument that colistin permeabilised the P. aeruginosa 

CM through targeting of LPS – because cationic displacement is fundamental to the 

polymyxin’s interactions with LPS to damage membrane structures – these data also offered 

the key mechanistic insight that colistin targeted CM LPS in much the same way as LPS in the 
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OM. As a control that the phenotype of diminishing CM disruption and lysis of PA14 

spheroplasts by colistin in the presence of excess MgCl2 was specific to the effects of the Mg2+ 

ion, as opposed to a more generic protective osmotic effect from the higher salt concentration 

or a consequence of the chloride ions, these assays were repeated supplementing NaCl into 

Tris buffer. Importantly, the rates of PI uptake and cell lysis of the spheroplasts during 

exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1) were entirely unaffected by the addition of a range of NaCl 

concentrations to the media (Figure 4.14CD). Therefore, the antagonistic nature of ions to 

inhibit colistin’s bactericidal and CM-permeabilising activity appeared to be specific to the 

Mg2+ species, which is primarily responsible for stabilising adjacent LPS molecules with 

cationic bridges389. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Addition of extracellular Mg2+ specifically decreases colistin-mediated CM 

disruption and lysis in P. aeruginosa spheroplasts. A, B, Permeabilisation of the CM (A) and 

lysis (B) of spheroplasts formed from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1) 

in the presence or absence of increasing concentrations of MgCl2, as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (0.25 µM) and measuring OD600nm
 respectively (n=2, assay performed on 4 

independent occasions; *p<0.05 for spheroplasts in both 2.5 mM and 5 mM MgCl2
 compared to 

spheroplasts in no additional MgCl2). C, D, Permeabilisation of the CM (C) and lysis (D) of 

spheroplasts formed from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1) in the 

presence or absence of increasing concentrations of NaCl, as determined by measuring fluorescence 

from PI (0.25 µM) and measuring OD600nm
 respectively (n=3, assay performed on 3 independent 

occasions). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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4.15 Polymyxin-mediated CM disruption and lysis requires LPS 

and the antibiotic’s lipid tail 

Polymyxin antibiotic compounds have two functional domains within their chemical 

structures: a C-terminal cationic polypeptide ring, and an N-terminal hydrophobic fatty acyl 

chain741. These distinct regions are reported to have contrasting functional effects in terms of 

the bactericidal mode of action of polymyxin drugs, with the positively-charged heptapeptide 

macrocycle more commonly associated with electrostatic binding to the anionic lipid A moiety 

of LPS molecules, whilst the antibiotic’s lipid tail is believed to penetrate into and interact with 

the hydrophobic core of LPS386,388. The resultant combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic 

forces between the polymyxin compounds and the polysaccharide molecules is what is thought 

to mediate disruption of the LPS-harbouring membranes by antibiotic drugs including 

colistin280. Having demonstrated that colistin killed bacteria by sequentially targeting LPS in 

the OM and CM, leading to permeabilisation of both cell envelope bilayers, it was resolved to 

understand if the proposed model outlined above of how the structure of colistin enables it to 

disrupt membranes containing LPS applied identically in the OM and CM. This question was 

answered through a structure-activity relationship (SAR) approach, incorporating the 

established panel of assays to track individual stages in the mechanism of action of colistin, 

but using the structurally-related antimicrobial drug polymyxin B (PMB), and its nonapeptide 

derivative that lacked a fatty acid tail, PMBN. 

The first experiment utilised fluorescent BoDipy-tagged versions of PMB and PMBN 

to study how binding of the two polymyxin compounds to P. aeruginosa whole cells was 

affected by inhibition of LPS biosynthesis with sub-lethal doses of CHIR-090/cerulenin, which 

reduced LPS levels at the CM, but not at the OM. At a concentration of 10 µg ml-1 of BoDipy-

PMB (higher than that used in assays with colistin to account for a partial loss of antibacterial 

activity following BoDipy labelling), the fluorescent polymyxin drug displayed a steady 

increase in binding to PA14 cells over 8 hours, which was significantly decreased when de novo 

LPS synthesis was blocked by both CHIR-090 and cerulenin (Figure 4.15A). In comparison, 

there was no accumulation of BoDipy-PMBN (added at an equimolar concentration as 

BoDipy-PMB) to the P. aeruginosa bacterial surface during the 8 hour time course, regardless 

of whether the two LPS biosynthesis inhibitors were present or absent. This indicated that the 

polymyxin lipid tail was essential for the antimicrobial compound to access and attach to LPS 

in the CM bilayer, since either the loss of the antibiotic’s N-terminus fatty acyl chain or the 

lowering of CM LPS abundance abolished polymyxin binding to the cell envelope. 

Next, the relevance of the polymyxin fatty acid tail and active LPS biosynthesis for 

minor OM permeabilisation induced by PMB/PMBN was determined with the fluorescent 

NPN dye. This revealed that the capacity for PMB (4 µg ml-1) to initiate low-level disruption to 
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the extracellular-facing OM bilayer of PA14 cells was unaffected by the presence of CHIR-090 

and cerulenin, consistent with the fact that these LPS synthesis inhibitors at sub-inhibitory 

concentrations had minimal consequences on the amount of LPS in the OM (Figure 4.15B). 

However, an equimolar dose of PMBN caused notably less uptake of the NPN fluorophore into 

P. aeruginosa bacteria, suggesting that although the nonapeptide compound retained a high 

binding affinity to lipid A in the OM, without an N-terminal acyl chain the polymyxin drug 

could not even trigger minor OM damage sufficient for NPN fluorescence. The lack of 

decreased OM disruption when PA14 populations were treated with PMBN in combination 

with CHIR-090/cerulenin was further validation that neither inhibitor was modulating OM 

LPS levels. 

While fluorescence from the small molecule phospholipid-reactive NPN dye was a 

read-out for low-level damage to the P. aeruginosa OM, the extracellular release of much 

larger AmpC beta-lactamase enzymes from the periplasm was subsequently used as a marker 

for more extensive permeabilisation of the OM bilayer. Surprisingly, given that it had been 

verified that cerulenin did not significantly alter the concentration of LPS in the OM, the fatty 

acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor did reduce major OM damage induced by PMB (4 µg ml-1), with 

a smaller amount of beta-lactamase released into the supernatant over 60 minutes (Figure 

4.15C). The reasons for this were unclear, and unfortunately the second inhibitor of LPS 

biosynthesis CHIR-090 cross-reacted with the chromogenic nitrocefin substrate exploited to 

quantify extracellular beta-lactamase release, meaning this conundrum could not be resolved. 

Nonetheless, the AmpC release assay crucially illustrated, in corroboration with data from the 

NPN experiment, that PMBN at an equimolar concentration exhibited no propensity to 

significantly damage the OM of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells, again implicating the lipid tail in the 

membrane-permeabilising properties of the polymyxin antibiotics. 

The final SAR assay exploring membrane disruption by PMB and PMBN when active 

LPS biosynthesis was inhibited looked specifically at damage during polymyxin exposure to 

the P. aeruginosa CM via the DNA-reactive PI fluorophore. As observed in experiments with 

colistin, PMB (4 µg ml-1) instigated an increased in fluorescence from PI over a 4 hour window 

of antibiotic treatment, as the polymyxin compound permeabilised the CM of PA14 cells 

(Figure 4.15D). This ability to damage the CM bilayer was effectively completely blocked 

when CHIR-090/cerulenin were added in combination with PMB to lower the abundance of 

LPS in the CM, with this phenotype implying that this polymyxin antibiotic shared 

mechanistic similarities with colistin with regards to interacting with CM LPS to disrupt the 

innermost bilayer of the Gram-negative cell envelope. Moreover, removal of the N-terminal 

lipid tail of PMB to form PMBN equally abolished the polymyxin’s CM permeabilising activity, 

even in the absence of the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin. 
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Figure 4.15: Permeabilisation of the CM by polymyxins requires interaction between the 

polymyxin fatty acid tail and LPS in the CM. A, Quantification of BoDipy-PMB (10 µg ml-1) and 

an equimolar concentration of BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) bound to P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to 

the polymyxin compounds alone and in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) or cerulenin (32 

µg ml-1), as determined by measuring fluorescence of bacteria over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for both 

CHIR-090 and cerulenin-treated cells relative to bacteria treated with BoDipy-PMB alone). B, Minor 

permeabilisation of the OM of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to PMB (4 µg ml-1) and an equimolar 

concentration of PMBN (2.8 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and 

cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring uptake of the NPN fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 

minutes (n=4, each data point represents the arithmetic mean of 20 replicate measurements; ns: 

p>0.05 relative to bacteria exposed to PMB/PMBN alone). C, Major permeabilisation of the OM of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to PMB (4 µg ml-1) and PMBN (2.8 µg ml-1), alone or in combination 

with cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring release of periplasmic beta-lactamase into the 

culture supernatant using nitrocefin (250 µM) over 60 minutes (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for cerulenin-

treated cells relative to bacteria treated with PMB alone). D, Permeabilisation of the CM of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to PMB (4 µg ml-1) and PMBN (2.8 µg ml-1), either alone or in 

combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) over 4 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for both CHIR-090 and cerulenin-

treated cells relative to bacteria treated with PMB alone). Data in A, D were analysed by a two-way 

ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in B were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s 

post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

From these findings thus far, it was concluded that the mode by which bactericidal 

polymyxin compounds damaged the CM of P. aeruginosa to kill the bacteria was analogous to 

the process at the OM, requiring the insertion of the antibiotic fatty acyl chain into LPS 

molecules in order to permeabilise the membrane bilayer structures. To examine the ultimate 
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outcomes of these differences between PMB and PMBN in membrane disruption when LPS 

biosynthesis was blocked, measurements of cell lysis and viability were made during treatment 

of PA14 bacteria with the polymyxin agents alone, as well as in combination with CHIR-

090/cerulenin. PMB (4 µg ml-1) caused marked lysis of the P. aeruginosa population, with a 

fast decrease in OD595nm readings throughout the 8 hour incubation, which was fully halted by 

the presence of either LPS synthesis inhibitor (Figure 4.16A). The effect of treating PA14 

cells with PMBN rather than PMB was even more striking, with bacteria in fact growing in the 

presence of the polymyxin nonapeptide, as shown by increasing OD595nm readings. Analysing 

bacterial survival with colony counts produced equivalent results – the rapid killing of P. 

aeruginosa with 4 µg ml-1 PMB (4-log decrease in viability by 4 hours) was stopped both by 

reducing CM LPS levels, and by exposing bacteria to an equimolar PMBN concentration 

instead of PMB (Figure 4.16B). In summary, combined with the data from the membrane 

disruption SAR experiments, it was deduced that polymyxin-mediated permeabilisation of the 

Gram-negative CM – a pre-requisite for the antibiotic to be bactericidal – was dependent on 

the interactions between LPS in the CM and the polymyxin’s fatty acid tail domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16: The lytic and bactericidal activity of polymyxins is dependent on the lipid tail 

of the antibiotic interacting with CM LPS. A, Lysis/growth of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed 

to PMB (4 µg ml-1) and an equimolar concentration of PMBN (2.8 µg ml-1), either alone or in 

combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin (32 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

OD595nm over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for both CHIR-090 and cerulenin-treated cells relative to 

bacteria treated with PMB alone). B, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed to PMB (4 µg ml-1) 

and PMBN (2.8 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with CHIR-090 (0.125 µg ml-1) and cerulenin 

(32 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; **p<0.01 for both CHIR-090 and 

cerulenin-treated cells relative to bacteria treated with PMB alone). Data in A, B were analysed by a 

two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error 

bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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4.16 Blocking LPS synthesis reduces CM disruption, lysis and 

killing by colistin across Gram-negative pathogens 

All experiments to this point resolving that colistin’s bactericidal mechanism of action 

relied on interactions with LPS within the CM bilayer had been conducted in the P. aeruginosa 

laboratory reference strain PA14. To expand these discoveries and see their implications in a 

more clinical context, the three key assays to follow colistin’s killing activity (CM permeability, 

lysis, cell viability) were performed on a panel of Gram-negative strains isolated from human 

patients in therapeutic settings. These strains consisted of three P. aeruginosa clinical isolates, 

two K. pneumoniae species and one E. coli isolate, which all possessed resistance mechanisms 

to multiple classes of antibiotics, and thus represented the class of bacteria against which 

colistin would be used therapeutically. 

In order to test if, as with the PA14 reference strain, the ability of colistin to kill these 

clinical strains was dependent on interactions with CM LPS, sub-inhibitory concentrations of 

the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors CHIR-090 and cerulenin were added in combination with the 

polymyxin antibiotic to deplete the amount of LPS present in the cell envelope’s CM structure. 

For each clinical isolate, both CHIR-090 as well as cerulenin were utilised in colistin 

combination treatments at a dose that was at least half their respective MICs to reduce the 

concentration of LPS in the CM without any downstream lethal effects. The sub-lethal nature 

of these CHIR-090/cerulenin concentrations was confirmed by analysis of bacterial growth 

over 20 hours in the presence of the two compounds, which showed that the growth rate of the 

clinical strains was lowered but not absolutely inhibited by either LPS synthesis inhibitor 

(Figure 4.17A). This was noteworthy, since it was indicative that CHIR-090 and cerulenin 

were partially working to block the essential process of LPS biosynthesis, although any impact 

they had on colistin’s mode of action in future assays could not be due to bacterial growth 

arrest. 

The first experiment tracking colistin’s activity against the Gram-negative clinical 

isolate panel was assessment of the extent of CM damage caused by the polymyxin drug with 

the fluorescent PI DNA-reactive dye. Exposure to colistin alone produced an obvious increase 

in uptake of PI in all six bacterial strains, with the antibiotic steadily permeabilising the 

innermost CM bilayer of the cell envelope over the 4 hour incubation (Figure 4.17B). 

Critically however, when de novo biosynthesis of LPS was blocked in these clinical strains with 

sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090/cerulenin, which have been shown to diminish 

CM LPS levels, colistin-induced disruption of the CM structure was simultaneously decreased 

in every single case. Hence, the requirement for LPS to be present in the CM, and for colistin 

molecules to interact with this LPS, to enable the polymyxin compound to be bactericidal 

appeared to be conserved amongst clinically-important Gram-negative pathogens. 
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Figure 4.17: Sub-lethal concentrations of CHIR-090/cerulenin reduce colistin-induced 

CM damage across diverse Gram-negative pathogens. A, Growth kinetics of 3 P. aeruginosa 

clinical isolates, 2 K. pneumoniae clinical isolates and an E. coli clinical isolate during exposure, or not, 

to sub-inhibitory doses of CHIR-090 (0.063 µg ml-1 for CTX-M strain; 0.25 µg ml-1 for SCT and KPC 

strains; 0.5 µg ml-1 for MS, A23 and A73 strains) and cerulenin (16 µg ml-1 for CTX-M strain; 32 µg ml-1 

for SCT strain; 64 µg ml-1 for A23 strain; 128 µg ml-1 for MS, A73 and KPC strains), as determined by 

measuring OD600nm over 2o hours incubation. B, Permeabilisation of the CM of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical 

isolates, 2 K. pneumoniae clinical isolates and an E. coli clinical isolate during exposure to colistin (used 

at 4 µg ml-1 for all strains except CTX-M, where used at 2 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with 

the established sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 and cerulenin, as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) over 4 hours (n=4; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 for CHIR-

090/cerulenin-treated cells relative to bacteria treated with colistin alone). Data in B were analysed by 

a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error 

bars shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

To relate these differences in CM permeabilisation of the six clinical isolates mediated 

by colistin during co-exposure with the LPS synthesis inhibitors to the ultimate consequences 

on bacterial viability, measurements of cell lysis and survival were made throughout an 8 hour 

treatment period. Colistin on its own triggered bacteria of all six strains to lyse, as evidenced 

by a drop in OD595nm readings over time (Figure 4.18A). Despite this, blocking the 

biosynthesis of LPS with sub-lethal doses of CHIR-090 reduced the rate of bacterial lysis in 

every clinical strain, whilst the fatty acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor cerulenin was responsible 

for the same phenotype in four of the six isolates (P. aeruginosa MS, K. pneumoniae A73, K. 

pneumoniae KPC and E. coli CTX-M). When calculating cell survival by colony counts, 

independently, colistin initiated rapid and extensive bacterial killing (more than 3-logs) in 
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each case, though interestingly the bi-phasic pattern of cell death detected initially for the P. 

aeruginosa PA14 strain was again apparent with these clinical strains, with a sub-population 

of bacteria surviving polymyxin exposure before commencing re-growth (Figure 4.18B). 

Nevertheless, in the presence of either CHIR-090/cerulenin, colistin’s capacity to kill these 

Gram-negative pathogenic species was severely lessened, with the most dramatic results 

reserved for the strains P. aeruginosa A23 and K. pneumoniae A73, where virtually no 

bacterial death was observed at all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18: CHIR-090 and cerulenin block colistin from causing cell lysis and death in a 

panel of Gram-negative pathogens. A, Lysis of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical isolates, 2 K. pneumoniae 

clinical isolates and an E. coli clinical isolate during exposure to colistin (used at 4 µg ml-1 for all strains 

except CTX-M, where used at 2 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with the established sub-

inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 and cerulenin, as determined by measuring OD595nm over 8 

hours (n=4; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 for CHIR-090/cerulenin-treated cells relative to 

bacteria treated with colistin alone). B, Survival of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical isolates, 2 K. pneumoniae 

clinical isolates and an E. coli clinical isolate during exposure to colistin (used at 4 µg ml-1 for all strains 

except CTX-M, where used at 2 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with the established sub-

inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090 and cerulenin, as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; 

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 for CHIR-090/cerulenin-treated cells relative to bacteria treated 

with colistin alone). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. 

Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

Finally, to extend these findings even beyond the LPS biosynthesis inhibitors widely-

used in past assays, a different fatty acid synthesis inhibitor – triclosan – was investigated for 

its colistin-antagonistic properties. The cellular target of triclosan is the enoyl-acyl carrier 

protein reductase FabI, and binding of triclosan to this enzyme blocks the essential fatty acid 
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biosynthetic pathway in which FabI plays an integral part. Because the fatty acids produced 

from this FabI-dependent synthesis pathway are required for biosynthesis of LPS (in 

particular the lipid A domain), triclosan, comparably with cerulenin, additionally functions as 

an LPS synthesis inhibitor742–744. Strains of the P. aeruginosa species are intrinsically-resistant 

to the antibacterial effects of triclosan, and thus the K. pneumoniae A73 clinical isolate was 

used to understand if inhibition of LPS biosynthesis by triclosan abrogated colistin killing745.  

A sub-lethal concentration of triclosan (0.125 µg ml-1, 4-fold less than the MIC) was 

identified through a bacterial growth experiment that moderately decreased the growth rate 

of the K. pneumoniae cell population without total growth arrest (Figure 4.19A). In a 

subsequent time-kill assay, this same sub-inhibitory triclosan dose was able to completely 

block cell death induced even by the highest concentration of colistin achievable 

therapeutically (10 µg ml-1), with no drop in viable bacterial counts at all over the 8 hours of 

combination treatment with the polymyxin and triclosan, and a greater than 4-log difference 

in survival relative to K. pneumoniae cells exposed to colistin alone (Figure 4.19B). In 

conclusion, the process by which colistin kills bacteria – interacting with LPS in the CM to 

permeabilise the cell envelope – was not specific to P. aeruginosa, but more likely a conserved 

mechanism of action against all relevant Gram-negative organisms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19: The fatty acid/LPS synthesis inhibitor triclosan blocks K. pneumoniae killing 

by colistin. A, Growth of cells of the clinical isolate K. pneumoniae A73 during exposure, or not, to a 

sub-lethal dose (0.125 µg ml-1) of the FabI inhibitor triclosan, as determined by measuring OD600nm over 

18 hours incubation (n=3; error bars omitted for clarity). B, Survival of cells of the clinical isolate K. 

pneumoniae A73 during exposure, or not, to colistin (10 µg ml-1) and triclosan (0.125 µg ml-1) both alone, 

and in combination, as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for colistin and 

triclosan-treated cells relative to bacteria treated with colistin alone). Data in B were analysed by a two-

way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars 

shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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4.17 Discussion 

Colistin is a vital antibiotic of last-resort that is often used as the final treatment option 

in patients infected with multi-drug resistant bacterial pathogens, including P. aeruginosa701. 

Unfortunately, despite its critical importance, colistin therapy against infections caused by P. 

aeruginosa species frequently fails, and efforts to address and overcome this high rate of 

treatment failure are hampered by a lack of understanding regarding colistin’s bactericidal 

mechanism of action294. In particular, it was entirely unknown how colistin-induced 

disruption of the bacterial OM following binding of the polymyxin drug to LPS on the cell 

surface lead to damage to the CM bilayer, permeabilisation of the cellular envelope, and 

ultimately bacterial death. Work in this chapter has resolved, for the first time, the subsequent 

steps in colistin’s mode of action downstream of OM disruption by showing that the polymyxin 

compound also interacts with LPS in the CM of P. aeruginosa that is awaiting export to the 

OM, and that this interaction with CM LPS is essential for permeabilisation of the innermost 

bacterial membrane bilayer and the killing activity of colistin. 

The key data confirming the dependence on interactions with LPS molecules in the CM 

for colistin’s bacterial killing effects arose from demonstrating that the inhibition of de novo 

LPS biosynthesis with CHIR-090/cerulenin blocked the CM-damaging and bactericidal 

properties of the polymyxin antibiotic. That colistin required an active biological process in 

order to cause death of P. aeruginosa cells was a surprising finding in itself. Whilst it is well 

known that many antibiotics that target fundamental cellular processes (e.g. beta-lactams 

blocking cell wall synthesis, aminoglycosides inhibiting protein synthesis) rely on active 

bacterial metabolism to exert their antimicrobial effects, it was long believed that killing by 

colistin and other similar membrane-damaging antimicrobial compounds (e.g. host defence 

peptides) was not analogously conditional on any de novo bacterial biosynthetic 

pathways746,747. Indeed, the fact that such antimicrobial peptides could display potency even 

in the absence of active biological processes in bacteria was considered a highly advantageous 

trait, especially for the eradication of metabolically-dormant bacterial persister cells748–750. 

However, the conclusions from experiments in this study that killing of P. aeruginosa 

by colistin can be completely halted by inhibition of de novo LPS biosynthesis calls into 

question whether the polymyxin drug would be able to initiate cell death in bacterial persisters. 

Furthermore, these results provide a mechanistic explanation for previous reports that 

highlighted the existence and formation of colistin-tolerant persister cells during exposure to 

the polymyxin, but no molecular basis for this phenotype653,654. Although it remains to be 

confirmed in future investigations if these persister bacteria that can survive colistin treatment 

do actually have decreased LPS synthesis (for instance through the use of a fluorescent 

reporter strain that offers a measurable read-out of the rate of LPS biosynthesis), this 
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hypothesis is supported by proteomic data on colistin-tolerant P. aeruginosa cells present in 

biofilms, which found lower abundance of an LPS assembly protein in biofilm cells that can 

tolerate polymyxin exposure751. In addition, there is some evidence from assays conducted in 

this chapter that bacterial growth arrest – a defining trait of persister cell populations – may 

partially reduce the killing efficacy of colistin. While co-treatment with bacteriostatic 

concentrations of tetracycline or chloramphenicol did not fully abrogate colistin-mediated cell 

death to the same extent as sub-inhibitory concentrations of CHIR-090/cerulenin, the two 

protein synthesis inhibitors still lowered by 2-3 logs the extent of polymyxin killing of a P. 

aeruginosa population. It is certainly possible that these growth arrested cells, which are a 

representative model of bacterial persisters, have increased colistin tolerance due to a 

diminished metabolic capacity and a slower rate of LPS biosynthesis. 

The antagonistic interactions between colistin and other antimicrobial compounds 

that ultimately inhibit the synthetic pathway of LPS have significant and prominent wider 

implications in relation to their context in the clinical setting. Colistin is commonly 

incorporated as part of combination therapy strategies against Gram-negative infections, 

largely because of its membrane-disrupting abilities that are thought to enhance the uptake 

and access of intracellularly-acting antibiotics to their cytoplasmic targets360,752. The discovery 

here that numerous antibiotic drugs can lessen the bactericidal activity of colistin when 

utilised alongside the polymyxin raises obvious concern about the appropriateness of 

administering such combination treatment to infected patients. Particular caution and 

attention should be given to direct LPS biosynthesis inhibitors that are in pre-clinical drug 

development pipelines (e.g. CHIR-090, RJPXD33), but also to antibacterial compounds 

already extensively used both in and out of the clinic, such as triclosan (shown to block colistin 

killing of K. pneumoniae) and bacteriostatic inhibitors of protein synthesis184,189. Interestingly, 

large-scale clinical trials have revealed that colistin and rifampicin combination therapies do 

not improve patient outcomes compared to colistin alone; though the reasons for this are 

unclear and remain to be tested, it may be worth considering the potential impact of rifampicin 

on LPS synthesis rates in future studies753,754. 

Analysis of the data presented in this chapter suggests that there are several similarities 

between how colistin interacts with LPS in the OM versus in the CM. In both bilayer structures, 

it has now been proven that the permeabilisation of the membranes following the binding of 

colistin molecules to LPS relies on the displacement of divalent cations, and that this 

membrane disruption can be overcome when cations are present in excess. Relevantly, the 

extracellular concentration of Mg2+ ions (5 mM) necessary to abolish CM permeabilisation and 

lysis of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts in assays here is identical to the Mg2+ concentration found 

previously to stop the disruption of synthetic membrane vesicles that resemble the OM of 
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Gram-negative bacteria715. Moreover, experiments performed in this study comparing the 

membrane-damaging activity of polymyxin B (PMB) with its lipid tail-deficient derivative 

PMBN clearly indicated that the major disruption of the OM and CM triggered by polymyxin 

molecules, which was a pre-requisite for their bactericidal effects, was dependent on the 

hydrophobic fatty acyl tail of the antibiotics. Exactly what role the polymyxin lipid tail plays in 

the binding and disruption of LPS structures is still unresolved, and should form a focus of 

subsequent biophysical investigations that could make use of diverse analytical techniques, 

including electron spin/nuclear magnetic resonance, microscopy (electron/atomic force) and 

electrophysiological measurements. 

In spite of these parallels between how colistin interferes with LPS molecules in the 

CM compared to in the OM, there also appear to be certain differences in the behaviour of 

polymyxin compounds at the two discrete membrane bilayers. The most obvious discrepancy 

relates to the duration of time taken for colistin to permeabilise the cell envelope structures of 

Gram-negative bacteria. Minor disruption of the OM in response to the presence of the 

polymyxin antibiotic occurred almost immediately (less than 10 minutes), as quantified by 

uptake of the phospholipid-reactive NPN fluorophore, with more significant major OM 

damage, marked by periplasmic beta-lactamase release, arising shortly after (within 30 

minutes). By contrast, permeabilisation of the CM of P. aeruginosa as detected by fluorescence 

from the DNA-reaction PI dye was only observed after 2 hours of colistin treatment, and the 

fact that this timescale was the same in experiments with both whole cells and spheroplasts 

rules out the possibility that this delay was solely due to the time taken for polymyxin 

molecules to traverse across the periplasm/cell wall. 

The most likely explanation for why colistin damaged the OM much more quickly and 

efficiently than the CM is the stark disparity in the abundance of LPS between the two bilayer 

membranes755. In the OM, LPS is a predominant component, with the outermost extracellular-

facing leaflet of the bilayer comprised exclusively of the polysaccharide structure. Opposingly, 

LPS exists as a minor fraction in the Gram-negative bacterial CM, with molecules of the 

polysaccharide only present temporarily en route to their final OM destination. This difference 

in LPS concentrations was quantified here with both an immunogenic assay (LAL) and a 

fluorescent LPS-specific probe (BoDipy-PMBN), which showed that the amount of LPS in the 

CM was approximately 10-fold lower than in the OM. The direct correlation between the 

efficiency of membrane permeabilisation by colistin and LPS abundance in the membrane has 

already been established in a past study with synthetic vesicle bilayers, and is the most 

probable reason for the divergence in the time taken for OM and CM disruption induced by 

the polymyxin antibiotic715. Of absolute bearing on the findings in this chapter, this same study 

also reported that when LPS is present at low concentrations within membrane bilayers 
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(around 3%), any further reduction in LPS levels, even as small as lowering the LPS abundance 

from 3% to 1%, can have dramatic consequences on colistin’s capability to permeabilise the 

membrane structure715. The effects here of CHIR-090 and cerulenin on depleting LPS from 

the CM of P. aeruginosa were of roughly the same scale (2 to 3-fold), and together these pieces 

of information combine to elucidate how the relatively modest decreases in CM LPS caused by 

the two LPS biosynthesis inhibitors can have such striking impacts on polymyxin killing. 

In conclusion, the work in this chapter provides a new model of colistin’s bactericidal 

mode of action against Gram-negative bacteria. Through a series of carefully controlled 

experiments, it is made evident that colistin damages the CM of the cell envelope not through 

the previously proposed mechanism of surfactant/detergent-like interactions with membrane 

phospholipids, but rather by targeting LPS molecules in the CM. This information is especially 

crucial because it opens the door for the development of therapeutic strategies to enhance the 

activity and efficacy of colistin, for example by increasing the concentration of CM LPS, and 

such novel options are urgently-needed to tackle the high rate of clinical treatment failure of 

the last-resort polymyxin antibiotic. 
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Chapter 5: Acquired colistin resistance in Gram-negative 
bacteria is mediated at the cytoplasmic membrane 
 

5.1 Introduction 

Owing to the critical importance of colistin as an antibiotic of last-resort against Gram-

negative bacterial infections, the discovery that these pathogenic organisms readily develop 

resistance to the polymyxin drug poses an extremely grave threat to the successful use of 

colistin as a salvage therapy and patient outcomes756. The first reports of polymyxin resistance 

appeared in 1953 – only four years after colistin was first isolated – with the finding that non-

susceptibility to polymyxin B can emerge rapidly in P. aeruginosa and Aerobacter aerogenes 

species757. However, it was not until 1978 that the first mechanism by which colistin resistance 

could be acquired was unearthed, with mutations in the chromosome of Salmonella strains 

identified as being responsible for a lack of sensitivity to polymyxin antibiotics480. 

In the ensuing decades, the dramatic rise in the administration of colistin in clinical 

settings that has occurred in response to the increased prevalence of multi-drug resistant 

pathogens has led to a simultaneous upsurge in the rates of colistin non-susceptibility758. A 

temporal analysis of colistin resistance rates between 2010 and 2014 in Brazil revealed that 

the prevalence of colistin resistance amongst Enterobacteriaceae rose from 6.6% to 9.4% over 

the five year period759. Two key studies looking specifically at K. pneumoniae isolates across 

the globe have reported homologous trends, with three-fold increases in the rates of colistin 

non-susceptibility observed in Tunisia (3.57% in 2002 to 9.68% in 2013) and Italy (10% in 

2010 to 30% in 2014)760,761. Concerningly, the investigation in Italy additionally demonstrated 

that the 30-day mortality in patients infected with colistin-resistant K. pneumoniae was as 

high as 51% (compared with 39.4% in patients infected with susceptible bacteria), highlighting 

the severe consequences of polymyxin resistance on therapeutic outcomes761. 

Until 2017, colistin was extensively utilised in the farming industry as a growth 

promoter, which is thought to have been a major driver in the ever-increasing prevalence of 

resistance to the last-resort antibiotic762,763. In support of this, a report from Taiwan showed 

an 8-fold rise in the detection of colistin-resistant E. coli from market meat samples, from 1.1% 

in 2012 to 8.7% in 2015764. Finally, although polymyxin resistance in clinical P. aeruginosa 

samples has historically been a rare phenotype, according to surveillance data from the 

European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance Network, there has also been a recent 

escalation in the rates of colistin non-susceptibility in this pathogen, from 1% in 2013 up to 4% 

in 2016758,765. Without doubt, resistance to colistin is a growing crisis compromising the 

effective use of the polymyxin drug, against which novel solutions are urgently required. 
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As was the case with the first identified genetic mediator of colistin resistance in the 

1970s, polymyxin non-susceptibility in Gram-negative pathogens frequently arises from the 

acquisition of mutations in the regions of the bacterial chromosome that encode regulatory 

two-component systems (e.g. PmrAB, PhoPQ, ParRS, CprRS, ColRS)454,506. The characteristic 

traits of all of these two-component systems is the ability to sense environmental stimuli, 

including changes to the cell envelope Mg2+ composition triggered by colistin, and initiate a 

transcriptional response that induces the expression of a number of target genes766–769. Among 

these target genes are the pmrHFIJKLM operon (also known as arnBCADTEF) and pmrC, 

which function to modify the lipid A domain of LPS with cationic L-Ara4N and pEtN moieties, 

respectively435,770. Addition of these positively-charged chemical groups to the typically anionic 

lipid A structure interferes with the electrostatic interaction between colistin molecules and 

LPS that is essential for the polymyxin drug’s antibacterial effects. Hence, mutations in the 

two-component system genes, or in the genes encoding their regulatory proteins (e.g. MgrB, 

CrrAB), that bring about an upregulation/over-activation of the pmrHFIJKLM and pmrCAB 

operons can cause excessive cationic lipid A modification, culminating in a reduction in the 

capacity of colistin to bind LPS and polymyxin resistance771. 

Colistin non-susceptibility occurring via this chromosomal mutation mechanism was 

believed to be the predominant process by which resistance to the lipopeptide antibiotic could 

be acquired until the startling discovery of the mobile colistin resistance gene, mcr-1 in 

2015530. The gene product of mcr-1 is a pEtN transferase enzyme that shares a common mode 

of conferring polymyxin resistance with the chromosomally-encoded pmrC gene, in terms of 

adding a positively-charged pEtN group on to lipid A that diminishes colistin’s affinity for LPS 

molecules558. However, in stark contrast with chromosomal pmrC, the mcr-1 gene, borne on a 

wide range of mobile plasmids (e.g. IncI, IncF, IncHI2, IncP, IncX4, IncY), can easily move 

between distinct bacterial species by horizontal gene transfer772,773. As a result, the mcr-1 

colistin resistance determinant has disseminated throughout the world at a vast pace in the 

last decade, spreading into a diverse panel of pathogenic organisms, including E. coli, K. 

pneumoniae, Shigella, Salmonella and Enterobacter strains534. Even more concerningly, the 

existence of nine 0ther pEtN transferase-encoding mcr genes (termed mcr-2 to mcr-10) has 

now been demonstrated, though relatively little is known about the functional activity of these 

mcr homologues in terms of their capacity to mediate colistin resistance774. Of particular 

interest is the mcr-9 gene variant, which is often detected in clinical isolates but appears to be 

“silent”, with carriage not associated with expression and a loss of polymyxin sensitivity582,775. 

Alongside these acquired mechanisms of resistance to colistin, a number of bacteria 

also exhibit intrinsic colistin resistance – indeed the mcr genes themselves are postulated to 

have originated through a lateral movement event from an intrinsically polymyxin-resistant 
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species on to a plasmid560,563. The process by which resistance to colistin occurs in these 

organisms, which include Burkholderia, Neisseria and Serratia strains, is again analogous 

with that previously described for acquired polymyxin non-susceptibility – the modification 

of LPS with cationic pEtN/L-Ara4N moieties that blocks the first step of binding to lipid A in 

colistin’s mode of action776. Whilst it is thought that the constitutive addition of these 

positively-charged chemical groups to lipid A is what instigates inherent colistin resistance, 

the molecular bases of the differences between acquired and intrinsic resistance to the 

antibiotic are not well understood. Providing a further layer of complexity to efforts to 

comprehend and overcome resistance to polymyxin drugs is the recent description of colistin 

hetero-resistance. Antibiotic hetero-resistance is a phenotype where the majority of a bacterial 

population is susceptible to an antimicrobial agent, except for a small sub-population of cells 

possessing a means of surviving and tolerating exposure to the drug777. Hetero-resistance to 

colistin has been identified in K. pneumoniae, E. coli, A. baumanii and Enterobacter species, 

is proposed to be related to alterations in the PmrAB/PhoPQ two-component systems, and 

can contribute to in vivo polymyxin treatment failure778–783. Nonetheless, there remain 

numerous unanswered questions around how colistin hetero-resistance arises, and in 

particular the behaviour of the colistin-tolerant sub-population of bacterial cells. 

The experiments in the previous chapter confirmed that colistin kills Gram-negative 

bacteria by targeting LPS molecules in the cytoplasmic membrane (CM) to permeabilise the 

bilayer structure and induce cell lysis. This finding is highly relevant to the field of colistin 

resistance because of past studies indicating that the cationic modifications of lipid A 

conferring polymyxin non-susceptibility take place at the CM, prior to LPS being exported to 

the outer membrane (OM) bacterial surface784. The first piece of evidence that LPS is modified 

at the CM arose from the revelation that all the enzymes catalysing the addition of positively-

charged chemical groups on to lipid A (the MCR/PmrC pEtN transferases and the ArnT L-

Ara4N transferase) are located in the CM, with regions that span the innermost membrane 

bilayer and functional domains that face the periplasmic surface484,785–787. Moreover, the 

modification of LPS with L-Ara4N/pEtN has been shown to be dependent on the MsbA-

dependent flipping of lipid A structures from the cytoplasmic-facing innermost leaflet of the 

CM bilayer to its outermost leaflet, with the accumulation of cationically-modified LPS in the 

CM only apparent when the MsbA flippase was functional204. Given the bactericidal activity of 

colistin is dependent on interactions with LPS in the CM, and that the LPS modifications 

resulting in polymyxin non-susceptibility happen within the CM, the hypothesis examined in 

this chapter is that resistance to colistin in Gram-negative pathogens is mediated not at the 

OM of cells, but at the CM. Using a combination of mcr and chromosomally colistin-resistant 

bacterial strains, constructed in the laboratory and isolated from patients, misunderstandings 

in the mechanism of colistin resistance are resolved. 
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5.2 Colistin permeabilises the outer membrane of polymyxin-

resistant E. coli expressing mcr-1 

In order to investigate whether colistin non-susceptibility conferred by the widely 

prevalent mobile resistance determinant MCR-1 was mediated at the bacterial OM or the CM 

bilayer, cells of the E. coli reference strain MC1000 were transformed with the IPTG-inducible 

plasmid pDM1 harbouring the mcr-1 gene encoding the pEtN transferase enzyme788. In 

addition, E. coli MC1000 cells were also transformed with the pDM1 vector alone for use as an 

empty plasmid control bacterial population (pEmpty), creating an isogenic strain pair that was 

optimised for subsequent experiments on the mechanism of colistin resistance. These studies 

were performed using E. coli because the species is the most common host organism for the 

mcr-1 gene found in the environment and in veterinary/human medicine551,789. Before the 

isogenic E. coli pair generated could be utilised in analytical assays, it was first crucial to 

determine if expression of mcr-1 was associated with any notable growth defects that could 

provide a potential source of bias when interpreting results. However, over a 16 hour 

incubation, the growth profiles of MC1000 cells harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control 

cells were virtually identical, with only a minor reduction in the rate of logarithmic growth 

observed in mcr-1-positive bacteria and no difference in OD600nm readings by the end of the 

experiment (Figure 5.1A). 

Next, it was important to verify that possession of the mcr-1 containing pDM1 plasmid 

in E. coli led to successful translation/production of the MCR-1 enzyme, and ultimately 

bestowed polymyxin resistance on the bacterial cell population. This was done by determining 

the MIC of colistin against the isogenic pair of strains, which showed that growth of mcr-1-

harbouring MC1000 cells was only fully inhibited at a colistin concentration of 4 µg ml-1 – 

above the CLSI/BSAC breakpoint for polymyxin resistance and 16-fold higher than the colistin 

MIC of pEmpty E. coli (Figure 5.1B)606,790. Thus, correct expression of the mcr-1 gene was 

proven, with the pEtN transferase protein encoded by the resistance determinant responsible 

for causing colistin non-susceptibility. 

To establish which cell envelope membrane structure, the OM or the CM, was the site 

at which this polymyxin resistance was mediated, the preliminary assay conducted used the 

well-established phospholipid-reactive fluorescent NPN dye as a marker for colistin-induced 

OM permeabilisation626. Across a range of therapeutically-relevant colistin concentrations 

(0.5-10 µg ml-1), exposure of susceptible E. coli MC1000 cells containing only the empty pDM1 

plasmid to the antibiotic triggered a dose-dependent increase in uptake of the NPN 

fluorophore, indicating that, as expected, the polymyxin drug was disrupting the surface OM 

bilayer (Figure 5.1C). Interestingly, however, the same phenotype was also observed with 

colistin-resistant E. coli expressing mcr-1, with the polymyxin antibiotic still able to damage 
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the bacterial OM, and no significant differences in fluorescence from the NPN dye between the 

pEmpty and mcr-1 cell populations. It was therefore concluded that resistance to colistin 

conferred by the mcr-1 gene could not be due to protection of the OM from the antibiotic’s 

permeabilising effects, because the polymyxin disrupted the outermost cell surface bilayer of 

susceptible and resistant E. coli to equal extents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Expression of the mcr-1 gene in polymyxin-resistant E. coli does not prevent 

colistin from disrupting the OM. A, Growth kinetics of E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring the mcr-1 

gene on the pDM1 plasmid and empty plasmid control cells (pEmpty), as determined by measuring 

OD600nm over 16 hours incubation (n=3 in triplicate). B, The MIC of colistin against E. coli MC1000 cells 

harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control cells, as determined by measuring OD595nm after 18 hours 

exposure to a range of clinically-relevant colistin concentrations (n=3 in triplicate; ****p<0.0001 for 

mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty bacteria). C, Permeabilisation of the OM of E. coli MC1000 

cells harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control cells during exposure to a range of concentrations of 

colistin, as determined by measuring uptake of the NPN fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 minutes (n=5, 

each data point represents the arithmetic mean of 20 replicate measurements; *p<0.05 for pEmpty 

bacteria relative to untreated cells, ns: p>0.05 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty bacteria). 

Data in B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a 

two-way ANOVA with both Sidak’s and Dunnett’s post-hoc tests. Data are presented as the arithmetic 

mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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5.3 Colistin cannot permeabilise the cytoplasmic membrane 

of mcr-1-positive E. coli 

Having demonstrated that colistin maintained its capacity to damage the OM of even 

non-susceptible, mcr-1-expressing E. coli cells, it was decided to measure CM disruption by 

the antibiotic to explore if the innermost of the two cell envelope bilayers was mediating 

colistin resistance. Using fluorescence from the DNA-reactive PI dye as a read-out for the 

degree of CM permeabilisation stimulated by colistin, the isogenic MC1000 strain pair was 

exposed to the polymyxin drug (4 µg ml-1) for 8 hours. As previously observed with colistin-

susceptible P. aeruginosa cells, the polymyxin antibiotic markedly damaged the CM of empty 

plasmid-containing E. coli, with a rapid increase in the fluorescent PI signal compared to 

untreated bacteria that peaked following 4 hours of colistin treatment (Figure 5.2A). By 

contrast MC1000 cells expressing the mcr-1 gene exhibited almost no CM disruption at all 

during colistin exposure, with the kinetics of PI uptake closely resembling that of bacteria 

when the polymyxin was not even present. Hence, in spite of colistin’s propensity to damage 

the OM of E. coli resistant to the drug due to production of MCR-1, the CM of these same non-

susceptible cells was protected from polymyxin permeabilisation, providing the initial 

evidence that the CM was the critical factor in this mobile form of colistin resistance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: The CM of mcr-1-expressing E. coli is not permeabilised by colistin, protecting 

cells from being lysed. A, Permeabilisation of the CM of E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring mcr-1 and 

empty plasmid control cells during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to 

pEmpty bacteria). B, Lysis/growth of E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control 

cells during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring OD595nm over 8 hours (n=4; 

*p<0.05 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty bacteria). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-

way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars 

represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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To understand the downstream consequences on bacterial lysis of the disparity in 

colistin-triggered CM disruption between mcr-1-positive and pEmpty E. coli cells, readings of 

OD595nm were obtained during treatment with the polymyxin drug (4 µg ml-1) for 8 hours. The 

striking rise in PI fluorescence and CM permeabilisation detected in the susceptible empty 

plasmid control bacteria was associated with an expected, but sharp, decrease in OD595nm 

measurements for the duration of colistin exposure, as the MC1000 cells lysed and the culture 

became clear (Figure 5.2B). In opposition, the E. coli population expressing mcr-1 displayed 

an increase in OD595nm readings over 8 hours, implying that the bacteria were able to grow in 

the presence of colistin, although not at the rate of untreated cells. Together, these data 

highlighted that the activity of the MCR-1 pEtN transferase enzyme blocked colistin’s 

membranolytic properties against the CM, not the OM, enabling bacteria producing the 

resistance determinant to not only survive, but also divide during polymyxin exposure. 

 

5.4 Prevention of CM disruption by colistin in mcr-1-positive 

E. coli depends on the extent of lipid A modification 

With preliminary data suggesting that colistin resistance conferred by the mcr-1 gene 

in E. coli whole cells was mediated by protection of the CM rather than the OM from the 

antibiotic’s bilayer-damaging effects, for this finding to be confirmed, it was necessary to 

examine whether MCR-1-producing E. coli spheroplasts, lacking an OM/cell wall and 

enveloped by only a surface CM, were also resistant to the polymyxin antibiotic. However, 

prior to undertaking this experiment, as with the P. aeruginosa spheroplasts, a number of 

control assays were carried out to ensure that the standard protocol for generating 

spheroplasts from whole cells (successive treatment with EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin) did 

indeed remove the bacterial OM and cell wall structures correctly637. First, the morphology of 

E. coli MC1000 populations harbouring mcr-1 or the empty plasmid alone was assessed by 

microscopy, both before and after conversion to spheroplasts was attempted. While whole 

bacterial cells (both mcr-1 and pEmpty) unexposed to EDTA/lysozyme/trypsin appeared in 

their conventional rod-like form, the spheroplasts produced from these cells were spherical, 

with their length and width being approximately equal in size (Figure 5.3A). This observation 

was further strengthened by calculating the length:width ratio of 100 whole cells and 

spheroplasts from each strain of the isogenic E. coli pair, which revealed a transformation 

from the elongated nature of untreated whole bacteria to cell forms with a length:width ratio 

of precisely 1 – a firm indicator of successful cell wall digestion in spheroplasts being held in 

an osmoprotective 20% sucrose environment (Figure 5.3B). 
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Figure 5.3: Spheroplasts generated from E. coli are spherical, with no OM contamination 

in the CM. A, Visualisation by phase contrast microscopy of E. coli MC1000 whole cells (both the mcr-

1-expressing strain and the empty plasmid control strain), before and after treatment with EDTA (0.25 

mg ml-1), lysozyme (1 mg ml-1) and trypsin (0.5 mg ml-1) to produce spheroplasts lacking an OM and cell 

wall (images are representative of cells visualised across 3 independent experiments; Scale bars: 5 µm). 

B, Quantification of length:width ratio of E. coli MC1000 whole cells before/after treatment with EDTA, 

lysozyme and trypsin to produce spheroplasts (n=100 cells per group; ****p<0.0001 relative to pEmpty 

and mcr-1 whole cells respectively). C, Visualisation by fluorescence microscopy of E. coli MC1000 

pEmpty whole cells labelled with FITC (0.5 mg ml-1) to tag OM proteins before/after treatment with 

EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin to produce spheroplasts (images are representative of cells visualised 

across 3 independent experiments; PC: phase contrast; Scale bars: 5 µm). D, Quantification of 

fluorescence from FITC-labelled OM proteins in E. coli MC1000 pEmpty whole cells before/after 

treatment with EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin to produce spheroplasts (n=3 in triplicate; ***p<0.001 

relative to whole cells). Data in B were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test. Data 

in D were analysed by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, 

and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

To investigate if the process for generating MC1000 spheroplasts suitably removed the 

OM bilayer – a potential confounding factor in assays studying the role of the CM in colistin 

resistance – proteins in the OM of whole E. coli cells were tagged with fluorescent FITC 

molecules, and changes in FITC fluorescence were evaluated following implementation of the 

spheroplast conversion protocol638. Visualisation by microscopy showed an accumulation of 
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fluorescently-tagged FITC proteins around the OM surface of MC1000 whole cells, which was 

entirely lost once the treatment with EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin had occurred (Figure 

5.3C). Quantification by measuring fluorescence across the entire E. coli populations 

supported this finding, with a prominent and significant decrease in the fluorescent FITC 

signal after production of spheroplasts from whole cells (Figure 5.3D). Combined, these 

control experiments convincingly proved the appropriateness of the process used for removing 

the OM and cell wall from Gram-negative bacteria to successfully create spheroplasts. 

In order to determine whether the correctly-generated MCR-1-producing spheroplasts 

were able to tolerate colistin exposure, and in the process make apparent the key role of the 

CM in mediating polymyxin resistance, these OM/wall-lacking cell forms were exposed for 12 

hours to the antibiotic (4 µg ml-1) and the capacity of colistin to induce CM permeabilisation 

and lysis was tested. In E. coli MC1000 spheroplasts harbouring only the empty plasmid 

control, treatment with colistin resulted in an obvious increase in fluorescence from the PI dye 

relative to untreated spheroplasts – indicative of major damage to the CM caused by the 

polymyxin drug, which allowed PI molecules to access cytoplasmic DNA and fluoresce 

(Figure 5.4A). Contrastingly, in spheroplasts produced from MC1000 cells expressing the 

mcr-1 gene, colistin caused no discernible rise in the fluorescent PI signal compared to 

spheroplasts where the antibiotic was not present, with a significant decrease in the kinetics 

of CM disruption relative to pEmpty spheroplasts. Thus, even in the absence of an OM bilayer, 

MCR-1 protects the CM of cells harbouring the resistance determinant from colistin’s 

membrane-disrupting behaviour. In corroboration, whereas colistin exposure triggered rapid 

and extensive lysis of spheroplasts from pEmpty E. coli cells (nearly 8-fold decrease in OD600nm 

readings after 12 hours), the rate of cell lysis in mcr-1-expressing spheroplasts was less than 

that of untreated spheroplasts (Figure 5.4B). These data served to emphasise that the 

mechanism by which MCR-1 conferred polymyxin resistance was through blocking of CM 

permeabilisation by colistin, which prevented lysis and promoted bacterial viability. 

It was postulated that the MCR-1 pEtN transferase mediated resistance to colistin at 

the CM because the enzyme cationically modified the lipid A domain of LPS while it was 

situated in this innermost membrane bilayer. The importance of the interaction between 

colistin molecules and CM LPS structures for the antibiotic’s bactericidal activity has been 

previously characterised, leading to the proposal that the addition by MCR-1 of positively-

charged pEtN to lipid A in the CM may hamper colistin’s ability to bind to CM LPS, 

culminating in polymyxin resistance. To explore if this was true, by taking advantage of the 

IPTG-inducible nature of the pDM1 plasmid carrying the mcr-1 gene, spheroplasts of E. coli 

MC1000 cells were generated with varying levels of mcr-1 expression and subsequent LPS 

modification. The extent of lipid A modification by the MCR-1 enzyme was analysed by a 
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lipidomic approach using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, which can distinguish between 

unmodified LPS and pEtN-modified LPS, where the additional mass of the cationically-altered 

polysaccharide results in the appearance of a distinct peak639. This demonstrated that the LPS 

in the CM of spheroplasts produced from pEmpty cells unsurprisingly consisted entirely of 

unmodified lipid A, but also that the ratio of modified:unmodified LPS in the CM of mcr-1-

harbouring spheroplasts could be manipulated by changing the concentration of IPTG used to 

induce expression of the gene (Figure 5.4C). When expression of mcr-1 was induced with a 

high concentration of IPTG, the size of the unmodified lipid A peak decreased compared to 

when no IPTG was present, implying that more MCR-1 protein was being produced, and more 

CM LPS was being modified with pEtN moieties. Calculating the area under the respective 

modified and unmodified LPS peaks enabled this effect to be semi-quantified, and a significant 

increase in the ratio of modified:unmodified lipid A (from 3:1 to 4:1) was visible as the 

concentration of IPTG added to induce mcr-1 expression was increased (Figure 5.4D). 

Having generated E. coli spheroplasts with differing amounts of pEtN-modified LPS 

in the CM, it was now possible to elucidate the role of this cationic alteration to lipid A on 

colistin resistance. The three spheroplast populations (no modified lipid A, low-level lipid A 

modifications, high-level lipid A modifications) were all exposed to colistin (4 µg ml-1) for 8 

hours, and as before, measurements of CM permeabilisation (via PI fluorescence) and cell lysis 

(via OD600nm readings) were made. Whilst the CM of pEmpty MC1000 spheroplasts with no 

lipid A modifications was severely damaged by the polymyxin drug, there was a direct 

correlation between the extent of LPS modification and colistin-induced CM disruption for 

mcr-1 spheroplasts (Figure 5.4E). Where expression of the mcr-1 gene was induced with a 

high concentration of IPTG, and more lipid A was modified with pEtN, no palpable increase 

in PI uptake was seen; however, in the absence of IPTG induction and a consequential lower 

level of lipid A modification, permeabilisation of the CM initiated by colistin was no longer 

abrogated entirely, with an increase in the fluorescent PI signal after 6 hours. 

In keeping with these results, observations of changes in OD600nm readings in the three 

E. coli spheroplast populations made evident that spheroplasts with no modified LPS were 

lysed comprehensively by colistin, spheroplasts with high-level LPS modification induced by 

IPTG displayed no lysis, and spheroplasts with low-level LPS modification without any IPTG 

induction exhibited an intermediate phenotype, with a slower rate of cell lysis (Figure 5.4F). 

In summary, there was a clear dose-dependent effect between how much CM lipid A was 

modified by MCR-1, and the protection conferred against polymyxin-induced CM disruption 

and lysing of bacteria. Hence, it was concluded that the presence of pEtN-modified LPS in the 

CM on mcr-1-expressing E. coli is what mediated resistance to the antibiotic. 
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Figure 5.4: LPS modifications in the CM protect mcr-1-positive E. coli from colistin-

mediated CM disruption/lysis in a dose-dependent manner. A, Permeabilisation of the CM of 

spheroplasts produced from E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control cells 

during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring fluorescence from PI (0.25 µM) over 

12 hours (n=3, assay performed on 4 independent occasions; ****p<0.0001 for mcr-1-positive bacteria 

relative to pEmpty bacteria). B, Lysis of spheroplasts produced from E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring 

mcr-1 and empty plasmid control cells during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by 

measuring OD600nm over 12 hours (n=3, assay performed on 4 independent occasions; **p<0.01 for mcr-

1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty bacteria). C, Lipidomic MALDI-TOF mass spectra showing the 

abundance of unmodified lipid A and pEtN-modified lipid A in spheroplasts produced from E. coli 

MC1000 pEmpty cells, mcr-1-harbouring cells where IPTG was not used for inducing mcr-1 gene 

expression (“Low Induction”), or mcr-1-harbouring cells where mcr-1 gene expression was induced with 

0.5 mM IPTG (“High Induction”; all spectra representative of 3 independent experiments). D, 

Quantification of ratio of modified lipid A:unmodified lipid A in spheroplasts produced from E. coli 

MC1000 pEmpty cells, mcr-1-harbouring cells with a low level of mcr-1 expression, or mcr-1-

harbouring cells with a high level of mcr-1 expression, as determined by measuring the area under the 

mass spectra peaks (n=3; *p<0.05 for “High Induction” compared to “Low Induction”). E, 

Permeabilisation of the CM of spheroplasts produced from E. coli MC1000 pEmpty cells, mcr-1-

harbouring cells with a low level of mcr-1 expression, or mcr-1-harbouring cells with a high level of mcr-

1 expression, as determined by measuring fluorescence from PI (0.25 µM) over 8 hours (n=3, assay 

performed on 3 independent occasions; **p<0.01 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty 

bacteria). F, Lysis of spheroplasts produced from E. coli MC1000 pEmpty cells, mcr-1-harbouring cells 

with a low level of mcr-1 expression, or mcr-1-harbouring cells with a high level of mcr-1 expression, as 

determined by measuring OD600nm over 8 hours (n=3, assay performed on 3 independent occasions; 

**p<0.01 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty bacteria). Data in A, B, E, F were analysed by 

a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in D were analysed by a two-tailed paired 

Student’s t-test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard 

deviation of the mean. 
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5.5 MCR-1-mediated protection of the E. coli CM is colistin-

specific and due to altered membrane charge 

The fact that the occurrence of pEtN-modified lipid A in the CM was associated with a 

loss of colistin’s CM permeabilising activity and tolerance to the antibiotic did not definitively 

resolve the mechanism of polymyxin resistance conferred by the mcr-1 gene. One central 

possibility to consider was that cationic alterations to CM LPS molecules may affect the 

biophysical properties of the inner cell envelope bilayer, in particular changing the fluidity or 

the electrostatic charge of the membrane. Variations in both membrane fluidity and 

membrane charge have been widely implicated in past studies as causal factors contributing 

to resistance to antimicrobial peptides such as colistin791–795. To understand if the cationic 

modifications to lipid A mediated by the MCR-1 resistance determinant led to colistin 

resistance through effects on the fluidity or charge of the E. coli CM, gold-standard techniques 

were applied to measure these membrane attributes in the MC1000 pEmpty/mcr-1 isogenic 

strain pair. 

Using whole cells and spheroplasts of the E. coli bacterial populations, changes in 

fluidity of the OM as well as the CM resulting from mcr-1 expression were probed with the 

fluorescent Laurdan dye642. This fluorophore enables calculation of the Generalised 

Polarisation (GP) value of membrane bilayers, which is an indicator of how much water can 

penetrate into the membrane and thus a marker of how rigid the bilayer structure is. There 

was no difference in the GP value between MC1000 whole cells producing MCR-1 and whole 

cells containing the empty plasmid control alone, showing that the fluidity of the bacterial OM 

was unaltered by the activity of the pEtN transferase enzyme (Figure 5.5A). In comparison 

to the fluidity of the OM in E. coli whole cells, the CM of the spheroplasts formed from these 

cells had a significantly lower GP value, suggesting that the CM had a much more fluid nature 

than the OM – perhaps due to the notably lower concentration of LPS molecules in the 

innermost of the two cell envelope bilayers. Nevertheless, the rigidity of the CM of MC1000 

spheroplasts expressing mcr-1 was found to be identical to that of pEmpty spheroplasts, 

eliminating alterations in CM fluidity as an explanation for why pEtN modifications of CM 

lipid A blocked colistin from damaging the bilayer structure. 

In order to dissect whether MCR-1 adjusted the electrostatic charge of the E. coli 

OM/CM to confer polymyxin resistance, a fluorescent FITC-labelled derivative of the highly 

cationic compound Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) was exploited643. The capacity for FITC-tagged PLL 

to bind to the surface of MC1000 whole cells and spheroplasts served as a direct read-out of 

membrane charge, because a more positively-charged bilayer would have reduced affinity for 

PLL molecules, and hence a reduced fluorescent signal from FITC-PLL accumulated at the cell 

surface would be detected. Interestingly, the extent of PLL binding to the OM of E. coli whole 
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cells harbouring the mcr-1 plasmid was unchanged relative to empty plasmid control cells, 

revealing that the electrostatic charge of the bacterial OM bilayer was not substantially affected 

by MCR-1 activity (Figure 5.5B). In contrast, the amount of fluorescent PLL bound to the 

CM of MC1000 spheroplasts expressing mcr-1 was significantly lower than the amount bound 

to pEmpty spheroplasts, which demonstrated that the MCR-1 enzyme functioned to make the 

E. coli CM more positively-charged. Indeed, this was not a surprising finding, and was almost 

certainly reflective of the presence of cationically-modified LPS in the CM of mcr-1-positive 

bacteria that was previously presented. However, this data did provide key mechanistic insight 

insofar as it implied that colistin resistance mediated by the protection MCR-1 conferred on 

the CM may be a consequence of electrostatic repulsion of positively-charged colistin 

molecules away from the CM bilayer. Moreover, the discovery that expression of mcr-1 did not 

correlate with changes in the charge of the E. coli OM offered the first indication of why colistin 

was still able to disrupt the OM of these polymyxin-resistant bacteria. 

To test if the increase in the net positive charge of the CM in mcr-1-expressing bacterial 

cells provided protection specifically to colistin’s membrane permeabilising effects, or to 

cationic antimicrobial peptides in general, E. coli MC1000 spheroplasts were exposed to 

daptomycin or nisin (both added at 20 µg ml-1) for 8 hours. These two antibacterial agents are 

positively-charged, with modulations in membrane charge a common mode of resistance to 

the peptide compounds796,797. When assessing CM disruption in the spheroplasts by uptake of 

the DNA-reactive PI fluorophore, daptomycin and nisin induced a dramatic increase in the 

fluorescent PI signal of both MCR-1-producing spheroplasts and empty plasmid control 

spheroplasts (Figure 5.5CD). Therefore, unlike colistin, these cationic antimicrobial 

peptides were able to damage the E. coli CM irrespective of whether its electrostatic charge 

was made more positive by the pEtN-transferring action of MCR-1. 

Similarly, when observing cell lysis during treatment with daptomycin/nisin, the two 

antibacterial compounds triggered an equally rapid drop in OD600nm readings in pEmpty and 

mcr-1 spheroplasts over the 8 hour incubation period (Figure 5.5EF). Again, this was in 

complete opposition to the phenotype with colistin, and it was inferred that the increase in the 

CM’s net positive charge in mcr-1-positive E. coli did not promote tolerance to all cationic 

polypeptide antibiotics. Rather, the polymyxin-specific quality of the antimicrobial 

antagonising behaviour of the MCR-1 enzyme strongly insinuated that colistin did not share 

the same CM target as daptomycin and nisin (typically thought to bind to membrane 

phospholipids), and thus was wholly in keeping with the earlier conclusion that colistin killed 

Gram-negative bacteria by targeting LPS in the CM798,799. Together, these results established a 

model by which mcr-1 expression instigated polymyxin resistance via cationic pEtN 

modifications to CM LPS and subsequent repulsion of colistin molecules away from the CM. 
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Figure 5.5: MCR-1 increases the positive charge of the E. coli CM but specifically inhibits 

colistin’s CM permeabilising and lytic properties. A, Rigidity of the OM/CM of E. coli MC1000 

whole cells and spheroplasts, in each case either harbouring mcr-1 or an empty plasmid control, as 

determined using the fluorescent Laurdan dye (100 µM) to generate Generalised Polarisation values 

(n=3 in duplicate; ns: p>0.05 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty bacteria, ****p<0.0001 for 

pEmpty spheroplasts relative to pEmpty whole cells). B, Net negative charge of the OM/CM of E. coli 

MC1000 whole cells and spheroplasts, in each case either harbouring mcr-1 or an empty plasmid 

control, as determined by measuring binding of highly cationic FITC-labelled Poly-L-Lysine (PLL, 20 

µg ml-1) to the cell surface (n=3; ns: p>0.05, *p<0.05 for mcr-1-positive bacteria relative to pEmpty 

bacteria). C, D, Permeabilisation of the CM of spheroplasts produced from E. coli MC1000 cells 

harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control cells during exposure to (C) daptomycin (20 µg ml-1 with 

1.25 mM Ca2+ ions), or (D) nisin (20 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring fluorescence from PI (0.25 

µM) over 8 hours (n=3, assay performed on 4 independent occasions). E, F, Lysis of spheroplasts 

produced from E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring mcr-1 and empty plasmid control cells during exposure 

to (E) daptomycin (20 µg ml-1 with 1.25 mM Ca2+ ions), or (F) nisin (20 µg ml-1), as determined by 

measuring OD600nm over 8 hours (n=3, assay performed on 4 independent occasions). Data in A were 

analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test. Data in B were analysed by two-tailed paired 

Student’s t-tests. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the 

standard deviation of the mean. 

 

5.6 The CM of mcr-1-positive E. coli has a higher proportion of 

modified lipid A than the OM 

To further comprehend why mcr-1-conferred colistin non-susceptibility was mediated 

at the CM of E. coli cells, and why the antibiotic was able to permeabilise the OM of these 

polymyxin-resistant bacteria, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry-based lipidomic analysis was 

performed on both whole cells and spheroplasts of MC1000 populations expressing mcr-1, 
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allowing for the computation of the ratio between unmodified and pEtN-modified LPS in the 

OM and CM respectively. The mass spectra obtained from this experiment depicted the 

presence of unaltered lipid A and lipid A with an additional pEtN chemical group in both whole 

cells and spheroplasts of MCR-1-producing E. coli; however, it was immediately apparent that 

the proportion of pEtN-modified lipid A relative to unmodified lipid A was much higher in 

MC1000 spheroplasts compared to whole cells (Figure 5.6A). The fact that the difference in 

the size of the unaltered and cationically-altered LPS peaks was greater in mcr-1-positive 

spheroplasts than in whole cells suggested that the ratio of modified:unmodified lipid A was 

larger in the bacterial CM bilayer than in the OM.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: The ratio of modified:unmodified lipid A is higher in the CM than in the OM 

of mcr-1-expressing E. coli. A, Lipidomic MALDI-TOF mass spectra showing the abundance of 

unmodified lipid A and pEtN-modified lipid A in the OM/CM of MCR-1-positive E. coli MC1000 whole 

cells and spheroplasts (spectra representative of 3 independent experiments). B, Quantification of 

percentage of unmodified lipid A and pEtN-modified lipid A in the OM/CM of MCR-1-positive E. coli 

MC1000 whole cells and spheroplasts, as determined by measuring the area under the mass spectra 

peaks (n=3 in duplicate; ns: p>0.05, **p<0.01 for pEtN-modified lipid A relative to unmodified lipid 

A). Data in B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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This was validated semi-quantitatively by measuring the area under the relevant mass 

spectra peaks, which highlighted that in the OM of E. coli whole cells expressing the mcr-1 

gene, there was an almost equal amount (40% compared to 60%) of unmodified and pEtN-

modified LPS (Figure 5.6B). In stark contrast, when looking specifically at the CM in MCR-

1-producing spheroplasts, there was 4-fold more cationically-modified lipid A than there was 

unaltered lipid A (80% compared to 20%). In combination, these outcomes of the lipidomic 

assay offered a likely explanation for why colistin can disrupt the OM of E. coli cells that are 

not susceptible to the antibiotic through the action of mcr-1 – because the outermost cell 

surface bilayer of these bacteria has a high proportion of unmodified LPS structures that can 

be targeted by the polymyxin. In the CM of these mcr-1-positive cells, there are far fewer 

unmodified lipid A molecules for colistin to bind to, and a high proportion of LPS altered with 

a cationic pEtN moiety, meaning colistin is electrostatically repelled from the innermost 

membrane bilayer, the CM remains intact, and polymyxin resistance ensues. 

 

5.7 Colistin resistance in pathogenic E. coli conferred by mcr 

genes or chromosomally is mediated at the CM 

The experiments undertaken thus far proved that colistin non-susceptibility in the E. 

coli laboratory reference strain MC1000 conferred by expression of the mcr-1 resistance 

determinant resulted in protection of the bacterial CM, not the OM, from the polymyxin’s 

membranolytic properties. However, in clinical settings, resistance to colistin can occur 

through diverse methods (such as harbouring of various plasmid-borne MCR homologues 

other than MCR-1, or chromosomal mutations) in bacterial isolates that are genetically 

distinct from MC1000 cells. Therefore, in order to expand the therapeutic relevance of the 

investigation into the mechanism of polymyxin resistance, it was essential to study pathogenic 

E. coli strains isolated from human patients that exhibited non-susceptibility to polymyxin 

antibiotics through a combination of mcr or chromosomally-mediated processes. A panel of 

such E. coli clinical isolates was assembled, consisting of a colistin-susceptible control strain 

(KPC BM16), five strains expressing the mcr-1 gene, five strains expressing homologues of the 

mcr-1 gene (mcr-2, mcr-3, mcr-3.2 or mcr-5), and six strains with chromosomal mutations 

that induced polymyxin resistance. 

To understand if acquired colistin resistance in this clinical isolate panel was conferred 

at the cellular CM, all the E. coli strains were first converted into spheroplasts using the 

previously described method of successive treatment with EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin637. This 

allowed for the protective nature of the CM in these polymyxin-resistant E. coli isolates to be 

assessed specifically, without the confounding presence of the OM. All 17 clinical strains were 
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exposed, or not, to colistin (4 µg ml-1) for 12 hours, and the kinetics of fluorescent PI uptake 

measured as a read-out of the extent of CM permeabilisation. Using the respective values for 

PI fluorescence in untreated and polymyxin-treated spheroplast populations, the percentage 

increase in CM disruption triggered by colistin over 12 hours was calculated for each clinical 

isolate (Figure 5.7A). The colistin-susceptible control E. coli strain displayed a large increase 

(nearly 80%) in uptake of the PI fluorophore following polymyxin exposure, as the CM was 

expectedly damaged by the antibiotic. However, there was almost no amplification of the PI 

signal in the five mcr-1-postive isolates after treatment with colistin, with the less than 15% 

rise in fluorescence in these clinical strains indicating that the ability of the polymyxin drug to 

permeabilise their CM bilayer was largely lost. Hence, the manner in which the MCR-1 protein 

blocked colistin-mediated damage to the CM in E. coli MC1000 cells was equally apparent in 

E. coli cells isolated from patients. 

Analysing spheroplast CM disruption of the five clinical strains harbouring plasmids 

that expressed homologues of the mcr-1 gene (mcr-2 to mcr-5) revealed a more heterogeneous 

phenotype. Whereas two of these isolates (R11 and 1488949) were impervious to any increase 

in PI uptake induced by colistin, in the other three strains (1267171, 1266877 and 1144230), 

exposure to colistin produced a larger rise (30-35%) in CM permeabilisation and PI 

fluorescence. Whilst these values were far lower than that of the polymyxin-susceptible control 

clinical isolate, suggesting that these variants of the MCR-1 protein partially prevented colistin 

from damaging the CM, this data also implied that the propensity for mcr homologues to 

mediate resistance to the antibiotic at the innermost membrane bilayer may vary between 

different members of the pEtN transferase enzyme family. When examining spheroplasts of 

the six chromosomally colistin-resistant E. coli strains, the effects of the antibiotic on initiating 

CM disruption were far more consistent, with the increase in uptake of the fluorescent PI dye 

post-polymyxin treatment no greater than 20%, and as low as 4%. It was concluded that non-

susceptibility to colistin conferred by chromosomal mutations was, as with mcr-conferred 

polymyxin resistance, also mediated at the bacterial CM. In summary, carriage of the mcr-1 

gene and mutations in the chromosome were associated with the greatest degree of 

antagonism against colistin-induced CM permeabilisation, while genetic variants of MCR-1 

protected the E. coli CM bilayer to a lesser, but still notable, extent. 

It was previously shown that mcr-1 expression in E. coli MC1000 cells led to colistin 

resistance because of the high prevalence of pEtN modified lipid A relative to unmodified lipid 

A in the bacterial CM. To study if this were also the case with polymyxin non-susceptibility 

conferred by divergent MCR homologues or chromosomal mutations in clinical E. coli 

samples, lipidomics using MALDI-TOF-based mass spectrometry was carried out on 

spheroplasts produced from the 17 isolates in the strain panel. This enabled determination of  
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Figure 5.7: Colistin resistance in clinical E. coli acquired by diverse mcr homologues or 

chromosomal mutations is mediated at the CM. A, Permeabilisation of the CM of spheroplasts 

produced from a panel of pathogenic E. coli strains isolated from patients (1 colistin-susceptible isolate, 

5 mcr-1-expressing isolates, 5 isolates harbouring mcr homologues, and 6 isolates with chromosomal 

colistin resistance) during exposure to colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring fluorescence 

from PI (0.25 µM) over 12 hours (data are presented as the percentage increase relative to untreated 

spheroplasts; second graph depicts the arithmetic mean of values from the 4 indicated strain groups). 

B, Quantification of the ratio of cationically-modified lipid A to unmodified lipid A in the CM of 

spheroplasts produced from the strains in the pathogenic E. coli clinical isolate panel, as determined by 

measuring the area under the relevant mass spectra peaks following MALDI-TOF-based lipidomics 

(second graph depicts the arithmetic mean of values from the 4 indicated strain groups; **p<0.01 for 

MCR homologues relative to MCR-1). C, Correlation between colistin-induced CM permeabilisation 

and the ratio of modified:unmodified lipid A in the CM of spheroplasts produced from the strains in the 

pathogenic E. coli clinical isolate panel (each data point represents an individual bacterial isolate; 

p<0.05 indicates a significant negative correlation). Data in B were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with 

Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data in C were analysed by a simple linear regression. Error bars shown represent 

the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

 

the ratio of cationically-modified LPS:unmodified LPS in the CM of these clinical isolates by 

dividing the area under the relevant mass peaks for native lipid A and lipid A with a positively-

charged chemical group added (pEtN only for mcr strains; pEtN and L-Ara4N for 

chromosomally resistance strains). As anticipated, the colistin-sensitive clinical strain 

possessed no modified lipid A in its CM, providing a molecular basis for why the polymyxin 
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drug was able to markedly damage this innermost membrane bilayer structure (Figure 5.7B). 

However,  in the CM of all five E. coli isolates producing MCR-1, high levels of LPS cationic 

modification were observed, with pEtN-altered lipid A being between 2 and 4-fold more 

abundant than unaltered lipid A in these spheroplasts. Comparable ratios of 

modified:unmodified LPS were seen in the six clinical E. coli strains that were chromosomally 

resistant to colistin, where cationically-modified LPS was present at 2.5 to 4.5-fold greater 

amounts in the CM than unmodified LPS. This finding resolved that polymyxin non-

susceptibility arising from carriage of the MCR-1 enzyme or chromosomal mutations in 

pathogenic E. coli samples prevented colistin from permeabilising the CM and promoted 

antibiotic resistance via extensive modification of CM LPS molecules. 

It was hypothesised that the fact that certain homologues of mcr-1 (mcr-2 to mcr-5) 

did not confer protection of the E. coli CM from colistin-triggered disruption to the same 

magnitude as chromosomal polymyxin resistance, or the MCR-1 pEtN transferase itself, may 

be due to a lower rate of cationic modifications to LPS in the CM of these bacteria. In support 

of this, the ratio of pEtN-altered lipid A:unaltered lipid A in spheroplasts generated from the 

five clinical isolates harbouring the mcr-1 gene variants was visibly reduced relative to all the 

other colistin-resistant strains in the panel, with the prevalence of cationically-modified LPS 

only between 1.1 and 1.7-fold higher than the prevalence of unmodified LPS. Indeed, the mean 

proportion of pEtN-modified lipid A amongst the E. coli strains expressing the mcr 

homologues was significantly lower compared to the mean amongst the mcr-1-positive 

isolates, serving to explain why MCR-1 was, on average, more capable of inhibiting colistin 

from damaging the CM than the MCR-2 to MCR-5 variants. This discovery firmly denoted that 

the extent of cationic modification of CM lipid A in these clinical E. coli isolates may be directly 

correlated with the susceptibility of the CM to permeabilisation initiated by colistin. 

Confirmation of this theory was achieved by plotting the percentage increase in PI uptake in 

response to colistin exposure against the ratio of modified:unmodified LPS in the CM of the 

spheroplasts formed from the 17 strains (Figure 5.7C). This uncovered a statistically 

significant (p=0.0498) negative correlation between the proportion of CM lipid A that was 

cationically-altered, and the degree of CM disruption caused by colistin. 

 

5.8 Clinical Enterobacter cloacae isolates harbouring mcr-9 

do not exhibit classical colistin resistance 

Having characterised the mechanism by which colistin resistance occurs in Gram-

negative bacteria expressing the plasmid-borne mcr-1, mcr-2, mcr-3 and mcr-5 genes, it was 

decided to extend the scope of this study to include pathogenic clinical isolates that harboured 
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the mcr-9 polymyxin resistance determinant, since – uniquely – this genetic homologue of the 

mcr family has in past studies been postulated to be carried silently in bacterial cells, not 

conferring colistin non-susceptibility despite its widespread global dissemination587,775,800. In 

order to test this proposal, a panel of 11 E. cloacae clinical strains was acquired, isolated from 

patients during a recent (2016-2019) outbreak of carbapenemase-producing Enterobacterales 

across a London regional hospital network. Constituting this panel were six mcr-9-positive E. 

cloacae isolates, all harbouring an IncHI2 plasmid encoding the resistance determinant, and 

five E. cloacae strains from the same outbreak but not carrying the mcr-9 gene for use as 

comparative controls. To detect whether or not mcr-9-carriage in these isolates was associated 

with a loss of polymyxin susceptibility, the MIC of colistin against each strain was measured 

using the gold-standard diagnostic broth microdilution technique (Figure 5.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Pathogenic E. cloacae strains display an mcr-9-independent “skipped well” 

phenotype. The MIC of colistin against a panel of 11 E. cloacae strains isolated from human patients 

(six isolates carrying the mcr-9 gene, and five mcr-9-negative isolates), as determined using the broth 

microdilution method to measure bacterial growth (OD595nm) across a range of colistin concentrations 

after 18 hours incubation. Data presented are representative of 3 individual experiments; the orange 

line above 2 µg ml-1 indicates the CLSI/BSAC-defined threshold for polymyxin resistance. 

 

With all six mcr-9-positive strains of E. cloacae, using the classical definition of an 

antibiotic’s MIC as the lowest drug concentration at which bacterial growth was fully inhibited, 

the MIC of colistin was between 1 µg ml-1 and 2 µg ml-1 – below the CLSI/BSAC-established 

breakpoint for colistin resistance606,790. This same range of colistin MICs, lower than the 

resistance threshold, was also seen with the mcr-9-negative clinical isolates, and, consistently 

with previous reports, authenticated the hypothesis that harbouring the mcr-9 gene was not 

sufficient for conventional colistin resistance to be induced. However, in five out of the six 

mcr-9-carrying E. cloacae strain (all except IMP08), a “skipped well” phenotype was observed 
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at concentrations above the colistin resistance breakpoint, where bacterial growth was blocked 

at certain antibiotic doses, but as the concentration was increased, bacteria were once again 

capable of replicating, before cell division was inhibited a second, or even third time as the 

polymyxin dose was raised further. Importantly, the appearance of these “skipped wells” was 

random, with the colistin concentrations at which E. cloacae cells were able to grow altering 

when the experiment was repeated. 

It is worth noting that the “skipped well” phenomenon was not an mcr-9-specific one, 

since three out of the five clinical isolates not carrying the gene (IMP15, IMP40 and IMP50) 

also had a seemingly random ability to begin replicating at colistin doses greater than the 

polymyxin resistance threshold.  This phenotype of “skipped wells” has been identified in 

previous studies both with polymyxin drugs and other distinct antimicrobial agents, and is 

thought to be associated with antibiotic hetero-resistance, with cells from the small non-

susceptible bacterial sub-population inoculated by chance into wells containing a high 

antibiotic concentration at which they can divide and grow801–805. Thus, the prospect of a 

colistin hetero-resistance existing in this panel of clinical E. cloacae strains warranted further 

investigation. 

 

5.9 E. cloacae clinical strains display a novel form of inducible 

hetero-resistance to colistin 

To determine whether or not the “skipped well” phenotype observed in the panel of 

pathogenic E. cloacae clinical isolates was due to colistin hetero-resistance, all 11 bacterial 

strains (both mcr-9-positive and negative) were subjected to population analysis profiling 

(PAP). This PAP experiment is well-established in the literature as the ideal method for 

identifying hetero-resistance to an antibiotic in diverse species of bacteria, and involved 

plating of an overnight E. cloacae culture on increasing concentrations of colistin, contained 

in solid media (Mueller-Hinton Agar), enabling enumeration of the number of cells within the 

overall bacterial population that could grow at each polymyxin dose806–808. Through this assay, 

the presence of hetero-resistance becomes apparent if a sub-population of bacteria emerges 

capable of replicating at concentrations above the clinical breakpoint threshold for antibiotic 

resistance (2 µg ml-1 in the case of colistin). 

Using two control E. coli strains – a colistin-susceptible isolate (MC1000) and a 

chromosomally colistin-resistant isolate (NCTC 13846) – it was first validated that the PAP 

technique was producing appropriate results. With polymyxin-sensitive MC1000 cells, the 

entire bacterial population (between 1o9 and 1010 c.f.u. ml-1) grew when plated on media 

containing no colistin, but the number of cells that could replicate on plates containing 4 µg 
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ml-1, 16 µg ml-1  or 64 µg ml-1 colistin dropped below the limit of detection (102 c.f.u. ml-1) of the 

assay (Figure 5.9A). However, when examining the polymyxin-resistant NCTC 13846 strain, 

all cells in the bacterial population appeared to be able to grow on 4 µg ml-1 colistin-containing 

media, with no decrease in the number of colonies compared to media absent in the antibiotic 

(Figure 5.9B). Hence, the PAP method correctly distinguished colistin susceptibility from 

conventional polymyxin resistance, where every bacteria in a population of cells could 

replicate at a concentration above the clinical breakpoint. Notably, increasing the dose of 

colistin to which the resistant isolate NCTC 13846 was exposed to 16 µg ml-1 or 64 µg ml-1 

resulted in a complete drop in the number of surviving cells to below the limit of detection, 

with no sub-population of bacteria materialising that could grow at these higher antibiotic 

concentrations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Clinical E. cloacae strains are colistin hetero-resistant, with a non-susceptible 

sub-population that is induced by the polymyxin drug. A-D, Population analysis profiling 

(PAP) to detect colistin hetero-resistance in (A) the colistin-susceptible control strain MC1000 (black), 

(B) a chromosomally colistin-resistant control strain NCTC 13846 (magenta), (C) six mcr-9-

harbouring E. cloacae clinical isolates (cyan), and (D) five mcr-9-negative E. cloacae clinical isolates 

(purple), as determined by plating of bacterial cultures on increasing concentrations of colistin 

contained in Mueller-Hinton agar and enumeration of colony forming units (n=3). Data are presented 

as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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Having verified the applicability of the PAP assay, this technique was next performed 

on the E. cloacae clinical strain panel. With all 11 bacterial isolates, regardless of the presence 

of the mcr-9 gene, as the concentration of colistin on which they were plated was increased 

from 0 µg ml-1  to 4 µg ml-1, the number of colonies that grew decreased sharply, but crucially 

did not drop below the assay’s limit of detection (Figure 5.9CD). It was therefore clear that 

a sub-population of cells existed within the overall population of bacteria that tolerated and 

replicated at a polymyxin concentration greater than the resistance threshold – indicating 

conclusively that all the E. cloacae strains exhibited colistin hetero-resistance. This size of this 

sub-population that grew at 4 µg ml-1 colistin varied dramatically between the strains, from as 

low as 0.0001% of the total number of cells in isolate IMP08, up to approximately 1% of the 

whole bacterial population for isolate IMP99. 

When plating overnight cultures of these same 11 E. cloacae clinical strains on 16 µg 

ml-1 and 64 µg ml-1 colistin, an unexpected effect became visible in a number of the isolates. In 

nine of the strains (all except IMP08 and IMP83), raising the polymyxin concentration to 

which the bacteria were exposed above 4 µg ml-1 actually caused an increase in the number of 

colonies that grew on the colistin-containing media. In most instances, this increase was vast 

in nature (between 3 and 5-log rise in cell counts relative to 4 µg ml-1 colistin), and counter-

intuitively implied that the phenotype of polymyxin hetero-resistance in these E. cloacae 

isolates was uniquely inducible, with the size of the sub-population not susceptible to the 

antibiotic becoming larger when treated with a higher concentration of colistin. 

Conspicuously, the two clinical strains that did not display this inducible behaviour (IMP08 

and IMP83) also had no signs of “skipped wells” when MIC assays were carried out earlier, 

suggesting that these two effects may be interconnected. Additionally, although mcr-9 has in 

previous studies been reported to be an inducible colistin resistance determinant, it is vital to 

note that the inducible hetero-resistance characterised here occurred in both mcr-9-

harbouring and mcr-9-absent E. cloacae, ruling out the involvement of the gene in this novel 

phenotype584. 

To further understand this effect of inducible polymyxin hetero-resistance in clinical 

E. cloacae, a colony from each bacterial strain that grew on solid media plates containing 64 

µg ml-1 colistin was isolated. These colonies were resuspended in liquid media, before being 

spread on the surface of an agar plate in which a well containing a high concentration of 

colistin (50 µg ml-1) had been created. Analysis of the zone of inhibition formed around this 

well following incubation of the agar plates uncovered another previously undescribed 

phenotype in a number of the clinical strains. As indicated by isolates IMP50, IMP98, IMP99 

and IMP100, furthest away from the colistin-containing well, where the antibiotic 

concentration was lower, bacteria were able to grow in a manner typical of such zone of 
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inhibition assays (Figure 5.10A). Moving closer to the well containing colistin, to a site where 

the polymyxin dose was higher, resulted in bacterial replication being inhibited, and thus a 

clear zone where growth of the E. cloacae cells had been blocked. Remarkably, however, 

closest and directly around the well in which 50 µg ml-1 colistin had been added – at the 

location where the concentration of the polymyxin drug was at its highest – E. cloacae bacteria 

were again able to grow, meaning that the clear zone of inhibition appeared in a “halo-like” 

ring shape, as opposed to the complete clear circle usually seen809. This finding supported the 

notion that colistin non-susceptibility was being induced in these hetero-resistant clinical 

isolates, with a higher dose of the antibiotic promoting rather than inhibiting bacterial growth. 

Moreover, it was inferred from this experiment that resistance to colistin in the non-

susceptible sub-populations of the E. cloacae strains was not stable, since if this were the case, 

no zone of inhibition around the colistin-containing well would have been apparent at all. 

For extended characterisation of the stability, inducibility and mechanism of colistin 

hetero-resistance in the panel of E. cloacae isolates, colonies of strains that grew on plates 

containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin in the PAP assay were first transferred to an agar plate containing 

no colistin, and then after a period of overnight growth, moved back and grown on solid media 

supplemented with 64 µg ml-1 colistin. The previously used lipidomic technique based on 

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry was thereafter employed on the bacterial populations that 

had grown on both the colistin-absent media and the colistin-containing media to detect the 

presence of cationically-modified lipid A in these E. cloacae cells that was likely responsible 

for mediating the polymyxin non-susceptibility. As represented by the strain IMP14, upon 

transfer of cells encompassing the colistin resistant bacterial sub-population to media absent 

in colistin, several isolates exhibited no modification of their LPS structures, with only peaks 

representing unaltered lipid A discerned (Figure 5.10B). This was in keeping with the 

hypothesis that colistin non-susceptibility in the hetero-resistant sub-population was 

unstable, and immediately lost when the polymyxin compound was not present. 

Nonetheless, when these same IMP14 cells were moved on to media containing 64 µg 

ml-1 colistin, mass spectra peaks corresponding to cationically-modified lipid A were again 

observed, backing up that colistin hetero-resistance in the E. cloacae was a trait induced by 

polymyxin exposure, and one that was conferred by chemical alterations to LPS. Critically, the 

difference in mass-charge ratio between the unmodified and modified lipid A structures 

detected here was +131, which is the size of an L-Ara4N moiety640. Because this cationic group 

can only be added to the lipid A domain of LPS by chromosomally-encoded proteins, and not 

MCR enzymes, it was concluded that mcr-9 played no role in the induced colistin hetero-

resistance of the E. cloacae isolates, but chromosomal L-Ara4N transferases were almost 

certainly involved641. 
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The reverse of this experiment was also performed, with resistant E. cloacae colonies 

isolated from their respective 64 µg ml-1 colistin plates in the PAP assay transferred initially to 

another plate containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin, and later after an overnight incubation, to solid 

media with no colistin added – MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry-based lipidomics was then 

undertaken on these cell populations. As represented in this case by strain IMP48, in bacteria 

moved first on to agar into which colistin was supplemented, cationic modifications to lipid A 

were maintained (Figure 5.10C). However, transfer of these E. cloacae cells to media not 

containing any colistin caused an immediate and complete loss of any cationically-altered LPS, 

reinforcing the necessity for high concentrations of the polymyxin to be present in order to 

induce polymyxin non-susceptibility in the hetero-resistant bacterial sub-population. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Inducible colistin non-susceptibility in polymyxin hetero-resistant clinical 

E. cloacae isolates is mediated by lipid A modifications. A, Growth on solid media of E. cloacae 

cells isolated from the hetero-resistant sub-population growing at 64 µg ml-1 colistin of four clinical 

strains (IMP50, IMP98, IMP99, IMP100) around a well containing 50 µg ml-1 colistin, revealing a 

unique “ring-like” zone of inhibition (images are representative of 3 independent experiments). B, 

Lipidomic MALDI-TOF mass spectra showing the abundance of unmodified lipid A and lipid A 

cationically modified with an L-Ara4N chemical group in cells of E. cloacae strain IMP14 isolated from 

the hetero-resistant sub-population growing at 64 µg ml-1 colistin, before being moved to media 

containing no colistin (top spectrum) and then to media containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin (bottom 

spectrum). C, Lipidomic MALDI-TOF mass spectra showing the abundance of unmodified lipid A and 

lipid A cationically modified with an L-Ara4N chemical group in cells of E. cloacae strain IMP48 

isolated from the hetero-resistant sub-population growing at 64 µg ml-1 colistin, before being moved to 

media containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin (top spectrum) and then to media containing no colistin (bottom 

spectrum). All spectra are representative of 3 independent experiments. 

 

5.10 Colistin hetero-resistance in E. cloacae is mediated by two 

distinct bacterial populations 

In order to investigate the novel phenotype of inducible colistin hetero-resistance 

amongst the E. cloacae isolate panel at the level of a single bacterial cell, the classic Luria-

Delbrück fluctuation test experiment was carried out on representative clinical strains810,811. 

In this fluctuation test assay, an overnight bacterial culture is diluted down and re-inoculated 
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into multiple wells containing media in such a way that ensures each well contains only one 

bacterial cell. Allowing the bacteria in these wells to grow thus produces multiple populations, 

each grown from a different cell from the original overnight culture. Subsequently exposing 

these different populations to an antibiotic stress and measuring bacterial viability then 

enables an assessment of how tolerance to the antimicrobial agent varies between individual 

cells, and the results of this can offer an insight into the process by which drug resistance is 

occurring. If non-susceptibility to an antibiotic was mediated by genetic mutations arising in 

the absence of the selective pressure – as is true for most of the characterised forms of 

antimicrobial resistance – it would be expected that the majority of the populations grown 

from individual bacterial cells would not be able to tolerate exposure to the antibiotic, but a 

small number of populations grown from cells where relevant mutations had randomly 

occurred would display a high propensity for surviving the same treatment812–814. In other 

words, the viability of the different populations following antibiotic exposure would be highly 

variable, and not normally distributed. If, however, resistance to an antibiotic was caused by 

a cellular response induced in the presence of the drug, it would be expected that all of the 

different populations grown from individual bacterial cells would exhibit an equal capacity to 

tolerate antimicrobial treatment, and measurements of bacterial survival would be distributed 

normally. 

Utilising this approach to comprehend the mechanism and potential inducible nature 

of colistin resistance in sub-populations of clinically-isolated E. cloacae bacteria, cultures of 

strains IMP14, IMP40 and IMP99 were diluted down to individual cells, re-grown, and finally 

plated on solid agar media containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin to quantify bacterial viability by 

colony counts. These three strains were chosen because they each showed distinct profiles of 

colistin hetero-resistance in the PAP experiment - whilst the small colistin-tolerant sub-

population of cells in isolate IMP14 greatly increased in size at higher drug concentrations, the 

polymyxin-resistant sub-population of isolate IMP40 was largely unaffected by increasing 

doses of the antibiotic, and the size of the much larger colistin-tolerant sub-population in 

isolate IMP99 only partially grew at higher polymyxin concentrations. The output of the 

fluctuation test assay on E. cloacae strain IMP14 was remarkable, in that a number of cells 

from every population generated from a single bacteria were able to survive and replicate on 

an agar plate containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin, but the colistin-tolerant nature of these different 

populations varied dramatically, with a more than 3-log difference in colony counts between 

populations started from different single cells of the same original bacterial culture (Figure 

5.11A). Whereas viable cell counts on solid media with 64 µg ml-1 colistin added were between 

103 and 104 c.f.u. ml-1 for many of the populations started from individual IMP14 cells, the 

concentration of polymyxin-resistant cells was as high as 105 or even 106 c.f.u. ml-1 in a small 

number of these populations. 
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Figure 5.11: Clinical E. cloacae strains possess two forms of colistin resistance, one of 

which is induced by increasing polymyxin concentrations. A, Fluctuation test results on three 

clinical E. cloacae isolates (IMP14, IMP40, IMP99) diluted down to single cells, re-grown to stationary 

phase, and plated on solid media containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin before enumeration of colony counts 

(n=66 populations for IMP14, 48 populations for IMP40, 43 populations for IMP99). B, Fluctuation 

test results on E. cloacae isolate IMP14, which was diluted down to single cells, re-grown to stationary 

phase, and plated on solid media containing 4, 16 or 64 µg ml-1 colistin before enumeration of colony 

counts (n=43 populations; ****p<0.0001 relative to 4 and 16 µg ml-1 colistin). Data in B were analysed 

by a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test. Data are presented both as the raw c.f.u. data (where 

each data point represents a different bacterial population grown from a single cell), and as a histogram 

showing the distribution of the c.f.u. data for each individual strain/colistin concentration, with 

populations showing low-level colistin resistance shown in black and populations with high-level 

colistin resistance in pink. 

 

This diversity in the response of the different IMP14 cell populations to colistin 

exposure became more apparent when analysing the distribution of viable colony counts by 

visualisation of the data on a histogram, which revealed a bimodal pattern. In 70% of the 

bacterial populations generated from individual E. cloacae IMP14 cells, a low-level ability to 

survive treatment with 64 µg ml-1 colistin was seen, but the remaining 30% of cell populations 

had a much greater capacity for tolerating colistin exposure. This finding suggested that within 

cultures of isolate IMP14, there existed two forms of colistin resistance. The fact that every 

single population grown from an individual E. cloacae cell had at least a partial ability to 

survive treatment with the polymyxin strongly implied, according to the Luria-Delbrück 
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hypothesis, that exposure to colistin was inducing low-level antibiotic resistance. However, 

the colony count data were certainly not normally distributed, indicating that genetic 

mutations may be involved in mediating the higher degree of polymyxin tolerance in 30% of 

the IMP14 populations. Interestingly, the relative proportions of the low-level and high-level 

colistin resistant populations shifted when the fluctuation test experiment was done on 

isolates IMP40 (85% low-level tolerance, 15% high-level tolerance) and IMP99 (35% low-level 

tolerance, 65% high-level tolerance). Since the PAP experiment had previously identified that 

these three E. cloacae clinical strains IMP14, IMP40 and IMP99 differed in the extent to which 

the size of their colistin-resistant sub-populations are induced by the polymyxin drug, it was 

hypothesised that colistin inducibility could have a role in these inter-strain variations 

observed in the fluctuation tests. 

To examine this hypothesis, the fluctuation test experiment was repeated with the E. 

cloacae isolate IMP14, but rather than plating the separate populations all grown from single 

bacterial cells only on media containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin, these same populations were also 

plated on 4 µg ml-1 and 16 µg ml-1 colistin before enumeration of viable colony counts (Figure 

5.11B). Again, the distribution of the raw cell count data was additionally visualised by 

plotting of a histogram, which highlighted that when the IMP14 populations were exposed to 

a colistin concentration of 4 µg ml-1, the vast majority of the populations (more than 95%) only 

displayed low-level colistin resistance (resistant cells at a density of 103 c.f.u. ml-1). Increasing 

the polymyxin dose used to treat the E. cloacae populations started from single cells up to 16 

µg ml-1 caused a slight shift down to 90% in the proportion of populations that had low-level 

tolerance to the antibiotic, with the remaining 10% of IMP14 populations exhibiting a much 

greater degree of colistin resistance (density of resistant cells around 106 c.f.u. ml-1). This 

insinuated that the ability of the populations of E. cloacae to be highly-resistant to colistin 

may be dependent on the concentrations of the polymyxin drug to which they were exposed, 

with increased doses of the antibiotic having an inducible effect. In support of this postulation, 

plating of the same IMP14 populations on agar plates supplemented with 64 µg ml-1 colistin 

resulted in a complete swing in the relative proportions of the low-level and high-level 

polymyxin-resistant populations, with only 15% of populations with colony counts of 103 c.f.u. 

ml-1, and 85% where the colony counts were 107 c.f.u. ml-1 or higher. 

The last fluctuation test assay undertaken involved growing populations of the clinical 

E. cloacae strain IMP14 started from individual bacterial cells in an overnight culture for 

different lengths of time, in order to ascertain whether being in a different growth phase would 

have an impact on the populations being highly colistin-resistant or only partially so. These 

populations were grown for either 10 hours to early logarithmic phase, 14 hours to mid-

logarithmic phase, or 18 hours to early stationary phase, then plated on solid media containing 
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64 µg ml-1 colistin to assess the distribution of viable bacterial cells across the distinct 

populations as before (Figure 5.12ABC). When the IMP14 populations were only allowed to 

replicate for 10 hours – at a stage where they had only just commenced exponential growth – 

none of the populations had any colistin-tolerating properties, with colony counts in 100% of 

the E. cloacae populations at, or below, the assay’s 102 c.f.u. ml-1 limit of detection (Figure 

5.12A). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12: High-level colistin resistance in E. cloacae isolate IMP14 is associated with 

stationary phase growth. A-C Growth curves (top graphs) and histograms (bottom graphs) showing 

the results of fluctuation test experiments on E. cloacae strain IMP14 diluted down to single cells, then 

re-grown to (A) early logarithmic phase (10 hours), (B) mid-logarithmic phase (14 hours), or (C) early 

stationary phase (18 hours), before plating on solid media containing 64 µg ml-1 colistin to enumerate 

colony counts (n=48 populations for A, 58 populations for B, 58 populations for C). Growth curve data 

was generated by measuring OD600nm readings. Histogram data shows the distribution of the raw c.f.u. 

data for each different incubation time, with populations showing low-level colistin resistance shown in 

black and populations with high-level colistin resistance in pink. 

 

By contrast, increasing the time of incubation of the IMP14 populations to 14 hours 

triggered a change in the proportion of populations with this low-level or non-existent colistin 

resistance, with only 65% of populations producing cell counts around the limit of detection, 

and the remaining 35% possessing a higher level of polymyxin tolerance, with colony counts 
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of approximately 104 c.f.u. ml-1 (Figure 5.12B). Continuing this trend, when the growth 

period of the E. cloacae populations was further extended up to 18 hours (the start of the 

stationary phase), the proportion of these populations with low-level resistance to colistin 

dropped to nearly 0%, and nearly all of the populations were found to be of the more highly 

polymyxin-tolerant variety (Figure 5.12C). In summary, the conclusions from these set of 

Luria-Delbrück experiments were that whilst colistin does induce a low-level of colistin 

resistance in all E. cloacae cells, a subset of these cells emerges as the bacterial population 

enters stationary phase growth with high-level colistin resistance, and the size of this subset 

of cells increases upon exposure to higher polymyxin concentrations. However, the precise 

mechanism and molecular basis of inducible colistin hetero-resistance in these clinical E. 

cloacae samples remains to be fully understood. 

 

5.11 Chromosomal and intrinsic colistin resistance in bacteria 

from CF patients are mediated at different membranes 

Having resolved the mechanism by which polymyxin non-susceptibility was mediated 

in mcr-carrying and chromosomally-resistant pathogens, as well as discovering a new form of 

colistin hetero-resistance that was induced by the antibiotic itself, the final form of polymyxin 

resistance to study was intrinsic colistin non-susceptibility. More specifically, to characterise 

the site where resistance to colistin was conferred in bacteria that were inherently insensitive 

to the polymyxin drug, and explore if this was the same site (i.e. the innermost CM bilayer) as 

in the previously established modes of plasmid-borne or chromosomal mutation-based 

colistin resistance, another panel of 13 pathogenic clinical isolates were obtained. All these 

bacterial strains were multi-drug resistant, and isolated from sputum samples during chronic 

airway infections in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients at the Royal Brompton Hospital CF Centre 

(London). The panel of 13 clinical strains was comprised of five susceptible P. aeruginosa 

isolates (used as controls for making comparisons), four P. aeruginosa isolates that were 

chromosomally-resistant to colistin, and four Burkholderia cenocepacia isolates with intrinsic 

colistin resistance, where non-susceptibility to the polymyxin was not dependent on the 

acquisition of any mutations or additional resistance determinants. 

The primary assay conducted to comprehend the location where polymyxin resistance 

was mediated in this clinical isolate panel made use of the phospholipid-reactive fluorescent 

NPN dye to test if colistin exposure initiated permeabilisation of the extracellular-facing 

bacterial OM bilayer. All 13 strains were either left untreated, or exposed to 4 µg ml-1 colistin, 

and the resulting values generated for uptake of the NPN fluorophore were subtracted to 

produce a final numerical read-out for polymyxin-induced OM disruption. Expectedly, the OM 
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structure of the five susceptible P. aeruginosa strains was extensively damaged by colistin, 

with a marked degree of NPN fluorescence within 10 minutes of antibiotic treatment (Figure 

5.13A). The polymyxin compound also caused similar levels of uptake of the NPN dye in three 

out of the four chromosomally colistin-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates (all except strain 

AK19), and importantly, the mean average of colistin-triggered OM permeabilisation in these 

“chromosomal” strains was not significantly different from the susceptible strains. This 

implied that colistin non-susceptibility arising from chromosomal mutations in P. aeruginosa 

was not conferred by protection of the OM, reinforcing the earlier finding in E. coli clinical 

isolates that resistance to polymyxin is rather mediated at the CM bilayer. Notably, however, 

in the four intrinsically colistin-resistant B. cenocepacia CF isolates, there was no increased 

uptake of the NPN fluorophore whatsoever in response to colistin exposure, showing that the 

OM of these strains was entirely impervious to the polymyxin’s membrane-damaging effects. 

It appeared, therefore, that intrinsic colistin resistance in B. cenocepacia strains may be 

conferred by protection of the cell surface OM structure, unlike mcr or chromosomally-

mediated polymyxin resistance. 

Next, to further unravel the seemingly divergent modes of colistin non-susceptibility 

within this strain panel at the level of the CM, the 13 bacterial isolates were again treated, or 

not, with the polymyxin antibiotic (4 µg ml-1) for 2 hours, but this time in the presence of the 

DNA-reactive PI dye instead of the NPN fluorophore. Deducting the amount of PI fluorescence 

in unexposed cells from their corresponding values following colistin treatment thus provided 

an indication of the degree of CM permeabilisation induced by the drug. All five polymyxin-

susceptible P. aeruginosa strains had a high level of PI uptake after 2 hours of colistin 

exposure, confirming that the CM of these bacteria was being damaged, allowing PI molecules 

to enter the intracellular cytoplasm and fluoresce (Figure 5.13B). By comparison, the CM of 

the four P. aeruginosa isolates that were chromosomally colistin-resistant remained intact 

and undisrupted in spite of polymyxin treatment. The complete absence of a fluorescent PI 

signal in these samples clearly portrayed that colistin non-susceptibility occurring via 

chromosomal mutations was a consequence of protection of the CM from colistin’s 

membranolytic activity, and that this was likely a conserved mechanism of resistance in Gram-

negative pathogens including E. coli and P. aeruginosa. The four B. cenocepacia clinical 

strains with inherent insensitivity to polymyxins also displayed no PI fluorescence post-

colistin exposure, which was unsurprising considering that the antibiotic was unable to 

damage the OM in these strains, and hence did not even have access to the inner CM bilayer. 

In order to gain additional insight exclusively into the colistin antagonistic properties 

of the bacterial CM structure in the resistant isolates of this panel of CF bacteria, all 13 strains 

were converted into spheroplasts lacking a cell wall/OM by treatment with EDTA, lysozyme  
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Figure 5.13: Chromosomal colistin resistance is mediated at the CM, but intrinsic colistin 

resistance is conferred by protection of the OM. A, Permeabilisation of the OM by colistin (4 µg 

ml-1) in a panel of clinical strains isolated from CF patients (5 polymyxin-susceptible P. aeruginosa 

isolates, 4 chromosomally-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates and 4 intrinsically-resistant B. cenocepacia 

isolates), as determined by measuring uptake of the NPN fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 minutes (n=4, 

each data point represents the arithmetic mean of 20 replicate measurements; data are presented as 

the increase relative to untreated cells; second graph depicts the arithmetic mean of values from the 3 

indicated strain groups; ns: p>0.05, **p<0.01 relative to “Susceptible” bacteria). B, Permeabilisation 

of the CM by colistin (4 µg ml-1) in whole cells of the clinical CF isolate panel, as determined by 

measuring fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) after 2 hours (n=4; data are presented as the increase relative 

to untreated cells; second graph depicts the arithmetic mean of values from the 3 indicated strain 

groups; ****p<0.0001 relative to “Susceptible” bacteria). C, Permeabilisation of the CM by colistin (4 

µg ml-1) in spheroplasts produced from the clinical CF isolate panel, as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (0.25 µM) over 12 hours (data are presented as the percentage increase relative to 

untreated spheroplasts, with the graph depicting the arithmetic mean of values from the 3 strain groups; 

*p<0.05 for “Intrinsic” bacteria relative to “Chromosomal” bacteria). D, Quantification of the ratio of 

cationically-modified lipid A to unmodified lipid A in the CM of spheroplasts produced from the clinical 

CF isolate panel, as determined by measuring the area under the relevant mass spectra peaks following 

MALDI-TOF-based lipidomics (graphs depicts the arithmetic mean of values from the 3 strain groups; 

*p<0.05 for “Intrinsic” bacteria relative to “Chromosomal” bacteria). Data in A, B were analysed by a 

one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data in C, D were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with 

Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard 

deviation of the mean. 
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and trypsin. By either incubating these generated spheroplasts with no colistin, or exposing 

them to 4 µg ml-1 colistin (in both cases for 12 hours in an osmoprotective environment of 20% 

sucrose), the percentage increase in PI uptake could be calculated as a sign of the polymyxin’s 

CM permeabilising behaviour without any confounding cell envelope structures being present. 

This experiment revealed that whilst the mean percentage increase in colistin-initiated 

spheroplast CM disruption in the five susceptible P. aeruginosa isolates was predictably high 

(nearly 80%), the average amongst the chromosomally-resistant P. aeruginosa strains was 

much lower (less than 40%), with this phenotype entirely consistent with that observed in past 

assays with E. coli spheroplasts (Figure 5.13C). These data provided the final validation that 

polymyxin non-susceptibility conferred by mutations acquired in the chromosome of Gram-

negative bacteria was indeed mediated at the CM bilayer. 

Interestingly, the average damage to the CM of spheroplasts formed from the four 

intrinsically colistin-resistant B. cenocepacia strains was significantly higher than that of the 

isolates with chromosomal polymyxin resistance, with a mean percentage increase in the 

fluorescent PI signal after colistin treatment as high as 130%. The fact that this value was 

greater than even the average of the susceptible strains strongly suggested that the CM of these 

intrinsically-resistant B. cenocepacia isolates was not at all protected from colistin-triggered 

damage, and that the inherent polymyxin non-susceptibility was mediated only at the bacterial 

OM structure. The reasons for this were unclear, but one possibility considered was that the 

efficiency of cationic lipid A modifications culminating in colistin insensitivity was much 

higher in the OM of strains with intrinsic, as opposed to acquired, polymyxin resistance, and 

because colistin could not even permeabilise the surface OM bilayer of these cells, there was 

no evolutionary requirement for these bacteria to maintain modified LPS in their CM as a 

means of defence against polymyxin molecules. 

To investigate this proposal, the 13 strains in the panel of clinical CF isolates were 

subjected to the MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry-based lipidomic method for quantifying the 

ratio of modified lipid A to unmodified lipid A by measuring the area under the relevant mass 

spectra peaks. This analysis disclosed that there was virtually no modified LPS in the five 

susceptible P. aeruginosa strains, but much elevated levels of lipid A modification in cells of 

the four chromosomally polymyxin-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates, where cationically-

altered LPS structures were 1.5-fold more prevalent than unaltered LPS structures (Figure 

5.13D). However, the modified:unmodified lipid A ratio was far higher in the intrinsically-

resistant B. cenocepacia strains, with modified LPS 3-times more abundant relative to 

unmodified LPS. As detailed above, this result offered one plausible explanation as to why 

acquired and inherent colistin non-susceptibility were mediated at independent cell envelope 

membranes. 
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Figure 5.14: Chromosomal and intrinsic polymyxin resistance provides equal protection 

from colistin. A, Lysis/growth in whole cells of the clinical CF isolate panel following exposure to 

colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring OD595nm after 4 hours (n=4; second graph depicts the 

arithmetic mean of values from the 3 indicated strain groups; ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 relative to 

“Susceptible” bacteria). B, Survival of whole cells of the clinical CF isolate panel following exposure to 

colistin (4 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts after 4 hours (n=4; second graph depicts the 

arithmetic mean of values from the 3 indicated strain groups; *p<0.05, **p<0.01 relative to 

“Susceptible” bacteria). Data in A, B were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. 

Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

The downstream outcomes of these variations in colistin-induced OM and CM 

permeabilisation within the clinical strain panel on bacterial lysis and survival were assessed 

after 4 hours of exposure to the polymyxin compounds (4 µg ml-1) by measuring OD595nm and 

counting viable colonies, respectively. In the five polymyxin-susceptible P. aeruginosa CF 

isolates, where both the OM and the CM were damaged during colistin treatment, the cell 

cultures had a drop in OD595nm readings of between 2 and 4-fold compared to the start of the 

assay, demonstrating that the progressive disruption of the two cell envelope bilayers caused 

ultimately the bacteria to lyse (Figure 5.14A). Contrastingly, in chromosomally colistin-

resistant P. aeruginosa cells (where the polymyxin permeabilised the OM but not the CM), or 

inherently non-susceptible B. cenocepacia cells (where the polymyxin could not even damage 
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the OM), an increase in OD595nm readings of 4 to 8-fold was apparent following treatment with 

colistin for 4 hours, signifying that these bacteria were growing in the antibiotic’s presence. 

Analogous findings were made when measuring cell counts, with the susceptible strains being 

drastically killed by colistin (4 to 6-log reduction in colonies by 4 hours), whilst the isolates 

with chromosomal/intrinsic resistance to the polymyxin drug were able to replicate by up to 

1-log despite colistin exposure (Figure 5.14B). Put together, these results proved that 

although polymyxin non-susceptibility was conferred at different membrane sites in acquired 

versus intrinsic colistin resistance, both mechanisms provided bacteria with an equal capacity 

to tolerate and survive the polypeptide antibiotic.  

5.12 Acquired colistin resistance in E. coli is associated with a 

fitness cost 

A hypothesis to rationalise why acquired polymyxin non-susceptibility (arising from 

carriage of mcr genes or chromosomal mutations) was mediated at the CM of Gram-negative 

bacteria, while intrinsic colistin resistance was mediated at the cellular OM, related to 

disparities in the ability of the LPS transport machinery to export modified lipid A structures. 

In typically colistin-susceptible strains, the sudden acquisition of plasmid-borne mcr variants 

or mutations in the chromosome may mean that the LPS molecules situated in the CM are 

excessively cationically-modified, but the Lpt protein complex responsible for moving LPS 

from the CM to the extracellular-facing leaflet of the OM may not have adapted to transport 

electrostatically-altered lipid A as efficiently as unaltered lipid A. If this were true, and there 

was a fitness cost to exporting modified LPS, it would consequently be expected that the CM 

of these bacteria with acquired colistin resistance would be enriched for cationically-altered 

lipid A relative to the OM. In fact, the MALDI-TOF experiment previously performed on whole 

cells and spheroplasts of mcr-1-positive E. coli showed this to be the case, with the higher ratio 

of modified:unmodified LPS in the CM compared to the OM a key piece of evidence hinting 

that cationically-altered lipid A may be a weaker substrate for the enzymes of the Lpt transport 

machinery than unaltered lipid A. 

On the other hand, in bacteria with intrinsic polymyxin resistance, it is possible that 

due to the constitutive production of cationically-modified LPS in these cells, their LPS export 

proteins have evolved to proficiently move electrostatically-altered lipid A structures from the 

CM to the OM815. Hence, the OM of these inherently non-susceptible strains may contain a 

higher proportion of modified LPS than the OM of strains with acquired colistin resistance. 

This concept of there being a cost to transporting cationically-altered LPS in bacteria with 

mcr/chromosomal colistin non-susceptibility that did not exist in intrinsically-resistant 

strains presented a logical solution for the distinct membrane locations where resistance to 

the polymyxin was conferred between these two cell types. 
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To delve deeper into whether this hypothesis was correct, it was essential to test if there 

was a fitness cost in bacteria that had acquired colistin resistance where there was an excess 

presence of modified lipid A in the CM bilayer. This was done by returning to the E. coli 

MC1000 isogenic strain pair, consisting of one strain harbouring the mcr-1 gene on an IPTG-

inducible pDM1 plasmid, and another control strain carrying the empty plasmid alone. In 

order to examine the potential cost of mcr-1-mediated polymyxin non-susceptibility, the 

growth kinetics of the two isogenic MC1000 isolates were compared under conditions were 

mcr-1 expression was induced at a basal level (0.5 mM IPTG) – where CM lipid A modification 

would occur at physiological levels – and under conditions of mcr-1 overexpression (250 mM 

IPTG), where LPS in the CM would be excessively cationically-modified. The doubling times 

of these two cell populations (pEmpty and mcr-1) at the start of exponential-phase growth was 

calculated using OD600nm readings during both basal and high-level IPTG induction, and 

compared to detect any growth defects associated with mcr activity. 

When expression of mcr-1 was induced at basal levels, there was a small but significant 

increase in the doubling time of bacteria carrying the resistance determinant relative to empty 

plasmid control bacteria treated with the same IPTG concentration, with the duration taken 

for the OD600nm
 measurements to double increasing by 20% in mcr-1-positive cells (Figure 

5.15A). However, when mcr-1 was overexpressed, there was a far more striking increase in 

the bacterial doubling time (more than 250%) compared to the pEmpty cell population 

(Figure 5.15B). It was obvious, therefore, that the activity of the MCR enzyme led to a defect 

in E. coli growth, and that this effect was much larger when the protein was over-produced 

and excessively modifying CM LPS. This suggested that there may well be a fitness cost in 

bacteria with acquired colistin resistance, where a reduced ability to efficiently transport vast 

quantities of cationically-altered lipid A structures from the CM to the OM could have been 

important in the slower rate of replication. 

For further analysis of the loss of fitness in mcr-1-expressing E. coli MC1000 cells, a 

well-established competition experiment was set up, where the colistin-resistant strain was 

co-cultured at a 1:1 ratio alongside the empty plasmid control strain, and this mixed 

population induced basally with a low concentration of IPTG (0.5 mM), or over-induced with 

a much greater amount of IPTG (250 mM)644. These two co-cultures were incubated initially 

for 12 hours, at which point the mixture of the isogenic strains was diluted and then re-

inoculated so that the competition could be continued for 24 hours; this procedure was 

repeated on another 2 occasions so samples could be extracted at time points of 12, 36, 60 and 

84 hours after the start of the assay. These samples were plated on solid agar media containing 

no colistin, or containing colistin at a concentration of 2 µg ml-1 and after enumeration of the 

number of colonies that grew on the respective plates, a competitive index (CI) value was 
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generated through dividing the colony counts on colistin-absent media by colony counts on 

colistin-containing media. A CI value of greater than 1 obtained using this standardised 

technique for fitness experiments would indicate that the mcr-1-positive strain was out-

competing the pEmpty strain, and thus had a relative growth advantage. Opposingly, CI values 

below 1 would show that pEmpty cells were becoming dominant within the mixed bacterial 

population, and axiomatically, expression of mcr-1 conferred a fitness cost644. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Overexpression of mcr-1 results in a marked fitness cost in E. coli cells with 

acquired colistin resistance. A, B, Doubling time of E. coli MC1000 cells expressing mcr-1 on the 

IPTG-inducible pDM1 plasmid, or cells harbouring the empty plasmid alone, during induction with (A) 

0.5 mM IPTG, or (B) 250 mM IPTG, as determined by calculating the rate of increase in OD600nm 

readings at the start of logarithmic phase growth (n=3 in triplicate; *p<0.05, ***p<0.001 relative to 

pEmpty bacteria). C, Competition experiment in co-cultures of E. coli MC1000 pEmpty cells and mcr-

1-positive cells (1:1 ratio) induced with 0.5 mM IPTG (“Basal expression”) or 250 mM IPTG 

(“Overexpression”), as determined by plating cultures on colistin-free media or media containing 2 µg 

ml-1 colistin and enumerating c.f.u. counts to generative competitive index (CI) values (n=3; CI value 

above 1 indicates growth advantage of mcr-1 bacteria, CI value below 1 indicates fitness cost of mcr-1 

bacteria). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. Data are presented as 

the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

 

In the E. coli co-culture where IPTG was added to only induce the mcr-1 gene at basal 

levels, across the four time points, the CI values remained constant and around 1, revealing 

that physiological mcr-1 expression resulted in no significant drop in fitness (Figure 5.15C). 

Nevertheless, in the co-culture exposed to high levels of IPTG to over-express mcr-1, the CI 

value was approximately 0.5 at the 12, 36 and 60 hour time points, before dropping as low as 

0.05 by 84 hours (the end of the assay). This data highlighted that when the mcr resistance 

determinant was excessively induced, a noteworthy defect in bacterial fitness ensued. In this 

instance, then, acquired colistin non-susceptibility contributed to both a growth defect and a 

competitive fitness cost, and although here it was not absolutely verified that a diminished 
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capacity to export modified LPS from the CM to the OM via the Lpt transport machinery was 

the driver behind this phenotype, such findings substantiated this explanation for why 

intrinsic polymyxin resistance was mediated at the outermost cell envelope bilayer, but 

resistance arising through the acquisition of mcr genes or chromosomal mutations was not. 

 

5.13 Discussion 

With colistin becoming an increasingly critical therapeutic of last-resort in the 

treatment of multi-drug resistant bacterial infections, the expanding prevalence of non-

susceptibility to the antibiotic is a public health emergency that requires immediate 

attention816. Unfortunately, attempts to mitigate and overcome colistin resistance are 

hampered by key gaps in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms by which bacteria 

survive exposure to the polymyxin442,454. The experiments in this chapter answered a number 

of questions about the basis of polymyxin non-susceptibility, showing that the two major 

forms of acquired colistin resistance detected clinically (mcr genes and chromosomal 

mutations) are both mediated at the level of the CM, not the OM, in diverse Gram-negative 

organisms. It was also found that intrinsic polymyxin resistance in B. cenocepacia was not 

conferred in the same manner as acquired non-susceptibility to colistin, but rather by 

protection of the OM from the antibiotic’s membrane permeabilising behaviour, with 

preliminary data implying that this difference compared to mcr/chromosomal resistance may 

be due to a transport cost of moving modified lipid A to the cell surface OM bilayer. Finally, 

the work presented here also characterised a unique and new form of inducible colistin hetero-

resistance in E. cloacae isolates, which may play a role in clinical polymyxin treatment failure. 

That colistin resistance conferred by activity of the mcr-1 gene in E. coli was mediated 

at the CM might at first appear contradictory to the widely-held dogma that polymyxin non-

susceptibility was a consequence of the antibiotic being unable to interact with and disrupt 

LPS molecules in the OM817,818. However, two previous studies looking at the mechanism 

through which the MCR-1 protein blocks colistin killing of E. coli offer key supporting evidence 

that the OM is not an important mediator of polymyxin resistance. Firstly, it has been reported 

using the identical NPN assay performed here that the OM of mcr-1-expressing E. coli 

undergoes polymyxin-induced permeabilisation to a similar extent as its respective wild-type 

strain, in spite of having a colistin MIC that was 32-fold higher819. Secondly, an investigation 

into the protective effects of secreted outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) concluded that the 

vesicles shed from mcr-1-postive E. coli cells maintained an ability to absorb extracellular 

colistin and promote bacterial survival820. These results, together with the work in this chapter, 

emphasise the irrelevance of the OM in polymyxin resistance. 
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Confirmation that the CM, not the OM, was the membrane site mediating colistin non-

susceptibility arose from experiments with E. coli whole cells and spheroplasts producing 

MCR-1, which served to demonstrate that the polymyxin drug was unable to damage the 

innermost cell envelope bilayer and initiate uptake of the DNA-reactive PI fluorescent dye. 

The spheroplasts assays were especially crucial, exposing the lack of colistin’s bactericidal and 

lytic activity against mcr-1-expressing cells, even when the OM structure had been removed. 

In combination with data from the previous chapter, this finding also reinforced that LPS in 

the CM was the central target in colistin’s mode of bacterial killing, and that if CM LPS is either 

depleted (as done earlier) or cationically-modified to diminish the electrostatic interaction 

with polymyxin molecules (as done here), then the bactericidal behaviour of colistin can be 

wholly inhibited. 

The reason why colistin could permeabilise the OM of mcr-1-positive E. coli but not 

the CM is likely due to discrepancies in the relative proportions of pEtN-modified lipid A to 

unmodified lipid A structures between the two bilayers. As identified using MALDI-TOF-

based lipidomics, in the OM of MCR-1-producing E. coli whole cells, 60% of the total LPS was 

modified with a cationic pEtN chemical group, and 40% remained unaltered. In contrast, 80% 

of the lipid A molecules in the CM of mcr-1-expressing E. coli spheroplasts had a pEtN moiety 

added, with only 20% of total CM lipid A not modified. Colistin is dependent on binding to 

unmodified LPS molecules in order to damage membrane bilayers, and whilst the drop in the 

percentage of unaltered lipid A from 40% in the OM to 20% in the CM may seem somewhat 

small, it is absolutely vital to note that the abundance of LPS in the OM is far higher than that 

in the CM bilayer715. Previous assays measuring the concentration of LPS in the two 

membranes of P. aeruginosa cells showed that the quantity of the LPS in the OM is 

approximately 100-fold greater compared to the CM, and it is almost certain that this is also 

the case in E. coli strains, since past studies with the closely-related S. typhimurium species 

have reported comparable concentrations755. Therefore, in the OM of E. coli cells expressing 

mcr-1, there are a vast amount of LPS molecules (approximately 107 EU ml-1), and 40% of these 

have no lipid A modifications, meaning they can be targeted by colistin. On the other hand, in 

the CM of these same bacteria, there are much fewer LPS structures (less than 105 EU ml-1), 

80% of which are pEtN-modified and not susceptible to colistin binding and disruption. This 

dissimilarity in the prevalence of unmodified LPS molecules (the fundamental molecular 

target of polymyxin antibiotics) in the CM versus the OM explains why colistin resistance was 

not mediate equally at the two bilayer membranes. 

One of the major determinations from these set of experiments was that the degree to 

which colistin could permeabilise the CM of Gram-negative bacteria was directly correlated 

and proportional to the ratio of cationically-modified lipid A to unaltered lipid A within the 
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bilayer. This was made apparent by altering the proportion of LPS that was modified with 

pEtN in the CM of E. coli spheroplasts using an IPTG-inducible vector, and also by assessing  

colistin-triggered CM disruption in spheroplasts generated from a panel of E. coli clinical 

isolates that were polymyxin-resistant through diverse processes, including the expression of 

mcr-1/mcr-2/mcr-3/mcr-5 genes, or via chromosomal mutations. In this clinical strain panel, 

it was deduced that bacteria harbouring the mcr-1 resistance determinant had high levels of 

CM lipid A modification, and hence low levels of CM damage during colistin exposure. 

Conversely, bacteria carrying other mcr variants (in particular mcr-3 or mcr-5) possessed a 

relatively low ratio of modified:unmodified LPS in the CM, meaning colistin permeabilised the 

CM of these spheroplasts to a greater extent. The fact that mcr-1-expression was associated 

with the highest degree of protection of the CM from colistin’s membranolytic tendencies may 

provide a justification as the why the gene is the most widely disseminated of the mcr variants 

globally, being identified more frequently than other gene homologues in clinical samples789. 

It was, perhaps, surprising that colistin non-susceptibility conferred by chromosomal 

mutations in the E. coli strains did not block disruption of the CM by the polymyxin compound 

more than mcr-mediated resistance, considering chromosomal colistin resistance is typically 

linked to a double modification of lipid A with both pEtN and L-Ara4N domains821. 

Quite why the mcr-3 and mcr-5 genes were less efficient at cationically-altering LPS 

and inhibiting colistin’s permeabilisation of the CM remains unclear. Notably, these two 

homologues have been shown in previous analyses to be phylogenetically distant from the 

mcr-1/mcr-2 variants that exhibited a more proficient form of colistin resistance at the level 

of the CM, existing in a separate family when categorising the mcr genes by their amino acid 

sequence identity572,581. However, the outcomes of differences in protein sequence between 

mcr homologues on their catalytic activity as pEtN transferase enzymes is poorly characterised 

and should be a focus of future work. In particular, these resistance determinants could be 

sequenced, and any polymorphisms relative to a reference mcr-1 strain mapped on to their 

protein structures to understand if there are changes in the active sites or residues of the 

enzymes that may impact their function as pEtN transferases. 

Disparities in enzyme activity may not be the only cause of the reduced lipid A 

modification in the mcr-3 and mcr-5-harbouring isolates, with lower gene expression, protein 

production or protein stability (all factors that have previously been established as relevant in 

levels of resistance to other antibiotics) potential contributors to this phenotype822–824. This 

could be resolved by conducting a combination of qRT-PCR and RNAseq experiments (to test 

gene expression levels), as well as Western blotting (to test enzyme stability), in subsequent 

investigations. It would also be worth addressing the small sample size of particular mcr 

variants (e.g. mcr-5, where only a single isolate was tested) by expanding the collection of 
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clinical isolates included in the strain panel. Indeed, the discovery here that intrinsic colistin 

resistance was mediated at the cellular OM, not the CM as in bacteria with acquired polymyxin 

non-susceptibility, was achieved solely through assays with B. cenocepacia strains, and this 

clinical isolate panel should also be augmented to include additional species that have inherent 

resistance to colistin, such as Neisseria and Serratia. 

New diagnostic approaches for rapidly detecting colistin resistance in clinical bacterial 

samples rely on the MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry-based method implemented often in this 

chapter to distinguish the presence of cationically-modified lipid A, as an alternate technique 

to traditional antibiotic susceptibility testing by broth microdilution641,788. A concern regarding 

this assay is that the results from this chapter imply polymyxin non-susceptibility is not as 

simple as modified LPS being present or not – rather, it is the ratio of cationically-

altered:unaltered LPS specifically in the CM that dictates whether a bacteria will be colistin-

sensitive or not. Thus, MALDI-TOF-based diagnostics for polymyxin resistance may need to 

be partially optimised to make the technique more quantitative, with a cut-off defined for what 

proportion of modified lipid A culminates in colistin becoming ineffective above its specified 

resistance breakpoint. 

Another worry from a diagnostic standpoint is the recognition in the work presented 

here of colistin hetero-resistance in clinical E. cloacae isolates. This phenotype is likely to be 

highly challenging to detect, only suspected by the appearance of “skipped wells” during MIC 

testing, which are random and inconsistent due to the nature of hetero-resistance777,801. 

Hetero-resistance to colistin is now a widely-reported phenomenon, and in vivo studies using 

E. cloacae strains have proved that the resistant sub-population mediating this behaviour can 

be responsible for polymyxin treatment failing662,778. Disparate from any previous reports with 

any antibiotics, however, the sub-population of E. cloacae cells that were colistin non-

susceptible actually increased in size during exposure to higher concentrations of the 

polymyxin drug itself. The molecular basis for this inducible trait is completely unknown, but 

future work should commence by isolation of the resistant sub-population (by PAP 

experiments), followed by comparative whole genome sequencing to comprehend how these 

bacteria become more colistin-tolerant when treated with increased amounts of the antibiotic. 

An unexpected conclusion from this chapter’s data is that polymyxin-resistant bacteria 

appeared to tolerate and replicate despite permeabilisation of the OM by colistin. This is not 

to say that these cells were entirely unaffected by the damage incurred to their outermost 

surface bilayer, because bacterial growth, though not halted, was significantly slower than in 

otherwise untreated cell populations. Moreover, the OM disruption characterised here is, in 

fact, only a marker of relatively minor permeabilisation of the extracellular-facing membrane, 

sufficient for the small NPN dye to access membrane phospholipids and fluoresce. However, 
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with colistin treatment enabling the intracellular access of even a low molecular-weight 

compound into colistin-resistant bacteria, the fascinating prospect of using the polymyxin 

drug to promote uptake of other small hydrophobic antibiotics that normally cannot cross the 

Gram-negative OM (e.g. rifampicin) is raised. In summary, the work here not only describes 

and differentiates the mechanisms by which acquired and intrinsic polymyxin resistance are 

mediated, it also opens opportunities for the design of novel combination therapies that are 

desperately needed to combat colistin non-susceptibility. 
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Chapter 6: Novel combination treatment strategies 
enhance colistin efficacy and overcome colistin resistance 
 

6.1 Introduction 

The high rate of treatment failure during clinical colistin administration to patients 

infected with Gram-negative bacterial pathogens, combined with the rising prevalence of 

polymyxin resistance, has necessitated the development of new therapeutic options that can 

improve the antibiotic’s effectiveness782,825. Recently, there has been considerable interest 

amongst the medical community about increasing the efficacy of colistin by administering the 

drug alongside a second antimicrobial agent294. It is thought that such combination therapies 

may be preferable to polymyxin monotherapy, because as well as augmenting the ability of 

colistin to clear bacteria, they may allow for a reduction in the dosage of the antibiotic used to 

treat infected patients826. This is of particular importance due to the frequent nephrotoxic and 

neurotoxic side-effects closely associated with colistin therapy, which could be kept in check 

by limiting the polymyxin concentration administered in combination treatments827,828. 

Moreover, by administering lower doses of colistin, there is a potential that the emergence of 

polymyxin non-susceptibility may be slowed, and it has been suggested that the utilisation of 

another antimicrobial drug in addition to colistin could even be advantageous in overcoming 

the problem of hetero-resistance observed in Gram-negative bacterial populations exposed to 

the polymyxin alone752,829. On the other hand, combination therapy approaches that include 

colistin do have increased expenditure, and there remains a lack of conclusive evidence about 

whether polymyxin combination treatments actually have a therapeutic superiority over 

monotherapy in clinical settings, despite the fact that colistin would now rarely be 

administered as a sole, independent antibiotic by most medical practitioners. 

The majority of research into antibiotics to be used in combination with colistin has 

been conducted through in vitro synergy testing experiments, with various methods such as 

E-test, time-kill and checkerboard assays employed predominantly on P. aeruginosa and A. 

baumanii species. One key study reported that the adding colistin along with several typical 

front-line antipseudomonal agents (ceftazidime, aztreonam, meropenem, ciprofloxacin) to 

cultures of P. aeruginosa resulted in significantly greater and more rapid bacterial killing, 

even at low, sub-inhibitory colistin concentrations (0.5 µg ml-1)830. However, this phenotype 

was inconsistent in another similar study, which found a synergistic interaction between 

colistin and ceftazidime, but no effect with ciprofloxacin on enhancing polymyxin activity831. 

Data on in vitro combinations of carbapenem compounds with colistin has been more 

reproducible, with two reports highlighting the colistin-potentiating properties of meropenem 

and imipenem against multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa isolates832,833. A critical 
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investigation examining colistin combinations under anaerobic and biofilm conditions 

interestingly noted that ciprofloxacin, ceftazidime, co-trimoxazole and azithromycin all 

displayed a degree of synergy with the polymyxin antibiotic in these clinically-relevant 

environments834. Perhaps the best characterised antibiotic for administration alongside 

colistin is rifampicin, with many in vitro studies in P. aeruginosa and A. baumanii concluding 

that colistin plus rifampicin is a much more potent bactericidal treatment option than 

polymyxin monotherapy835–839. The synergistic nature of the drugs meropenem, azithromycin 

and doxycycline with colistin against A. baumanii strains has also been demonstrated in a 

landmark report832. It is generally considered that the mechanism mediating the improved 

antibacterial activity of these polymyxin combinations is amplified access of the secondary 

antibiotic compounds to intracellular targets once colistin has disrupted and permeabilised 

the cell envelope bilayers, although this has not been conclusively proven experimentally840. 

Whilst the in vitro analysis of antimicrobial molecules to incorporate in novel colistin 

combination therapeutic strategies has been extensive, the subsequent investigation of these 

using in vivo models that more closely resemble the human host environment has been 

comparatively lacking. A historic study on septic monkeys infected with P. aeruginosa found 

no obvious benefit to mortality with a colistin and carbenicillin combination treatment relative 

to colistin alone, but two more recent reports from Italy uncovered that overall mortality in a 

rat P. aeruginosa sepsis model was halved when either imipenem or rifampicin were included 

in the treatment regimen along with colistin, again relative to treatment with the polymyxin 

alone833,841,842. In two mouse infection experiments with A. baumanii – one pneumonia model 

and one thigh infection model – it was shown that combining colistin with rifampicin resulted 

in an approximately 30% improvement in outcomes (reduced bacterial load in the lungs in the 

pneumonia model, improved mortality in the thigh model) in comparison to colistin 

monotherapy843,844. One single study on an E. coli strain that was inoculated intraperitoneally 

into adult rats identified a similar level of reduced mortality (33%) with colistin plus 

piperacillin therapy, compared to treatment with only the polymyxin compound845. 

This information, though only obtained from a small number of in vivo studies, may 

indicate an advantage of these proposed drug combinations that could translate to clinical 

settings. Unfortunately, however, clinical trial data assessing the efficacy of these treatment 

regimens has been both limited and disappointing. Combining colistin with a wide range of 

front-line antibiotics (aztreonam, azlocillin, piperacillin, ceftazidime, imipenem, amikacin, 

ciprofloxacin, rifampicin) across three clinical studies (in Italy, U.S.A., U.K.) on human 

patients infected with P. aeruginosa caused no significant differences in microbiological 

responses, therapeutic outcomes or toxicity rates relative to colistin treatment alone311,614,846. 

In a retrospective trial comparing colistin plus meropenem therapy with only colistin therapy, 
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patients infected with diverse Gram-negative pathogens (P. aeruginosa, A. baumanii, E. coli, 

E. cloacae, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia) actually had significantly higher levels of survival 

when treated with the polymyxin monotherapy827. Finally, the most recent large, multicentre, 

randomized clinical trial on colistin combination treatments against extremely drug-resistant 

A. baumanii infections concluded that there was no impact on 30-day mortality in patients 

where rifampicin was added alongside the polymyxin antibiotic753. 

To summarise, in spite of years of substantial research, there are no clear and evident 

combination strategies in routine clinical use that can make colistin a more effective antibiotic. 

Nevertheless, there still exists an urgent demand to develop such approaches that can reduce 

polymyxin treatment failure, mitigating colistin’s toxic side-effects and enhancing outcomes 

in infected patients. In this chapter, by exploiting previous findings, two new therapeutic 

options are presented that not only improve colistin’s activity against susceptible strains, they 

also overcome the ever-growing threat of polymyxin resistance. 

 

6.2 A sub-inhibitory concentration of murepavadin does not 

affect LPS levels in the OM of P. aeruginosa 

Having established earlier that the bactericidal activity of colistin is dependent on the 

targeting of LPS molecules in the CM of Gram-negative bacteria, and that the polymyxin’s 

killing capacity could be blocked by depleting LPS from the innermost membrane bilayer, the 

first possibility considered for improving the efficacy of colistin was increasing the abundance 

of LPS structures within the cellular CM. Murepavadin is a novel antimicrobial agent in pre-

clinical developmental pipelines that functions by interacting with the β-barrel of the LPS 

transport protein LptD, disrupting the essential process of LPS export from the CM to the OM 

of bacteria to ultimately induce cell death256–258. It was hypothesised that exposing bacteria to 

sub-inhibitory concentrations of murepavadin could lead to partial inhibition of LptD and a 

reduction in the speed by which the Lpt protein machinery transported LPS out of the CM and 

into the OM, without any significant loss of cell viability. As a consequence, the postulation 

was that LPS molecules would accumulate within the CM bilayer, because they were still being 

synthesised within the bacterial cytoplasm by the Lpx enzymes and flipped to the outermost 

leaflet of the CM by the MsbA enzyme, but their subsequent movement to the extracellular-

facing leaflet of the OM bilayer was obstructed by murepavadin203,223. To examine this 

proposal, it was first necessary to identify a sub-inhibitory concentration of murepavadin, and 

since the LptD inhibitor is a Pseudomonas-specific antibiotic, experiments were performed 

using the reference P. aeruginosa strain PA14259,260. 
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Determination of what constituted a sub-lethal concentration of murepavadin against 

P. aeruginosa PA14 cells was undertaken by exposing bacterial populations to a range of doses 

of the LPS transport inhibitor, and measuring the growth kinetics by OD600nm readings over 16 

hours incubation. It was discovered that addition of murepavadin at a concentration of 0.05 

µg ml-1 had a barely noticeable impact on the rate of growth of PA14 bacteria throughout the 

treatment period relative to untreated cells, confirming that this was a suitable dose of the 

compound to be used in all further experiments with the strain, allowing partial blocking of 

LPS transport without compromising viability (Figure 6.1A). Prior to exploring whether 

murepavadin-mediated inhibition of LptD triggered the build-up of LPS molecules in the CM, 

it was vital to test the inhibitor’s effects on LPS levels in the OM, as modulations in OM LPS 

abundance even with a sub-inhibitory murepavadin concentration could confound the future 

interpretation of results. The amount of LPS present in the extracellular-facing OM bilayer of 

P. aeruginosa whole cells was quantified using the two approaches employed previously – 

namely, the diagnostic gold-standard immunogenic LAL assay, and via the LPS-specific 

fluorescently-labelled probe BoDipy-PMBN633. 

For the LAL experiment, PA14 bacteria were either exposed or not to the verified sub-

inhibitory concentration of murepavadin, before the OM was extracted by EDTA treatment 

and the LPS abundance in this sample calculated. There was no significant difference between 

the amount of LPS within the OM of untreated and murepavadin-treated cells, indicating that 

sub-lethal doses of the compound could be used to inhibit LPS transport with minimal impact 

on the outermost cell surface bilayer (Figure 6.1B). Likewise, when these two P. aeruginosa 

populations were incubated alongside BoDipy-PMBN for 30 minutes after their respective 

treatments (unexposed or murepavadin-exposed), the fluorescent signal from molecules of the 

PMBN probe bound to LPS in the OM bacterial surface was identical, irrespective of the 

presence of the LptD inhibitor or not (Figure 6.1C). This provided supplementary validation 

that the levels of LPS in the OM of PA14 cells were largely unaffected when treated with sub-

lethal murepavadin doses. 

In order to substantiate these data, the ability of colistin to permeabilise the OM of P. 

aeruginosa cells exposed to a sub-inhibitory murepavadin concentration was assessed, with 

the hypothesis being that if the LPS transport inhibitor did indeed exhibit no propensity for 

lowering OM LPS abundance, then the extent of colistin-induced OM damage should also be 

unchanged by the inclusion of murepavadin in the assay. Populations of PA14 bacteria were 

treated with two clinically-relevant colistin concentrations (1 and 2 µg ml-1), in each case either 

alone or in combination with murepavadin, and OM disruption initiated by the polymyxin 

drug was analysed using the phospholipid-reactive NPN fluorescent dye626. Exposure to 

colistin alone caused a marked increase in NPN uptake, revealing the polypeptide antibiotic 
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was permeabilising the OM bilayer, although notably, murepavadin treatment alone did not 

have the same effect, with no rise in NPN fluorescence over the course of the experiment 

(Figure 6.1D). More crucially, NPN uptake into P. aeruginosa bacteria treated with the 

combination of colistin and murepavadin was equal to cells treated only with the polymyxin, 

highlighting that colistin-triggered disruption to the OM was not altered by the activity of the 

LptD inhibitor. Together, these results proved that, at the concentration used, blocking LPS 

transport from the CM with murepavadin had no impact on the amount of LPS in the OM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Blocking LPS transport with a sub-inhibitory murepavadin concentration has 

a minimal effect on P. aeruginosa OM LPS abundance. A, Growth kinetics of P. aeruginosa 

PA14 cells during exposure, or not, to the LptD inhibitor murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by 

measuring OD600nm over 16 hours incubation (n=4). B, Concentration of LPS in the OM extracted from 

P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed, or not, to murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours, as determined 

using the LAL assay (n=3; ns: p>0.05 relative to untreated cells). C, Quantification of BoDipy-PMBN 

(7 µg ml-1) bound to the bacterial surface of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed, or not, to murepavadin 

(0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours (n=3; ns: p>0.05 relative to untreated cells). D, Permeabilisation of the OM 

of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed, or not, to two colistin concentrations (1 µg ml-1 and 2 µg ml-1), in 

each case either alone or in combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

uptake of the NPN fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 minutes (n=4, each data point represents the arithmetic 

mean of 20 replicate measurements; ns: p>0.05 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in 

B, C were analysed by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. Data in D were analysed by a one-way 

ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent 

the standard deviation of the mean. 
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6.3 Murepavadin treatment triggers LPS accumulation in the 

P. aeruginosa CM 

After deducing a sub-inhibitory concentration of murepavadin that could be used to 

block LPS transport in P. aeruginosa PA14 cells with minimal effects on LPS abundance in the 

OM, it was next investigated whether this same dose of the LptD inhibitor could bring about 

an accumulation of LPS molecules in the bacterial CM bilayer, with the ultimate aim being to 

potentiate the activity of colistin. To specifically measure LPS levels exclusively in the CM, 

without the contaminating presence of the OM, PA14 bacteria were pre-treated with the sub-

lethal murepavadin dose for 2 hours, and then converted into spheroplasts, removing the OM 

and cell wall structures through the successive addition of EDTA, lysozyme and trypsin in the 

protocol validated by earlier experiments637. These murepavadin-exposed spheroplast forms, 

maintained in an osmoprotective 20% sucrose buffer, were subjected to three techniques for 

quantifying the amount of CM LPS, with otherwise untreated spheroplasts serving as the 

comparative controls. 

The first technique implemented MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry lipidomics on the P. 

aeruginosa spheroplasts treated with murepavadin to detect the ratio of lipid A to a membrane 

phospholipid (phosphatidylglycerol 34:2) within the cellular CM687. It was immediately 

apparent from visual inspection of the generated mass spectra alone that the proportion of 

lipid A relative to the PG 34:2 peak was larger in the spheroplasts pre-exposed to murepavadin 

than when the LPS transport inhibitor was absent (Figure 6.2A). This was supported semi-

quantitatively by analysing the area under the peaks of lipid A and the reference phospholipid, 

which showed that the ratio of lipid A:phospholipid was approximately 50% higher in the CM 

of PA14 cells incubated with murepavadin, offering a preliminary sign that the LptD inhibitor 

did trigger a build-up of LPS molecules in the innermost membrane bilayer (Figure 6.2B). 

To corroborate these data, the two LPS quantification approaches used in the OM of 

murepavadin-treated whole cells of P. aeruginosa were repeated with PA14 spheroplasts at 

the level of the CM. With the immunogenic LAL assay, it was found that the concentration of 

LPS molecules in the CM of untreated spheroplasts was 100-fold lower than that in the OM of 

whole bacteria, but there was a significant increase in the abundance of CM LPS in the cell 

population pre-exposed to murepavadin before spheroplast conversion (Figure 6.2C). Using 

the lipid A-specific fluorescent BoDipy-PMBN probe as a marker of surface LPS amounts, 

analogous results were obtained – in the CM of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts that had been 

treated with the LPS transport antagonist, the binding of BoDipy-PMBN was patently higher 

than in the CM of unexposed spheroplasts (Figure 6.2D). Hence, while a sub-inhibitory dose 

of murepavadin did not alter LPS abundance in the OM, it did initiate an accumulation of LPS 

molecules in the PA14 CM. 
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Figure 6.2: LPS molecules accumulate in the CM of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts exposed 

to murepavadin. A, Lipidomic MALDI-TOF mass spectra showing the abundance of lipid A and the 

membrane phospholipid phosphatidylglycerol (PG) 34:2 in spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa 

PA14 cells pre-treated, or not, with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into 

spheroplasts (spectra representative of 3 independent experiments). B, Quantification of ratio of lipid 

A:PG (34:2) in spheroplasts from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to murepavadin (0.05 

µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into spheroplasts, as determined by measuring the area under 

the mass spectra peaks (n=3 in duplicate). C, Concentration of LPS in the CM of spheroplasts produced 

from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to 

conversion into spheroplasts, as determined using the LAL assay (n=3; *p<0.05 relative to previously 

untreated spheroplasts). D, Quantification of fluorescence from BoDipy-PMBN (7 µg ml-1) bound to the 

CM surface of spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-exposed, or not, to 

murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into spheroplasts (n=3; **p<0.01 relative to 

previously untreated spheroplasts). Data in C, D were analysed by a two-tailed paired Student’s t-test. 

Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the standard deviation of 

the mean. 

 

6.4 Murepavadin enhances colistin-mediated CM disruption 

and lysis in P. aeruginosa 

Once an appropriate concentration of murepavadin had been established that, through 

blocking LPS transport, caused an accumulation of LPS molecules in the cellular CM without 

affecting LPS levels in the OM, it was now possible to test the initial proposal that colistin’s 

bactericidal activity could be enhanced by the LptD inhibitor. To do this, P. aeruginosa PA14 

whole cells were exposed to two therapeutically-relevant doses of the polymyxin antibiotic (1 

and 2 µg ml-1), both with and without the supplemental addition of murepavadin at a sub-
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lethal concentration (0.05 µg ml-1), and the capacity for colistin to permeabilise the CM bilayer 

– the key step in its killing mode of action – was compared. Using fluorescence from the DNA-

reactive PI dye as a read-out for colistin-induced CM damage, it was observed that in PA14 

bacteria treated with the lower polymyxin concentration (1 µg ml-1) alone, there was a 

negligeable increase in PI uptake during the 8 hour antibiotic exposure relative to untreated 

cells, implying that colistin was only minimally disrupting the CM structure (Figure 6.3A). 

Whilst exposure to murepavadin alone triggered a small rise in the fluorescent PI signal, there 

was significantly higher PI fluorescence measured in the P. aeruginosa population co-treated 

with the LPS transport inhibitor and murepavadin, signifying for the first time that initiating 

a build-up of LPS molecules in the bacterial CM with the LptD antagonist potentiated colistin’s 

CM permeabilising behaviour. This phenotype was exacerbated in PA14 whole cells exposed 

to the higher colistin concentration (2 µg ml-1), which independently was responsible for a 

limited increase in CM disruption and PI uptake over the first 2 hours of the assay, but in 

combination with murepavadin damaged the CM bilayer much more strikingly, with the PI 

fluorescent signal at least 3-fold higher than bacteria treated with colistin/murepavadin alone. 

Although it had already been verified that the presence of murepavadin did not impact 

colistin-mediated OM disruption through the NPN experiment, in order to definitively 

eliminate any contribution of the outermost cell surface bilayer to the polymyxin-potentiating 

effects of the LptD inhibitor, the CM permeabilisation assays were repeated with spheroplasts 

of P. aeruginosa that had been pre-treated, or not, with murepavadin. This approach had the 

additional advantage of distinguishing between whether colistin was enhancing murepavadin-

induced CM damage, or murepavadin was enhancing colistin-induced CM damage, because 

cells were incubated with the LPS transport antagonist initially, before any residual molecules 

of murepavadin were washed out and the spheroplasts generated from these whole cells were 

exposed to colistin (1 or 2 µg ml-1) alone. Colistin-treated spheroplasts from PA14 cells that 

had not been pre-exposed to murepavadin displayed a slow increase in fluorescence from the 

PI dye that was entirely in line with untreated spheroplasts, revealing that the polymyxin drug 

at these concentrations did not permeabilise the CM structure at all (Figure 6.3B). By 

contrast, when spheroplasts pre-treated with murepavadin to accumulate LPS in the CM 

bilayer were then exposed to the same two colistin doses, in each case uptake of PI occurred 

both more rapidly and to a greater degree. These data demonstrated irrefutably that the 

inhibition of LPS transport with murepavadin augmented the ability of colistin to disrupt the 

P. aeruginosa CM. 

To assess the downstream consequences of murepavadin’s influence on polymyxin-

induced CM damage on the viability of PA14 whole cells and spheroplasts, optical density 

readings were made in cultures incubated with colistin to detect bacterial lysis. Whole cells of  
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Figure 6.3: Inhibiting LPS transport with murepavadin potentiates the ability of colistin 

to disrupt the P. aeruginosa CM and trigger cell lysis. A, Permeabilisation of the CM of P. 

aeruginosa PA14 whole cells exposed, or not, to two colistin concentrations (1 µg ml-1 and 2 µg ml-1), in 

each case either alone or in combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) over 8 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for bacteria exposed to colistin and 

murepavadin relative to all other conditions). B, Permeabilisation of the CM by colistin (1 or 2 µg ml-1) 

of spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa PA14 cells pre-treated, or not, with murepavadin (0.05 

µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into spheroplasts, as determined by measuring fluorescence 

from PI (0.25 µM) over 10 hours (n=3, assay performed on 4 independent occasions; ****p<0.0001 for 

bacteria exposed to colistin and murepavadin relative to all other conditions). C, Lysis of P. aeruginosa 

PA14 whole cells exposed, or not, to two colistin concentrations (1 µg ml-1 and 2 µg ml-1), in each case 

either alone or in combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring OD595nm 

over 8 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 for bacteria exposed to colistin and murepavadin relative 

to all other conditions). D, Lysis by colistin (1 or 2 µg ml-1) of spheroplasts produced from P. aeruginosa 

PA14 cells pre-treated, or not, with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into 

spheroplasts, determined by measuring OD600nm over 10 hours (n=3, assay performed on 4 independent 

occasions). Data in A-C were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

P. aeruginosa treated only with 1 µg ml-1 colistin grew in the presence of the polypeptide 

antibiotic, with OD595nm readings increasing at the same rate as unexposed bacteria over the 8 

hour experiment (Figure 6.3C). However, when murepavadin was added to the assay, the 

rise in OD595nm measurements was much smaller, with only a two-fold increase over the first 2 

hours of drug exposure. In the absence of any subsequent drop in OD595nm readings, it was 
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concluded that the LptD inhibitor did not enhance colistin-induced lysis at this lower 

polymyxin concentration, although there was a much more potent growth inhibitory effect 

with the combination treatment than with colistin alone. 

Increasing the dose of colistin used in the experiment to 2 µg ml-1 produced a more 

noteworthy phenotype, with whole cells of PA14 again replicating during exposure to the 

polymyxin drug alone (8-fold rise in OD595nm measurements over 8 hours), but prominent lysis 

of P. aeruginosa bacteria initiated by colistin clearly discernible when murepavadin was 

incorporated into the assay (2-fold drop in OD595nm measurements over 8 hours). Importantly, 

there was an increase in OD595nm readings in cells treated with murepavadin only, which 

confirmed that the LPS transport inhibitor was being used at a sub-inhibitory concentration. 

Consistent results were acquired when repeating the assay with spheroplasts pre-treated, or 

not, with murepavadin prior to colistin exposure. Lysis of spheroplasts generated from PA14 

cells not previously exposed to the LptD antagonist was insignificant when treated to either 1 

or 2 µg ml-1 colistin, with the kinetics of OD595nm readings unchanged relative to spheroplasts 

that were not even incubated with the polymyxin compound (Figure 6.3D). Nonetheless, 

with both colistin concentrations, lysis triggered by the polymyxin drug was increased in 

spheroplasts from P. aeruginosa bacteria that had been pre-treated with murepavadin to 

accumulate LPS in the CM, with a faster and larger decrease in OD595nm measurements over 

the course of the experiment. Put together, this set of data showed that the blocking of LPS 

transport and build-up of CM LPS by murepavadin heightened the efficacy of colistin not only 

to permeabilise the P. aeruginosa CM, but also to lyse the bacterial cells. 

 

6.5 The synergy with murepavadin augments the bactericidal 

activity of colistin against P. aeruginosa 

Thus far, it had been proven that two distinct steps in colistin’s mode of bacterial killing 

– namely, CM disruption and lysis – were enhanced by murepavadin, but the direct impact of 

the LptD inhibitor on the polymyxin’s bactericidal activity was yet to be quantified. To study 

this, P. aeruginosa PA14 populations were exposed again to the two previously used, clinically-

relevant colistin concentrations (1 and 2 µg ml-1), either alone or in combination with a sub-

lethal dose of murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), and the number of viable cells in the population 

over an 8 hour incubation period was determined via colony counts. Bacteria treated only with 

1 µg ml-1 colistin grew 10-fold 0ver the course of the experiment, at precisely the same rate as 

bacteria not exposed to any antibiotic stress (Figure 6.4A). Opposingly, in PA14 cells exposed 

to the same polymyxin concentration in the presence of murepavadin, there was a rapid drop 

in colony counts, and by 8 hours, a more than 3-log difference in the number of viable bacteria 
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relative to the colistin monotherapy condition. Conducting this assay with 2 µg ml-1 colistin 

made the potentiating influence of murepavadin even more apparent. Whereas bacteria 

treated with colistin or murepavadin alone replicated during incubation with the respective 

antibiotic agents, P. aeruginosa cells exposed to both drugs in combination were markedly 

killed, and the difference in the number of colonies at the 6 hour timepoint compared to the 

individual antimicrobial treatments was nearly 5-logs in magnitude. 

As a control to ensure that the vast increase in bacterial killing with the colistin and 

murepavadin dual therapy was not due to the polymyxin compound improving the access of 

the LPS transport inhibitor by damaging the cellular OM, the time-kill experiment was 

repeated using the modified polymyxin nonapeptide molecule PMBN in place of colistin. Since 

PMBN possesses similar OM permeabilising properties as colistin but no bactericidal activity, 

combining the nonapeptide drug with murepavadin enabled the specific testing of whether 

disruption of the P. aeruginosa OM structure was sufficient to augment killing of PA14 cells 

through enhanced access of murepavadin to its LptD target847,848. It was found that combining 

PMBN, used at a concentration that was equimolar to 2 µg ml-1 colistin, with murepavadin did 

not induce any reduction in the viability of P. aeruginosa bacteria whatsoever, with no drop 

in colony counts seen after 8 hours (Figure 6.4B). Therefore, the profound bactericidal 

phenotype of the colistin and murepavadin treatment condition could not be explained by 

increased access of the LptD antagonist to its target protein. 

As a final authentication of murepavadin’s ability to sensitise P. aeruginosa to colistin, 

the classically-established method of analysing possible synergistic interactions between two 

drugs was performed – the checkerboard broth microdilution assay625. This revealed that the 

MIC of colistin and murepavadin individually against PA14 cells was 1 µg ml-1 and 0.8 µg ml-1 

respectively, but with the antibiotic agents in combination, bacterial growth was fully inhibited 

at a colistin concentration of 0.125 µg ml-1 and a murepavadin concentration of 0.2 µg ml-1 

(Figure 6.4C). These changes in susceptibility of P. aeruginosa bacteria exposed to both the 

polymyxin drug and the LPS transport inhibitor were represented by a fractional inhibitory 

concentration index (FICI) value of 0.375, which was indicative of “true synergy” between 

colistin and murepavadin. When this checkerboard experiment was replicated using PMBN 

instead of colistin, there was no significant change in the MICs of either the nonapeptide 

compound or murepavadin in combination relative to when the drugs were present alone, with 

an FICI value of 1 signifying an “indifferent” interaction between the antibacterial agents849. 

This supported the previous discovery that the mechanism of colistin and murepavadin 

synergy was not enhanced access of murepavadin to its membrane LptD target following 

polymyxin-mediated OM disruption. Rather, in the context of earlier data, these results imply 

that murepavadin potentiates the bactericidal action of colistin by accumulating CM LPS. 
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Figure 6.4: Murepavadin enhances colistin-mediated killing of P. aeruginosa. A, Survival 

of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed, or not, to two colistin concentrations (1 µg ml-1 and 2 µg ml-1), in 

each case either alone or in combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts 

over 8 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 for colistin and murepavadin-exposed bacteria relative to 

bacteria exposed to colistin alone). B, Survival of P. aeruginosa PA14 cells exposed, or not, to PMBN 

(1.67 µg ml-1 – equimolar to 2 µg ml-1 colistin) alone/in combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), 

as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4). C, Checkerboard broth microdilution assays of 

colistin (left) or PMBN (right) in combination with murepavadin against P. aeruginosa PA14 cells, as 

determined by measuring bacterial growth after 18 hours incubation using OD595nm readings (n=4). 

Data in A were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

6.6 The antibacterial potentiating effects of murepavadin are 

specific to colistin 

Despite finding that the inhibition of LPS transport using murepavadin triggered a 

build-up of LPS in the CM of P. aeruginosa, and that the LptD antagonist enhanced colistin-

mediated CM permeabilisation and the polymyxin’s overall bactericidal behaviour, it had yet 

to be firmly resolved that these two events were linked. Indeed, there remained a possibility 

that the accumulation of CM LPS induced by colistin may have altered the innermost bilayer’s 

biophysical properties in a way that made the bacterial membrane structure more susceptible 

to all manner of CM-damaging agents (including antimicrobial peptides), instead of 

augmenting colistin’s activity by providing a greater number of LPS molecules to target in the 

CM. In order to distinguish between these two divergent explanations, first measurements of 
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two key physical membrane characteristics that are widely known to influence sensitivity to 

bilayer disrupting stressors, fluidity and electrostatic charge, were made on PA14 spheroplasts 

that had been pre-exposed, or not, to murepavadin791–795. The consequences of treatment with 

the LPS transport inhibitor on membrane fluidity were examined with the fluorescent Laurdan 

dye used earlier as an indicator of bilayer rigidity642. This showed that the CM of P. aeruginosa 

spheroplasts that had been pre-incubated with murepavadin was significantly less rigid than 

the CM of previously untreated bacterial cells, with a decidedly lower Generalised Polarisation 

(GP) value evidencing that the membrane structure was more fluid and thus more disposed to 

water penetration (Figure 6.5A). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Murepavadin exposure modulates the fluidity and electrostatic charge of the 

P. aeruginosa CM. A, Rigidity of the CM of P. aeruginosa PA14 spheroplasts pre-treated, or not, 

with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into spheroplasts, as determined using 

the fluorescent Laurdan dye (100 µM) to generate Generalised Polarisation values (n=3 in triplicate; 

****p<0.0001 relative to untreated cells). B, Net negative charge of the CM of P. aeruginosa PA14 

spheroplasts pre-treated, or not, with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours prior to conversion into 

spheroplasts, as determined by measuring binding of highly cationic FITC-labelled Poly-L-Lysine (PLL, 

20 µg ml-1) to the cell surface (n=3 in triplicate; *p<0.05 relative to untreated cells). Data in A, B were 

analysed by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error 

bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

Investigating changes in the electrostatic charge of the CM following murepavadin 

exposure by analysing binding of fluorescent FITC-tagged cationic Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) to the 

spheroplast surface demonstrated a rise in attachment of FITC-PLL molecules to the P. 

aeruginosa CM when LPS transport was blocked (Figure 6.5B)643. This suggested that 

treatment of PA14 cells with murepavadin caused an increase in the net negative charge of the 

CM bilayer. That the LptD antagonist brought about these alterations in CM fluidity and 

electrostatic charge was not altogether surprising, considering that the antibacterial 
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compound functioned to accumulate LPS molecules in this innermost membrane structure. 

The lipid A domain of LPS (and in particular its phosphate groups) confers the polysaccharide 

with an anionic charge, and hence the increase in the anionicity of the CM of P. aeruginosa 

cells detected after murepavadin exposure was wholly in keeping with an increased abundance 

of CM LPS850,851. Likewise, the fact that CM rigidity was reduced in PA14 spheroplasts pre-

treated with murepavadin could be the result of the greater number of LPS molecules present 

within the bilayer interfering with the typical packing of phospholipids, producing a more fluid 

membrane structure852. However, given that the LPS transport inhibitor was responsible for 

such large shifts in the bilayer’s biophysical traits, it was absolutely imperative to understand 

how these contributed to the CM’s susceptibility to stress-induced damage. 

To do this, PA14 spheroplasts produced from cells that had either been treated to a 

sub-lethal murepavadin concentration (0.05 µg ml-1) or not before removal of the OM/cell wall 

were exposed to a range of different conditions designed to permeabilise the P. aeruginosa 

CM. These conditions included incubation with 2 µg ml-1 colistin (used as a control against 

which comparisons could be made), incubation with the cationic antimicrobial peptides 

daptomycin and nisin (both added at 20 µg ml-1), and incubation in purified, distilled water, 

where the lack of solutes was expected to prove fatal to the osmotically-fragile spheroplasts 

normally maintained in a 20% sucrose environment. In each case, the extent of CM disruption 

and lysis was assessed, using the fluorescent PI dye and OD600nm readings respectively, in 

spheroplasts with basal CM LPS levels, as well as murepavadin-triggered elevated CM LPS 

levels, over a 15 hour time period. As observed previously, permeabilisation of the spheroplast 

CM by colistin was distinctly enhanced in murepavadin pre-treated P. aeruginosa cells relative 

to non-murepavadin treated cells, with the rate of uptake of the PI fluorophore substantially 

raised (Figure 6.6A). On the other hand, in PA14 spheroplasts exposed to daptomycin, nisin 

or distilled water, the intensity of the PI fluorescent signal throughout the 15 hour incubation 

was largely unaffected by whether or not the cell forms had undergone pre-treatment with 

murepavadin. This insinuated that although the blocking of LPS transport to accumulate CM 

LPS did make the membrane less rigid and more negatively-charged, these changes in CM 

biophysics were insufficient to make the innermost bilayer structure more prone to damage 

by all membrane-disrupting agents; in fact, murepavadin specifically potentiated only colistin-

initiated CM disruption. 

Lysis data acquired from OD600nm measurements made over time further supported 

this notion. Whilst lysis of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts by colistin was augmented in cells that 

had been pre-exposed to murepavadin, with a more rapid and extensive drop in OD600nm 

readings during the 15 hour antibiotic exposure, there was certainly no increase in the rate of 

lysis induced by daptomycin, nisin or distilled water in murepavadin-treated spheroplasts  
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Figure 6.6: Murepavadin specifically amplifies only the capacity of colistin to trigger CM 

damage and lysis in P. aeruginosa spheroplasts. A, B, Permeabilisation of the CM (A) and lysis 

(B) of P. aeruginosa PA14 spheroplasts pre-treated, or not, with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1) for 2 hours 

prior to conversion into spheroplasts, during exposure to colistin (2 µg ml-1), daptomycin (20 µg ml-1 

with 1.25 mM Ca2+ ions), nisin (20 µg ml-1), or distilled water (ddH2O), as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (0.25 µM) and OD600nm respectively over 15 hours (n=3, assay performed on 3 

independent occasions; *p<0.05, **p<0.01 for spheroplasts pre-treated with murepavadin relative to 

previously untreated spheroplasts). Data in A, B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-

hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of 

the mean. 

 

compared to those that had been previously untreated (Figure 6.6B). Remarkably, it actually 

appeared that the ability of any of these three stress factors to lyse PA14 spheroplasts was 

completely abolished when LPS molecules were allowed to build-up in the CM through the 

inhibition of LPS transport, with no real decrease in OD600nm readings seen in spheroplast 

populations pre-exposed to murepavadin before incubation with daptomycin, nisin or distilled 

water. This unexpected result hinted for the first time that there may be a structural role to 

LPS being present in the CM that was analogous to the polysaccharide’s function at the OM of 

bacteria – preventing membrane permeabilisation and a loss of cell integrity under otherwise 

membranolytic conditions389,853. That this protective effect of elevated CM LPS levels was not 

applicable to colistin offered conclusive validation of not only the polymyxin’s mode of 

targeting LPS in the Gram-negative CM to kill bacteria, but also the molecular mechanism that 

murepavadin amplified colistin’s bactericidal activity by presenting an increased number of 

CM LPS molecules to which the antibiotic could bind. 
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6.7 Murepavadin enhances colistin’s activity against diverse 

clinical P. aeruginosa isolates 

Experiments undertaken so far that uncovered the phenotype and mechanism by 

which inhibiting LPS transport with murepavadin triggered an accumulation of LPS in the CM 

and consequently augmented colistin’s ability to kill bacteria had all been performed in the 

laboratory reference type strain of P. aeruginosa, PA14. In order to understand the wider 

implications of this discovery, particularly in terms of whether colistin and murepavadin 

combination therapy could potentially be of relevance in the clinical setting, it was crucial to 

investigate if the LptD antagonist also potentiated the polymyxin antibiotic against a wider 

panel of P. aeruginosa strains that had been isolated from infected human patients. Three 

multi-drug resistant P. aeruginosa isolates, representative of the type of strains for which 

colistin would be prescribed as a last-resort treatment option, were utilised for this analysis. 

To identify a sub-lethal concentration of murepavadin to which these three strains of 

P. aeruginosa could be exposed for blocking the essential LPS transport process without any 

significant growth inhibitory effects, OD600nm measurements were obtained during 20 hours 

incubation of the isolates alongside the LptD inhibitor. It was identified that treatment of the 

clinical strains with 0.05 µg ml-1 murepavadin (the same concentration used in assays with 

PA14 cells) caused at most a minor reduction in the bacterial growth rate, and in the case of 

the P. aeruginosa MS isolate, no impact on the rate of cell replication at all (Figure 6.7A). 

Hence, it was deduced that this was a suitable sub-lethal dose of the LPS transport antagonist 

that could be incorporated into ensuing experiments in combination with colistin. The first of 

these experiments explored the polymyxin’s capacity to permeabilise the CM structure of the 

three clinical isolates, either independently or as a dual therapy with murepavadin, by means 

of the DNA-reactive fluorescent PI dye. In each case, exposure to colistin alone induced a 

minor increase in uptake of PI into the bacterial cytoplasm after 1 hour of polymyxin 

treatment, indicating that the polypeptide antibiotic was at least partially damaging the CM of 

the P. aeruginosa strains (Figure 6.7B). However, the intensity of the PI fluorescent signal 

was both significantly greater in magnitude, and notably more sustained over the 4 hour assay, 

when murepavadin was present along with colistin during treatment of all three isolates. It 

was therefore inferred that the LptD inhibitor enhanced colistin’s membranolytic properties 

against the CM not only in P. aeruginosa PA14, but also in an assorted range of P. aeruginosa 

clinical strains. 

Next, to extend these findings regarding amplified CM disruption initiated by colistin 

in combination with murepavadin to cell viability, both bacterial lysis and killing of the three 

P. aeruginosa isolates were assessed during 8 hours exposure to polymyxin monotherapy, or 

the dual colistin-murepavadin treatment. With the clinical strain P. aeruginosa SCT, readings  
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Figure 6.7: Sub-lethal murepavadin concentrations potentiate CM disruption induced by 

colistin in clinical strains of P. aeruginosa. A, Growth kinetics of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical isolates 

(SCT, MS and A23) during exposure, or not, to murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

OD600nm over 2o hours incubation (n=3). B, Permeabilisation of the CM of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical 

isolates during exposure to colistin (used at 1 µg ml-1 for strains SCT/MS and 2 µg ml-1 for strain A23), 

either alone or in combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring 

fluorescence from PI (2.5 µM) over 4 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 for colistin and 

murepavadin-exposed bacteria relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in B were analysed 

by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic mean, and error 

bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 

 

of OD595nm increased over time in the cell population incubated only with colistin (suggestive 

of bacterial growth), but decreased between two and four-fold by 8 hours relative to the start 

of the assay in the population treated with colistin along with the LPS transport antagonist, 

signifying that the bacteria were lysing (Figure 6.8A). In terms of the P. aeruginosa isolates 

MS and A23, whilst the same rapid decrease in OD595nm
 measurements was not observed for 

the dual polymyxin and murepavadin therapy, these readings of OD595nm were nevertheless 

significantly lower than in bacteria exposed to colistin alone, confirming the more potent 

antibacterial activity of the combination treatment. 

This phenotype became most apparent when analysing cell killing by colony counts. 

All three clinical P. aeruginosa strains exhibited almost no cell death when incubated only 

with colistin, with the number of viable cells in the population after 8 hours equalling, or even 
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exceeding, the number at the experiment’s start (Figure 6.8B). Contrastingly, these same 

bacteria exposed to both colistin and murepavadin were abundantly killed, with a drop in 

colony counts of more than 90% in the strains MS/A23, and a 4-log reduction in the isolate 

SCT following 8 hours of antibiotic treatment. In summary, murepavadin was able to 

potentiate all aspects of the bactericidal behaviour of colistin against varied P. aeruginosa 

strains isolated from human patients, highlighting that it may have a novel feasible role as a 

polymyxin adjuvant for the treatment of infections in the clinic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8: Murepavadin enhances colistin-mediated bacterial lysis and killing against P. 

aeruginosa clinical isolates. A, Lysis/growth of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical isolates during exposure 

to colistin (used at 1 µg ml-1 for strains SCT/MS and 2 µg ml-1 for strain A23), either alone or in 

combination with murepavadin (0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by measuring OD595nm over 8 hours (n=4; 

**p<0.01, ****p<0.0001 for colistin and murepavadin-exposed bacteria relative to bacteria exposed to 

colistin alone). B, Survival of 3 P. aeruginosa clinical isolates during exposure to colistin (used at 1 µg 

ml-1 for strains SCT/MS and 2 µg ml-1 for strain A23), either alone or in combination with murepavadin 

(0.05 µg ml-1), as determined by c.f.u. counts over 8 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 

for colistin and murepavadin-exposed bacteria relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in A, 

B were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc test. Data are presented as the arithmetic 

mean, and error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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6.8 Colistin and murepavadin combination therapy promotes 

bacterial killing against CF isolates and in vivo 

Murepavadin is in pre-clinical development as a novel aerosolised antimicrobial agent 

specifically for the treatment of P. aeruginosa infections in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients260. 

Colistin is already frequently prescribed to individuals with CF suffering with exacerbations 

caused by Gram-negative bacterial pathogens, where a nebulised form of the polymyxin drug 

is delivered via the inhalatory route directly into the lungs of patients. Given that these two 

compounds were both strongly associated with CF therapy, to further study whether synergy 

between colistin and murepavadin was a phenomenon that was applicable in clinical settings, 

it was critical to test if the LPS transport inhibitor enhanced the bactericidal activity of colistin 

against P. aeruginosa strains isolated directly from sputum samples of patients with 

CF316,854,855. Thus, a panel consisting of 15 multi-drug resistant CF isolates of P. aeruginosa 

was assembled, and exposed for 8 hours to either colistin alone (used at a therapeutically-

relevant concentration of 2 µg ml-1), or colistin in combination with a sub-inhibitory dose of 

murepavadin (0.5x MIC), before cell survival was computed by counting viable colonies. 

In most cases, incubation with colistin alone produced minimal killing of the bacterial 

isolates – out of the 15 P. aeruginosa strains, 12 displayed less than a 1-log reduction in viable 

cell counts even after 8 hours of antibiotic treatment, making evident the ineffectiveness of 

polymyxin monotherapy (Figure 6.9A). However, the addition of a sub-lethal murepavadin 

concentration had a marked and pronounced effect on increasing death of the CF isolates. This 

amplification of bacterial killing with the colistin-murepavadin combination therapy was vast, 

ranging from a 2/3-log increase in cell death with strains AK10, AK6, AK8 and AK17, to more 

than 4-logs in isolates AK14, AK5 and AK22, relative to polymyxin treatment alone. Amongst 

the 15 CF strains examined, the augmentation in colistin’s bactericidal impact in the presence 

of the LptD antagonist was statistically significant in 12 of the P. aeruginosa isolates (80%). 

Indeed, the only strain in which no additional cell killing was observed following the dual 

combination treatment (isolate AK19), was found to be resistant to murepavadin. The fact, 

then, that the LPS transport inhibitor was unable to potentiate polymyxin activity against this 

non-susceptible strain AK19 served as an important control that the ability of murepavadin to 

amplify colistin-induced killing in these CF isolates was not due to off-target effects. 

Having demonstrated that the colistin and murepavadin synergised potently against 

strains of P. aeruginosa isolated from the sputum of individuals with CF, in order to more 

comprehensively characterise if this combination of antibiotics could be a useful treatment 

option for CF lung infections, an in vivo murine model of a respiratory tract P. aeruginosa 

infection was employed646. Mice were inoculated via the intranasal route with a high density 

of PA14 cells (107 c.f.u.) to ensure that bacterial colonisation was restricted to the lungs, and 
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this infection was permitted to establish for 5 hours. Subsequently, mice were treated – again, 

intranasally – with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) alone as the negative control, or PBS 

containing only colistin (5 mg kg-1), only murepavadin (0.25 mg kg-1), or both antimicrobial 

compounds combined at the same concentrations used for monotherapy. These drug doses 

were chosen based closely on those used in the treatment of human lung infections, and also 

corresponded to concentrations of the drugs that were previously utilised for in vitro 

assays261,856. After 3 hours of the relevant antibiotic therapies, mice were sacrificed humanely, 

before the bacterial load in the lungs was enumerated by viable colony counts. In mice treated 

with either murepavadin alone or colistin alone, there was no significant reduction in the 

number of P. aeruginosa cells present in the lungs relative to either the start of the experiment, 

or to PBS-treated control mice (Figure 6.9B). In striking opposition, the bacterial burden in 

the lungs of mice that had undergone the dual colistin-murepavadin therapy was distinctly 

lower than the individual treatment conditions, with a 2 to 3-log reduction in colony counts 

compared to the untreated negative control population. Together, these results proved that 

the synergy between colistin and murepavadin was maintained against isolates from CF 

patients and in vivo, indicating that this new combination treatment strategy may have great 

clinical potential against P. aeruginosa CF lung infections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Colistin and murepavadin are synergistic in vitro against CF P. aeruginosa 

strains and in an in vivo murine lung infection model. A, Survival of 15 P. aeruginosa clinical 

strains isolated from the sputum of CF patients during exposure to colistin (2 µg ml-1) alone, or colistin 

in combination with a sub-lethal concentration of murepavadin (0.4 µg ml-1 for strains AK3, AK12, AK14 

and AK22; 0.8 µg ml-1 for strains AK5, AK6, AK8, AK9, AK10, AK11, AK13, AK17, AK18 and AK20; 3.2 

µg ml-1 for strain AK19), as determined by c.f.u. counts after 8 hours (n=4; *p<0.05 for colistin and 

murepavadin-exposed bacteria relative to cells exposed to colistin alone). B, Burden of P. aeruginosa 

PA14 cells in the murine lungs after 3 hours treatment with PBS (untreated control), murepavadin (0.25 

mg kg-1), colistin (5 mg kg-1), or both antibiotics in combination, as determined by c.f.u. counts (n=5 per 

treatment group, each data points represents a single mouse; ns: p>0.05, ***p<0.001 relative to mice 

that were treated only with PBS). Data in A were analysed by multiple Mann-Whitney tests. Data in B 

were analysed by a Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc correction. Data are presented as the 

arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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6.9 Colistin and murepavadin synergise against CF isolates of 

P. aeruginosa that are polymyxin-resistant 

Preliminary data from the previous chapter had identified that acquired resistance to 

colistin was associated with a growth cost and a competitive disadvantage, with one hypothesis 

to explain this finding being that Gram-negative bacteria may not be able to transport LPS 

that is cationically-modified as efficiently from its CM bilayer to the OM surface as unmodified 

LPS. Crucially, this postulation was supported substantially by the conclusion from lipidomic 

analyses that the ratio of modified:unmodified lipid A structures in the cellular CM is much 

higher than the ratio in the OM bilayer. Key data presented in this chapter has resolved that 

in P. aeruginosa strains exposed to murepavadin to block LPS transport from the CM to the 

OM, there was a resultant accumulation of LPS structures within the bacterial CM which 

rendered the cells drastically more susceptible to colistin-induced lysis and death. Combining 

these discoveries, it was proposed that treatment of colistin-resistant isolates of P. aeruginosa 

with murepavadin would still trigger a build-up of LPS molecules in the CM, and if the lipid 

A-modifying enzymes that alter the electrostatic charge of LPS were unable to cationically-

modify all this CM LPS (due to the associated fitness cost), then murepavadin exposure could 

even cause an accumulation of unmodified LPS in the CM. If this were true, it was considered 

that treatment with murepavadin of polymyxin non-susceptible P. aeruginosa cells may re-

sensitise these otherwise resistant bacteria to colistin, because the polymyxin antibiotic would 

have a greater number of unmodified CM LPS structures to target. 

To test this, three colistin-resistant clinical P. aeruginosa strains isolated from the 

sputum of CF patients were obtained, exposed to the polymyxin drug alone, murepavadin 

alone, or both compounds in combination, and then subjected to a panel of assays to track the 

impact of the LptD inhibitor on various distinct stages of colistin’s bactericidal mechanism of 

action. Starting with disruption of the OM bilayer – quantified by means of the phospholipid-

reactive NPN dye – it was found that in all three CF isolates, treatment with colistin only (4 µg 

ml-1) resulted in an increase in the fluorescent NPN signal, in line with the earlier identification 

that the polymyxin drug maintained its capacity to damage the OM of chromosomally colistin-

resistant bacteria (Figure 6.10A). Exposure only to murepavadin on the other hand had no 

effect on OM permeabilisation of the P. aeruginosa cells, and in all cases, the addition of the 

LPS transport antagonist alongside colistin did not significantly change the extent of NPN 

uptake into the clinical strains. This revealed that murepavadin did not potentiate the OM-

disrupting activity of colistin against polymyxin non-susceptible P. aeruginosa isolates. 

In contrast, measuring colistin-initiated CM disruption with the DNA-reactive PI 

fluorophore produced a more noteworthy phenotype. While the CM of bacteria treated with 

either colistin or murepavadin independently remained largely intact, with no major rise in PI 
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fluorescence relative to the untreated conditions, cells of the three clinical CF strains exposed 

to the colistin-murepavadin combination therapy had a much higher degree of CM damage, 

and PI uptake was more than three-fold greater in every instance by the end of the experiment 

(Figure 6.10B). That permeabilisation of the CM of these colistin-resistant P. aeruginosa 

strains was enhanced in the presence of murepavadin was in keeping with the hypothesis that 

the LptD antagonist may be inducing a build-up of unmodified LPS structures within the CM, 

proffering the polymyxin antimicrobial with an augmented number of lipid A domains to 

which it could bind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10: The addition of murepavadin augments colistin-induced CM damage, lysis 

and killing of polymyxin-resistant P. aeruginosa CF isolates. A, Permeabilisation of the OM 

of 3 chromosomally polymyxin non-susceptible clinical P. aeruginosa CF strains (isolates AK1, AK16 

and AK24) by colistin alone (4 µg ml-1), murepavadin alone (3.2 µg ml-1 for strain AK1, 6.4 µg ml-1 for 

strain AK16, and 1.6 µg ml-1 for strain AK24), or both drugs in combination), as determined by 

measuring uptake of the NPN fluorophore (10 µM) over 10 minutes (n=4, each data point represents 

the arithmetic mean of 20 replicate measurements; ns: p>0.05 relative to bacteria exposed to colistin 

alone). B, Permeabilisation of the CM of 3 polymyxin-resistant P. aeruginosa CF isolates by colistin 

alone, murepavadin alone, or both drugs in combination, determined by measuring fluorescence from 

PI (2.5 µM) over 8 hours (n=4; ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001 for colistin and murepavadin-exposed 

bacteria relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). C, Lysis/growth of 3 polymyxin-resistant P. 

aeruginosa CF isolates by colistin alone, murepavadin alone, or both drugs in combination, determined 

by measuring OD595nm over 12 hours (n=4; ****p<0.0001 for colistin and murepavadin-exposed bacteria 

relative to bacteria exposed to colistin alone). D, Survival of 3 polymyxin-resistant P. aeruginosa CF 

isolates by colistin alone, murepavadin alone, or both drugs in combination, determined by c.f.u. counts 

over 12 hours (n=4; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, for colistin and murepavadin-exposed bacteria relative to 

bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in A were analysed by a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-

hoc test. Data in B-D were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc test. Data are 

presented as the arithmetic mean, and error bars shown represent the standard deviation of the mean. 
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When assessing bacterial lysis through readings of OD595nm over 12 hours antibiotic 

treatment, a rise in OD595nm measurements was observed with all three CF isolates during 

incubation with either colistin or murepavadin alone, implying that the P. aeruginosa cells 

were replicating irrespective of exposure to the drugs (Figure 6.10C). Only when the two 

agents were added in combination was a reduction in OD595nm readings seen over time in each 

strain, which showed that the dual colistin-murepavadin therapy was causing the cells to lyse. 

These data were of vital importance, since murepavadin has been reported in past studies to 

have a non-lytic mode of action257. Hence, the fact the LPS transport inhibitor and colistin 

were able to trigger lysis of P. aeruginosa in combination firmly suggested it was murepavadin 

that was amplifying the antibacterial behaviour of the polymyxin compound, and not the other 

way around. Perhaps the most prominent consequence of the combined colistin and 

murepavadin treatment condition was detected when investigating viability of the polymyxin-

resistant CF P. aeruginosa isolates through colony counts. Across the three clinical strains, in 

isolation neither colistin nor murepavadin exposure had any remarkable influence on killing 

bacteria, with the number of living cells by the end of the 12 hour experiment reduced by less 

than 1-log compared to the starting inoculum (Figure 6.10D). However, P. aeruginosa cells 

of all three isolates treated with both antibiotics together were quickly and extensively killed, 

with viable colony counts lowered by more than 3-logs relative to bacteria exposed to 

murepavadin alone. It was therefore inferred that colistin and the LptD inhibitor synergised 

even against clinical CF strains that were polymyxin non-susceptible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11: Murepavadin synergises potently with colistin against polymyxin-resistant 

P. aeruginosa clinical CF strains. Checkerboard broth microdilution assays of colistin alongside 

murepavadin against cells of 3 chromosomally polymyxin non-susceptible clinical P. aeruginosa CF 

strains (isolates AK1, AK16 and AK24), as determined by measuring bacterial growth after 18 hours 

incubation using OD595nm readings (n=3; a more intense green colour indicates a higher OD595nm value 

and more dense bacterial growth), 
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As a final validation of the additive nature of these two antimicrobial compounds in 

combination, checkerboard broth microdilution assays were performed on the clinically-

isolated, colistin-resistant P. aeruginosa isolates to compare the MICs of the drugs in 

combination to their MICs when utilised alone. This demonstrated that in every case, the 

concentration of colistin and murepavadin that could fully inhibit bacterial growth was 

substantially lower when both antibiotics were present, compared to when they were tested 

individually, with FICI values of 0.375, 0.5 and 0.3125 for strains AK1, AK16 and AK24 

respectively (Figure 6.11). It was thereby authenticated that murepavadin re-sensitised 

polymyxin-resistant P. aeruginosa strains to colistin, and although the precise molecular 

mechanism of this phenotype is yet to be entirely solved (for example, via lipidomic studies), 

this result served to emphasise the power, applicability and wide clinical scope of this novel 

combinatory therapeutic option. 

 

6.10 Colistin synergises with rifampicin against Gram-negative 

bacteria with acquired polymyxin resistance 

The LPS monolayer in the extracellular-facing outermost bilayer of the OM of Gram-

negative organisms poses a major permeability barrier to small, hydrophobic antibiotics (such 

as isoniazid, ethambutol and rifampicin) with cytoplasmic targets, and therefore the vast 

majority of such Gram-negative pathogens are inherently resistant to these antimicrobial 

agents247,857. Work conducted in the previous chapter had uncovered that resistance to colistin 

in E. coli and P. aeruginosa, acquired either through carriage of the mobilised mcr genes or 

via chromosomal mutations, was conferred by the presence of modified LPS at the bacteria’s 

CM, and that the polymyxin drug retained its ability to permeabilise the cellular OM. It was 

postulated that, because exposure of pathogens with acquired polymyxin non-susceptibility to 

colistin induced OM disruption, this damage to the outermost bacterial bilayer could, in turn, 

promote the intracellular access of a hydrophobic antibiotic (e.g. rifampicin) that would not 

typically traverse an otherwise intact LPS monolayer858. If this were the case, it would be 

expected that colistin and rifampicin may exhibit synergy in combination even against colistin-

resistant Gram-negative organisms where neither antibiotic in isolation would be effective. 

In order to explore this proposal, the isogenic pair of E. coli MC1000 strains employed 

for earlier experiments – consisting of an isolate harbouring the polymyxin resistance gene 

mcr-1 on a plasmid, and an isolate carrying only an empty plasmid control – were assayed 

through the gold-standard checkerboard broth microdilution technique for any additive effect 

of dual colistin and rifampicin therapy. With the pEmpty control E. coli cell population, the 

MIC of colistin was reduced from 1 µg ml-1 in isolation to 0.5 µg ml-1 in combination, and the 
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rifampicin MIC was lowered from 16 µg ml-1 in isolation to 4 µg ml-1 in combination, generating 

an FICI value of 0.75 (Figure 6.12A). This indicated that against colistin-susceptible bacteria, 

the polymyxin compound and rifampicin had an “additive” but not “synergistic” interaction – 

a phenotype that has been commonly observed and is likely linked to a greater number of 

rifampicin molecules being able to penetrate into the E. coli cytoplasm after colistin-mediated 

cell envelope damage859,860. More surprisingly, in the polymyxin-resistant, mcr-1-expressing 

MC1000 population, the MICs of colistin and rifampicin dropped from 8 and 16 µg ml-1 

respectively in isolation, to 1 µg ml-1 and 0.25 µg ml-1 respectively for both antibiotics in 

combination, representing an FICI value as low as 0.141 that revealed “true synergy” between 

the two antibiotics (Figure 6.12B). It was concluded that colistin and rifampicin treatment 

was a potent dual therapeutic option against E. coli cells harbouring the mcr-1 resistance 

determinant, even though independently, the two antibacterial agents were wholly ineffectual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.12: Colistin and rifampicin synergise against E. coli and P. aeruginosa isolates 

with acquired polymyxin resistance. A, B, Checkerboard broth microdilution assays of colistin in 

combination with rifampicin against (A) E. coli MC1000 cells harbouring an empty plasmid control 

(pEmpty), or (B) E. coli MC1000 cells expressing the mcr-1 gene, as determined by measuring bacterial 

growth after 18 hours incubation using OD595nm readings (n=4). C, The MIC of rifampicin against a 

panel of colistin non-susceptible clinical CF isolates (3 chromosomally-resistant P. aeruginosa strains, 

4 intrinsically-resistant B. cenocepacia strains), either alone or in the presence of a sub-inhibitory 

colistin concentration (1 µg ml-1), as determined using the broth microdilution method (n=3, data are 

presented as the median value; ****p<0.0001 for colistin and rifampicin-exposed bacteria relative to 

bacteria exposed to colistin alone). Data in C were analysed by a two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s post-hoc 

test. Unless otherwise stated, data are presented as the arithmetic mean. 
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To expand this central finding to clinical isolates and colistin resistance acquired via 

chromosomal mutations, the three polymyxin non-susceptible strains of P. aeruginosa that 

had been obtained from the sputum of CF patients and used in past experiments were probed 

to understand if their sensitivity to rifampicin was modulated in the presence of colistin. For 

all the CF isolates, the MIC of rifampicin when colistin was absent was 16 µg ml-1 – confirming 

that the P. aeruginosa strains were indeed resistant to the RNA synthesis inhibitor (Figure 

6.12C). In spite of this, the addition of a sub-inhibitory colistin concentration (1 µg ml-1) to 

the assay brought about a significant decrease in the rifampicin MIC for two out of the three 

clinical strains, down to 8 µg ml-1 for isolate AK1 (2-fold drop), and down as far as 1 µg ml-1 for 

isolate AK24 (16-fold drop). Thus, it appeared that against chromosomally polymyxin-

resistant P. aeruginosa, with colistin still able to permeabilise the OM bilayer of these cells, 

synergy with hydrophobic rifampicin molecules was also apparent. As a control, this assay was 

carried out in a corresponding manner with four intrinsically colistin non-susceptible CF 

isolates of B. cenocepacia, where it had been proven that this inherent form of polymyxin 

resistance was mediated at the OM bacterial surface, which was impervious to colistin’s 

membrane-permeabilising properties. In every instance, the MIC of rifampicin against these 

B. cenocepacia strains was absolutely unchanged when combined with 1 µg ml-1 colistin, with 

this data implicating colistin-initiated OM disruption in P. aeruginosa/E. coli cells that had 

acquired polymyxin resistance as the mechanism for the augmented antibacterial effects of the 

novel “colistin-rifampicin” dual treatment. 

 

6.11 Discussion 

Colistin is an essential “antibiotic of last-resort” in the fight against infections caused 

by multi-drug resistant Gram-negative pathogens, but unfortunately its efficacy is limited, 

with treatment failure a frequent occurrence and resistance rapidly emerging776,861,862. 

Nonetheless, because there is an extremely limited pipeline of new antimicrobial compounds 

in clinical development, it has become a global health priority to maintain colistin’s value as a 

“salvage therapy” option in the clinic863,864. Resultingly, there have been decades of research 

to identify antibacterial agents that can be combined with colistin to enhance the polymyxin’s 

potency and overcome treatment failure. These have, however, largely proved fruitless, and to 

date there are no colistin combination therapies that have been unambiguously demonstrated 

to have any clinical benefit, meaning that the search for novel polymyxin adjunctive agents is 

incomplete. In this chapter, taking inspiration from the previous discoveries regarding the 

mechanism of action of colistin and how polymyxin resistance is mediated, two combinatory 

approaches for increasing the effectiveness of the last-resort antibiotic were designed and 

characterised – namely, amplifying colistin activity using murepavadin to accumulate LPS in 

the CM, and overcoming polymyxin non-susceptibility by combining colistin with rifampicin. 
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The revelation that the LPS transport inhibitor murepavadin, in itself undergoing pre-

clinical development as an antipseudomonal drug, potentiated the activity of colistin arose 

from in vitro experiments initially with the P. aeruginosa type strain PA14, which were then 

extended to general clinical isolates, clinical strains from the sputum of CF patients, and 

ultimately to a murine lung infection model257. By conducting assays across a diverse range of 

P. aeruginosa strains and in vivo, the clinical potential of the “colistin-murepavadin” dual 

therapy was made evident. Notably, the concentration of murepavadin utilised to amplify the 

bactericidal effects of colistin were, in all cases, sub-inhibitory, and additionally, the doses of 

the polymyxin antibiotic dramatically augmented by the LptD antagonist were at the lower 

end of the range of serum concentrations of colistin achievable in patients (1 – 2 µg ml-1)344. 

This was of particular import because both colistin and murepavadin have been found to 

possess significant toxic side-effects, especially in the kidneys of individuals exposed to these 

antimicrobials865–867. Indeed, the first Phase III clinical trial of intravenous murepavadin had 

to be terminated prematurely owing to a large incidence of nephrotoxicity in the treatment 

group of the study, and the LPS transport inhibitor is now being repurposed solely for 

aerosolised administration via the inhaled route against CF exacerbations. 

The fact that a combination of sub-lethal colistin and murepavadin concentrations 

could together trigger substantial killing in isolates of P. aeruginosa is hence highly promising, 

as it raises the prospect of minimising the side-effects of the two compounds by administering 

patients with lower doses. Future in vivo mouse experiments should focus on whether 

combining colistin with murepavadin at reduced concentrations produces any further 

unexpected toxicity, and if these prove successful, studies could progress to the stage of small 

randomised controlled clinical trials. Colistin is already frequently prescribed and delivered in 

a nebulised form to treat individuals with CF suffering from P. aeruginosa infections, and with 

murepavadin in development for the identical pathology, the possibility of mixing both agents 

in a dual aerosolised formulation is one that is simultaneously intriguing and clinically 

valuable868. Moreover, it may also be the case that using lower concentrations of colistin and 

murepavadin may, as observed with other combination therapies, delay the emergence of 

resistance to either antibiotic due to a reduced selection pressure, though this is yet to be 

tested869,870. 

Mechanistic detail into the molecular process by which murepavadin enhanced the 

antipseudomonal properties of colistin – through inhibiting LptD and the associated transport 

machinery to accumulate LPS molecules in the bacterial CM – was obtained chiefly via the 

measurement of CM LPS levels in murepavadin-exposed P. aeruginosa spheroplasts. These 

assays indicated that the amount of LPS present in the CM bilayer increased by approximately 

25-30% after treatment with murepavadin. It may seem surprising that this perhaps moderate 
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rise in the abundance of LPS within the cellular CM could culminate in a comparatively vast 

augmentation of colistin’s bactericidal effects, where it was seen that polymyxin-mediated 

killing of PA14 bacteria could be boosted by more than 5-logs in the presence of murepavadin. 

However, previous studies on synthetic membrane vesicles have highlighted that even minute 

modulations in the ratio of LPS to phospholipids in bilayer structures can hugely impact the 

susceptibility of membranes to colistin-induced permeabilisation715. That specifically altering 

CM LPS levels directly influenced the capacity of colistin to disrupt the P. aeruginosa CM and 

initiate cell lysis suggested that the polymyxin-LPS interaction in the CM, not the OM, is the 

critical and fundamental step in determining whether a Gram-negative cell is killed by colistin. 

This bolstered the conclusion from earlier chapters, generated by depleting or chemically-

modifying CM LPS molecules, that the antibiotic action of polymyxins is dependent on the 

targeting of lipid A in the innermost bacterial bilayer. 

Whilst the work presented here showed that the blocking of LPS transport with 

murepavadin led to a potentiation of colistin’s antimicrobial tendencies, one key past report 

has described that exposing bacteria to novobiocin (and its analogs) in fact sensitises cells to 

colistin by stimulating the LptB ATPase enzyme that powers LPS transport255. Despite initially 

appearing contradictory to the data in this chapter, it is worth considering why this may not 

be the case. Firstly, the study on novobiocin performed experiments largely on the species A. 

baumanii, a pathogen that is unique amongst Gram-negative organisms in relation to its LPS 

biosynthesis/transport systems and can even tolerate a complete absence of LPS in its cell 

envelope. It is therefore conceivable that this synergistic nature of novobiocin for colistin 

activity may be exclusive to A. baumanii strains, and future work could examine how the two 

drugs interact against a wider panel of bacterial species. Likewise, subsequent investigations 

should assess whether blocking LPS transport in non-pseudomonal strains also leads to an 

accumulation of CM LPS, and enhanced killing by colistin, when such broader-spectrum 

inhibitors of the Lpt machinery are available. 

The second reason that the novobiocin report is not necessarily conflicting with the 

results here is that bacteria have a number of systems that tightly regulate the abundance of 

LPS in the CM when it is too low, for example via the proteins FtsH/LapB/PbgA719,871,872. Thus, 

if the novobiocin-induced stimulation of LPS transport from the CM brought about a reduction 

in CM LPS levels, it is likely that cells may respond by actually increasing the amount of LPS 

present in the CM to match the elevated demand of the Lpt enzymes, offering a consistent 

explanation for the phenotype of amplified colistin activity. A study that found higher 

expression levels of the lpxC gene (the primary regulator of the LPS biosynthesis pathway) in 

novobiocin-treated E. coli cells provides preliminary support for this hypothesis, and future 

work should analyse precisely how novobiocin exposure affects the amount of CM LPS873. 
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A crucial control experiment enabled the clarification that it was murepavadin that 

potentiated colistin, and not colistin that was potentiating murepavadin, by disclosing the pre-

treatment of P. aeruginosa spheroplasts with the LptD antagonist was sufficient to increase 

polymyxin-induced CM permeabilisation and lysis following subsequent colistin exposure. 

These set of assays additionally showed that murepavadin’s ability to augment antibiotic 

activity was a colistin-specific phenomenon, with elevated levels of LPS in the CM bilayer 

having no consequences on membrane disruption triggered by daptomycin, nisin or osmotic 

stress. Surprisingly, rather, cell lysis was entirely abolished in PA14 spheroplasts exposed to 

these three non-polymyxin conditions. The mechanism as to why murepavadin treatment was 

associated with protection of P. aeruginosa from antimicrobial peptide/osmotic damage is as 

yet unclear, but relevantly, it was found that the accumulation of CM LPS post-murepavadin 

exposure caused an increase in membrane fluidity, which has been linked in a number of 

previous studies to reduced susceptibility to various membranolytic stressors874–876. These 

data open up fascinating questions about the function of LPS molecules in the bacterial CM. 

It is well-recognised that in the extracellular-facing, cell surface OM, the outermost LPS leaflet 

has a vital structural role, greatly contributing to membrane integrity under routine 

conditions, as well as mitigating the impact of cell envelope-damaging compounds853. 

Forthcoming experiments could seek to understand if the presence of LPS in the innermost 

CM bilayer shares similar functions, with the now obvious exception of colistin, for instance 

through biophysical/biomechanical experimentation. 

Not only was the “colistin-murepavadin” combination therapy powerfully synergistic 

against susceptible P. aeruginosa strains, the dual treatment also exhibited a propensity for 

re-sensitising chromosomally colistin-resistant CF isolates of the species to the last-resort 

polymyxin drug. The basis for reversing polymyxin resistance by blocking LPS transport with 

murepavadin is postulated to be an accumulation of unmodified LPS structures in the bacterial 

CM, with the enzymes responsible for cationically-altering lipid A domains at the innermost 

membrane bilayer unable to keep up with the murepavadin-induced build-up of CM LPS. The 

imperative next step in comprehending the nature of the interaction between colistin and 

murepavadin in polymyxin non-susceptible P. aeruginosa will be to undertake MALDI-TOF 

mass spectrometry-based lipidomic analyses on spheroplasts of the CF strains that have been 

pre-exposed to the LptD antagonist, in order to measure changes in the ratio of modified to 

unmodified LPS within the CM687. Furthermore, the experiments outlined above with colistin-

sensitive PA14 cells that distinguished polymyxin-mediated potentiation of murepavadin from 

murepavadin-mediated potentiation of colistin should be repeated with these resistant clinical 

isolates. Of note, the three polymyxin non-susceptible P. aeruginosa strains were all sensitive 

to the antimicrobial action of murepavadin, eliminating any suggestions of cross-resistance 

between colistin and the LPS transport inhibitor that have been proposed877. 
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If the hypothesis were to be proven accurate – that the synergy between murepavadin 

and colistin in polymyxin-resistant P. aeruginosa was a result of unmodified LPS structures 

accumulating in the CM – this would add weight to the early implication from the past chapter 

of colistin non-susceptibility being related to a fitness cost. To elaborate, this outcome would 

indicate that the bacteria may only be able to tolerate a limited amount of cationically-altered 

lipid A structures within its CM bilayer, perhaps due to a diminished capacity to transport 

modified LPS molecules to the OM compared to unmodified LPS molecules. Future work to 

explore the fitness cost of acquired colistin resistance could include bioinformatic searches 

using established whole-genome sequencing databases to study whether polymyxin non-

susceptible strains acquire mutations in their Lpt protein machinery, as a means of evolving 

to improve export of cationically-modified LPS. This could also similarly be answered by 

cloning the Lpt system of intrinsically colistin-resistant bacteria (e.g. Burkholderia/Neisseria 

strains) into isolates with acquired polymyxin resistance, to see if transport of modified LPS 

to the OM cell surface was enhanced. 

The conferring of acquired non-susceptibility to colistin (either through mcr genes or 

chromosomal mutations) at the CM as opposed to the OM bilayer was exploited by revealing 

that polymyxin-induced OM disruption in resistant E. coli and P. aeruginosa isolates paved 

the way for rifampicin, a small hydrophobic antibiotic that normally cannot traverse the Gram-

negative cell envelope, to display marked antibacterial effects858. This was in keeping with a 

number of previous reports that stated acquired, but not intrinsic, colistin resistance can be 

overcome by combining the polypeptide antibiotic with other drugs, for which the findings 

described here now impart a molecular rationalisation624,819,878. It will be interesting in ensuing 

studies to examine whether the synergy between colistin and rifampicin is expandable to other 

hydrophobic compounds that are typically blocked by the outermost LPS-containing bilayer 

(including ethambutol and isoniazid), as the arsenal of antimicrobial options available for the 

treatment of such multi-drug resistant Gram-negative pathogens would be vastly magnified if 

this were true. It must be stated that although the additive combined interaction between the 

drugs rifampicin and colistin has been extensively confirmed in vitro with polymyxin-sensitive 

strains, this efficacy of the dual treatment has never translated to clinical settings753,835–838. 

Hence, to validate the therapeutic potential of “colistin-rifampicin” treatment against colistin-

resistant bacteria, in vivo experiments using murine infection models should be carried out in 

the same manner as the “colistin-murepavadin” assays represented here. 

In conclusion, the results of this chapter highlight two novel therapeutic options that 

can be utilised both to augment the bactericidal activity of colistin, and even to surmount the 

emerging crisis of polymyxin resistance. It is hoped that these new treatment strategies may 

be transferrable to the clinic, improving patient outcomes during last-resort colistin therapy. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Perspectives 
 

7.1 Key findings 

7.1.1 A new model for colistin’s bactericidal mode of action 

One of the most significant hurdles in attempts to improve the treatment efficacy of 

the vital last-resort antibiotic colistin against infections caused by Gram-negative pathogens 

is that the process by which the polymyxin drug kills bacteria is poorly understood294. More 

specifically, there are substantial gaps in understanding the mechanism by which colistin 

damages the inner cytoplasmic membrane (CM) of Gram-negative bacteria – a key step in 

triggering the entire permeabilisation of the cell envelope that is a pre-requisite for cell lysis 

and death. Though once widely accepted that colistin-mediated disruption of the CM occurs 

through a detergent-like effect on CM phospholipids, replicating the hypothesised surfactant 

action of structurally-homologous cationic antimicrobial peptides, experiments presented in 

this study have enabled a rejection of this proposal386. Rather, the work here has proved that 

colistin permeabilises the CM bilayer and kills bacteria by targeting molecules of LPS situated 

within the CM awaiting transport to the outer membrane (OM) cell surface. This important 

conclusion was arrived at through the demonstration that the bactericidal activity of colistin 

could be dramatically modulated by increasing/decreasing the abundance of LPS in the CM, 

or by cationic chemical modification of CM LPS. Using this data, a novel model that, for the 

first time, provides a step-wise and complete explanation of how colistin kills Gram-negative 

bacteria has been constructed, and is detailed below (Figure 7.1): 

1. Colistin molecules bind to LPS structures in the OM of Gram-negative bacterial cells 

via an electrostatic interaction between the cationic polypeptide ring of the polymyxin 

antibiotic and the anionic lipid A domain of LPS. 

2. Colistin attaching to OM LPS causes the displacement of the intra-LPS positively-

charged divalent ions (Mg2+/Ca2+) that stabilise the outermost cell surface monolayer, 

resulting in minor OM disruption. This low-level damage to the OM structure is again 

mediated largely by colistin’s C-terminal polypeptide macrocycle. 

3. The minor damage to the bacterial OM enables the insertion of colistin’s lipid tail into 

the OM, where its hydrophobic interactions with the fatty acyl chains of lipid A trigger 

a total loss of OM integrity and the leakage of periplasmic contents. 

4. Disruption of the OM induced by colistin also leads to the extracellular release of LPS 

away from the cell’s OM surface, which provides the polymyxin antibiotic with access 

to the CM bilayer where LPS molecules yet to be exported to the OM are situated. 
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5. Colistin binds and interacts with this CM LPS in a manner entirely analogous with its 

behaviour at the OM, inducing displacement of cations including Mg2+ and damaging 

the CM by means of its N-terminal fatty acid tail. 

6. Permeabilisation of the CM by colistin means the protective cell envelope is wholly 

compromised, and essential cytoplasmic components leak out of the cell, culminating 

in lysis and death of bacteria. It is possible that this significant CM disruption allows 

for additional downstream bactericidal processes (e.g. the production of damaging 

reactive oxygen species, or the targeting of ribosomes). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: A novel model of how colistin sequentially permeabilises the OM and CM by 

targeting LPS to kill Gram-negative bacteria. 

 

7.1.2 Characterisation of causes of colistin treatment failure 

A grave threat to the clinical effectiveness of “salvage” colistin therapy is the rapidly 

growing emergence of polymyxin non-susceptibility, which can be conferred in three distinct 

manners: mcr gene-mediated plasmid-borne resistance, chromosomal mutation-mediated 

resistance, or intrinsic resistance879. All these forms of non-susceptibility to colistin result 

from the addition of positively-charged chemical groups (pEtN/L-Ara4N) to the lipid A 

domain of LPS, and prior to this work, it was believed that such modifications prevented 
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colistin from binding to and disrupting the extracellular-facing LPS monolayer of the Gram-

negative OM880. In this study, however, it has been established that acquired colistin resistance 

(i.e. conferred by mcr homologues or chromosomal mutations) is, in fact, mediated at the 

bacterial CM, and the polymyxin antibiotic retains its ability to permeabilise the OM of these 

non-susceptible strains (Figure 7.2). It was also found that the mechanism of intrinsic 

polymyxin resistance in inherently non-susceptible species differs from that in bacteria with 

acquired resistance, where colistin is unable to damage the cell surface OM structure. The 

molecular bases of key contributors to the failure of colistin therapy in the clinic have, 

therefore, been characterised and distinguished through the assays described here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Acquired and intrinsic resistance to colistin are mediated through two 

differing mechanisms. 

 

Importantly, “classical” colistin resistance detected diagnostically cannot be the only 

reason for polymyxin treatment failing, because the prevalence of colistin non-susceptibility 

amongst clinical Gram-negative isolates remains rare (less than 10%), but the antibiotic is 

unable to produce a favourable therapeutic outcome on more than 50% of occasions in which 

it is administered to patients563,662. This work has identified two additional processes not 

falling in the realm of traditional antibiotic non-susceptibility that bacteria use to survive and 
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tolerate exposure to colistin. Firstly, Gram-negative pathogens that are colistin-sensitive 

release LPS structures extracellularly in response to polymyxin treatment, and this shed LPS 

is able to bind and inactivate colistin molecules in the external milieu, impeding the access of 

the antibiotic to the cell to ensure bacterial survival. Secondly, certain strains harbour a small 

colistin-resistant sub-population of cells within a much larger population of colistin-sensitive 

bacteria, and uniquely, the size of this resistant sub-population can drastically increase upon 

exposure to the polymyxin drug. With both these modes of colistin tolerance being extremely 

challenging to detect via existing antibiotic susceptibility testing, the value of their extensive 

characterisation here is of notable import. 

7.1.3 Design of novel approaches to augment colistin efficacy 

Owing to the poor success rate of clinical colistin administration, it was crucial that 

this study took advantage of progress made in comprehending the antibiotic’s mechanism of 

action, and elucidating the means by which polymyxin resistance is conferred, to develop 

therapeutic strategies that potentiate the activity of colistin. To this end, in the work here two 

new combination treatments were designed and tested against both lab reference and clinical 

isolates, which both enhanced colistin’s antibacterial properties (Figure 7.3). The first of 

these exploited the discovery that colistin relied on interactions with CM LPS in order to kill 

bacterial cells, and combined the polymyxin drug with the in-development LptD inhibitor 

murepavadin257. It was revealed that blocking the transport of LPS from the CM to the OM 

with murepavadin induced an accumulation of LPS structures within the CM bilayer, and as a 

consequence, the ability of colistin to kill bacteria in vitro and in vivo was increased markedly. 

Notably, this dual “colistin-murepavadin” therapy was also extremely potent against 

polymyxin-resistant bacteria, with this result expanding the potential scope and use of this 

combination approach in clinical settings. 

The second dual treatment strategy developed utilised the fact that acquired colistin 

resistance is mediated at the CM, not the OM, meaning polymyxin-induced OM disruption in 

these non-susceptible bacteria could enable hydrophobic antibiotics to traverse the Gram-

negative cell envelope and enter the cytoplasm. An example of one such hydrophobic drug is 

rifampicin, which alone is entirely ineffective against Gram-negative pathogens since it is not 

able to cross the external OM LPS monolayer858. Nonetheless, here it was made evident that 

by combining rifampicin and colistin against bacterial cells with mcr/chromosomally-

conferred polymyxin resistance, a high degree of synergy can be observed after colistin 

permeabilises the OM structure, granting rifampicin access to its intracellular RNA 

polymerase target. The data in this work, therefore, raise the prospect of both potentiating 

colistin, and overcoming polymyxin non-susceptibility through these two novel and exciting 

approaches which may be able to improve patient outcomes. 
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Figure 7.3: Two new combination treatment strategies that can enhance the activity of 

colistin and overcome acquired polymyxin resistance. 

 

 

7.2 Future work 

7.2.1 What is the biophysical mechanism by which colistin disrupts cell 

membranes? 

Whilst this study identified that colistin-mediated killing of Gram-negative bacterial 

pathogens was dependent on the interaction of the polymyxin antibiotic with LPS in the CM, 

there are still a number of critical questions regarding the precise biophysical nature of this 

membrane permeabilisation process that are unresolved. It was demonstrated that damage to 

the CM induced by colistin binding to LPS was a cation-dependent effect, and thus shared 

some commonalities with the polymyxin’s OM-disrupting behaviour, where the antibiotic’s 

positively-charged peptide ring has been implicated in the displacement of the intra-LPS 

Mg2+/Ca2+ ions that stabilise the OM’s outermost monolayer280. In contrast to the OM 

however, further investigations are required to elucidate the relationship between colistin’s 

chemical structure and its ability to permeabilise the CM. This could be studied by comparing 
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the CM-damaging capacity of polymyxin B and PMBN in bacterial spheroplasts to assess 

whether the polypeptide macrocycle is responsible for the displacement of cations between 

CM LPS molecules, and whether this cation displacement is sufficient to trigger CM 

permeabilisation and cell lysis. 

It is also not clear why the loss of cations from LPS structures within the CM would 

compromise the structural integrity of this innermost membrane bilayer to such an extent that 

the entire CM would be lethally damaged. One hypothesis to explain this is that CM LPS 

molecules cluster in the bilayer at certain sites (potentially in the proximity of the Lpt protein 

transport machinery), and that the cationic bridges that form between the individual LPS 

structures in these aggregates provide essential structural stability to the CM. Indeed, in this 

work, preliminary data indicated that LPS in the CM had a vital structural role, conferring 

greater protection against membranolytic stress factors when its abundance was increased. In 

order to examine this proposal, previously developed nanomaterial-based approaches that 

selectively detect LPS molecules could be used. These include gold/silver metal nanomaterial 

biosensors that rapidly and specifically bind to the lipid A domain of CM LPS, which can be 

utilised in combination with electron microscopy to test whether LPS structures aggregate in 

the innermost membrane bilayer of Gram-negative bacteria881. The fluorescently-tagged form 

of colistin, BoDipy-colistin, synthesised in this study could also be exploited alongside such 

LPS biosensors to characterise the interactions between the polymyxin drug and molecules of 

LPS situated within the CM. 

There is a possibility that though colistin’s binding to LPS is a primary, fundamental 

step in the antibiotic’s membrane-damaging properties, other components of the bacterial 

membrane – most notably phospholipids – may also be involved downstream of the initial 

colistin-LPS interaction. Earlier reports have shown that membrane-perturbing compounds, 

including EDTA and SDS that strip away intra-LPS cationic bridges (analogously to colistin), 

trigger glycerophospholipids to flip from the innermost leaflet of the OM bilayer to the 

outermost leaflet via symmetric lipid rafts which connect the two membrane monolayers882. 

This accumulation of glycerophospholipids in the outermost leaflet of the OM is known to 

result in an increase in membrane permeability that can ultimately be lethal, and it is worth 

considering that colistin-induced displacement of cation bridges between LPS molecules in 

both the OM and the CM may similarly lead to loss of membrane integrity through a 

phospholipid flipping process883,884. To analyse this hypothesis, proteins that have been 

demonstrated to be important for removing mislocalised phospholipids from the outermost 

leaflet of membrane bilayers (e.g. the MlaABCDEF protein complex and the phospholipase 

PldA) could be manipulated by genetic techniques, and the impact on colistin susceptibility 

determined882. 
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In addition, the interaction between colistin and mammalian phospholipid bilayers 

warrants further study following the outcome of this work. It has been a widely-held dogma 

that the significant toxic side-effects of clinical polymyxin administration are related to the 

fact that the drug disrupts phospholipid membranes through a detergent, surfactant-like 

effect867. However, the findings depicted here – that colistin causes minimal damage to 

bilayers containing phospholipids in the absence of LPS molecules – call into question 

whether the nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity associated with polymyxin treatment may not, 

in fact, be a direct outcome of the antibiotic permeabilising mammalian cell membranes. Of 

relevance is the discovery that other antimicrobial drugs not believed to bind to the 

phospholipid bilayers of mammalian host cells, such as beta-lactam agents, can also bring 

about nephrotoxic side effects in patients885. It is imperative, therefore, to reassess how 

mammalian cell membranes are affected by colistin exposure, which in turn will allow for a 

greater comprehension of the mechanisms of polymyxin toxicity. 

7.2.2 How do single bacterial cells respond to colistin exposure? 

A key finding of this work is that colistin treatment induces LPS structures to be shed 

from the cell envelope of Gram-negative pathogens, and that the active LPS biosynthesis is 

required for the polymyxin drug to be able to cause bacterial cell death. It is plausible that 

these two phenotypes may be linked, and actually contribute to colistin’s bactericidal mode of 

action. There is likely to be an intracellular response to the bacteria’s extracellular release of 

LPS molecules, with Gram-negative organisms possessing a number of systems to sense and 

regulate membrane LPS levels, meaning that cells may upregulate their LPS biosynthetic 

pathway to overcome the loss of LPS initiated by polymyxin exposure886,887. If this were true, 

an increase in the rate of LPS biosynthesis by the Lpx family of enzymes could elevate the 

abundance of LPS structures within the bacterial cell envelope bilayer (both the OM and the 

CM), providing colistin molecules with a greater number of targets to bind and disrupt. More 

simply, there may exist a positive feedback loop driving polymyxin-mediated killing, where 

the antibiotic triggers LPS release, the cell consequently enhances LPS production, and this 

further potentiates colistin activity. To examine this postulation, LPS levels in the OM/CM of 

bacteria could be measured after exposure to colistin through the panel of LPS quantification 

assays (LAL, BoDipy-PMBN, lipidomics) established in the study here. Furthermore, any 

changes in abundance of the Lpx enzymes in the LPS biosynthetic pathway following colistin 

treatment could be probed by Western blotting. 

A second notable conclusion from this work is that the susceptibility to colistin of 

different single cells in a bacterial population can vary dramatically. In the case of clinical 

isolates of Enterobacter cloacae exhibiting signs of colistin hetero-resistance, populations of 

bacteria each grown from an individual cell in a stationary-phase culture as part of the Luria- 
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Delbrück fluctuation test experiment, differed by 3 to 4-logs in their ability to survive colistin 

exposure. It would be of interest to understand if this effect was specific to the strain panel 

tested, or more broadly representative of the behaviour of individual bacterial cells in whole 

populations of diverse polymyxin-resistant and susceptible Gram-negative pathogens. The 

molecular bases of these variations in the single cell response to colistin should additionally 

form an area of future research. With a decrease in the rate of LPS biosynthesis shown here to 

be a cause of diminished killing by the polymyxin drug, a conceivable explanation for the 

divergence in colistin activity at the level of a single bacterium is fluctuations in the activity of 

the Lpx enzymes between cells. This could be tested by separating and growing individual 

bacterial cells into distinct populations as before, and then assessing the expression levels of 

the lpx genes by qRT-PCR or RNAseq-based transcriptomics. 

An alternative reason for the vastly differing colistin susceptibility of single cells in a 

bacterial population could be connected to the two-component systems involved in cationic 

lipid A modifications in Gram-negative organisms (e.g. PmrAB and PhoPQ)476,485. It is 

certainly possible that alterations between individual bacteria in the activity of these two-

component regulatory protein complexes, or their downstream target genes (including the arn 

operon and the pmrCAB operon), may dictate the proportion of LPS in their membrane 

bilayers that is cationically-altered, and thus the ability of cells to tolerate colistin exposure. 

Two separate methods could be implemented to resolve this proposal. Firstly, a lipidomic 

approach based on the MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry technique described here could allow 

for quantifying the ratio of modified:unmodified lipid A in the surface membranes of bacterial 

populations grown up from individual single cells641. Secondly, the genetic construction of 

reporter strains in which expression of two-component systems/operons engaged in cationic 

LPS alterations produced a detectable fluorescent signal could be used to identify through flow 

cytometry if there were any cells in a whole bacterial population with an increased propensity 

to modify lipid A. The outputs of both these two methods could then be correlated to the 

bactericidal efficacy of colistin against populations grown from individual bacterial cells, 

offering greater insight into colistin activity at the single cell level. 

7.2.3 Do host antimicrobial peptides share a common mode of action 

with colistin? 

In the same manner as the historic belief that colistin permeabilises the bacterial CM 

through a surfactant-like effect on phospholipids in the bilayer, it is generally thought that the 

host antimicrobial peptides which form a prominent part of the innate immune defence 

system amongst all classes of life, kill microbial organisms by deleteriously interacting with 

membrane phospholipids411,888. Most host antimicrobial peptides consist of abundant cationic 

and hydrophobic amino acid residues, and it is considered that their insertion into bacterial 
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cell membranes leads to the formation of lethal pores in the bilayers889,890. However, this 

proposed mechanism of action for certain host antimicrobial peptides, including the cecropins 

DAN1/2 and several Drosophila peptides, is called into doubt by the fact that they have 

antibacterial properties only against Gram-negative pathogens891,892. 

The implication from this information is that such antimicrobial peptides cannot be 

solely interacting with membrane phospholipids, which are equally present in both Gram-

positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Rather, it should now be considered, particularly in the 

light of this work, that Gram-negative-specific host defence peptides function by targeting LPS 

in both the OM and CM of bacterial cells. This could be investigated by examining how the 

killing effect of antimicrobial peptides (obtained in a purified form, or isolated from the 

degranulation of host neutrophils/macrophages) is affected by modulating membrane LPS 

levels via the antagonists of LPS biosynthesis/transport used here. Intriguingly, there is a 

prospect that elevating the abundance of CM LPS with the LptD inhibitor murepavadin may 

not only be clinically relevant for potentiating colistin, but also therapeutically useful if it 

augments the activity of host antimicrobial peptides. 

In support of the notion that Gram-negative-specific host defence peptides target LPS 

to kill bacteria, non-susceptibility to polymyxin antibiotics occurring through modifications of 

lipid A can result in cross-resistance to some antimicrobial peptides, including LL-37, α-

defensin 5 and β-defensin 3893. This finding may provide evolutionary context for how colistin 

resistance – both chromosomally and MCR-conferred – was selected for in the decades prior 

to its routine administration in clinical settings. On a related evolutionary note, the novel 

process of colistin tolerance by extracellular LPS shedding reported in this study may also have 

developed in response to bacterial exposure to LPS-targeting antimicrobial peptides in the 

environment, as well as during infections of host organisms. With this in mind, it may be of 

relevance to explore whether Gram-negative pathogens also release LPS into their external 

milieu when treated with antimicrobial peptides, and whether this shed LPS can compromise 

the bactericidal tendencies of these peptides. 

7.2.4 Does released LPS contribute to colistin therapy failure in cystic 

fibrosis patients? 

Colistin is one of the most frequently administered antibiotics in individuals with CF 

that are chronically infected with multi-drug resistant Gram-negative pathogens, where the 

polymyxin drug is often delivered in a nebulised formulation directly into the patients’ 

lungs316. Concerningly, but perhaps not surprisingly, it has been identified that in the 

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of CF patients, there exists a significant amount of LPS 

which may, based on the results portrayed here, interfere with the antibacterial activity of 

colistin894. In order to test if this is the case, samples of sputum/BALF from individuals with 
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CF, as well as non-CF individuals for use as a control population, could be obtained. Using 

these samples and the immunogenic LAL assay, the concentration of LPS in the lungs of 

CF/non-CF patients could be quantified, allowing a correlation to be made between LPS levels 

and the ability of colistin to kill bacteria, with polymyxin susceptibility testing conducted 

directly in sputum/BAL lung fluids. If true, that colistin’s antibacterial effects are diminished 

in the CF lung due to higher amounts of extracellular LPS, novel therapeutic strategies could 

be developed to overcome this contributor to polymyxin treatment failure. These include the 

use of PMBN, a compound with an extremely high specificity and binding capacity to LPS, that 

could be administered as a pre-treatment to individuals with CF to “soak up” released LPS 

molecules in the lung prior to the delivery of aerosolised colistin895. Notably, this combined 

approach may be of additional advantage because PMBN is believed to have reduced 

mammalian cell toxicity owing to the lack of a fatty acyl lipid tail, although this would need to 

be confirmed via haemolysis or cell culture-based toxicity testing896. 

Somewhat counterintuitively, nebulised colistin therapy in CF patients can actually be 

often comparatively efficacious in mitigating the symptoms of lung disease experienced by 

these individuals, despite the high LPS concentrations in the environment897. One explanation 

for this beneficial influence of colistin could be that the polymyxin drug is not acting as an 

antibiotic at all, but rather binding to highly immunogenic LPS molecules in the lung, and 

thereby blocking the damaging activation of an inflammatory response in immune cells 

residing in the airways898. It is plausible that the rapidly decreasing lung function observed in 

individuals with CF that are chronically infected with bacteria is not directly related to the 

carriage of microbial pathogens, but more indirectly caused by LPS-mediated stimulation of 

tissue-damaging inflammation which can be downregulated by the binding of molecules of 

colistin to this exogenous LPS899. To study this hypothesis, the inflammatory response to BALF 

or sputum samples obtained from CF patients could be determined in the absence/presence 

of added colistin using, for example, a human TLR4 reporter cell line in which LPS-driven 

activation of TLR4 results in the secretion of alkaline phosphatase that can be both detected 

and quantified900. 

7.2.5 Does the host environment influence susceptibility to colistin? 

In addition to the role extracellular LPS may play in how effectively colistin can work 

in the CF lung, it is of absolute import to consider the impact of the host environment more 

generally in terms of elucidating why polymyxin therapy fails to treat human infections. The 

majority of experiments presented in this work were undertaken in media optimised for 

bacterial growth, which was nutrient-rich and not wholly representative of the conditions to 

which Gram-negative pathogens are exposed inside infected patients. It is, therefore, worth 

exploring how pre-incubation of bacteria in a host fluid, for example human serum, affects the 
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ability of colistin to exert its bactericidal effects. Any differences arising in the killing activity 

of colistin in such host environments could be further investigated by fractionation of the 

fluids used, combined with a mass spectrometry-based approach to identify if there were any 

specific host molecules that interacted with bacterial cells to modulate susceptibility to 

polymyxin antibiotics. 

Particular attention should be paid to exogenous host lipids (for instance by utilising 

delipidated serum), since it is known that bacteria can take up these extracellular fatty acid 

intermediates and feed them into biosynthetic pathways, such as the synthesis of the LPS lipid 

A domain. With this study highlighting how the rate of LPS biosynthesis is intricately 

interconnected with the activity of colistin, uptake of host lipid molecules by pathogenic 

bacteria could be one mechanism by which the host environment shapes the efficaciousness 

of polymyxin treatment901,902. Finally, it is possible that certain host stressors and factors could 

trigger the activation of determinants of polymyxin resistance in bacteria, including the 

PhoPQ/PmrAB two-component systems, or the potentially inducible plasmid-borne gene 

mcr-9. This suggestion could be analysed by performing colistin susceptibility assays on 

relevant pathogenic strains in host fluids which more closely resemble the environmental 

conditions encountered by bacteria in infected host organisms. 

 

7.3 Summary 

In conclusion, this study aimed to provide an in-depth characterisation of colistin, an 

antibiotic of last-resort that is extremely crucial in the treatment of multi-drug resistant Gram-

negative pathogens, but one that is associated with a high frequency of therapeutic failure. 

This work uncovered key insight into the mechanism of action of colistin – revealing that the 

polymyxin compound kills bacteria by targeting LPS molecules in the cytoplasmic membrane 

of cells. Moreover, three potential causes for why colistin treatment can fail in the clinic were 

identified and described here: the extracellular release of LPS that can inactivate the antibiotic, 

the acquisition of colistin resistance mediated by modified LPS in the bacterial cytoplasmic 

membrane, and a novel phenotype of inducible colistin hetero-resistance in sub-populations 

of bacterial cells. New combination therapy approaches were designed that can overcome 

these grounds for colistin therapy being ineffective, including the utilisation of an LPS 

transport inhibitor murepavadin that potentiates the polymyxin drug even against non-

susceptible bacteria, and dual “colistin-rifampicin” treatment to target pathogens resistant to 

both antimicrobial agents individually. These findings offer clinically feasible routes to 

enhance the efficacy of colistin and improve the therapeutic outcomes in infected patients 

undergoing salvage colistin therapy. 
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